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ABSTMACT

The High School Curriculum Center in Government veal established on
July 1, 1966, and completed its work on June )0, 1971. Through-
0'A this period the Center's advisory committee consisted of tvo
representatives from the Department of Political Science and tvo
representatives from the School of Education. )4r. Shirley Engle,
Pr)fessor of Education, vas chairman of the advisory committee.
Bevan! Mehlinger and John Patrick were director and associcte
director of the project, respectively.

Acting upon the belief that existing courses in civics and govern-
ment lacked success because they were largely redundant and failed
to ;lepitalite upon the moat recent research in political science,
the Center developed a two-semester program entitled "American
Political Behavior" (APB) that was found to be a successful alter-
native to both ninth-grade civics and twelfth-grade American
government courses. APB features a social science approach to the
study cf politics in which students use concepts such as role,
political culture, political socialisation, decision-making, and
recruitment to derive greater meaning from political phenomena.
Case studies, simulations, classroom games, and reports of politi-
cal science research are but a few of the techniques used for
instructiopel purposes.
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I. INTRODUCTION by Linirley Engle

Writing a fine; report for a curriculum development project is a
little like writing a Christmas "letter" for relatives. Preuuma-
ably the author of a Christmas letter believes it is important to
tell his friends and relative:: what has happened to him during the
preceding year; so too, a developer feels compelled to report what
has happened to his project since he was funded. Both share the
frustration of finding how to convey the excitement and commitment
of those who participated in the activities, how to share the
frustrations and disappointments as well as the moments of success,
and how to collapse all the efforts and toil of five years into a
report that someone might read in a few minutes.

Writing a final report for a curriculum development project is no
like writing a report of a research project. Usually the final
report of a research effort contains all of the accomplishments of
the team. Our final report does not contain our most important
work. The program "American Political Behavior" (APB) developed
by this project has been published under a five-year contract
between Ginn and Company and Indiana University. Since this con-
tra,t provides for an exclusive copyright for the five-year period,
the major product of this project will not become part of public
domain until December 31, 1977. APB instructional materials cannot
be included with this report.

During the five years of this project, its staff produced four
"occasional papers" to keep professionals abreast of their work,
published a number of articles about tho project, delivered more
than 100 talks, answered thousands of letters, and wrote 20
quarterly reports for the U.S. Office of Education. Thus the
"dissemination of results" has been underway for several years.
One task remains: a report on what the project accomplished, how
the accomplishments were achieved, and why the staff chose to do
one thing rather than another. Such a report is important, because
despite the investment of millions of dollars in curriculum develop-
ment during the past 15 years, little is known about the sociology
of curriculum development projects: Why a project is begun, how
key actors relate to others, how decisions are made, what assump-
tions guide product development, etc. This report is addressed
primarily to this problem. It contains an impressionistic, topical
history of the project as seen by the director, moves to a treat-
ment of its most important product, APB, by the two people who were
most responsible for its development, describes the evaluation of
APB by the one who assumed primary responsibility for its testing,
and concludes with some "conclusions and recommendations" by the
director. Hopefully, those who are interested in tho sociology of
education, the processes of educational change, and curriculum
development will find the report interesting and helpful.

Voz
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II. A TOPICAL HISTORY OF THE MIGM SCHOOL CURRICULUM CENTER
IN GOVERNMENT by Howard Mehlinger

The period 1956-1966 mangy be described by future historians qs the
*curriculum developrent decade* in American education. tegitnine:

in the fields of *clonee and mathematice with support from private
foundations, a systematic effort vu made to improve the quality
of instruction in American schools by altering the instructional
materials used to teach students. Soon other subject fields
joined the curriculum reform effort. Special projects in foreign
languages, English, and the social sciences appeared. As momentum
and costs increlried, financial support for curriculum development
becane too greet for the private foundations and responsibility
shifted to the Rational Science Foundation and the U.S. Office of
Education.

The High School Ourriculun Center in Government (=CC) at Indiana
University vat established at the close of the *curriculum develop-
ment decade.* In 1966, when ECG began work, the three major high
school social science projects of the Rational Science Foundation --
the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project, the High School Gc.eraphy
Project, and the Sociological Resourcos for Secondary Schools
Project -- had been in operation several years, and nearly all of
the special projects launched under *Project Social Stvdime of the
Cooperative Research Branch of the 0.1. Office of Education had
been runctionine for one or more years. Indeed, some of the pro-
jezts wore morlsIg toward final publication when the HSCCG staff
wrote its brat instructional objective. *en the Indiana Univer-
sity group completed its five-year project on June 30, 1971, it
vu probably the last USOE curriculum development project of its
kind.

The fact that the High School Curriculum Center in Goverment
arrived late on the scene hod both advantages and disadvantages.
The principal advantage was that nenbers of the project staff were

V:11 learn from the experiences of the other projects. Many
false state that had characterized earlier projects were easily

*voided. Many ideological positJons that had tripped others could
be identified and leaped. Co the other hand, the project staff
did not gain the advantage of living during the 'heroic period* of
curriculum development, when curriculum materials !seemed to be the
single best answer to the problems besetting schools. By 1966 the
agenda of national priorities in American education had begun to
shift from concerns about the academic validity of curriculum con-
tent (expressed commonly through ouch phrases as 'the structure of
the discipline*), and the need to include scholars in efforts to
improve school instruction to new concerns thcluding the education
of disadvantaged youth, problems of inner-city schools, the educe-
tion of ee.nic minorities. By 1966 the complaints of those crities

3
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of education who had argued that the content of instructional
materials lacked academic rigor could no longer be heard against
the clamor of urban riots, student walkouts, and demands for ethnic
studies programs. By 1964 the curriculum development projects in
social studies were beginning to receive criticism for not having
changed the scholia and for not being "relevant." Developers who
were working consistently and steadily on objectives aimed at re-
solving criticisms of education from the late 19501s and early
1960"s learned that the system had not stood still. Developers
found they were directing their efforts at roving targets, as both
the schools and the society at large were changing rapidly and in
unpredictable ways.

All of this peens perfectly clear from the vsnt4ge point of 1971.
But in 1966 the xigh School Curriculum Center in Government was
very much a product of the "development decade"; its proposal for
funds clearly reflects the assumptions of that decade. The follow-
ing "objectives" and "procedures" appeared in the abstract of the

proposal.

a. Otlectivem. The aims of the proposed Curriculum Center in
Social Studies at Indiana University are the following:
(1) To identity broad topics and problems in political
science, to examine these in depth through the use of
relevant concepts and analytical tools, and to select
and present topics suitable for study in junior and
senior high school courses in civics and government;
(2) To develop natetials acrd teaching procedures which
would incorporate the most recent findings in political
science, psychology, and education;
(3) To teach concepts which relate to the political
system at the local, national, and international levels,
and which enhance conceptual sophistication in dealing
with political ideas tc junior and senior high school
student.;
(4) Tv familiarise high school students with the process
of developing and testing hypotheses pertaining to the
political world;
(5) To enable students to handle questions of public
policy in ethically and intellectually defensible ways;
(6) To maximise the ability of high school students to
understand the conditions under which political decisions
are made;
(7) To encourage university scholars in the social sciences
to work with high school teachers in the development of a
social studies curriculum;
(8) To demonstrate new programs and instructional
approaches, and to disseminate the most reliable findings
to teachers, administrators, and other school] personnel.

4
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b. Procaeures. The Center proposes to attain the foregoing
objectives by using the following procedures:
(1 Establishing a work team composed of a Center Com-
mittee made up of political scientists and professional
educators who will direct the investigation and serve as
the primary resource persons, a full -time Principal In-
vestigator, who will conduct the investigation, and key
scholars from related fields and cooperating high school
teachers who will serve as resource parsons and consult
with the staff on substantive and procedural matters;
(2) Obtaining basic ideas, concepts, and procedures to
be developed from political scientists and cooperating
scholars in related fields;
(3) Developing appropriate pamphlets, syllabi, case -
studies, and books of readings for use in the classroom;

(4) Identifying promising teachers in the cooperating
schools, and training them in the use of materials and
instructional methods;
(5) Applying the concepts and generalizations relating
to the political system in selected schools, and experi-
menting with teaching methods such as discovery, simula-
tion, and case - study;

(6) Through the use of simulation of political systems
and through role-playing to give the student the oppor-
tunity to participate in political decisions;
(7) Measuring student growth in knowledge and under-
standing of the political world, and comparing experi-
mental and control groups by means of pre- and post-tests,
self-evaluation, teacher records of daily activities,
judgments of trained observers, etc.;
(8) Disseminating the most reliable and interesting
findings through regional conferences, professional
meetings, demonstration centers, and periodic reports
in the professional literature.

The history of the High School Curriculum Center in Government is
the story of how one group of people attempted to satisfy the terms
of its contract and its proposal while remaining responsive to the
changes underway within society and in the schools in particular.

Organization of the Hash School Curriculum Center in Government

The project was funded officially in March, 1966. This followed
more than a year of negotiations with the U.S. Office of Education.
The first draft of the proposal was submitted on September 1, 1964.
In response to suggestions by the U.S. Office of Education, revised
proposals were submitted on January 18 and August 11, 1965. Delays
in funding and uncertainty about when the project might begin affect-
ed the staffing of the project. Therefore, when funding finally was

5
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autlorized in March, 1966, a delay of nearly four months was re-
quired before the project could begin work.

The initial proposal had been sponsored by Mr. Shirley Engle, Pro-
fessor of Education, and Mr. Byrum Carter, then Professor of
Government, and today Chancellor of Indiana University. The pro-
posal called for the establishment of an "executive committee,"
consisting of Mr. Engle as chairman and three additional members,
M.. Carter, Mr. Uilliam Siffin, then Associate Professor of Govern-
ment, and Mr. Frederick Smith, then Associate Professor of Educa-
tion.* The executive committee was to provide overall guidance for
the project.**

The first problen faced by the executive committee was the recruit-
ment of a "principal investigator."*** No one in the Government
Department at Indiana University or in the School of Education
wished to assume full-time responsibility for the project. Efforts
to recru;,s, either political scientists or specialists in social
studies education from outside the University for the position of
director were unsuccessful. In every case, their price seemed too
high. Applicants understood that the project would not extend more
than five years. For good reason they worried about their future at
Indiana University followtig the completion of the project. The
Government Department was unwilling to insure promotion and tenure
cn the basis of curriculum development and those who had published
enough in social studies to attract the interest of the executive
committee demanded appointment at a higher academic level than the
Z&ool of Education believed justified. Few people believed in
1966 that many professional rewards accompanied the direction of a
U.S. Office of Education curriculum development project.

'In 1967 Mr. Carter resigned from the committee and was re-
placed by Mr. Alfred Dinmant, Professor of Government.

**The first budget provided for partial salary support for
members of the executive committee. In practice, Mr. Engle re-
colved one-fourth of his salary as chairman from 1966 through

30, 1969; M.H. Siffin received one-half salary for two months
during summer, 1966 and summer, 1967; and Mr. Smith received one-

rnlary for two months during summer, 1967; Mr. Carter received
salary support from the High School Curriculum Center in Govern-

ment.
***The term "principal investigator" was used in the proposal.

Later, through an agreement with Howard Mehlinger, the term
"principal investigator" was changed to director. The person
specified as "director" in the initial proposal, Mr. Shirley Engle,
assumed the title chairman of the executive committee.

6
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In May, 1966, the executive committee invited Howard Mehlinger to
direct the project. Mellinger had von no special recognition,
either as political scientist or as a social studies educator.
But he offered a number of advantages. First of all, he was not
seeking a long-term appointment at Indiana University. In 1966 he
was employed by Indiana University as Deputy Chairman of the Inter-
University Committee on Travel Grants, a special project supported
by the Ford Foundation and the Department of State to handle the
academic exchanges of faculty and graduate students with the Soviet
Union and countries of Eastern Europe. In addition, he held a part-
time appointment as Assistant Professor of History. In 1966 he had
a "soft - money" appointment at Indiana University and no promise of
a long-term association with the University.

In addition to the advantages Mehlinger offered by his willingness
to accept the directorship of the project and forego a regular
academic appointment, his prior experience suggested that he was an
acceptable risk. He had recently published a book of readings for
high school students entitled Communism in Theor an practice, and
was completing the publication of a teacher's guide on teaching about
totalitarianism for the National Council for the Social Studies.
From 1963-1964 he had been co-director of the social studies project
at Carnegie-Mellon University, the most visible USOE-funded social
studies project at that time. And from 1964-1965 he had been the
assistant director of the NCA Foreign Relations Project, a project
that sought to stimulate interest in teaching about American for-
eign relations in secondary schools. Moreover, he had eleven
years' experience as a high school teacher of world history and
American government, and, while his Ph.D. was in Russian history,
he was committed to the reform of social studies instruction in
schools through the development of improved curriculum materials.
In contrast to others who were contacted about directing the project,
Mehlinger viewed the High School Curriculum Center in Government as
an unusual and attractive opportunity and relieved all concerned by
asserting his belief that his responsibilities should be limited to
the directorship of the project and that he should not be asked to
assume other academic responsibilities.

The next staff member to be employed was John Patrick. In 1966
John Patrick was a graduate student in the School of Education.
He had been drawn to Indiana University in part by a promise from
Shirley Engle that he would have an opportunity to participate in
the High School Curriculum Center in Government, if and when it
were funded. John Patrick had been a high school teacher in East
Chicago and later at the University of Chicago Laboratory School.
He wanted to become a professional curriculum developer and viewed
the opportunity to join the Center staff as an opportunity to advance
his professional career. During the first year of the project, Mr.
Patrick was employed as a half-time research assistant; during the
second year his status changed to that of a full-time research

7
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associate. Subsequently, upon the completion of his doctoral
degree, he was promoted to associate director of the High School
Curriculum Center in Government.

The third member of the initial staff was Mrs. Jane Lewis, secre-
tary and administrative assistant. Not only was Mrs. Lewis the
first secretary to be employed by the project, but she was the last,
as she remained with the Center until its contract expired.

During the five-year period of the High School Curriculum Center in
Government many people were employed by the project. Some worked
on a part-time basis as writers; others were employed on a half-
time basis as graduate assistants; still others were hired as
technicians and clerk typists. But the bulk of the work and the
responsibility for the project's success or failure depended
primarily upon three individuals: Howard Mehlinger, the director,
John Patrick, the associate director, and Jane Lewis, secretary and
administrative assistant.

Staff Organization and Utilization

Those who wrote the proposal for the High School Curriculum Center
in Government assumed that the executive committee would be engaged
to a significant degree in planning and developing the project
materials. The "principal investigator" was viewed as one to be
charged with the responsibility for carrying out the executive com-
mittee's ideas.

This conceptualization of the principal investigator's role proved
impractical. As members of the executive committee were not em-
ployed on a full-time basis by the project, other commitments
interferred with their opportunity to concentrate upon project
tasks. The committee met when the director of the project called
them together, and they reacted to papers prepared for their con-
sideration. Therefore, partly because the situation required it
and partly because the director wanted freedom to act, initiative
for the project passed by default to the director. He assumed re-
sponsibility for project management, for preparing budgets for the
U.S. Office of Zducation, for writing quarterly reports, for repre-
senting the project at major conferences, for answering routine
correspondence, etc.

In the beginning, the executive committee met frequently. The
director would prepare an agenda for their meetings, identify.the
issues to be resolved, and encourage full discussion of the alter-
native choices. These sessions tended to be very fruitful, espe-
cially as it gave the staff an opportunity to test ideas they
wished to follow. Major publications were given to the executive
committee for reactions prior to their publication. In the latter

8
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years of the project, the executive committee met less frequently
than in the beginning. Once the direction of the project was clear,
there was less need for policy diseessien::. The staff knew its job
and carried it out.

In 1968 Indiana University established a new organization culled
the Social Studies Development Center. The High School Curriculum
Center in Government became identified as one of the projects of
he Social Studies Development Center. The Social Studies Develop-

ment Center had a policy committee to make overall policy for SSDC
projects. Therefore, the last major issue that might have been
settled by the executive committee of the High School Curriculum
Center in Government, that of deciding upon a publisher for the
APB program, was presented to the policy committee of the Social
Studios Development Center instead. As two members of the High
School Curriculum Center in Government executive committee, Mr.
Shirley Engle and Mr. Frederick Smith were also members of the
policy committee of the Social Studies Development Center, and as
Howard Mehlinger was both director of the Social Studies Development
Center and the High School Curriculum Center in Government, the
change in policy leadership was not seen as significant by key
people.

The role of Shirley Engle in the High School Curriculum Center in
Government changed during the course of the project. From 1966 to
1969 he devoted considerable time and energy to project affairs as
adviser, consultant, and supervisor and was budgeted one-fourth
time to the project. In 1969 Mr. Engle reduced the amount of time
he invested in project affairs and no longer received salary from
the project. From 19(3 to 1971 Mr. Engle maintained close contact
with the project, parl,cipated in a number of meetings relating to
the project's work, reLd project materials, consulted with the pro-
ject staff on many occasions, and remained supportive and available
for advice.

The relationship between Howard Mehlinger and John Patrick, director
and associate director of the High School Curriculum Center in
Government respectively, was primarily that of co-equal partners.
Officially there was a status difference. Mehlinger was the direc-
tor; Patrick began as a part-time graduate assistant, became a
full-time research associate during the project's second year, and
moved to associate director in subsequent years following the com-
pletion of his doctoral degree.

The practical consequences stemming from the status differences were
that Mehliner assumed overall responsibility for project management,
made decisions about the expenditure of funds and the recruitment
of staff, assumed responsibility for preparing project reports, etc.
Patrick had comparatively few management responsibilities.

9
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Mehlinger and Patrick were partners in the direction and design of
the "American Political Behavior" course. Throughout the project
they worked as a team to decide course content, to choose alterna-
tive ways of presenting materials, and to write instructional
materials. They agreed upon a division of labor for writing spe-
cific units and lessons, they criticized each other's work, and
they took turns at editing each other's writings for the experi-
mental version. Some project publications were written primarily
by a single individual with the other person acting as a critic.
In such cases the individual's name appeared as the author of the
publication. Examples are the Virut Lwo occasional papers pub-
lished and disseminated by the project, the first by John Patrick,
the second by Howard Mehlinger. But the primary product of the
Center, the course "American Political Behavior," was a joint effort
by Mehlinger and Patrick.

From time to time other individuals were recruited to work as pro-
feusional members of the HSCCG staff. Part-time assistants were
hired from the Audio Visual Department of Indiana University to
assume ::esponsibility for the development of transparencies,
35 mm. slides and audio tapes. First, Eugene Michaels and later
Russell Cassity worked as audio visual assistants. Each made im-
portant contributions to the development of the program. Mr.

Michael. Cabat, a graduate student in sociology, assisted the
evaluation effort by taking charge of processing the dea through
the computer.

While the project was successful in employing technical assistance
when needed, it had less success in finding additional developers.
On several occasions the project recruited former high school
teachers who had taught high school civics and government courses
and who seemed interested in becoming curriculum developers. It
was hoped that these people would become co-equal developers of
instructional materials. Most efforts to recruit additional full -
tine developers were unsuccessful. However, there was a notable
exception. During the last year of the project Mrs. Judith
Gillespie was employed as a part-time research assistant. Mrs.
Gillespie, who was completing her doctoral studies in political
science at the University of Minnesota, was employed to develop
simulations and games for the published version of the "American
Folitical Behavior" course and to help design a twelfth-grade com-
parative politics course. Although she had had no prior experience
as a developer of educational materials and no experience as a high
school teacher, she became a very capable developer. In January,
1971, her status changed from a half-time to a full-time research
associate in the Center

It is difficult to specify the qualities that are required to be a
successful developer of instructional materials. Certainly a
developer must understand his subject and be able to write clearly.

10
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Among the personality characteristics that seem important are a
willingness to work for long stretches by oneself and an ability
to work for delayed rewards. Nevertheless, no formula was found
that assured success in predicting who would become accomplished
developers.

Utilization of Part-Time Writers and Consultants

The project also tried to use political scientists and educators
as part-time writers and consultants, with mixed success. Ini-
tially the staff planned for some units to be developed by politi-
cal scientists working on a part-time basis for the project. Mr.
Fred Coombs, Assistant Professor of Political Science at the
University of Illinois, was employed during one summer to develop
the unit entitled "Unofrilial Political Specialists." Other polit-
ical scientists were employed to develop materials on Federal
bureaucrats and on the Congressional role. A fourth political
scientist was hired to develop a simulation for use at the end of
a unit on voting behavior. Of the four, Mr. Coombs' contribution
was the most significant. He successfully completed the develop-
ment of his unit as assigned. While the style of his unit
differed somewhat from other units, later modifications and editing
brought his material into line. The published 7ersion of Unit
"Unofficial Political Specialists," is based substantially upon
Mr. Coombs' early work.

The other political scientists were less successful. Small
portions of their work was used, but much additional labor was
required before their materials were deemed suitable for pilot
trials.

It is difficult to work with writers when they are not based at
the project. If the staff takes time to describe in detail the
kinds of materials they want, it is almost as easy to develop
materials themselves. On the other hand, without detailed speci-
fications, the political scientists were left to their own re-
sources. Lacking full understanding of the intent of the project,
they had to imagine what was needed. Secondly, some had little
or no experience as high school teachers and were unable to imag-
ine how one might construct a lesson for a secondary school student.

Political scientists were more helpful as content validators. In
particular the role of Mr. Leroy Rieselbach should be noted. Mr.

Rieselbach teaches graduate courses on political behavior at
Indiana University. His interest and knowledge were linked close-
ly to the content of thelfterican Political Behavioe program. He
frequently met with the project staff, read materials produced by
the project, criticized the materials, and pointed out short-
comings. In addition to these roles, Mr. Rieselbach prepared a
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paper to help teachers understand the behavioral approach to
politics. This paper was an outgrowth of a course he offered
during a summer institute in 1968 for the 40 pilot teachers.
Other political scientists read and reacted to specific lessons
from the course. This proved to be an excellent way to use
people who were expert in the discipline of political science.

On a few occasions graduate and undergraduate students were em-
ployed as part-time writers for the project. They were assigned
specific case studies for which they were to do research and pro-
vide an initial draft of the case. The project staff used their
drafts as the bases for publishable case studies. Five case
studies were produced in this way.

In addition specialists in social studies education were used as
consultants and as critic readers for the project. Mr. Fred Smith
and Mr. Gerald Marker were especially helpful in this way.

Some Guiding Principles

Some assumptions made in 1966 remained constant throughout the
five-year life of the project. These assumptions led to decisions
which had a profound impact upon the direction of the project.
Other decisions, perhaps based upon other assumptions, would have
produced an entirely different product and a different set of
activities. Therefore, it is important to examine what some of
these assumptions and decisions were.

First of all, it was assumed that the overriding purpose of the
High School Curriculum Center in Government was to stimulate a re-
form in civics and government instruction in high schools. Key
individuals who launched the Center, most notably Shirley Engle
and Byrum Carter, had been engaged in efforts to influence civics
instruction for many years. Thus, in 1966 there was substantial
concern, interest, and experience at Indiana University in civics
instruction. The Center became the instrument some at Indiana
University had been seeking to conduct a national reform in civic
education.

Second, the leaders behind the Center assumed that better instruc-
tion "as closely related to better instructional materials. Prior
to the Center some at Indiana had conducted studies of traditional
civics and government textbooks. Their studies, supported and
supplemented by others, printed up a number of inadequacies.
(See Chapter III for a brief review of these studies and their
implications for decisions relating to the development of APB.)

Thirdly, the Center was directed at curriculum reform in the high
school grades. Despite claims about the efficacy of early politi-
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cal learning, it was assumed that political learning did not cease
at grade eight and that important gains could be made in the polit-
ical knowledge, attitudes, and skills of high school youth through
formal instruction.

The staff focused its energies on two grade levels in the high
school curriculum where political science-related courses are
offered typically. At the ninth grade, approximately 500,000
students enroll each year in a course called Civics; and at the
twelfth grade approximately three-quarters of a million American
youth study a one or two-semester course in American Government.
Rather than inventing a new course sequence, or trying to "in-
filtrate" courses in World History, American History, Economics,
etc., the staff elected to develop alternatives to existing
courses in ninth-grade civics and twelfth-grade American govern-
ment, on the assumption that successful alternatives to these two
programs would receive a friendly reception in the schools.

HSCCG Created "Alternative" Programs

The project staff conceived its role to be the creators of "alter-
native" programs for existing civics and government courses. The
staff was influenced by what it perceived as a curious circle
existing in civics and government instruction. Often teachers
criticize their textbooks as being bland and uninteresting. When
these findings were communicated to a selected group of publishers,
some responded that they too were dissatisfied with the civics and
government textbooks that they published, but that they produced
the kinds of books the schools would buy. Until it could be shown
that schools would purchase and employ new approaches to civics
and government, the publishers had to produce for the existing
market.

The High School Curriculum Center in Government imagined its role
to be the inventor of alternatives to traditional civics and
government programs. Since private industry was unable to foster
the development of alternative approaches to civics and government,
the Center used the government grant as "risk Capital" to create
a readiness for new and different approaches to the study of poli-
tics and government and to develop some alternative materials that
could be used by schools seeking new ways to teach civics and
government.

The project staff believed that if it could produce a program that
was judged by political scientists to be valid and to faithfully
represent the discipline, that was judged by social studies educa-
tors, curriculum directors, school administrators, and civics and
government teachers as reflecting the kinds of goals that ought to
be a part of civics and government instruction in the schools, and
if it could demonstrate that the course could be taught success-
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fully so that most students would-achieve the course objectives
and that most teachers and students found the course more inter-
esting than materials currently on the market, the project would
have achieved all that could be expected. If it created a genuine
alternative to existing courses in civics and government, if it
created a climate of readiness for consideration of alternative
programs in civics and government, if it successfully diffused in-
formation about alternatives throughout the nation, its goals
would be met and the public's funds well spent.

To achieve those overall purposes, the High School Curriculum
Center in Government moved on several fronts. The most important
effort was the development of an alternative to civics and American
government courses. (This program, entitled "American Political
Behavior" (APB), is discussed at length in Sections III and IV of
this report.) In addition to the development of APB, the project
staff acted in other ways to influence civics and government in-
strucLion. It produced a series of "occasional papers" on the
teaching of political science, which were widely disseminated to
the education community. Members of the Center staff spoke often
to meetings of teachers and political scientists in all sections
of the nation. Between 1966 and 1971, Mehlinger gave more than
100 talks about efforts to improve civics and government instruc-
tion. At conventions of the National Council for the Social
Studies, the American Political Science Association, at NDEA
Institutes, at Robert A. Taft Institutes, at state conventions,
both in political science and in social studies, Mehlinger and
Patrick argued for the need to alter civics and government instruc-
tion. In addition, both Mehlinger and Patrick wrote articles for
a number of journals about the need for reform in civics and
government instruction.

Additional ways to influence educators were undertaken. For ex-
ample, Mehlinger became a consultant to the National Committee for
the Assessment of Progress in Education, an advisor to the College
Boards Examination Committee a reviewer of standardized American
government exams, and a member of the Pre-Collegiate Committee of
the American Political Science Association. In the latter role he
was successful in helping stimulate the American Political -,cience
Association to undertake new efforts relating to the improvement
of school instruction in civics and government. Thus, in a self
conscious and direct way, the High School Curriculum Center in
Government staff sought to stimulate interest in and mobilize
efforts toward reform of civics and government instruction.

Courses not Units

The staff concentrated its energies on the development of a total
course, rather than the preparation of units or resource materials.
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This decision was based upon a number of assumptions about schools,
teachers, and the function of new instructional materials in
schools. It was assumed that while some schools were changing
patterns of staff utilization, for the near future most civics and
American government instruction would occur in classes of 30 or
more students directed by a single teacher. It was assumed that
most school libraries had few if any worthwhile books on political
science for supplementary reading and that most teachers had little
or no money to purchase supplementary materials. Therefore, the
decision was to provide a program complete in itself and within a
cost-range that schools could afford.

It was assumed that typical high school American government or
civics teachers had little special training in political science.
The typical teacher was conceived as one who had nine or less hours
of formal college instruction in American Government and little
opportunity to become familiar with recent approaches to the study
of political science while a student. The staff assumed that the
typical teacher teaches five classes a day and has extra-curricular
responsibilities, has little time for reading and for preparing
each day's lesson, would find much of the APB content unfamiliar,
and would welcome suggestions regarding methods and techniques for
teaching the new political science content.

The staff made no effort to "teacher proof" the course. If such
an intention were ever taken seriously, it was quickly dispelled.
Any poor teacher is capable of destroying the integrity of a lesson
and some good teachers taught APB lessons better than had been
imagined possible by the developers. Whenever materials reach
students through the intervention of teachers, the teacher remains
a critical element in instruction. He is the only one who can
schedule and pace the activities; he must decide whether learning
has occurred and whether re-teaching is necessary; he must help
students apply classroom instruction to specific current political
happenings in the society. No developer can assume these responsi-
bilities. Nevertheless, improved civics instruction depends upon
improved instructional materials. The developer's role is neces-
sary but not sufficient.

Effect of Limited Funding on Project Staff

The level of funding and the type of staff the project employed
undoubtedly had consequences for its work. Neither Howard
Mehlinger nor John Patrick were political scientists. Mehlinger
had acquired some training in political science while working to-
ward his Ph.D., but nothing in his formal course work had prepared
him for the direction of a political science education project.'
While John Patrick was an experienced teacher of political science
in the schools and had some formal training in political science,
he did not consider himself to be a political scientist by train-
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ing. When the project began, tho question arose: "Who should
determine what the program will be?" One solution might have been
to form a panel of political scientists to design the program and
to ask Mehlinger and Patrick to put it into practice. Some social
studies development projects had used scholars in similar ways.
Mehlinger and Patrick avoided this solution. They chose to use
the initial months of the grant to prepare themselves in political
science. Through reading and talking to political scientists, they
designed and conceptualized the program themselves.

This procedure offered a number of advantages. First of all it
won their total eommitment to the project. Whatever was produced
was their work. They were not carrying out someone else's design.
Neither Mehlinger nor Patrick felt any particular responsibility
to prepare a program that pleased political scientists only.
Rather they saw their responsibility to design a program that was
appropriate for any high school youth preparing for a citizenship
role in society. The fact that political science content was em-
phasized merely reflected the project view that many of the skills
and perceptions of political scientists were appropriate for all
citizens.

The Development Schedule: Dreams and Reality

The proposal to the U.S. Office of Education promised that the
High School Curriculum Center in Government would develop materials
that could be used in courses in civics and government. While the
"American Political Behavioecourse satisfied the contractual com-
mitment, it fell short of the aspirations of the project team.

The initial proposal discussed an interest in reaching both
twelfth-grade and ninth-grade students. The staff hoped that
during the five-year period it would be able to develop a total
ninth-grade program and a complete twelfth-grade program as two
separable alternatives for teaching civics and government. Only
one alternative program was completed. "American Political Be-
havior"was designed originally as an alternative for ninth-grade.
civics courses, and a majority of the test classes were ninth-
grade civics courses. Later, APB was used in twelfth-grade
American government courses as well. The published version of
APB is being marketed as a "high school" program, unspecified to
grade level.

Initially, the staff hoped to develop a second program on American
and comparative political systems specifically for use at the
twelfth-grade. No student materials were developed for this pro-
gram, although a working paper providing a partial conceptualiza-
tion of that program was completed. While the staff failed to
develop the second alternative, it seems likely that this program
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will be undertaken in the future by other sources of funding.

In April, 1967 the staff agreed to the following work schedule.'
It makes clear just how ambitious the initial aspirations wars.

Schedule I

I. April-September, 1967

A. Pending an agreement by the executive Com-
mittee on the guidelines for the ninth-grade
civics course, the staff will prepare materi-
als to be used in the ninth-grade course.

B. Staff will prepare a proposal for an NDEA
Title XI Civics Institute to be submitted
May 26 and complete negotiations with the
U.S. Office of Education for funds for fis-
cal, 19f8.

II. September, 1967-January, 1968

A. Continue work en the ninth-grade civics
materials both for students and supporting
materials fir teachers.

B. Establish arrangements with cooperating
schools for tryout of materials.

C. Pending the funding of a Title XI Civics
Institute Proposal, begin the selection
of teachers and preparation for the in-
stitute.

D. Pending agreement on guidelines for the
twelfth-grade course, begin preliminary
efforts to write materials for the
twelfth-grade government course.

E. Hold a conference in December for high
school teachers of civics and their ad-
ministrators in Bloomington.

"Howard Mehlinger. Sigh schoia willagasedu la gmeln-
Bal: DAUB WU . April 7, 1967, pp. 46-48.
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III. February-June, 1968

A. Continue work on the civics materials.

B. Continue writing for the twelfth-grade
government course.

C. Complete arrangements for civics in-
stitute to be held summer, 1968.

IV. June-August, 1968

A. Continue writing materials for the
twelfth-grade course in government.
Hopefully, the civics materials will
be ready for the first run by this
time.

B. Conduct an eight-week institute for
30 ninth-grade teachers of civics.

V. September, 1968-June, 1969

A. Initial tryout of ninth-grade course
in the cooperating schools.

B. Complete writing of twelfth-grade course.

C. Begin revisions of ninth-grade civics
course as revisions prove necessary from
the testing.

VI. Summer, 1969

Conduct an NDEA Title XI Institute for
twelfth-grade teachers of American govern-
ment drawn from cooperating schools.

VII. September, 1969-June, 1970

A. Second round of testing on the ninth-
grade course and full evaluation.

B. Initial tryout of twelfth-grade materials.

C. Begin revisions of the twelfth-grade
materials.

D. Final revision of the ninth-grade course.
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VIII. Summer, 1970

A. Complete final revisions of ninth-grade
course. Submit these materials to the
Office of Education.

B. Complete revision of twelfth-grade course.

IX. September, 1970-June 30, 1971

A. Second tryout of twelfth-grade materials
and full evaluation.

B. Final revisions for the twelfth-grade
course. Submit these materials to the
Office of Education.

C. Prepare a final report for the Office of
Education.

The above schedule proved to be wholly unrealistic. Much more
time was required to write and testlfterican Political Behavior"
than was originally anticipated. The following schedule describes
the actual chronology of project activities.

Schedule II

Significant Events in the Actual Working Schedule of the High
School Curriculum Center in Government

Year I (July 1, 1966-June 30, 1967)

1. The Center was established. Staff was unable to move
into its offices until late August.

2. Staff spent much time reading recent books on political
science and meeting with political scientists to become
informed about current trends in political science.

3. Staff surveyed existing products for teaching high school
civics and government courses.

4. John Patrick surveyed existing research on political
socialization and prepared a paper entitled Political
Socialization of American Youth: A Review of Research
with Implications for Secondary School Social Studies.
This paper, originally developed for use of staff in
helping make judgments about selection of content, was
disseminated widely to educators in schools and colleges.
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5. Howard Mehlinger developed a "working paper" for limited
circulation that summarized project assumptions, projected
a development plan, and provided an outline for the ninth-
grade program.

6. In late spring the first student materials were written
by project staff.

Year II (July 1, 1967-June 30, 1968)

1. Most of the staff time was used to develop instructional
materials for the APB course, in accordance with an
agreed-upon outline. By the end of the year, the staff
had completed sufficient material to provide for at
least nine weeks of instruction. Pieces of later units
of work had also been prepared.

2. Segments of the APB course were tested with a small
number of students in the Bloomington schools for early
feedback purposes.

3. A proposal was funded by USOE to train 40 civics teachers
in a summer institute. These would be the first pilot
teachers.

4. Howard Mehlinger wrote a position paper entitled The
Study of American Political Behavior that was dissemina-
ted to educators in schools and colleges.

5. Staff began to disseminate information about the Center
through articles and talks to educators.

Year III (July 1, 1968-June 30, 1969)

1. First field test of the APB course complete with forma-
tive evaluation. One class was taught in Bloomington
by the staff.

2. Much staff time was spent on finishing the first version
of APB, often staying only a few weeks ahead of the
pilot teachers' need for materials.

3. Staff designed and tested formative evaluation instru-
ments and spent much time in the field visiting pilot
classes.

4. Leroy Rieoelbach wrote a paper for teachers entitled
The Behavioral Approach to the Study of Politics: An
Overview, which was given wide dissemination.
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5. At the close of this year the staff began to analyze the
formative evaluation data and to revise APB for the
second trial.

6. Staff produced four video tapes on APB to use for in-
service training purposes.

Year IV (July 1, 1969-June 30, 1970)

1. Much time was spent on revising the APB materials for
the second trial and summative evaluation.

2. John Patrick designed, tested, and administered three
scales used in the summative evaluation of APB.

3. The project conducted five, three-day civics dissemination
conferences in various parts of the nation at which a
total of 300 educators learned about APB and witnessed
demonstrations of the materials.

4. Staff visited pilot classes in all parts of the nation.

5. Project accepted bids for the commercial publicatian of
APB and accepted the bid from Ginn and Company. Contract
was signed to publish APB under an exclusive five-gear-
copyright to be held by Indiana University in accordance
with USOE guidelines.

Year V (July 1, 1970-June 30, 1971)

1. Most of this period was used to prepare a final version
of APB for commercial publication by Ginn and Company.

2. Two staff members worked on a conceptualization of a
proposed twelfth-grade course on American and comparative
political systems. They prepared a paper entitled
Politics and Participation: An Alternative Approach 12
the Study, of Politics and Government in Senior High
Schools that was disseminated on a limited basis.

3. Howard Mehlinger spent some time disseminating informa-
tion about APB to teacher conferences in various parts
of the nation.

4. John Patrick wrote an article summarizing data on the
summative evaluation of APB.
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The discrepancy between the projected work schedule and the one
that was actually followed stemmed from naivete on the part of
the developers regarding how much time would be required to de-
velop theMmerican Political Behavioecourse, the time required
in 1968 and 1969 for visits to pilot schools gathering data on the
pilot trials of the course, the time required to adequately dis-
seminate information about the American Political Behavior program,
and the difficulty in continuing the development of the American
Political Behavior program while simultaneously attempting the de-
sign and development of the proposed twelfth-grade program. All
of these factors combined to force the abandonment of the unreali-
stic working schedule established in April, 1967.

While Table II is useful for presenting an overview of the develop-
ment activities during the five-year period, it contains little of
what was actually learned by the staff regarding the development
process. Therefore, in the pages that follow some of what was
learned is reported. It may have special interest for other de-
velopers.

Sequencing Research-Based Development Activities

Research-based development makes demands upon developers that sur-
pass those ordinarily expected of textbook authors. The instruc-
tional materials prepared by the High School Curriculum Center in
Government were developed according to a series of stages, with
dissemination occurring at each stage. These stages were:

A. Design and conceptualization
B. Development of instructional materials according to de-

sign
C. Testing of segments of pilot versions of the program
D. Redesign and redevelopment based upon trials of early

versions
E. Formative evaluation of a complete pilot version
F. Redevelopment on basis of formative evaluation
G. Summative evaluation of final version of program
H. Preparation of commercial version for publishers and

final report
UV

The paragraphs that follow contain some observations about each of
these stages.

A. Design Approximately nine months were
required to design and conceptualize the American Political Be-
havior program. It is difficult to see how that time could have
been reduced. Neither John Patrick nor Howard Mehlinger were
familiar with the literature on American political behavior.
Much time was required for becoming informed about current develop-
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ments in political science. And, ,in order to avoid replicating
work underway elsewhere, it was important to study existing
civics and government programs, to talk to teachers, curriculum
directors, and political scientists, and to examine the work of
other projects.

When the time arrived to design and conceptualize the comparative
politics program, both Patrick and Mehlinger were fully occupied
with developing and testing APB. An effort was made to employ
political scientists to design the comparative politics program,
and later other Center staff members worked on the design. By
late spring, 1971, a paper setting forth a partial conceptualiza-
tion of the comparative politics program was finished. But this
occurred too late in the life of the project to be of great use.

The moral seems to be that developers themselves must participate
in the overall course design. If they do not have adequate time
to give undivided attention to course design, it is probably
wasteful of time and money to assign the task to others who do
not have to assume responsibility for the development of materials.

B. Development of Instructional Materials according to

The staff had planned to devote no more than one year to the
development of the two-semester program in American Political
Behavior. It expected that when the pilot teachers arrived in
June, 1968 for the summer institute, it would be able to show
them a fully developed course.

The time required to develop adequate instructional materials was
much greater than had been imagined. In part this was a result
of the decision to produce original materials rather than books
of readings. Of course, some tables, charts, graphs, and docu-
ments were taken from other published materials. However, at
least 90 percent of theMmerican Political BehaviornProgram con-
sisted of fresh materials. Thus, the pace of development at the
High School Curriculum Center in Government was much slower than
that of projects which depended upon the use of readings and whose
writing was limited to the preparation of introductions to the
readings. When the APB developers wanted a case study, they re-
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searched the case and wrote it themselves. They did not look for
published cases.*

When teachers arrived for the summer institute in 1968, the staff
had produced enough instructional material to support less than
one semester's study. As a result, the staff continued to de-
velop materials throughout the summer institute and through the
following fall and winter. A;. times the developers were no more
than two or three weeks ahead of the teachers throughout the
initial pilot year. The last of the materials was sent to the
pilot teachers in March, 1969. In part, the slow production of
materials resulted from the need to visit schools and to tend to
data produced by the formative evaluation procedures.

The level of project funding required inexpensive production of
pilot materials. All print materials were produced by mimeograph
process; the A-V component consisted of a few 35 mm. slides and
transparencies. None of the pilot materials could have passed
commercial-ready tests. Nevertheless, they were adequate for
field trials. It is not necessary to use expensive production
processes for formative evaluation.

C. Testing of Segments of Pilot Versions of the Program and
Redesign and Redevelopment Based upon Trials of Early Version
of Materials. Throughout the 1967-68 school year, individual
pieces of the APB program were tested in Bloomington schools.
The primary purpose of these trials was to test reading level
and student interest in certain types of materials. Class trials
were ordinarily limited to one or two days of instruction at any
one time, although one trial period lasted for an entire week.
Data derived from these trials provided information needed for
deciding how long a reading should be, and how to organize case
studies in order to attract student interest. The developers
were able also to teet assumptions about the ',entry behavior" of
ninth-grade students with. regards to basic political science skills.

*This decision resulted in part from a stubborn determination
by the staff that they would not fall heir to the criticism
directed against other projects, often unjustified, that the
special social studies projects had been parasitic. Some critics
argued that, the special projects depended upon the work of others,
which they organized in a special way and published, claiming the
product as their own. The APB developers decided that they would
produce a product that was entirely their own.
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The staff had little difficulty in securing entry to classrooms to
test the materials. The Bloomington teachers contacted to assist
in the prograMs were, without exception, helpful and interested in
the work.

D. Formative Evaluation of.Complete Pilot Version. A description
of the formative evaluation of thelAmerican Political Behavior"
program is provided in Section IV of this report. Nonetheless a
few comments about the formative evaluation are appropriate at
this stage.

Formative evaluation may be more important to developers than
summative evaluation, which is considered to be of paramount im-
portance for consumers. Formative evaluation informs the developer
whether he is achieving his objectives or not.

In summer, 1968, the Center conducted a seven-week NDEA institute
in civics for 40 high school civics and American government
teachers. The purpose of the institute was to train 40 teachers
who would teach experimentally the course,Mmerican Political
Behavior;' during 1968-1969. The Center did not have funds in its
regular budget to provide a training program for the teachers.
Rather, it was necessary to secure additional funding through the
Summer Institute Program supported by the U.S. Office of Education.
The proposal to the Office of Education was submitted through the
Indiana University Political Science Department. Mehlinger was
the Director of the summer institute and Mr. Gerald Marker,
Coordinator for School Social Studies at Indiana University, was
the Associate Director.

The institute had two major components. One component provided
information for the teachers about the content of "American Politi-
cal Behavior." This component took the form of a course offered by
Mr. Leroy Rieselbach, Professor of Political Science and a special-
ist in American political behavior. Unless the teachers fully
understood the behavioral approach to the study of politics the
staff feared that the pilot teachers would be poor critics of the
course.

A second institute component was a course on the teaching approach
contained in the"American Political Behavior" program. APB was
organized around a particular approach to sequencing content and
skills. Moreover, the project utilized theories of "mastery
learning" in its testing program. Unless teachers were familiar
with the assumptions that supported the teaching method of the
program, the staff thought that the teachers would be poor evalua-
tors of the instructional materials. One part of the summer in-
stitute was a demonstration class of ninth-grade students using
the pilot materials under the direction of project staff. By
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closed-circuit television and in-class observation, the pilot
teachers observed the ninth-grade students being taught the ex-
perimental version of the course.

Selection for participation in the summer institute was dependent
upon teacher and school agreement that the participant would be-
come a pilot teacher. Approximately 600 teachers expressed in-
terest in attending the summer institute. When the inquirers
learned that participation in the institute required that the
teacher pilot a new civics course and that their schools would have
to bear the cost of reproducing sufficient quantities of student
materials to support instruction in their schools, the number of
institute applicants was reduced to about 125 people. The staff
selected the 40 participants on the basis of the types of schools
they represented, and the region of the country in which their
schools were located. The staff was eager to have schools from
all regions of the country and was eager to have schools from
metropolitan areas as well as small town and rural districts.
Some teachers taught in schools where a high proportion of students
attended college upon graduation; others taught in schools that
served disadvantaged students. The result was a mixture of
teachers representing a broad range of student populations. This
caused problems of instruction in the summer institute and ulti-
mately led to problems in the piloting of the political behavior
program. Nevertheless, the wide range of teacher ability and
background ensured a degree of reality in the development of the
'American Political Behavior "program that might not have been
possible had other criteria been used in the selection of partici-
pants. The selection criteria made certain that APB would be
tested by "typical" teachers rather than by those few teachers who
have had graduate training in political science.

Nearly all of the teachers continued as pilot teachers throughout
the 1968-1969 academic year. Two teachers asked to drop the pro-
gram at mid-year, and one teacher resigned his position at school
and dropped out of the program. Those who continued with the pro-
gram throughout the entire year had unequal success. But in each
case, their successes and their failures contributed significantly
to efforts to improve the APB program.

E. Redevelopment on the Basis of Formative Evaluation. Revisions
in the pilot version of the course began while the first version
was still being taught. Some obvious weaknesses were clear on the
basis of instruction by the developers; other flaws were discovered
by talking to pilot teachers and students; still other changes were
undertaken after the analysis of data.
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F. Summative Evaluation of Final Version of Program. As the
summative evaluation is treated extensively in Section IV of this
report, only one comment will be made at this point. A summative
evaluation is intended to provide data on the final version of the
program. This assumes a development and try-out cycle that con-
cludes with a final product. In reality a good program is con-
stantly under development. The summative evaluation of APB was
an evaluation of the revised program tested in the schools during
1969-1970. This summative evaluation, while producing generally
favorable results, indicated additional work was needed. There-
fore, in preparing the product for the publisher throughout 1970-
1971, additional development work occurred. The most dramatic
addition to the course were two simulations and two games that were
not part of the summative evaluation reported in this report. In
the opinion of the staff these additions and other modifications
made in the program will add to the successful classroom use of
the published version of APB, which was not complete at the time
the project finished its work and, therefore, could not be evalu-
ated. Fortunately, it appears likely that Ginn and Company will
support such an evaluation during the 1972-1973 academic year.

It is important for the reader to know, however, that the summative
evaluation of project materials inevitably comes too early for the
developer. He would prefer to use summative results as if they
were products of a formative evaluation and continue the process
of reformulation and improvement for an indefinite time.

G. Pre aration of Commercial Version for Publishers and Final
Report. The project maintained open communications with textbook
publishers throughout its entire existence. Editors from pub-
lishing companies often called on the project staff to learn about
progress, and project publications were sent to those publishers
that requested information. It was common for publishers to seek
out project staff at professional meetings to secure up-to-date
information about the projectts work.

In June, 1969, the project held a meeting with the 40 pilot
teachers who had taught APB during the preceding academic year.
In addition, invitations to attend the meeting were sent to all
of the major high school textbook publishers. Approximately 12
publishers sent one or more representatives to the conference.
There, they received detailed information about the project and
learned directly from pilot teachers how the materials had worked
with their students. Without exception, the publishers seemed to
appreciate this opportunity to learn about a project at an early
stage in its development.

In spring, 1970, the project secured permission from the U.S. Office
of Education to seek bids for the publication of the"American
Political Behavior "program. Four publishers presented formal bids.
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These were: Ginn and Company, Prentice-Hall, Allyn and Bacon, and

Addison-Wesley. Other publishers indicated they might be prepared
to publish the course at a later time, when the program would fit
better their publication schedules. ilowever, the project staff
considered only the bids from the four publishing companies
specified above.

In May, the Social Studies Development Center at Indiana University
announced that Ginn and Company had boon selected as the publisher
for"American Political Behavior." The period from June 1, 1970
to June 30, 1971 was used primarily for preparation of the pub-
lished version of the APB program. In the development of the
published version with Ginn, the project staff worked primarily
with Mr. John Neal, social studies editor for Ginn and Company,
Mr. John Bremer, the principal book editor for APB, and Miss Linda
Scher, assistant editor. The Gina and Company staff has fulfilled,
without exception, all the hopes and expectations the project staff
had for the published version of APB.

H. Dissemination. The project staff undertook dissemination
activities from the very beginning of the project. It responded
to inquiries about the project's work through both personal and
form letters as required. In addition, it published four
"occasional papers" which provided readers with detailed informa-
tion about current activities of the Center. Members of the pro-
ject staff spoke at local, state, and national meetings of
political scientists and social studies teachers. It cooperated
with reviewers of curriculum materials and authors who were writing
reports on new materials in the social studies.

Dissemination of APB was enhanced by an EPDA grant from USOE. In
1969 and 1970 the project conducted six, three-day Civics Dissemin-
ation Institutes at separate locations throughout the United States.
A total of 300 participants attended the six institutes. The par-
ticipants were selected on the basis of their positions and their
opportunity to further disseminate information about"American
Political Behavior." Participants included high school principals,
assistant superintendents of schools, curriculum directors, social
studies specialists, and journalists who write on education affairs.
The purpose of the institutes was to provide a clear and valid
description of "American Political Behavior." In general it appears
that the institutes were successful in disseminating information
about the APB program.

It is important to note that efforts to disseminate APB are con-
tinuing throughout 1971-1972. Ginn and Company agreed to provide
support for Miss Carole Hahn, a doctoral student at Indiana
University, who serves as a demonstration teacher and diffusion
agent for the APB program.'
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In Conclusion

It is apparent that the project staff had an unrealistic view re-
garding how rapidly products can be produced with recoarch -based
development procedures. Perhaps, had they known the range of
competencies that would be demanded of a small staff -- e.g.,
writer, editor, disseminator, evaluator -- they might not have
begun the project with so much confidence.

On the other hand, the results of the project exceeded their ex-
pectations. In the beginning the project attracted little notice.
Few expected that a small, largely inexperienced staff, untrained
in modern approaches to political science, would succeed in de-
veloping a program which would capture the interest of both school
officials and professional political scientists. The staff wanted
to develop an "alternative" to civics. They recognized that the
development of a true alternative posed many risks: Political
scientists might attack it for being unsound in its scholarship;
schools might reject the alternative as being too different from
what is traditionally taught. The fact that APB appears to be a
""successful" alternative suggests that one of the underlying
assumptions of this project -- that the grant should be used as
risk capital -- proved to be valid.
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III. AMERICAN POLITICAL BEHAVIOR
by Howard D. Mehlinger and

John J. Patrick

"American Political Behavior" (APB) is a two-semester program de-
signed as an alternative to high school courses in civics and
government. APB was created in response to certain perceived
weaknesses in existing civics programs that the developers be-
lieved could be remedied by the development of improved instruc-
tional materials.

The Need for Reform of Civics Courses

Early in its work the Center staff concluded that a major defect
in civics courses was the inadequate content of standard civics
instruction. Studies of widely usedinstructional materials had
revealed an enormous gap between the subject matter of civics
courses and knowledge about politics produced by social scientists
during the past two decades. An explosive development of knowledge
and techniques of inquiry had marked the work of social scientists
interested in political phenomena. Yet most high school students
continued to study about politics as their parents did. Thus,
the picture of politics and government presented in secondary
school classrooms bore little resemblance to the world of the
politician or of the political scientist.

Civics courses were devoid of the perspectives of modern political
science. They tended to stress legalistic descriptions of govern-
mental institutions and ethical prescriptions about political
behavior. Political processes were described as some people would
wish them to be rather than as they are, thereby confusing factual
and value judgments. The socio-cultural foundations of political
behavior, the extra-legal factors that influence public policy
decisions and the functioning of government, were ignored. Value
conflicts and processes of conflict resolution -- the controver-
sies, competitions, and compromises that are basic to political
activity -- were largely omitted or treated superfi:inlly.

In the opinion of the Center staff, there had been inadequate
attention in civic education to developing critical thinking
skills and inquiry skills. Students were urged to be critical
thinkers and probing inquirers, but the standard textbooks pro-
vided meager instruction about how to think critically and to
establish warrants for propositions about political behavior.
Widely used textbooks, while exhorting students to make rational
political decisions, appeared to be fostering a mind-deadening
"read-regurgitate" pedagogical style. End-of-chapter questions
and suggested activities that appeared in standard textbooks
emphasized rote learning of discrete facts about governmental
institutions. In addition, some textbooks urged students to
engage in sublime normative discussion while neglecting to prepare
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them to cope successfully with the rigors of value analysis.

Formal instruction in civics and government seemed to have little
impact upon learners. Civic educators aimed at teaching demo-
cratic political beliefs and knowledge of governmental structures
and political affairs. But numerous studies demonstrated the im-
potence of formal civics instruction to impart knowledge or in-
fluence beliefs. For example, a study by Kenneth Langton and
M. Kent Jennings, of a national probability sample of twelfth-
graders, found only minuscule changes in political attitudes and
sophistication as a result of formal civics instruction. The
National Assessment in Citizenship Education, conducted by the
Education Commission of the States, is the most recent of several
nation-wide surveys which have documented the ignorance of
Americans about the structure and functions of government and the
strategies of effective political activity.

The picture of political life that was conveyed through standard
instructional materials seemed like a poorly constructed map.
Like a poor map, which may lead a traveler astray, the picture of
political life projected via widely used texts misled students
who used It as a guide to the political world.

Coals and Objectives of "American Political Behavior"

The major coals and objectives of "American Political Behavior"
arose in response to the perceived defects of civics instruction
discussed above. The goals indicate the decisions made by the
developers. The most important of APB goals are:

1. increasing students' capability to meaningfully perceive
politically relevant experiences;

2. developing students' capability to organize and interpret
information;

3. developing students' ability to determine the grounds for
confirmation or rejection of propositions about politics;

4. developing students' capability to formulate and use
concepts, descriptions, and explanations about political
behavior;

5. developing students' ability to rationally consider value
claims and to make reasoned value judgments;

6. influencing students to value scientific approaches to
thf! verification of factul claims P' I rational analysis
of value claims.
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'1. increasing students' capability to assess the likely
(onts and rewards of particular types of political
activities;

8. reinforcing students' commitment to democratic political
beliefs such as respect for the rights of individuals,
support for majority-rule practices, acceptance of civic
responsibility, etc.

In support of overriding instructional goals, such as those stated
above, specific instructional objectives were devised for each
lesson. These instructional objectives indicate what the learner
is able to do as a result of instruction. They indicate the kind
of instruction necessary to provide learners with capabilities
specified in the objectives.

Following are six examples of precise instructional objectives for
different lessons in the "American Political Behavior" course.

1. Students are able to construct a contingency table
from raw data.

2. Students are able to state empirically testable
hypotheses.

3. Students can infer from data on pages 000-000 that
individuals with higher socioeconomic status tend
to be more active in political affairs than individu-
als with lower socioeconomic status.

4. Students can combine the following variables to con-
struct explanations for the voter turnout rate of
different types of people: a) sense of civic duty;
b) political interest; c) concern with election out-
come; and d) sense of political efficacy.

5. Students can distinguish factual judgments from value
judgments in The Pleasant Valley Case.

6. Students can make evaluations of the political behavior
of the major participants in The Pleasant Valley Case.
They are able to explain, by reference to their own
values, why they made these evaluations.

These instructional objectives are pointed and detailed. They
leave little doubt about what students are expected to do to in-
di,ate that they have acquired a particular ability, to indicate
that mastery learning has occurred. Instructional objectives are
provided with each lesson plan in the "Teacher's Guide to American
Political Behavior." Teachers are able to know precisely the
purposes of every lesson and how to teach to accomplish them.
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At the end of instructional sequences, roughly every two to three
weeks, teachers are instructed to administer an examination de-
signed to measure attainment of the instructional objectives most
recently taught. The examination items reflect the instructional
objectives; they are criterion measures of the objectives.
Successful performance on the examination suggests mastery of the
instructional objectives reflected by the exam.

The instructional objectives of "American Political Behavior" in-
dicate that instruction is aimed at teaching particular knowledge,
skills, and thought processes. Notice that the examples of in-
structional objectives presented above refer to several different
skills of inquiry and critical thinking and to various thinking
processes such as memory, comprehension, interpretation, applica-
tion, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. The complete set of
instructional objectives, stated.in the "Teacher's Guide to
American Political Behavior" are indicators of subject matter,
lesson sequencing, and instructional techniques.

Selection and Organization of Subject Matter

The subject matter of the "American Political Behavior" course
was selected and organized to overcome basic inadequacies in the
content of typical civics courses, to narrow the knowledge gap
and conceptual lag that have severely afflicted secondary school
civics instruction. In "American Political Behavior," the re-
lationships of social factors to political behavior are emphasized.
Students are required to study the political process in terms of
several basic social science concepts, such as political culture,
political socialization, social class, status, and role. The
relationships among these concepts are stressed, so that students
learn how to construct and apply conceptual frameworks to the
organization and interpretation of information. Controversial
topics, such as the political aspects of race relations or the
relationship of social class to political behavior, permeate the
course. However, these topics are included as subjects for
analysis, not as exercises in iconoclasm.

Following are the five major units of instruction which comprise
.the"American Political Behavior"course.

1. Introduction to the Stud of Political Behavior. In this
unit students are introduced to the meaning of political
behavior, to the social science approach to the study of
politics, and to the process of making value judgments
and policy decisions about political affairs.

2. Similarities and Differences in Political Behavior. In

this unit students learn about the relationship of social
factors to political attitudes and political behavior.
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Basic concepts are introduced such as role socioeconomic
status, culture, socialization, and personality. This
unit includes material about the political behavior of
ethnic groups.

3. Elections and Voting Behavior. This unit focuses on the
relationship of various social and psychological factors
to voting behavior. Other topics are the formal and in-
formal rules that direct the election process in our
society, the differences between the major political
parties, and the consequences of voting behavior.

4. Political Decision-Makers. In this unit students learn
about the political roles of four types of public offi-
cials in the national government: the President, con-
gressmen, bureaucrats, and judges. The rights and duties
of each role,type, the recruitment of individuals to the
role, and the decision-making activities of the role
occupant are emphasized.

5. Unofficial Political Specialists. In this unit students
learn about individuals who influence public policy
decisions, but who do not hold formal positions in the
government. Four types of unofficial political leaders
are studied: the interest group leader, the news com-
mentator, the expert-consultant, and the political party
leader.

A textbook, packages of worksheets, packets of transparencies, two
packets, each containing a simulation, and a board game package
are the vehicles for presenting the subject matter. The textbook
is packaged in two ways: 1) as a single hardcover text, for those
wishing to use the entire course, and 2) as two paperbacks, for
those wishing to use either the first half or the second half of
the course. The first paperback text includes Units One, Two, and
Three. The second paperback text includes Units Four and Five.

The textbook is not typical. The book is permeated with exercises
and problems. Thus, after reading a few pages of the text, stu-
dents are required to use what they have read to coalplete an ex-
ercise or solve a problem. Numerous cases are presented to
illustrate various aspects of political behavior and to provide
raw material for analysis.

The worksheet packages -- one to accompany each half of the course --
consist of a series of ditto masters from which class sets of
materials can be made. The worksheet lessons involve the genera-
tion and management of data. Exercises in table reading, table
building, graph reading, and graph construction are presented via
worksheets. Through the worksheets, survey research activities
are presented and structured.
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Several lessons in the course are built around the use of trans-
parencies. Some of these lessons are concerned with the genera-
tion, organization, and interpretation of data. Others are for
the purpose of raising questions, provoking speculation, or
prompting insights.

Two simulations are provided. One, entitled City Hall, requires
students to play roles of voters, candidates, and campaigners in
a city election. The second, Influence, requires students to
play the roles of public officials concerned with particular
policy questions and community influentials who desire to influ-
ence public policy decisions.

The course includes two board games. Bottleneck is about the
legislative process, the means by which a bill becomes a law.
The Ninth Justice concerns the recruitment of associate justices
to the U.S. Supreme Court and the impact of decisions of the Court
on society.

Instructional Techniques

The lessons in the "American Political Behavior" course have been
planned to prepare students to apply skills, ideas, and informa-
tion. Over and over again students must demonstrate ability to
use particular ideas, skills, and information to complete an
exercise or solve a problem. Teaching strategies are planned to
develop skills of critical thinking and inquiry.

Different instructional techniques and types of lessons are em-
ployed in the course. The instructional objectives for a parti-
cular lesson, or set of lessons, are guides to lesson design and
teaching strategy. Different types of instruction are employed
to achieve different types of instructional objectives. For ex-
ample, the use of a written instructional program, which provides
precise step-by-step direction, is a very efficient way to teach
a skill such as how to read contingency tables. In contrast,
student role playing and interaction within the context of a
systematically designed simulation activity provides an appropriate
way to develop ability to devise fruitful political strategies.

Lesson sequencing and teacher strategies of "American Political
Behavior" are organized to help students develop and test, their
own hypotheses and to critically judge the hypotheses of others.
Each new topic is introduced through an activity that requires
students to speculate freely and then to formulate hypotheses
about the topic. Next, students are required to reassess and
modify hypotheses in the light of additional information and new
ways of organizing information. The next step involves student
applications of modified ideas to new situations. Students com-
plete the study of a topic with a lesson that requires them to
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make value judgments about the topic. Students are called upon
continually to classify and interpret information in terms of the
social.science concepts that structure the course. Case studies
are used extensively as the basis for student analysis of political
behavior. In addition, students are required to engage in simula-
tion, games, role playing, and political attitude survey activities.

Four basic categories of instruction are used in the course. They
are labeled: 1) confrontation, 2) rule-example, 3) application,
and 4) value judgment. Each category of instruction has been de-
vised for different purposes and requires different instrucLional
techniques. The following diagram indicates the differences be-
tween the four categories.

I. Confrontation

II. Rule-Example

III. Application

IV. Value Judgment-
Policy Decision

Categories of Instruction

A. Focus attention
B.' Motivate
C. Generate speculations and/or

hypotheses

A. Systematic development of ideas
and/or skills

B. Hypothesis testing

A. Require use of ideas, information,
and skills presented previously.

B. Provide clues about the extent to
which instructional objectives
have been attained

A. Relate evaluational questions to
an empirical context

B. Require reasoned value judgment

Confrontation lessons initiate study of a particular topic such as
participation in public elections. The role of the teacher is to
conduct open-ended discussion. The teacher is supposed to pro-
voke students to respond to stimuli presented in the lesson and to
provide cues to sustain discussion. The teacher is to refrain
from judging student responses, since the point of this type of
lesson is to generate speculation, to raise questions, and to pro-
voke inquiry. When teaching a confrontation lesson, the teacher
is primarily a discussion manager, rather than a giver of answers
or a judger of student responses.

In-class attitude surveys, case studies, student reaction to
pictures of symbols, and provocative questions and contrasting
points of view are among the kinds of lessons employed in the
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confrontation category of instruction. For example, four brief
cases are used to initiate student consideration of the follow-
ing two questions: 1) What is political behavior? and 2) Why do
people behave politically? In another part of the course con-
trasting arguments about the meaning of loyalty and patriotism
are used to provoke student consideration of questions about the
origins and consequences of political beliefs about patriotism
and the right to dissent.. In another part of the course, the
confrontation lesson consists of soliciting student speculation
about the relative tendencies of different groups to participatq
in public elections. A set of transparencies, conveying pictorial
representations of different social groups, is used to stimulate
student reaction.

Rule-example lessons provide the bases for systematic consideration
of a topic initiated through the confrontation lessons. The
teacher role in the rule-example category of instruction is to
assist student mastery of particular skills, ideas, and informa-
tion. The teacher is expected to help students make judgments
about their responses to questions and exercises.

Teacher demonstrations, programmed instructional materials, written
exposition enriched with examples and exercises, and data process-
ing and analysis activities are among the kinds of lessons employed
in the rule-example category of instruction. For example, an in-
structional program is used to teach students how to construct
contingency tables. In another part of the course, written ex-
position enriched with examples and exercises is used to teach
the meanings of aspects of political behavior such as issue, in-
fluence, political resources, and policy decisions. In this
lesson rules, or criteria, for determining instances or non-
instances of issue, influence, political resource, and policy
decision are specified. Examples of instances and non-instances
of each of these terms are presented. And then students are re-
quired to use these terms to classify fresh information. In other
parts of the course, the rule-example lesson requires students to
infer generalizations, or rules, from statistical data. For ex-
ample, a particular lesson about voter behavior requires students
to infer propositions relating voter choices and several social
variables from statistical evidence.

The application category of instruction involves student use of
information, ideas, and skills in a novel situation. Through
application lessons students are provided an opportunity to in-
dicate mastery of instructional objectives. Students who
demonstrate mastery of application lessons provide evidence of
particular capabilities. If these capabilities were not present
prior to instruction, then one can assume that mastery of appli-
cation :lessons demonstrates learning. Inability to master appli-
cation lessons indicates deficiency in terms of particular
instructional objectives. Careful appraisal of inadequate student
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performance may provide clues about student incapacity that can be
overcome through remedial instruction.

The teacher role during the application stage of instruction is to
help students assess the extent of their learning, to help students
to determine whether they have attained particular instructional
objectives. Teachers should give special attention to students
who cannot demonstrate mastery.

Case study analysis, classification exercises, data processing and
interpreting problems, simulation activities, and games are types
of application lessons. For example, throughout the course stu-
dents are required to apply conceptual frameworks to the analysis
of case studies of political behavior. In a certain part of the
course, students are required to apply knowledge of voter behavior
and public elections to the successful performance of roles in a
simulation activity. Another application lesson requires students
to process data and make inferences from the data about variations
in sense of political efficacy.

The value judgment category of instruction provides an opportunity
to reJate particular descriptions and explanations to value judg-
ments. Through these lessons, students have the chance to relate
their studies of what is, and what has been, to consideration of
questions about what ought to be.

The teacher role is to conduct open-ended discussions, to provoke
student responses, and to influence students to engage in rational
consideration of value claims. Rational consideration of value
claims means assessing consequences of particular value judgments
and determining consistency between preferred means and valued
ends.

Through lessons requiring value judgments and policy decisions
students are taught to distinguish factual judgments from value
judgments. They are also taught that fruitful value judgments
depend upon competent factual judgments, that reasoned value
judgments stem from careful consideration of what is and what
might be.

In the "American Political Behavior" course students are required
to make value judgments about the outcomes of case studies of
political behavior. They are required to make value judgments
and policy decisions when playing roles in simulation activities.
They are required to make value judgments about alternative politi-
cal strategies and techniques, about alternative political beliefs,
and about alternative policies.
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Mastery Learning

APB seeks to help teachers utilize some basic principles of
mastery learning.* The objectives for each day's lesson are
clearly indicated in the teacher's guide. In addition teachers
are informed about ways to determine whether objectives for each
day's lesson are achieved by students.

At the end of each instructional sequence, usually ten to fifteen
days of instruction, students are given tests that measure
achievement of the objectives specified in the lessons recently
taught. If students have mastered each day's objectives, they
should be able to "master" the test. A "mastery level" is de-
fined for each test. An example of mastery would be answering
correctly 16 of 20 multiple choic- examination questions.

For students who fail to achieve mastery on the first exam (Form
A), the teacher has been provided a "back-up test" (Form B) that
enables students to demonstrate that they have finally achieved
mastery following a review of the first test and further learning.

Typically, a teacher would assign the unit test for a particular
day. All students take the test during the first 20 minutes of
class; the tests are graded quickly; and the results are given
to the students. Those who failed to achieve mastery are given
an opportunity to have their mistakes corrected and explained.
The teacher suggests sections of the textbook to be reviewed.
After all students have had an opportunity to identify the parti-
cular topics on which further learning is required, the teacher
schedules the back-up test. All those students who failed to
achieve mastery on.the first test are required to take the back-
up exam; those who achieved mastery may take the additional test
if they wish. The teacher records the highest score made between
the two exams.

The effect of this principle of instruction has been to increase
motivation on the part of students. They believe that the tests,
while often difficult, are fair and adequate measures of the ob-
jectives. Students learn that if they work hard in the course
they are able to succeed.

"The project's views about mastery learning were influenced
by the wriLini;-s of Benjamin Bloom. See, for example, Chapter 3
"Loarninr ror Mastery" in Benjamin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings,
and Georo. Madaus. Handbook on Formative and Summative
EvaluaLion a Student Learning. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, J971.
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Publication of APB

The version of APB published by Ginn and Company in January, 1972,
rests upon two earlier versions of the course that had undergone
intensive, year-long field tests with a total of nearly 10,000
students and more than 100 teachers. The final version has profited
from the pilot trials in many ways. There has been a conscious
effort to reduce the reading level of the course materials; the
materials include two simulations and two games that were not part
of the experimental version; additional case study material has
been added; and the transparency and worksheet components have
been improved markedly.

Ginn and Company is publishing APB under an exclusive copyright
with Indiana University until December 31, 1977, whereupon the
materials become part of public domain.
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IV. FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE EVALUATION OF
AMERICAN POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

by John J. Patrick

Introduction

Product evaluation presents a number of serious problems to curri-
culum developers, some that are not resolved by typical evaluation
techniques. Scriven's argument that developers consider "forma-
tive" and "summative" evaluation stages helps to clarify these
problems and offers suggestions to deal with them.* This section
of the final report describes the attempt to conduct "formative"
and "summative" evaluation of "American Political Behavior," some
of the consequences of this effort, and a few of the pitfalls that
were encountered.

"Formative evaluation" refers to those practices that produce data
enabling developers to improve their products during the develop
ment stage. "Summative evaluation" refers to an over-all final
evaluation of the product with the purpose to produce information
deemed useful to ultimate consumers. While these two stages
intersect and even overlap at points, it seems useful for analyti-
cal purposes to think of course evaluation as passing sequentially
through these two stages. The "product" under evaluation was the
two-semester, experimental, high school social science course
entitled "American Political Behavior."

The formative evaluation of "American Political Behavior" occurred
mainly during 1968-1969, when forty-one pilot teacher '3, including
the course developers, piloted the first draft of the program.
On the basis of critical feedback from pilot teachers, students,
political scientists, educationists, and politicians, the course
was revised in preparation for a second field trial during the
1969-1970 school year. The primary purpose of the first field
trial (1968-1969) was to identify defects in an early version of
a new course, so that these deficiencies might be remedied. The
primary purpose of the second field trial (1969-1970), which con-
stituted the " summative evaluation," was to determine the extent
to which "American Political Behavior" might have an impact on
student acquisition of certain facts, ideas, skills, and attitudes.

*Michael Scriven. "The Methodology of Evaluation." In
Perspectives of Curriculum Evaluation. AERA Monograph Series
on Curriculum Evaluation. Chicago: Rand McNally and Company,
1967, pp. 39-83.
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This report of evaluation procedures is offered not as a model for
others to follow but as a description of how evaluation actually
occurred with all of its weaknesses and problems. It is offered
in the belief that for better systems of evaluation to develop, it
is important to record authentic examples. It is also important
that the reader know that the level of project funding in this ex-
ample was adequate to support a small, professional and clerical
staff but not sufficient to employ professional evaluators.
Therefore, the evaluation to be described was conducted by the
project directors, the authors of this report, and fully non-
accredited amateur evaluators.

Formative Evaluation

As noted above, formative evaluation refers to those practices
that produce data enabling developers to improve their products
during the development stage. The following practices were
undertaken in an effort to modify and to improye the course
"American Political Behavior": pre- and post-testing of student
political attitudes; objective testing of student mastery of per-
formance objectives; open-ended teacher questionnairea;criticism
of the course by a panel of outside readers; a meeting at the end
of the first year with pilot teachers; teaching of one class by
course developers; site visits to pilot classes with interviews
of pilot teachers, students, and school administrators.

Questions which guided the formative evaluation were:

1. Can the course "American Political Behavior" be used
successfully in the environments provided by typical
schools?

2. Are there any particular types of students for whom the
course seems inappropriate?

3. Can students master the course content?

4. Does the course represent valid political science know-
3,ige and method?

5. DO,:3 the course affect students, political attitudes,
values, and beliefs in socially desirable ways?

6. Do teachers and students like the course?

7. What types of lessons are most likely to succeed and
which are most likely to fail?
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In the paragraphs that follow, each technique of the formative
evaluation is described; reference will be made to questions the
technique sought to answer; changes stimulated by the technique
will be cited; and difficulties connected with each technique will
be indicated.

Tests of Mastery Learning

The "American Political Behavior" course is constructed to facili-
tate mastery learning, the attainment of performance objectives
by the majority of students in a particular group. A performance
objective is a statement that indicates exactly what a student is
able to do as a result of instruction.*

Performance objectives are provided with each daily lesson plan in
the teacher's guide. Teachers know precisely the purposes of the
lesson and can teach to accomplish them. An important element of
the instructional strategy is to provide numerous application
lessons that enable students to apply knowledge and skills ac-
quired in preceding lessons.

At the end of each instructional sequence, on the average of every
two weeks, the teachers administered a multiple-choice type
examination designed to measure the performance objectives of
the material most recently taught. Each item was designed to
be a valid measure of one of the objectives. Therefore,
theoretically, success on the item represented successful mastery
of the objective and the material related to it.

The tests of mastery learning were designed to reveal strengths
and weaknesses in the instructional materials. For example, if
most students responded correctly to a set of test items per-
taining to a performance objective, the developers assumed that
the instructional materials constructed in terms of this per-
frrmance objective were communicating successfully to students.
If most students responded incorrectly to a set of test items
pertaining to a performance objective, the developers assumed
that either the pertinent instructional materials or the test
items were flawed and in need of revision. In most instances,
a pattern of incorrect student response across different student
groups indicated inadequacy of the instructional material and
prompted the redesign of particular p its of the course.

*Robert M. Gagne. "Curriculum Research and the Promotion of
Learning." In Perspectives for Curriculum Evaluation. AERA
Monograph Series on Curriculum Evaluation. Chicago: Rand McNally
and Company, 1967, p. 21.
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It was hoped that the gathering of objective test data from all of
the students would be the most powerful and efficient technique
for formative evaluation. While it was helpful on several occa-
sions, it was not worth the time, money, and energy given to it.
The system was theoretically simple and seemed efficient. How-
ever, teachers failed to return tests promptly; some tests were
lost; teachers frequently did not check to make certain that
answers were recorded in correct places; and students failed to
code their tests properly. The result was a gigantic snarl.
Special assistants were hired to try to eliminate some errors by
program. The result was an enormous headache and great strain on
a limited budget. Probably, the staff could have accomplished as
much by simply asking teachers to record class scores on individu-
al test items. This simple information might have provided better
data than was used ultimately.

Teacher Questionnaire

At the end of each instructional sequence, approximately ten days,
pilot teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire provided
them. Each two- to three-page questionnaire asked teachers
specific questions about individual lessons. It also provided an
opportunity for each teacher to comment at length about the course.

The questionnaires frequently were the source of useful tips.
The developers found ideas for the way lessons might be restruc-
tured. When the questionnaires revealed that most teachers were
having a similar difficulty with a particular segment of the
course, it was concluded that this portion of the instructional
materials probably needed revision.

Panel of Outside Readers

Two types of readers were used: political science scholars who
are specialists in political behavior and specialists in social
studies education. The former were used to provide validation of
political science content and method in the course; the latter
checked on pedagogical strategies, sequencing of lessons, etc.

Outside readers were used at two different stages. Early drafts
of units were sent to readers when the developers were treating
concepts that presented special problems for them. When the
pilot version of the course was completed, the entire course was
read by one political scientist and one social studies specialist
who wrote extensive critiques of the material.

The assiqtance of outside readers was simple to arrange, relatively
cheap, and produced excellent results. Ideas for presenting the
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material were acquired, and some material was entirely rewritten
on the basis of the outside assessments. For exarple, a section
on the influence of personality on political behavior was judged
particularly weak and was rewritten to bring it into line with
current scholarly views.

End-Of-Year Meeting

In June, 1969, the staff met approximately one-half of the pilot
teachers at a three-day meeting in Bloomington. The purpose of
the meeting was to de-brief the teachers on the basis of their
experience teaching the "American Political Behavior" course
during the 1968-1969 academic year. All of these teachers had
been trained in a seven-week institute during summer, 1968 prior
to teaching the course. The purpose of the summer institute had
been less to train them to teach the course than to train them to
be critics of the course. In short, they had been trained to be-
come partners in formative evaluation.

At the June meeting, discussion ranged over all elements of the
course. The sessions were tape-recorded in order that specific
sessions might be replayed if necessary. The session proved to
be very valuable, not because it turned up new problems that had
not been recognized earlier, but it tended to confirm the con-
clusions reached by other evaluation techniques. It was particu-
larly useful to have many teachers present to discuss the course,
however, because the complaint of a single teacher often turned
out to be less serious than originally believed when it was played
out among all the teachers present.

Teachers were particularly warm in their praise of case studies,
slide-tape lessons, and the few simulation-games the developers
had provided. Enthusiasm by teachers for the lesson plans
strengthened the resolve to keep them.

Developers' Class

Probably the most useful and simple formative evaluation practice
is for developers to teach students who are using the experi-
mental course. The staff gained the permission of local school
authorities to establish one section of ninth-graders in a local
high school who were their responsibility throughout the school
year. By teaching the course, the developers became instantly
aware of serious problems that could be repaired immediately,
without awaiting feedback from other teachers. They were able to
make judgments about the readability of the material, pacing,
sequencing, eta. When students seemed to lose interest in the
course, the authors were the first to know and wore under direct
pressure to do something about it.
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The principal drawback the developers found in teaching their own
clans was the drain on energy and time. When they were meeting
students, they were unable to travel to observe pilot teachers.
And they had less time to write. Therefore, this type of evalua-
tion is expensive but probably worth the cost.

Site Visits

The staff visited 30 of the 40 pilot teachers during the first
year. When one adds the time required to travel, it is apparent
that nearly one-third of the 180-day school year was spent in the
field visiting the pilot schools. The site visits were demanding.
They included talks to principals, teachers, and the pilot
students. Frequently, the developers were asked to meet other
administrators and to speak to the social studies faculty.

Despite the high cost in travel money, time lost, and energy
expended, site visits are absolutely essential to the developer.
The best way to learn how a course is being taught in a typical
classroom is to visit one. Rarely was the course taught exactly
as it had been conceived; occasionally it turned out much better
than had been imagined; often it was far worse. The principal
was usually an excellent informant regarding how the course was
perceived by the community at large. The students often provided
data leading to conclusions that deviated from those derived from
test data. It was clear, for example, that students frequently
had learned more from the course than test scores had indicated.
It was learned that in the effort to measure "higher levels" in
the Bloom taxonomy, some of the items had become so complex that
they were missed because students could not make sense of the
test questions. Oral questioning of the students tended to in-
crease confidence in the course and decrease confidence in some
of Lhe objective test items.

However, site visits tended to support over-all impressions of
test data. Where the course was being used with students of low
scholastic attainment with limited reading ability, the course
was failing. Not surprisingly the course had the greatest success
among the highly gifted, academically-inclined students. On the
other hand, the course was not only a course for academically able
youngsters. It was being mastered by typical ninth-grade young-
sters who were reading at eighth- or ninthgrade reading level.

Test of Political Attitudes

American schools offer courses in civics and government not only
because they wish to impart political information, but they also
hope to influence students to hold "positive" political values.
It is unlikely that any civics course would be accepted by the
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schools that undermined the attainment by students of socially
prescribed "fundamental, American political values." While
"American Political Behavior," unlike typical civics and govern-
ment courses, makes no attempt to preach these values, it
certainly intends to support them.

As the developers were anxious primarily to learn of any "negative"
impact the course might have on student political attitudes during
the formative evaluation stage, they administered a political
attitude instrument as a pre- and post-test to all students taking
the pilot course. This political attitude instrument consisted of
six sets of Likert-scaled items designed to measure political
tolerance, sense of political efficacy, political interest, politi-
cal trust, support of majority rule practices, and support of
political pluralism. This political attitude instrument was used
to provide a rough indication of wheth3r or not the course might
have a "negative" impact on political attitudes of students. As
a whole, the student performance on the political attitude instru-
ment indicated a very slight movement in a "positive" direction
on each set of items except the political interest set. Here
students showed a very slight decline in political interest.
However, as a result of this part of the formative evaluation, it
was not necessary to revise massively the course for the purpose
of reinforcing or creating support for basic democratic political
ideas.

Summative Evaluation

The purpose of summative evaluation is to provide educational
decision-makers with evidence about the worth of an educational
product, in this instance the "American Political Behavior" course.
Before deciding to adopt a course of study, school teachers and
administrators should know how the new course performs in terms
of particular criteria and how the new course compares with similar
products. In order to provide evidence about the worth of a
course of study, an evaluator at least must: 1) construct instru-
ments to measure changes in students' performance in terms of
particular instructional objectives; and 2) administer these
evaluational instruments to student groups who have and who have
not experienced the experimental instructional materials.

The Study Design

The 1969-1970 field trial of "American Political Behavior" was
designed to yield findings about some basic concerns of the course
developers. For example, "American Political Behavior" is supposed
to teach facts and ideas about politics that have not been part of
typical social studies curricula. What is the impact of the ex-
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perimental course on student political knowledge? "American
Political. Behavior" is designed to teach students particular
skills of critical thinking and inquiry. Does the experimental
course contribute substantially to student skill development?
Some critics have suggested that civics courses which purport to
"tell it like it is" are likely to erode belief in American
political ideas and to create alienation and cynicism. Others
have speculated that courses like "American Political Behavior"
are likely to strengthen certain political attitudes. What is
the impact of the experimental course on student political atti-
tudes such as political tolerance, political cynicism, and sense
of political efficacy?

Following is a formal statement of the three questions which were
basic to this study:

1. What is the significance and degree of relationship be-
tween experiencing "American Political Behavior" and
acquiring particular political knowledge?

2. What is the significance and degree of relationship be-
tween experiencing "American Political Behavior" and
acquiring particular skills of critical thinking and
inquiry?

3. What is the significance and degree of the relationship
between experiencing "American Political Behavior" and
acquiring particular political attitudes?

A Political Knowledge Test, a Political Science Skills Test, and
six political attitude scales were developed to measure student
performance in terms of instructional objectives of the "American
Political Behavior" course. Evaluation done with these three
instruments provides grounds for hypotheses about the significance
and degree of relationship between experiencing the "American
Political Behavior" course and acquiring particular knowledge,
skills, and attitudes.

The knowledge, skills, and attitude measures were administered,
in the latter part of May, 1970, to secondary school students in
experimental and control groups in nine communities.* The nine

*In six of the nine cases, the instruments were administered
by associates of the High School Curriculum Center in Government.
In the remaining three cases, the instruments were administered
by teachers in their respective schools.
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communities in this study are located in various parts of the
country.* Community A is the suburb of a small industrial city
in southern Michigan; Community B is located on the outskirts of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Community C is a small city containing
a major university in the San Francisco Bay area; Community D is
a small city containing a major university in Oregon; Community E
is part of the greater metropolitan area of Kansas City, Missouri;
Community F is a small city in northern Illinois; Community G is
a middle-sized city in northern Indiana; Community H is a city in
Maryland; and Community I is a small city in Virginia that is
located on the fringes of Washington, D. C.

In eight of the nine communities classes of students in the same
school were designated randomly as experimental and control
groups.* The control groups experienced a variety of other

*The schools which participated in this study were selected
from a pool of fifty school systems which had volunteered to use
the experimental version of "American Political Behavioeduring
1969-1970. The schools in this study satisfied the needs to ob-
tain a wide geographical distribution of schools, to obtain a
mixture of types of teachers, and to obtain experimental groups
of students who had not been specially selected, or who had not
elected, to enroll in the "American Political Behavior" course.

**In Community A, the five ninth-grade classes of one junior
high school were selected as the experimental classes and the
five ninth-grade classes of the other junior high school were
designated as control classes. In the other communities, students
in experimental and control classes attended the same school.
The limitation of this manner of assigning students to experimental
and control classes is deviation from the standard for true
randomization, as one cannot claim that every individual in the
study had exactly the same chance as every other individual to
be assigned to an experimental or control group. A consequence
of this method of assignment is that a preponderance of superior
students could possibly, if inadvertently and improbably, have
been assigned to the experimental group.
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social studies courses, e.g., civics, state history, American
government, and American 'iistory. Students were assigned to the
experimental and control groups through the usual administrative
procedures associated with non-elective courses. Students did
nct elect to be assigned to the experimental or control classes,
and' students were not especially selected to membership in exper-
mental or control classes. In each community the experimental
and control groups revealed similar socioeconomic characteristics
through responses to a personal data questionnaire.*

The objective of introducing an independent, or treatment, variable,
such as the "American Political Behavior" course, is to influence
a dependent variable, such as performance on the Political Know-
ledge Test and Political Science Skills Test. A significant and
potentially strong degree of relationship between the independent
and dependent variables is indicated by the difference in the mean
test scores of experimental and control group students. The
greater the difference' between the mean scores, the greater the
presumed influence of the treatment variable, the "American Politi-
cal Behavior" course, on the dependent variable, the test per-
formances of students. Conversely an insignificant and/or weak
degree of relationship between the independent and dependent
variables is indicated by a slight difference in the mean test
scores of experimental and control group students.

A primary :Limitation in this study is that students were not
assigned to experimental or control groups in a truly random
manner. There was a rough random quality to the assignment of
students to groups, since this assignment was made in terms of
the usual administrative procedures in each school. Students did
not eleeL to take the experimental program, and special groups of
students were not selected to take the "American Political Behavior"

*Respondents were asked to identify age, sex, race, religious
preference, educational attainment of father, occupation of father,
political party preference, and ethnic identity. Respondents were
asked to rank themselves in academic ability in terms of a scale
provided in the questionnaire. Fifty-five per cent of the students
in this study came from homes where the father is a college gradu-
ate. Fifty -three per cent of the respondents ranked themselves
above-average in academic ability. Most of the rest of the re-
spondents ranked themselves as average in academic ability. Over
95 per cent of the respondents were white in racial identity and
only 12 per cent expressed identification with an ethnic sub-
culture. Thirty-five per cent of the respondents came from homes
where the father was employed in a professional or business execu-
tive occupation; 33 per cent had "white collar" fathers; and 28
per cent had "blue collar" fathers.
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course. However, it cannot be maintained that every student in-
volved in this study had exactly the same chance as every other
student to be a member of either a control or experimental group.
This limitation suggests that experimental groups might have been
bolstered by membership of some students who aru superior to those
in the control groups. However, responses to a personal data
questionnaire indicate that the experimental and control groups
were comparable.

A second limitation is that experimental group teachers volunteered
to teach the "American Political Behavior" course. Perhaps they
are extraordinary teachers, who are highly motivated, aggressive,
and dynamic. Perhaps they tried hard to do a good job of teaching.
Perhaps less motivated teachers would achieve lesser results with
the "American Political Behavior" course.

Finally, this study is not a direct comparison of control groups
and experimental groups in competition to achieve the same ob-
jectives. The social studies courses, which the control groups
experienced, were certainly not designed to achieve the same
knowledge and skills objectives as the "American Political Behavior"
course, which the experimental groups experienced. Therefore, the
findings of this study cannot indicate directly that the experi-
mental course is superior, or inferior, to the courses experienced
by the control groups. Rather, the findings can only indicate what
experimental and control group students have, or have not, learned
as measured by the knowledge, skills, and attitude tests used in
this study.

Student Performance on the Political Knowled e Test

The Political Knowledge Test was designed to measure student
recall of particular generalizations and information and student
ability to apply certain main ideas about political behavior to
the interpretation of case examples. The total number of points
that can be achieved on this test is fifty-five* Since "American

*To build the Political Knowledge Test, a pool of items was
constructed to fit instructional objectives. A panel of political
scientists and social studies educators was asked to judge the
items to certify content validity. And the instrument was ad-
ministered in a pilot test to students who had not experienced
either the "American Political Behavior" course or a similar
course. Item analysis of these pilot test data yielded the in-
strument used to this study. In order to validly use the Politi-
cal Knowledge Test comparatively, to measure relative performance
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Political Rehavior" was designed to teach knowledge that has not
been included in typical social studies courses, experimental
group students were expected to perform markedly better than their
control group peers. Failures of the experimental group students
to perform very much hotter than the control group students could
indicate either that Lhe experimental course was designed inade-
quately or that the political knowledge objectives of "American
Po.litical Behavior" earn be attained without taking the course.

As anticipated, students in the experimental groups in each of
the nine communities performed markedly better than the control
groups on the Political Knowledge Test. As shown in Table 1,
there is a small difference among the mean scores of the nine
experimental groups. In contrast, there is a great difference
between the mean scores of the experimenta: and control groups
in each of the nine communities. in each case the difference
between the mean scores of experimental and control groups is
statistically. significant at the .001 level.* This significant
difference in mean scores indicates that membership in an experi-
mental grOup or control group was related positively to perfor-
mance on the Political Knowledge Test.

of groups who have and who have not experienced the "American .

Political Behavior" course, items were written that do not con-
tain jargon peculiar to the new course. Students who. have not
experienced the new course should not find it more difficult than
students who have experienced the course to read the test items.
As the test is free of special terminology, ie is more likely to
yield real differences in knowledge between different groups of
students. The reliability of this test is revealed in the high
reliability coefficients yielded by the Kuder-Richardson test of
reliability. The median reliability coefficient derived from re-
spondents in nine pairs of experimental and control groups is .80.

The 10 ratios produced by analysis of variance of scores on
the PotiLical Knowledge Test of each pair of experimental and
c6ntret groups are: Community A = 235.26; Community B = 266.02;
Community C = 332.15; Community D = 19.78; Community E = 35.44;
Community I' = 71.30; Community G = 119.11; Community H = 19.47;
Community T = 32.11. Each of these F ratios indicates a signifi-
cant difference in mean scores between experimental and control
groups at the .001 level of significance.
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In each case the degree, or strength, of relationship between
group membership and test performance was substantial, as indica-
ted in Table 1 by the correlation ratios.* Each correlation
ratio (E2) indicates the proportion of variance in the scores on
the Political Knowledge Test that was due to the presumed influ-
ence of the treatment variable, the "American Political Behavior"
course. For example, analysis of the Community A data yields an
E2 of .50, which indicates that 50 per cent of variation of the
Political Knowledge Test scores of respondents in this community
was accounted for by the differences in instruction and course
content of the experimental and control groups. Analysis of the
Community B data yields an E2 of .53 which tells us that 53 per
cent of the variance of the dependent variable, the test scores,
was attributable to the influence of the independent variable,
the "American Political Behavior" course. The substantial cor-
relation ratios exhibited in Table 1, which range from .31 to .73,
suggest that the treatment variable, the "American Political
Behavior" course, had a pronounced impact on the "political know-
ledge" of experimental group students.

The impressive similarity of mean scores of several experimental
groups in different schools in different parts of the country con-
tributes to the argument that the "American Political Behavior"
course affected student political knowledge. The great differ-
ences in mean scores of experimental and control groups in nine
different communities and the substantial correlation ratios
generated by these differences also contributes considerably to
the case for the efficacy of the "American Political Behavior"
course. Irrespective of differences in teachers, in school con-
ditions, and region of the country, experimental groups performed
vastly better on the Political Knowledge Test than control group
students. (See Table 1.)

Analysis of the relationship of certain social characteristics to
test performance of the experimental and control groups contributes
to the argument that the "American Political Behavior" course
affected performance on the Political Knowledge Test. The re-
lationships of the following variables to performance of experi-
mental and control groups were analyzed: sex identity, academic
ability (self-ranked), educational attainment of father and occu-

*See the following for discussion of the derivation and use
of the correlation ratio, E2: Hubert M. Blalock, Social Statis-
tics. New York: McGraw -Hill. Book Company, 1960, pp. 266-267;
Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research. Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1964, pp. 200-206.
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pation of father.* These variables were not related significantly
to test performance, and they contributed very little or nothing
to the attempt to account for variation in test performance between
experimental and control groups. The "American Political Behavior"
course alone accounted to a large extent for the difference in
test performance between experimental and control groups in each
of the nine communities. On the basis of this analysis of the
relationship of certain social variables to student group member-
ship and test performance, one can hypothesize that the treatment
variable was a causal factor.

An additional argument in support of the efficacy of the APB
course is that there was no significant difference in the test
performance of the experimental group students of "prepared" and
"unprepared" teachers. "Prepared" teachers are those who attended
a special seven-week institute in civic education in the summer
of 1968. These "prepared" teachers were given special instruction
in the teaching of APB. They participated in the revision of a
prior version of the experimental course through serving as pilot
teachers of the course during the 1968-1969 school year. The
"unprepared" teachers had no special instruction in the teaching
of APB prior to serving as experimental group teachers. They
taught the experimental course for the first time during the 1969-
1970 school year. "Prepared" teachers used APB in Communities A,
B, C, and G. "Unprepared" teachers used the course in Communities
D, E, F, H, and I. As shown in Table 1, the students of "unpre-
pared" teachers performed about as well as the students of "pre-
pared" teachers.

Analysis of responses to particular items of the Political Know-
ledge Test reveals something of the substance and extent of the
political knowledge and/or political ignorance of experimental
and control group students across the nine communities.** For
example, control group students were relatively ignorant of cer-
tain aspects of the behavior of voters, the recruitment of politi-
cal leaders, the relationships of socioeconomic status to politi-
cal behavior, the conflict and compromise inherent in the politi-
cal process, and the role behavior of Congressmen.

*Two-way analysis of variance was employed to test the
alternative hypotheses associated with the possibility that one
or more variables, in combination with the "American Political
Behavior" course, accounted for a significant amount of the
variation in test scores on the Political Knowledge Test.

**The percentages rep.,rted in this section are based on the
total number of experimental and control group students in the
nine communities represented in this study.
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Most control group students were ignorant of the following tenden-
cy propositions about American voters that have been substantiated
through research about the behavior of voters during the past
thirty years: 1) individuals of upper socioeconomic status are
more likely than individuals of lower socioeconomic status to vote
in elections of public officials; 2) individuals of the 35-40 age
group are more likely than individuals of the 21-30 age group to
vote in elections of public officials; 3) individuals who hold
professional, business management, or white collar occupations are
more likely than manual workers to prefer the Republican party.
Moreover, only 28.8 per cent of the control group students re-
sponded "false" to this statement: "In recent Presidential
elections, over 80 per cent of eligible voters have voted on
election day." In contrast, 74.1 per cent of the experimental
group students marked the "false" response. Only 46 per cent of
the control group students responded "false" to this statement:
"Most Americans decide for whom to vote at the conclusion of an
election campaign, after carefully studying all the issues." In
contrast, 83.5 per cent of the experimental group students re-
sponded with a "false" answer.

Control group students were relatively naive about recruitment to
political leadership positions; they were much less likely than
experimental group students to reveal knowledge of the inequality
in political occupational opportunity that afflicts certain groups
in our society. For example, only 35.6 per cent of control group
students responded "false" to this statement: "Non-white individu-
als have the same chance to become United States Senators as white
individuals." In contrast, 69.4 per cent of the experimental
group students rejected this statement. Only 49.5 per cent of
control group students replied "false" to this statement: "Any
person born in the United States has the same chance as any other
person to become President of the United States someday." In
contrast, 77.4 per cent of the experimental group students rejected
this statement. It is a fact of American political life that
individuals with particular social characteristics are more likely
than others to attain positions of political leadership. However,
most control group students were unaware of this reality.

Control group students tended to be ignorant of the relationship
of socioeconomic status to political behavior. For example, con-
trol group students tended to believe that "all individuals in
our country can have an equal opportunity to influence the de-
cisions of government officials." Furthermore, control group
students tended to bw ignorant of variation in political influence
associated with higher or lower prestige occupations. Only 48.5
per cent of the control group students agreed that "Individuals
who hold jobs as owners of businesses, managers of businesses,
lawyers, and medical doctors usually have more influence on the
decisions of government than do individuals who are manual workers
or clerks." In contrast, 73.3 per cent of the experimental group
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students accepted this statement as correct.

The control group students were much less likely than experimental
group students to know about the power of committee chairmen rela-
tive to other Congressmen, the specialization of a Congressman's
job reflected in particular committee assignments, and the pres-
sures on Congressmen to compromise, to make deals with their
colleagues. For example, only 47.8 per cent of control group
students responded "true" to this statement: "In the United
States Congress, committee chairmen are likely to have more in-
fluence in decision-making about the making of laws than other
Congressmen." In contrast, 79.5 per cent of the experimental
group students answered "true" in response to this statement.
Only 17.1 per cent of control group students believed that "A
United States Congressman is expected to become an expert -on only
certain topics that come before Congress." In contrast, 69 per
cent of the experimental group students believed. this.

The former speaker of the House of Representatives, Sam Rayburn,
is supposed to have characterized the accommodational aspects of
the role behavior of a Congressman with the reminder that to be
a successful Congressman "you have to go along to get along."
However, this basic element of the role behavior of Congressmen
appeared to be unknown to most control group students, since
only 36 per cent of them agreed that "a United States Congressman
is expected to do favors for other Congressmen in anticipation of
receiving favors in return." In contrast, 85.6 per cent of ex-
perimental group students responded "true" to this statement.

It must be acknowledged that the test performances of experimental
group students, though impressive, reveal that many students did
not achieve many of the basic knowledge objectives of the
"American Political Behavior" course. Mean scores clustering in
the high thirties, on a 55 point test, reveal that many individu-
als in the experimental groups performed poorly on the Political
Knowledge Test. Analysis of the performances of experimental
group students led to revisions in the content of the published
version of the course.

The strongest argument in support of the efficacy of APB is the
similarity in mean scores of experimental groups in nine dif-
ferent communities. Experimental groups studied the course jr
different regions of the country, in different types of schools,
and in response to teachers of varying degrees of preparation and
ability. Yet, the differences in mean scores of these several
experimental groups is very small. It appears that APB had an
impact on student knowledge and that the experimental course did
occasion student acquisition of knowledge that is not part of
typical civics courses.
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Student Performance on the Political Science Skills Test

The Political Science Skills Test was designed to measure capabil-
ity to organize and interpret information and to make critical
judgments about statements and questions. Respondents were re-
quired to interpret contingency tables, to distinguish factual,
normative, and definitional statements, to judge the worth of con-
trasting sampling procedures, to make deductions from premises,
and to judge the worth and utility of questions. The total number
of points that can be achieved on this test is twenty-five.*

The relationship of "American Political Behavior" to performance
on the Political Science Skills Test was not as clear-cut as the
relationship of the experimental course to performance on the
Political Knowledge Test. Table 2 shows that in Communities Be
C, D, and I, there is a sizeable difference in mean scores between
experimental and control groups. In each of these four cases, the
correlation ratio (E2) is large enough to indicate that the treat-
ment variable had a sizeable impact on the "political science
skills" of experimental group students.** However, in communities
A, E, and H, the correlation ratios (E2) are much lower, which in-
dicates a modest impact of the treatment variable on test perform-
ance.*** In communities F and G the mean score differences between

*A panel of social science educators and political scientists
was asked to judge the items comprising the Political Science
Skills Test to certify content validity. However, the instrument
was not pilot tested prior to use in this study. Therefore, in
contrast to the Political Knowledge Test, this instrument is much
less refined and is being revised. The relative crudity of this
instrument is reflected by modest reliability coefficients yielded
by the Kuder-Richardson test of reliability. The median reliabili-
ty coefficient derived from respondents in nine pairs of experi-
mental and control groups is .69.

**In each of these four cases, the F ratios indicate that the
difference between the mean score of experimental and control
groups is statistically significant at the .001 level. The F
ratios are: Community B = 115.47; Community C = 57.68; Community
D = 20.84; Community I = 21.96.

***The F ratio for Community A is 27.78, which is significant
at the .001 level. However, this is due to the relatively large
number of respondents in the sample. The low correlation ratio
in this case (E2 = .11) indicates 4 very slight impact of the
treatment variable on test performance. The F ratio for Community
E is 8.54 which is significant at the .01 level. The F ratio for
Community H is 5.74 which is significant at the .05 level.
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experimental and control groups is meager. In these two cases,
the correlation ratios are so low as to indicate little or no im-
pact of the treatment variable on the skills test performances of
experimental group students.

Analysis of the relationship of certain social variables to test
performance indicates that only academic ability is a key ex-
planatory variable. In five communities (A, E, F, H, and I),
student academic ability in combination with the treatment variable
accounted for a much larger proportion of the variation in stu-
dent test performance than the treatment variable alone. In com-
munities B, C. D, and G academic ability did not account for
variation in performance on the "Political Science Skills Test."

As indicated in Table 3, students who ranked themselves above
average in academic ability scored much higher on the "Political
Science Skills Test" than did others. The correlation ratios
(E2) in these five cases, yielded by the combination of above
average academic ability and experimental group membership, are
markedly higher than the correlation ratios generated by the
treatment variable alone. (See Tables 2 and 3.) It is signifi-
cant that in communities B, C, and D, where the treatment variable
alone produced high correlation ratios, neither academic ability
nor any other variable contributed markedly to the difference in
mean scores between experimental and control groups. (See Table
2.)

There was little or no difference in the performance of students
of "prepared" as compared to "unprepared" teachers on the
"Skills" test. The mean scores of the experimental groups
taught by "prepared" teachers are: A = 15.97; B = 15.83; C.=
18.08; and G = 15.62. The mean scores of the "unprepared"
teachers are: D = 18.00; E = 15.58; F = 15.70; I = 15.61.
(See Table 2.)

Analysis of responses to particular items of the Political Science
Skills Test indicates somewhat the difference in capabilities of
experimental and control group students to organize and interpret
information and to make critical judgments about statements and
questions. For example, control group students tended to be
unable to distinguish factual and normative statements,to make
critical judgments about sampling procedures, to interpret con-
tingency tables, and to make critical judgments about questions.

Following are three examples of the inability of most control
group students to distinguish factual and normative statements.
Only 26.5 per cent of control group students identified this
statement as a value judgment: "Every citizen should vote in
public elections." In contrast, fifty per cent of the experi-
mental group students identified the above statement as normative.
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Orly 24.6 per cent of the control group students correctly identi-
fied this statement as factual: "Older individuals are more
likely to vote in public elections than younger individuals."
In contrast, 85.1 per cent of the experimental group students
identified this statement as factual. Only 35.1 per cent of the
control group students correctly labeled this statement as norma-
tive: "The United States of America has the best government in
the world." In contrast 54.2 per cent of the experimental group
students identified the above statement as normative.

Control group students were less likely than experimental group
students to make sound critical judgments about sampling proce-
dures. For example, 72.3 per cent of the experimental group
students judged random sampling procedures as superior to alterna-
tive sampling techniques. In contrast, only 43.7 per cent of the
control group students were able to make this critical judgment.

Control group students were less likely than their experimental
group counterparts to make sound critical judgments about questions
to be utilized in research. For example, 65 per cent of experi-
mental group students were able to discriminate between "loaded"
and more objectively worded questions. In contrast, slightly less
than half of the control group students were able to make this
distinction.

The greatest difference in the capabilities of control and experi-
mental group students was in the skill of interpreting two-by-two
and two-by-three contingency tables. Over sixty per cent of the
experimental grJup students responded correctly to each of six
test items concerning the interpretation of these statistical
tables. Less than thirty-five per cent of the control group
students responded correctly to each of these same test items.

The performances of experimental and control group students on
the Political Science Skills Test indicate an extensive impact
of the "American Political Behavior" course on skill development
in four communities, a modest impact of the course on skill
development in three communities, and little or no impact of the
course on skill development in two communities. The limited
impact of the experimental course on student skill development
triggered an extensive revision of the critical thinking and
inquiry skills development program that was included in the pub-
lished version of APB.
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Student Performance on the Political Attitude Scales

Six political attitude scales were constructed to measure the
impact of the treatment variable on attitudes associated with a
democratic orientation.* These six scales were designed to
measure these political attitudes: 1) political tolerance; 2)
political interest; 3) sense of political efficacy; 4) equalitar-
ianism; 5) political trust; and 6) political cynicism.

American civic educators have been concerned traditionally with
the relationship of formal instruction to the development of
democratic political attitudes and beliefs. The six attitude
scales used in this study represent aspects of democracy. No one

has sorted definitively the complex tangle of meanings implied
by "democracy," but philosophers and political scientists have
reached agreement about some essentials. They have agreed that

*To build the six attitude scales used in this study, six
sets of attitude items were written which presumably measure these
attitudes: political tolerance, political interest, sense of
political efficacy, equalitarianism, political trust, and politi-
cal cynicism. The six sets of items were pilot tested with a
sample of 317 ninth- and twelfth-grade students from ten different
schools. Factor analysis was applied to the pilot test data in
order to determine whether Lhe items included in each of the six
sets were measuring something in common. On the basis of this
factor analysis, the six sets of items were refined to construct
the six attitude scales used in this study. The range of factor
loadings generated by the six scales when used in this study were:
1) Political Tolerance Scale (eight items), .50-.63; 2) Political
Interest Scale (five items), .53-.65;3) Sense of Political
Efficacy Scale (four items), .51-.59; 4) Equalitarianism Scale
(five items),.53-.69; 5) Political Trust Scale (five items), .54-
.61; 6) Political Cynicism Scale (eight items), .48-.62. These
sizeable factor loadings indicate that the items in each of the
six scales are reflections of the Gttitudes they are assumed to
measure. The factor loadings demonstrate the existence of six
distinct attitude dimensions, which is evidence for the construct
validity of the six scales. See Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations
of Behavioral Research. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., 1966, pp. 650-685.
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a democratic political orientation consists of beliefs and
attitudes that are supportive of the potentially conflicting
practices of majority rule and protection of minority rights.
Irish and Prothro have said that, "the central principles of
government based on democratic theory are majority rule and
minority rights. Taken together, these principles constitute
the briefest possible definition of democracy."* What are some
implications, for the measurement of the democratic political
orientations of students, of these two central principles of
democracy?

The principle of majority rule refers to the populist or partici-
patory theme of democracy. It subsumes political interest and
sense of political efficacy, two of the political attitude dimen-
sions in this study. A sense of political efficacy refers to
feelings that an individual can and ought to try to influence the
decisions of public officials. Individuals with a high sense of
political efficacy believe that they can have a voice in what the
government does. Political interest means that one seeks oppor-
tunities to become more informed about political affairs.
Individuals with high political interest often talk about politics
with family members, friends, and work associates. Individuals
with high political interest regularly read newspapers and maga-
zine articles about politics and watch programs about political
affairs on television. Abe majority rule theme of democracy is
not operable unless large numbers of citizens displaya high de-
gree of political interest and a high sense of political efficacy.

Protection of minority rights refers to the libertarian theme of
democracy. It implies political tolerance, the willingness to
grant equal rights and opportunities even to unpopular minority
groups. As Lord Acton said: "The most certain test by which we
judge whether a country is really free is the amount of security
enjoyed by minorities." The libertarian theme of democracy is
the essential check upon absolute majority rule, which presumably
leads to dictatorship. Individuals with a high degree of politi-
cal tolerance support freedom of speech and political action for
unpopular individuals and/or groups as well as for more orthodox
types. Politically tolerant individuals believe that it is
legitimate to criticize their government and their political
leaders. Politically tolerant individuals believe that unpopular
minority groups should have the same legal rights as others in the
society.

*M. D. Irish and J. W. Prothro. The Politics of American
Democracy. Englewood Cliffs, N.,1.: PrentiCe-Hall, Inc., 1965,
p. 55.
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Some political theorists have posited a third major theme of
democracy, which can be labeled "equalitarianism." "Equalitar-
ianism" means the use of public institutions to provide more
equal opportunities in employment, health, and education. Some

advocates of democracy believe that civil liberties are necessary,
but insufficient, guarantees of "true" freedom. They claim that
freedom of speech is not a very significant right to hungry or
diseased people. A person with strong equalitarian beliefs ex-
presses support for public or community programs in education,
health care, and employment opportunities. The "equalitarian"
individual supports policies which contribute to a more even dis-
tribution of wealth.

Some political theorists add the dimension of trust to their con-
ceptualization of democracy. Political trust means support for
the basic ideals of the political system. It means not holding
politics and politicians in disrepute. Individuals with high
political trust have faith in the goodness of men and believe
that most government officials desire to serve the public. As

Elizabeth Simpson has said: "Deeply embedded in democratic
political ideology, this assumption of positive human nature
implies that, because man is good, men (and therefore representa-
tives in positions of responsibility) can be trusted to look after
the welfare of others."*

It is assumed that political cynicism undercuts an individual's
orientation to democracy. Cynical individuals are likely to scoff
at the feasibility of democratic political participation. However,
the democratic person is not naively trusting. Sidney Hook has
said that democracy requires "an intelligent distrust of leader-
ship, a skeptic.sm stubborn but not blind, of all demands for the
enlargement of power, and an emphasis upon critical method in
every phase of social life.** Democracy is sustained by the
rational activist and the constructhe critic, but democracy is
surely undermined by cynical "political dropouts" and by cynical
activists who would seek to attain democratic ideals through
anti-democratic practices.

The categories of political interest, political efficacy, political
tolerance, equalitarianism, political trust, and political cynicism
certainly do not exhaustively denote the dimensions of democracy.

*Elizabeth Leonie Simpson. Democracy's Stepchildren. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1971, p. 80.

**Ibid., p. 82.
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However, these categories are fundamental,if not all-encompassing,
aspects of any conceptualization of democracy. What is the re-
lationship of the treatment variable, APB, to the democratic
political orientations of students as indicated by the six atti-
tude scales employed in this study?

As shown in Tables 4-9, the treatment variable appear- to have had
little or no impact on the political attitudes of students.* The
differences in mean scores between experimental and control groups
on each of the six political attitude scales are slight. The
correlation ratios associated with these mean score differences
are very small, which indicates that the treatment variable had
little or no impact on the student political attitudes measured
in this study.

Analysis of the relationship of certain social characteristics to
responses to the six attitude scales indicates no pattern of re-
lationship across the nine communities between social variables,
the treatment variable, and test perPormances of experimental
and control groups. Neither the treatment variable alone nor the
treatment variable in combination with other variables considered
in this study accounted for the slight variation in mean scores of
the experimental and control groups on the attitude scales.

This finding should be reassuring to those who have feared that
teaching about the complex and sometimes sordid realities of
political life could undermine the political trust of students
and create political cynics. As indicated in Tables 8 and 9, ex-
posure to the "American Political Behavior" course neither erodes

*The mean scores reported in Tables 4-9 are T scores. The
T scores were converted from original z scores, or standard
scores, which were difficult to read because they included posi-
tive and negative numbers. The T scores were derived by multi-
plying every z score by ten and adding fifty. The z scores are
used in this analysis, rather than raw scores, because they enable
standardized comparison across six different attitude scales with
different numbers of items. Also the z score, or standard score,
enables one to account for the various factor loadings contribu-
ted by each item of an attitude scale in the analysis of variance
of the scores of experimental and control group students. For a
discussion of standard scores, see J. P. Guilford. Fundamental
Statistics in Psycho3opy and Education. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1965, pp. 512-518.
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trust nor creates cynicism. Furthermore, this study indicates
that teaching about the controversies, conflicts, and compromises
which are essential to politics, through the "American Political
Behavior" course, does not subvert student faith in the partici-
patory or libertarian principles of democracy. (See Tables 4-7.)

The lack of impact of APB on student political attitudes is con-
sistent with numerous other studies about the impact of formal
civics instruction on political attitudes.* It appears that
short of a massive, sophisticated propaganda effort (which most
educators would abhor) formal civics instruction in public
schools is unlikely to directly accomplish significant large-
scale changes in political attitudes.

Conclusions

On the basis of this study it can be maintained that APB is
likely to have an impact on the "political knowledge" and
"skills" of students. One can hypothesize that students who
do not experience the "American Political Behavior" course, or
some similar course, are likely to remain ignorant of certain
fundamental facets of political behavior and the political process
in our country. Furthermore, one can hypothesize that students
who do not experience APB, or some similar course, are likely not
to acquire certain skills necessary to critical thinking and in-
quiry.

Since typical civics courses have not been organized to achieve
the knowledge and skill objectives of the "American Political Be-
havior" course, this report is not presented as a direct compari-
son of two types of courses in competition to achieve similar
objectives. Rather, this comparison of experimental and control
groups provides evidence that particular knowledge and skills,
that are not part of typical civics courses, are likely to be
acquired by students who experience APB. Educators who value
the knowledge objectives of the "American Political Behavior"
program are provided with grounds from which to argue that
typical civics courses ought to be reconstructed. However, ed-
ucators who do not value the knowledge and skill objectives of

f;14.!
y *Kenneth P. Langton and M. Kent Jennin "Polititpl

Solealization and the High School Civics C iculum." American

IPolitical Science Review, 62 (September, 148), pp. 852 -867.

I
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the "American Political Behavior" course -- educators who want
civics teachers to achieve other knowledge and skill outcomes --
may find that the findings presented here are not pertinent to
their concerns.

This study, in combination with various other types of critical
feedback, pin-pointed particular defects in the experimental
version of APB which were attended to in the re-writing of the
course for publication. For example, the skills development
components of the experimental version were re-worked and extend-
ed in the light of "feedback" provided by teachers,pclitical
scientists, and students' performances on the Political Science
Skills Test. Certain changes in the content of the experimental
version were based on analysis of students' performances on the
Political Knowledge Test. It is assumed that these refinements
in the published version of "American Political Behavior" will
be reflected in heightened student acquisition of political know-
ledge and skills of critical thinking and inquiry.

Course Rating Questionnaire

An additional, though not integral, part of the evaluation during
the 1969-1970 field trial was the administration of a "Course
Rating Questionnaire" tc pilot classes. The purpose of this
course rating questionnaire was to obtain opinions from pilot
students about how they rated "American Political Behavior"
relative to other social studies courses they had experienced
in terms of categories such as interest, relevance, amount of
learning and level of thinking.

Following are several tables which reveal student responses to
each item of the "Course Rating Questionnaire."

1
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TABLE 10

Question: Compared to other social studies courses that you have
had, how would you rate your interest in "American
Political Behavior"?

Response Percent Responding

A. More Interesting 58.5

B. Less Interesting 17.4

C. About as Interesting 24.1

Total
N (1,173)

100.0%

TABLE 11

Question: Compared to other social studies courses that you have
had, how would you rate what you learned from the course
in "American Political Behavior"?

Response Percent Responding

A. I learned more 61.1

B. I learned less 10.7

C. I learned about as much
from other social studies
courses

Total
N (1,173)

28.2

100.0%
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TABLE 12

Statement: Compared to other social studies courses that you have
had, does the course in "American Political Behavior"
require you to:

Responses Percent Responding

A. Think more 57.2

B. Think less 16.0

C. Think about as much as
in other courses 26.8

Total
N (1,173)

100.0%

TABLE 13

Question: Would you recommend that other students take this course
in "American Political Behavior"?

Responses Percent Responding

A. Yes 73.4

B. No 13.4

C. Uncertain 13.2

Total
N (1,173)

100.0%

0
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As shown in the tables, most of the respondents were very favorably
disposed toward the "American Political Behavior" course. Only

17.4 per cent said that the course was less interesting than other
social studies courses that they had experienced. Only 10.7 per
cent said that they learned less from this course than from other
social studies courses. Only 16 per cent said that the course
required them to think less than other courses. And, most impor-
tant, only 13.4 per cent said that they would not recommend that
other students take APB.

The last part of the course rating questionnaire asked students to
tell what they liked most and least about the course in "American
Political Behavior." Case studies, games and simulations, and
political opinion surveys were listed by most respondents as the
types of lessons they liked most. For example, one eighth grade
student from Nashville, Tennessee said: "I like the fact that it
uses case studies to illustrate points and the cases have a real
bearing on actual life." A ninth-grader from Lincoln, Rhode
Island said: "I liked the case studies. They were interesting
and you wouldn't mind reading them because they were so interest-
ing."

Many students stressed the value of learning critical thinking
skills and learning how to formulate and test hypotheses about
political behavior. A twelfth-grader from Silver Spring,
Maryland said: "I liked the way the student has to think for
himself and draw his own conclusions. Everything is not cut and
dried."

Many respondents noted the relevancy of the course, the direct
and obvious relationship between the course content and current
political events. A tenth-grade student from Eugene, Oregon
noted: "The course deals with more current events and you can
relate it to the things that are happening now."

Many students noted that the course deals forthrightly with many
controversial topics and with the political beliefs and behavior
of various social groups in our society. They endorsed this
opportunity to learn more about how and why different groups of
people behave politically.

Negative comments about tle course focused on the heavy work load.
Many students said that there was too much to rear. and too many
exercises to complete. Many students also expressed negative
feelings about working with statistical data. They found table
and graph reading exerciseasto be difficult and tedious. A
twelltl-grOer from Eli net, Oregon, said: "There was just too
much to do."

ft
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Some students reacted negatively to the redundancy which was built
into the course to provide reinforcement and to facilitate reten-
tion. However, other students said that this feature of the
course facilitated learning. An eighth-grader from Nashville,
Tennessee said: "It was hard for you to forget what you learned
in this course because you used everything you learned over and
over again."

Responses to the course rating questionnaire indicate that
"American Political Behavior" was well-regarded by the majority
of respondents. Relative to other social studies courses whim
the respondents experienced this experimental course was rated
very highly.

A Concluding Note about Evaluation and Instructional Materials
Development

Systematic evaluation is necessary to fruitful cur-iculum develop-
ment. However, one feature of the "new social studies" that has
received less attention than it deserves is the plsce of evalua-
tion in the special projects. This is unfortunate because
teachers who ask their students for "evidence" to support claims
also should demand evidence from those who advocate the new
social studies, or the "old" social studies for that matter.
Moreover, in a period of "accountability" and "performance con-
tracting," teachers should begin to hold their instructional
materials accountable and measure their performance.

This is not to suggest that teachers and school officials presently
avoid judgments about instructional materials; however, their,
judgments usually rest upon grounds other than responses they
might receive to such questions as: What are the instructional
objectives for these materials, and what evidence exists that
students achieve them? or What impact do these materials have on
children's attitudes toward the political system? Rarely do
teachers ask for performance data on instructional materials
that have been tested with student populations that differ ac-
cording to socioeconomic class, academic ability, grade level,
ethnic identity, and region of the country. Rather, other ques-
tions loom important to textbook selection committees: What is
the reputation of the author? Is the book on the state-adoption
list? Who is the publisher? Who endorses the book? Where is
it used? Many instructional materials are probably selected
because someone knows and trusts the salesman.

Evaluation by intuition alsu has been the style of various critics
-f the new social studies. Social studies specialists debate
whether questions should precede or follow readings or whether
questions should be used at all; at what point in the instructional
sequence that "springboards"should be used; whether illustrattons
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add or detract from learning; and how much "guided" inquiry is
desirable. Too frequently, these debates are little more than
one person matching his intuition against another's. Rarely do
the debaters use empirical data to support their claims.

Efforts to answer basic questions about the worth of new curricula
should be empirically grounded rather than based upon the exhorta-
tions of authorities, pious wishes, or popular beliefs.. New
programs of instruction should be appraised in terms of evidence
about the success or failure of students to achieve clearly-stated
objectives.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
by Howard Mehlinger

Most of our "conclusions" can be found in other sections of this
report. Nevertheless, this section provides an opportunity to
reflect upon the curriculum reform effort itself.

Relations between USOE and HSCCG

The project interacted with USOE at two levels: funding an' poli-
cy determination. In general USOE was a reasonable agency with
regard to funding. This does not mean that USOE was particularly
generous with its funds. Indeed, USOE, in contrast to NSF, pro-
vided only the minimum essentials to support curriculum develop-
ment. It was necessary to produce materials in the least ex-
pensive ways, to rely upon the core staff for tasks that should
have been assigned to paid specialists and to ask for free labor
by pilot teachers. Nevertheless, the staff knew the level of
funding that was possible within the USOE Cooperative Research
Program and found that the program officers were sympathetic to
their needs and did their best to meet them within program and
budgetary limits.

The one policy issue which most affected the project was USOE
copyright policy. When the project began, OE policy required
developers to submit all of their work to public domain upon
completion. Midway through the project, these guidelines were
changed. The new policy provided a "public domain alternative,"
but those groups that had produced materials that would be mar-
keted commercially were persuaded to seek a five-year exclusive
copyright to publish their materials. Any royalties resulting
from such sales were to be shared by the Federal Government and
the institution that hosted the project.

In general, the change in policy was appropriate. Under the old
policy USOE received much material that was not ready for use;
after submitting their work to public domain, the developers
signed contracts with publishers and profited from their project
work. While the new policy made curriculum development less
profitable for the developers, it may lead to better products
and could have the effect of building institutional commitments
to curriculum development as a professional activity.

One of the disappointing aspedtS of working with USOE is the
relative lack of cooperation that characterizes the various
divisions within the agency. Moreover, each division develops
an ideology to support its own programs. Thus, the Cooperative
Research Branch viewed course development as the key to im-
proving instruction; the teacher training branch championed
teachers as the key to better instruction. Of course, better
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teachers and better instructional materials, as well as many
other elements, are essential to bring about reform in American
education. lb is frustrating, albeit understandable, that this
simple message is too seldom understood in USOE. Often the
developers had to build their own multiple strategy and sell it
to program officials, when these officials should have been the
ones trying to bring the various programs together in a coordina-
ted strategy to affect change.

Universities as Sites for Researzh-Based Development

During the 1960's, USOE established "regional labs" to assume
major respons ility for creating tested products and practices
for schools. Presumably, the establishment of these labs, in-
dependent of universities, was based upon some assumptions re-
garding the relative advantages and disadvantages universities
offer as locations for development.

It is true that development does not fit easily into normal
university routines. Traditionally, universities expect teaching,
research, and service from its professional employees. Develop-
ment does not fit any of these functions neatly. Instructional
materials developers are not researchers, although they use the
products of research and conduct evaluation-research to judge
their success. They are not teachers, although the object of
their effort is to improve instruction. Indeed, the closest
equivalent to development in the minds of many academics is
"writing textbooks," an activity held in low esteem in the
academy.

University officials are often surprised at the costs of develop-
ment. The development and testing of instructional products is
vastly more expensive than writing a textbook. Developers travel
more than typical professors. And, developers pose unusual
problems in regards to compensation. Professors consult and write
books to supplement their incomes. Is this proper activity for
a full-time developer? Should he receive higher pay if "moonlight"
activities are refused? Should he share in the profits of the
published products he has developed? All of these pose difficult
dilemmas for university officials.

Despite these and other difficulties universities can provide
fertile and stimulating sites for instructional development.
Large universities attract people who are leading experts in
their fields. Thus, developers have access to a range of con-
sultants that are not employable by regional labs. The lib:aries
and special collections that are found typically at major uni-
versities cannot be duplicated by labs. It is likely that some
professionals prefer a university affiliation and will not join
a lab. And the universities project a favorable image to schools.
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The project was fortunate to be located at Indiana University.
While the staff faced many of the disadvantages cited above
because of its university location, the developers have also
reaped its advantages. Moreover, certain key officials,
especially Dean David Clark and Chancellor Byrum Carter, under-
stood what the project was attempting to do and supported it.
A hostile, or indifferent, administration would have made pro-
ject tasks more difficult. In addition to thes and other
helpful administration ofZicials, most colleagues, especially
those members of the social studies education faculty in the
School of Education, viewed the project as an asset to the
University. The existence of HSCCG led to .he establishment
of the Indiana University Social Studies Development Center
which in turn has contributed importantly to strengthening
social studies teaching and research at the University. In
short, social studies education is more interesting at Indiana
University today than it was in 1966. In part this has resulted
from the existence of the High School Curriculum Center in
Government.

In Conclusion

What did USOE and the American taxpayers receive for $348,220.00?
First of all, they have a new approach to the study of high
school civics and government that did not exist before the grant.
There are indications that APB will help break the monopoly of
ideas that froze thinking about civics and government instruction
in the past. One may expect many more alternative approaches to
civics and government in the future and hopefully a revived in-
terest in the study of politics and government in the schools.

The USOE grant trained a group of people for new roles in helping
reform schools. Thus, the number of trained developers has in-
creased. In addition, the grant led to the establishment of the
Social Studies Development Center at Indiana University. This
Center will continue the effort to reform school instruction in
the social studies.

The USOE grant to support an effort to reform civics and govern-
ment instruction in high schools can have a significant impact
upon American education. And, as a result of the royalty
arrangements under the new USOE guidelines, the Federal Govern-
ment is likely to recover ,pore than one-half of its investment.
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FOREWORD

Assisted by a grant from the U. S. Office of Education, the Department of

Government and the School of Education at Indiana University jointly estetlished

in Jay, 1966, the High School. Curriculum Center in government. The Center's

Executive Committee consists of two representatives from the Department of Gov-

ernment -- Mr. Byrum Carter, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and Mr.

William Siffin, Associate Professor of Government -- and two representatives from

the School of Education Mr. Shirley Engle, Associate Dean of Advanced Studies,

and Mr. Frederick Smith, Associate Professor of Education. Dean Eagle is the

Chairman of the Executive Committee. The Director of the Center is Mr. Howard

Mehlinger, Assistant Professor of History. Mr. John Patrick, a graduate student

in the School of Education, and Mrs. Jane Lewis, secretary, complete the Center

staff. The primary purpose of this Center is to prepare, to tryout, and to

evaluate new materials and methods for teaching these materials for courses in

civics and government in grades nine through twelve. Specifically, the Center

is at work on materials e ninth-grade Civics course andthe eleventh- and

twelfth-grade courses rican Government and American Problems.

It seemed obvioue4o me that any effort to write materials concerning civics

and government for usein secondary schools without a prior examination of what

students already believe and understand about government as a result of earlier

learning experiences would face many frustrations and false starts. Therefore,

Mr. John Patrick, a research associate for the Center, undertook a review of

existing research on the topic of political socialization. He madb no attempt

to engage in original research; his assignment was to pull together into a

single essay what seemed relevant from research on political socialization of

American youth for secondary school social studio._.

Although his original purpose was simply to prepare a working paper for

the use of the Center staff, the result IONS a document that we believe to be

ii
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immediately useful to a number ef professional people, perhaps most tuporttntty

of all, to secondary ich.lot teachers of civics and government. Sony studies

have revealed that the results of scientific research do not often reach teachers

until cony years after the findings have been available. Ve, therefore, decided

to sake this pamphlet available to teachers, currieuluo directors, and *theta

mho ere interested to this problea and therefor& accelerate the process of salting

research data available to son-specialists to a form they can easily use. 'noes

mho ere familiar with research to political Nocielitation will find ouch in this

paper that is familiar to them, but they vill also encounter some new formu-

tattoos of uoll-known ideas sod a few challenges to popular assumptions, par-

ticularly those relating to the significance of early teeming in political

eocielitsti,o and those relating to entiemocretic attitudes of Anwricen youth.

rst# weeny is totovi4ed tritortly as a review of research. 'Mote looking

for prescriptions for selection of content and organtestion of the curriculum

will be disappointed. Somtver,ttr. Patrick has ratted a number of questions at

different point* throughout his paper that suggest implications that might be

drawn from the paper. It should be noted that while the research Mr. Patrick

reports is tie work of others, the reporting of this research, the questions

he vetoes, and the implicetions he draws era entirely his own.

Simard hehlinger
Director, liish i&hool
Curriculum Center
in Government

lit
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I. AT IS r'n1TICA1 SOCIALIZATIOW?

when America', chileren obey the conmands of a police -man directing traffic,

p'.dge allegiance to the flag, select a class president by majority vote, or

profiles a prefor,:nce for dewcracy, they are conforming to politically relevant

Iltural mrms; they .re perfcrming particular socially acceptable roles in

response to cultural cuea. This behavior results froa political eocialleation,

Vhe gradual 'earring of sanctioned political conduct and beliefs.
1

Political

,Scialiestion ifs one facet ef Ilcielization, the protege through which an in-

4tvidual learns to become an acceptable member of the society in which he lives.

Jklet, 411 'socialization pirteina to as individual's conformity to his society's

culture,
2

ao political socialization refers to en individual's sdaptatitn to his

society's political culture.

Throu0 political tocialization individuals leans and internalize the par-

ticular ways of using power and authority that their society sanctions. This

sanctioned political behavior is the society's approach to the solution of fun-

damental political problema, such as how to reconcile individual freedom with

sottol control, and Is transmitted from generation to generation; it constitutes

the society's political culture. Political socialization involves the following

component proemial' which an individual must experience in order to adequately

1 Fred 1. Greenstein defiuts political socialization as, ". . . all politi-
cal learfnst, formal and informal, deliberate and unplanned, at every stage of
the life cycle, including not only explicitly political learning but also nomi-
nally non-political learning which affecza political behavior, such as tho learn-
ing of politically relevant social attitude* and the acquisition of politically
relevant personality characteristics." (26:1)

Roberts Sigel say., "Political socialization is the gradual learning of the
norms, attitudes, and behavior accepted and practiced by the ongoing political
system. For example, melbas* of a stable democratic system are expected to learn
to effect change through election. through the application of group practice
rather than through street riots or revolutions." (80:2)

2Culture is, "the pattern of all those arrangements, material or behavioral,
which have been adopted by society rs the traditional ways of solving the
problems of its members. Culture includes all the institutionalized ways and the
implicit cultural beliefs, norms, values, and premises which underlie and govern
conduct." (49:380)
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assimilate a political culture: I) learning politically relevant basic behavior

disciplines and dispositions, such as general disposition to forego immediate

personal gratification in order to achieve a loog-range group goal, that are

necessary to the maintenance of political order; 2) learning political aspi-

rations, such as the desire to participate in politics, that are necessary to

the continuati,m of e political order; 3) learning political roles and their

supporting attli4dee that enable an individual to behave in ways that are sanc-

tioned by hit Tolltual culture; 4) learning political skills that prepare an

individual to effectively participate in the political affairs of his society;

S) learning information about political behavior, the structure of gcvernment,

and political Issues that assist an individual to make sensible political de-

cisions. 3

Children leer* sanctioned political behavior and beliefs both formally and

informally, deliberately end incidentally in the home, in school, sod in various

interaction situations with pears and adults. This learning continues throughout

a person's life, always strongly influeoced by earlier learning. The end toward

which this process functions is the development of individuals who are integrated

into the political realm of their culture; who accept the approved mociems, hab-

its, and values relevant to the polltIcal system of their society; who transmit

these political norms to future generctions. This cultural heritage is so

deeply rooted that we are seldom conscious of it. Consequently, many individuals

often assume that the way people in their society do things is thl truly "human,"

3These component processes of political socialisation entail both politi-
cally relevant facets of personality development and specific political learning.
According to Trod I. Greenstein, "The former include basic dispositions, beliefs,
and attitudes which affect political behavior, The latter involves 1) learning
connected with the citizen role (partisan attachment, ideology, motivation to
participate), 2) learning connected with the subject role (national loyalty, ori-
entation toward authority, conceptions of the legitimacy of insiitutions), and
3) learning connected with recruitment to and performance of specialized roles,
such as bureaucrat, party functionary, and legislator." (26:4)
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"natural," or "proper" way, and that contrary behavior is "barbaric," "perverse,"

or "unreasonable." This ethnocentric viewpoint often stems from not understand-

ing that most of our behavior is learned rather than instinctive, that this LOU

instinctive behavior may be changed through new learning, and that this learning

may result in various equally viable, though differentiated, patterns of human

behavior.

Political socialisation produces a certain amount of conformity that is

necessary to continuation of a given political order. Yet political behavior

and beliefs need not become totally standardised, although they are shaped by

the same political culture. For example, in a democratic political culture, the

right to reasonable non-conformity and dissent is a basic value which is trans-

mitted through the political socialization process. The extent to which indi-

viduals are open to is wide range of differ,nt experiences greatly affects the

transmission of political beliefs. Since many agencies contribute to an indi-

vidual': socialisation -- the family, the school, friends, voluntary

organisations, mass media of communication -- the individual is open tc the

possibility of learning conflicting values. Thus, cross-pressures may be estab-

lished that reduce conformity to any single group's values. In a pluralistic

society, such as the United States of America, these cross-pressures greatly

reduce the incidence of rigid, ideologically-based political behavior. Also,

uniform and smooth transmission of political beliefs is 141.aded In riu.114.ts.

society, comprised of various diverse groups or subcultures, because individuals

who have distinct family, school, or peer group experiences are likely to develop

distinctive approaches to politics. Finally, socialisation is always modified

by individual potentialities for learning. Obviously, wide range of individual

intialities exists in any society. Political behavior is differentiated,

many individuals are incapable of learning certain political skills or

.a. However, if political oocislisat!on does not inevitably produce total
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conformity in political behavior, it does Wait the range of variation in polit-

ically relevant experience open to individuals in any given society, although

the limits may be broad enough to permit such significant freedom of choice.

The stability, even the continued existenta, of a political order depends

ultimately upon political socialization. Whether an individual comes to terms

successfully with his political world or becomes alienated from it is a function

of this crucial prowls. Whether a political system is conservatively main-

tained, gradual') altered, or radically reformed depends largely upon political

socialisation. In any society, the political socialization process can give

rise both to loyalty and disloyalty, engagement and apathy, conformity and de-

viation. These conflicting tendencies are present in individuals as well as in

groups. If society's political culture is transmitted effectively to each

new generattqn, then political stability is wtntained.

The taskr of political socialization research are to sort out the conflict-

ing tendencies of political loyalty and disloyalty, engagement and apathy, con-

formity and deviation that exist in a society, to identify the social agencies

that influence political beliefs and behavior, to assess the relative importance

of these various agencies of socialization, to note the extent and direction of

change in the political order, to gauge the health, the vitality, the stayine-

power of political system, and to recommend how the political socialization

process might be more effectively directed and to what end.

Systematic studies of political socialization are of recent origin. A few

pertiuent studies were made during the period 1900-195S, tut most significant

research in this field has been done within the past few years. As political

socialization research is relatively new and unrefined, many conclualoaa are

highly tentative, sonatinas conflicting, and often ambiguous. While such is

known about the content of the political beliefs of American children, rela-

tively little is known about how these beliefs are formed. Speculations about
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the process of political socialization are abundant, but positive knowledge is

negligible.

No over-arching theoretical model adequately organize, and delimits poUt-

ical socialization research. Several existirg theories deal with various per -

titulars of the political socialization process. But no molar theory exists

that defines relationships among all the variables pertinent to political so-

cialization. No evlar theory exists that relates political socialization to

socialization generally and to the culture in which this socialization occurs.

(81:11-17)

Current research methods consist almost entirely of various kinds of writ-

ten questionnaires, that cannot provide a complete or precise picture of polit-

ical values and the process by which they develop. Many of these questionnaires

force responses into a set pattern; opportunities for unusual or unorthodox

responses are curtailed. Often respondents seek to give the answers that they

bel4ove the researcher wants, or that their teaches approves. Even the best

questionnaires cannot providc precise information about the factors that influ-

ence certain patterns of responses. Also, questionnaires may not accurately

reflect political behavior, when they ask respondents to report what they would

do in a given situation. A reported behavior may differ considerably from the

individual's actual behavior in real-life circumstances. (81:2-11)

Despite evident shortcomings, political socialization research does have

significance for American secondary school civics and government instruction.

Political socialization is by no means a function primarily of particular sac-

ondasy school social studies courses, or even of the formal educational system.

Nevertheless, the school is very important agent of political socialisation

in American society, and social studies courses, particularly civics and govern-

ment, are consciously intended to further the adaptation of young people to the

American political culture. The development of good citizenship (variously
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6
iaterpreted) remains the most frequently cited basic objective of civics and

government teaching. Political socislicatfon research can contribute to the

JP:Movement of this objective by helping to identify the norms that define good

citisenship in American culture, the means for transmitting these norms, the

relative effectiveness of these means, and the extent to which actual behavior

conforms to stated values. Thus, the study of political socialisation can con-

tribute to the improvement of secondary school civics and government instruction

by enriching our knowledge of what American youth believe about politics, of

th6 extent to which these beliefs correspond to American political norm', of

the contributions of formal political education to political socialization, and

of the possible strategies for the improvement of political socialization

through social studies education.
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II. WHAT DO YOUNG 'MUMS SILIEVE /MUT POLITICS?4

Stability has behta a hallemrk of the American political system, indicating

the long -term positive force of political serialization in our society. Over

one hundred years ago Alexis de Tocqueville noted the basic conservation, the

pcpular aversion to extremist ideas, and the coercive power of popular opinion

that distinguished American politics. He predicted that revolutionary outbursts

would become increasingly unlikely as the American nation matured, citing "the

presence of the black race on the soil of the United States" as the only poten-

tial disturber of an elemental socio- political tranquility. (90:263-274) Sub-

sequent evantu thoroughly substantiated do Tocqueville's keen intuition.

Recent political socialization research indicates that America's tradi-

tional pllfticel stability has rested upon the solid ground of generally favor-

able poplar attitudes about government, political authority, lime, political

leaders, end the American political system.S These positive, supportive feel-

ings appear to emerge at cm early age; they are very well-developed among fourth-

grade children. American elementary school children revere the role of Presi-

dent, feel that political leaders generally are benevolent, accept the authority

of government as legitimars and Just, and venerate patriotic symbols.6 Often

4This discussion concerns the main-stream political beliefs of most young
Americans. The variation in political beliefs of young Americans due to low
socio-economic status and sex identity is discussed in Part III-C of this paper.

5
The research of Fred Greenstein, David Easton, and Jack Dennis is typical

of inquiries by social scientists about children's political beliefs,. In 1958
Greenstein administered questionnaires to a sample of 659 New Haven, Connecticut
school children between the ages of nine and thirteen and of widely diversified
socio - economic backgrounds. A small sub-sample of these children was inter-
viewed. Easton and Dennis administered questionnaires to over 12,000 middle and
working -class %Mite children it grades two through eight, frock large-ercbravmreer
A sub-sample of these children was interviewed.

6Greenstein reports that children's views of political leaders are consider-
ably more favorable than those of adults. Comparing his data with the American
Institute of Public Opinion's February, 1958 report of the President's popularity,
Greenstein observed that American adults were about five times more willing to
criticise the chief executive than were his sample of New Haven children. (22:

35 -36)
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until the ages of nine or ten religion and patriotism are intermingled, with the

result that God and country are worshiped indistinguishably. Our President, our

government, our laws, ovr nation are perceived as righteous and virtuous, the

forces of good in a sometimes evil world. (13, 14, 22)

Children rate the Presidential political role as Mors prestigious than other

adult roles such as doctor, Judge, school teacher, or religious leader. This

attitude is entrenched firmly by age nine. It implies that children become ewere

of the importance of political roles well before the as of nine, focusing first

upon the ,'residential role, which coy primary -grade children may personify gov-

ernment. (13, 22, 32)

Prom their focus upon the President, fourth 4nd fifth-grade child fa de-

velop an awareness first of national, then of local, then of state government.

The national. level of government is the first at which an awareness emerges of

the general difference between executive and legislative functions. Comparable

underscanding of stete government is not manifested until sixth grade. Aware-

ness of the executive precedes awareness of the legislature at each level of

government as the dominating and attention-getting roles of President, mayor,

and governor tend to overshadow other aspect.s of government. Not until seventh

grads do most children show an understanding of legislative attitudes equivalent

t( their comprehension of executive functions. (13, 22, 32) With tncreasing

ego children tend to focus upon Congress and the law-making process as the cen-

tzar of government. (13)

Pre-adolescents are disposed favorably toward political participation.7

7Over 98 per cent of Greenstein's semi. said thit ttimy yvutd-wove when
they reached age twenty-one. Over two-thirds of the group said, "It makes much
difference who wins an election." These sentiments contrast sharply with sig-
nificantly smaller proportions of adults who have metIA similar statements to the
Survey Research Center's election studies. For example, during the 1952 elec-
tion campaign only a fifth of the respondents said, "It would make a great deal
of difference to the country whether the Democrats or Republicans win the elec-

tion." (22:36-37)
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They believe that it is 4...sportant to vote in public elections and that it makes

a great deal of di:lettuce who wins an election. (22:35-36) They identify with

a particular political party at an early age. Between sixty to seventy per cent

cf n oven group of fourth-grade children profess a preference for the Republi-

c.. or Democratic party. (22:36) This is identical with the frequency of party

identification among young adults, ages 21-24, and corresponds closely to tie

seventy -five per cent of older Americans who are persistently loyal to a polit-

ical party. (22:37)

During the elementary school ',sate, most children learn to tolerate the

kind of partisan political conflict associated with elections. They learn to

accept the rights of individuals to align themselves into opposing political

parties and to compete vigreously for election to public office. They consider

power won according to the "rules of the game" as legitimate. Thus, at an early

age children manifest acceptance of a major American political norm that is

crucial to the functioning of democratic society. They express both willing-

ness to accept pertisan conflict and the will of the majority as basic elements

of the American political system. (14)

Children acquire generally faiorable beliefs about political authority,

political leaders, the political system, and political parties prior to basic

relevant knowledge. Nine-year-old children who are aware of political authority

roles and have positive feelings about these roles have little specific knowl-

edge of these roles. Only a few fourth-grade children can describe the duties

of the President. 8
They have virtually no knowledge about other aspects of

government. Although a large number of fourth-grade children can state a po-

litical party preference, they have little information about the difference be-

tween the Republican and Democratic parties. Most fourth-graders are not aware

8Less then a fourth of the New Ravin fourth-grade children could describe
the President's duties. (22:58 -59)
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of win political petty leaders ars or 'shot political party does.9 Not until

the svegroth or eighth grade do children begin to buttress their political beliefs

with pertinent political knowltege. Sot until th's time '.n they typically

identify any significant diftercues between Republican and Democratfc policies

or even name prominent leaders of either party.
10

Pot until thin time are they

oriented to political issuer and ideologies. (14, 22)

The extremely favorable attitudes of children Omit politics and govern-

mental leuthority contrast strikingly vith the cynicism and alienation found

frequently among American adults." Many adult, believe that it does not meth"

much difference Om vine an election, that most politicians ere corrupt, that

voting is at best a ch,ice between degree of evil and maybe couplet* vests

of time, that government is not responsive to populat demands, that bad govern-

ment is probably unavoidable, but modeteble. The4t polt!itelly alitneted lodl-

viduals have noted the prevalent disparity between democratic political values

and American political behavior, between the wiry they believe politics ought to

9
Although sixty per cent of nine-year-olds stated a perry preference, only

about thirty-three per cent could name even cue public representative trim 010f
of the two uajor parties and less than twenty per coot could name leader of
either party. (22:7143)

"Greenstein reports that even at the eighth -grade level only fifty per
cc2t of the Mew Haven children veto able to atiefectorily Identity ideoltgicel
differences between Desecrate and Republicans. Se sold, "lo terse of the survey
Research Center's index of Ideological sophistication, we find that only six
per cent of the eighth - graders sake the kind of statements made by the most
sophisticated' fifty-one per cent of the adult population -- refeeeocs to
generaltsed liberal-c4ne.rvetive ideology and retereocee to social class end
other: group differences lo the petty constituencies." (22t41)

11.&anon and 844s suggest that Gault Withal allatsatt4o 460.0 Ant influee,e
the beliefs of most pre-adoleoceote, because, ". . . ivito in the United Rtatobe
show strong tendency to shelter 'von children from the yealiti of poltr141
life. In many ways it is cospeceble perhaps to the prudery of a Victorian -se
that *ought to protect the child imp what were thought to be the enrdtd fete
of sex and parental conflict. to our society politics f004140 4t tk* whet t1..
stage as tar as children are coorerned. . . . Adult, tend to 041ftt pol;,0*
the child 'n rosier hues. Aad the yawner the child the were prowenteed ,a ihle
protective terdeoc7." (14:244)
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be and the vey they perceive it to be. This alienation may lead to apathy, Lin-

teal perticipation, or rebellion; to apolitical indifference, political self-

(r hyper-political revolutionary zeal. in American culture the usual

consequences of political alienation are apathy (witness the typical proportion-

ately low turnouts for elections) or cynicism, a willingnesx t go along with

an unchangeable bad situation in order to get as much out of it as possible.
12

(S4:391-192)

Political cynicism and alienation among adults have not seriously threat-

ened American political stability. indeed, widespread political apathy and dis-

interest may help account for this persistent stability; most politically dis-

engaged Americans would rather not play the political game than attempt to ac-

tively undermine the system. Also, if all citizens were zealously engaged in

political activity, persistent and severe disruptive clashes could result. More

important, favorable beliefs about politics are implanted at an early age, and

learning which take* place early in life is difficult to dislodge and to some

degree makes a lasting imprint upon the peraona:ity, especially when It is

founded upon 'notion rather than information end reason. Negative attitudes

about politics are learned just !trier to adolescence, at the earliest. When

adults experience conflict between their positive and negative attitudes about

American politics, the positive attitude' often prevail, since they were learned

earliest and were based upon affect end emotion rather than information and

12
should not conclude that the United States is filled with alienated,

distrustful people. Compered with people in moat oche:: countries, Americana
hold quite favorable attitudes about their political system. Most Americana
seldom, if ever, impugn fundamentals of the American political order. However,
when compared to the pristine simplicity of political beliefs. of American chil-
dren, the political beliefs of many American adults do manifest considerable
cynicism end/or alienation.
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reason. 13
(22:53-54)

It seems that the seeds of later adult political alienation are implanted

during adolescence. As they approach adolescence, children begin a slow pattern

of political 'deldealitatioe." Seventh ald eighth-graders 7ecogniee that the

President is not a "super-ordinary" human tieing, always wise, benevolent, and

just; that he makes errors, come of them serious; that he is not necessarily be-

nign and warmhearted; that he is not "the best person in the world." Children

grow to differentiate between the Presidential institutions and the personal at-

tributes of the incumbent. This slimes for criticism of the President without

diminishing basic allegience to government and country. An appreciation develops

for Presidential role demands and political expediency. Many seventh, eighth,

and ninth-gtsde children believe that the President tries to behave publicly in

certain exemplsry ways only because he is. expected to behave in these ways, and

because he wants to get re-elected. (22:69; 61:14)

Increasing "dei4ealitation" about politics continues throughout adole.evmNit

and may turn into disillusionment end cynicism, the grounds from which might

emerge adult political alienation. Ordinarily, adolescence is a period when hal-

lowed traditions are questioned for the first time, when idols are shattered,

when elements of adult skepticism or cynicism are noticed. No longer are adults

viewed so awesomely as the bearers of unmiti&c:td justice and wisdom, no longer

is the adult world so forbiddingly mysterious and fancifully sacrosanct. The

favorable political attitudes of adolescents are shaken when they hear adults

talk about "dirty politico," "political hacks," "crooked politicians"; when they

become increasingly knowledgeable about the gap between political ideals preached

13
The importance and strength of early learning may stem from the high

dependency of young children upon adults for basic drive satisfaction. See
Part III-S and Part IV for discussion if factors which may modify the early
childhood learning of political beliefs.
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et school, at clutch, or at home and sordid political practices disclosed in

the newspapers, on televisico, or in informal family discussions. However, it

is important to stress that despite obvious "deidealisation" and increased

sophistic. ton about political matters, most American adolescents retails a gen-

erally positive image of government; and like a vast majority of American adults,

most American adolescents seldom, if ever, impugn the most basic features of

their political order. It appears that the positive tone of early childhood

political learning contributes heavily to the general inclination of Americans

to consider their political institutions as legitimate. (13, 14)

The positive supportive political beliefs instilled in young children fre-

quently harden into political parochialism and closed-mindedness among adoles-

cents. Considerable evidence has been collected to show that intolerance about

political matters, which many American adults manifest, is wall-developed among

large numbers of adolescents. Numerous American teen-agers are highly ethno-

centric and chauvinistic. Often moralistic fervor marks their loyalty to flag

and country. (58:73) They rebuke political dissidence and non-conformity --

even to the point of disregarding, or not understanding, First Amendment guar-

antees. They indicate remarkably little affection for practical Japleamatatiou

of some basic civil liberties presumed to be a traditional part of the American

way of life.

These attitudes are well illustrated by H. H. Remmers and associates in

Anti - Democratic Attitudes in American Schools. 14 Overall, about one of every

five students sampled did not agree with the freedoms written in the Bill of

Rights. (36:57) On some issues the proportion of students manifesting "antic_

democratic" attitudes was much higher. For example, sixty per cent of a large

14The studies by Remmers and associates were based upon responses to ques-
tionnaires by random samples of from two to three thousand American high school
students, which were stratified according to grade, sex, residence, geographical
vision, religious preference. The questionnaires were prepared and administered
by the Purdue Opinion, Panel during the 1950's.
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sample of American high school students agreed that local police should have

the right to ban or censor certain books and movies in their cities. As many

as forty per cent either agreed or said they probably agreed that, "people who

have wild ideas and don't use good sense should not have the right to vote."

Forty-three per cent said that books or movies which were "irreligious" or

"atheistic" should be banned. Sixty-three per cent were against allowing com-

munists to speak on the radio in peacetime. (77:63-65, 69)

Many of the students who rejected certain basic American ideals of freedom

in the studies cited above tended to acImpt the tenets of fascism. These stu-

dents were disposed toward authoritarianism and ethnocentrism. They agreed

that the most important virtues children should learn are obedience and respect

for authority; that most children need more discipline; that what our country

needs most is a "few strong, courageous, tireless leaders in whom the people

can put their faith"; that the very first requirement for good citizenship is

obedience and proper respect for authority. (36:36; 61:127)

A definite majority of the students sampled by the Remmers' group reported

intense patriotism to the American government and to the "American way of life."

They believed, "patriotism and loyalty to established American ways are the

most important requirements of good citizens," and "there is nothing lower than

a person who does not feel a great love, gratitude and respect for our flag."

Many students held that "the American way of life is superior in nearly all re-

spects to any other." (36:40; 61:128)

Many of the American teen-agers, studied by Remmers and associates, mani-

fested considerable prejudice against minority races or ethnic groups. They

endorsed racially segregated schools, anti-miscegenation laws, and other re-

strictions upon close social contact between persons of different races. (77:

69-71; 61:126) These white children were not inclined to favor Negro candidates

for public office, although this opposition varied directly with the perceived
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importance of the office. While most whites typically opposed voting for

Negro candidate for President, Vice-President, governor, mayor, or stailarly

prestigious offices, they were less opposed to Negro candidates for lesser local

or state offices. (46:93-96)

Recent research about the political beliefs of American adolescents, done

by M. Rent Jennings and associates of the Survey Research Center, qualifies and

adds to the studies of the Remmers' group. 15
(44) In contrast to the studies

of adolescents by Remmers and associates in the 1950's, the current crop of

high school students appears to be more cosmopolitan in political orientation,

less chauvinistic, and more tolerant of political and social diversity. Like

the students in the Remmers' study, Jennings' students shoved strong positive

feelings about the American political system, but many of their supportive be-

liefs appeared to be less rigid and narrow. Many "cosmopolitan" students in .the

Jennings' sample were milling to extend fundamental American political princi-

ples, such as freedom and equal rights, to minority ethnic groups and to polit-

ical and social non-conformisce.

Jennings reported that the large majority of the seniors in his sample

showed more concern for international and national political affairs than for

state and local matters. "In the aggregate the students lean much more towArd

the larger systems and higher levels than toward smaller systems and lower

level, more toward a cosmopolitan than a provincial orientation." (44:7-8)

The students who revealed a "cosmopolitan" political orientation tended to be

more interested in and informed about both specific international affairs and

public affairs generally than students who indicated a more "provincial" polit-

ical orientation... "Poliacizat.imend-coamopolitantam occur in tandem." (44:

25)

15Jennings based his conclusions upon responses from a national probabil-
ity sample of 1,669 twelfth-grade students from 97 secondary schools. (41:2)
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Most students (seventy-nine per cent) in Jennings' sample reported more

faith and confidence in national government than in state or local government.

There was a strong correlation between a student's orientation toward a level

of government and the trust expressed in that level of government. The more

'cosmopolitan" students indicated a high level of confidence in our national

government and low confidence in local government. (44:29-31)

Students who showed a "cosmopolitan" political orientation were inclined to

tolerate international political diversity. Less "cosmopolitan" students were

less open-minded, and "provincial" students revealed a propensity for chauvinism.

This relationship was based upon student agreement or disagreement with the fol-

lowing assertion: "The American system of government is one that all nations

should have." Most of the "cosmopolitan" students rejected this statement,

while many "provilicial" students agreed with it. (44:34-35)

Jennings' "cosmopolitan" students were not as open-minded about domestic,

deviant, political and social behavior as they were about alien political sys-

tems. Only a mocorate relationship was itlicated between a "cosmopolitan" po-

litical orientation and a general telerancs of non-conforming social and polit-

ical behavior. This conclusion was based upon student agreement or disagreement

with the following statements: 1) "If a person wanted to make a speech in this

community against churches and religion, he should be allowed to speak"; and

2) "If a Communist were legally elected to some public office around here, the

people should allow him to take office." Even though "cosmopolitan" political

orientation and agreement with the above statements was only moderate, Jennings

concluded that ". . . there is clearly some linkage again between cosmopolitanism

and tolerance of social and political diversity." (44:36)

Another study by Jennings revealed that current civil rights issues were

more salient for the twelfth-grade adolescents of his sample than any other

"liberty issue." The students in Jennings' sample reported that they discussed
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civil rights issues more frequently than any other political topics dealing

with freedom and rights. Also, the majority of these students cited civil

rights and race relations as the "thing they were least proud of as an Ameri-

can.", Only six per cent of these students held a definitely anti-Negro belief,

while thirty-one per cent were definitely pro-Negro and/anti-bigotry. The other

respondents indicated "no clear affect" concerning pro- or anti-Negro feelings.

In response to a question about "those things they were most proud of as Ameri-

cans," a majority of the students in Jennings' sample stressed their pride in

the American political values of "freedom and rights." This response indicated

a general positive orientation toward fundamental American political ideals'and

toward the American political system. (42:11-15)

One might conclude, based upon the various studies discussed here, that

young Americans from early childhood to adolescence have positive feelings about

their political system. The process of political socialization has functioned

effectively to produce young Americans who accept the fundamental tenets of the

American political culture and to maintain political order and stability. Even

the "anti-democratic attitudes" of Am,:rican youth, reported by Remmers and as-

sociates, may have contributed to the traditional American political stability.

To a considerable extent, they represent conformity to customary practices, to

the socio-political status sle.16 They serve to distinguish a generalized in-

group, which is entitled to all privileges of the prevailing political order,

from various out-groups, which for sundry reasons do not qualify for some or

any of these special rights. Often these "anti-democratic attitudes" are somehow

linked to loyalty and devotion to hallowed tradition, to the various symbols of

political authority and righteousness, to the precepts of obedience anddisci-

pline. Often the most outwardly patriotic Americans are the most ready to

16A recent Harris survey reported a nation-wide tendency (fifty-six per
cent of a nationally representative sample) to be generalli intolerant of de-
viant social and political behavior. (28)
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prevent extension of traditional civil liberties, the most ethnocentric, the

most willing to stress authority and discipline as bulwarks against change.

Insofar as these intolerant beliefs do not stimulate underprivileged groups,

against whom they are directed, to lash-out violently and destructively against

the system, they will not Ear se disturb political equilibrium. But the Negro

Civil Rights Movement of the 1960's may represent a portent of the pent-up hos-

tility and resentment against these "anti-democratic attitudes" which could

severely imperil our tradition of socio-political stability, of gradual, peace-

ful, lawful change.

The political socialization process in a pluralistic society with demo-

cratic aspirations is complicated by conflict between desires to tolerate di-

versity, non-conformity, and dissent and pressures toward homogeneity, conform-

ity, and orthodoxy. Democracy entails institutionalization of the right to

reasonable dissent and toleration of heterodoxy. Protection of the rights of

minority ethnic, religious, and political groups is a democratic axiom. Most

political scientists agree that characteristics of the "democratic man" are

belief in the worth and dignity of individuals, open-mindedness toward different

viewpoints and toleration of heterodox values, readiness to accept compromise

and change, stress on individual freedom, distrust of powerful authority, dis-

position to share and cooperate rather than to monopolize or dominate, tenden-

cies to explore and inquire into many values rather than blind acceptance of all-

consuming ultimate ends.
17

(10:91) However, any society with democratic as-

pirations contains pressures that undercut the development of model, democratic

political behavior. Every society needs to instill loyalty to state and nation,

to sanctioned political values. Natiow.1 cohesion and political stability de-

pend upon conformity to the status gul. Consequently, there is always present

17Thie description of the " democratic man" is based upon general agreement
found among the writings of political scientists end political philosophers.
There is little systematic empirical evidence in support of this description.
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the possibility that the process of instilling culturally approved political

beliefs and behavior (even when toleration for diversity is a culturally approved

belief).will block receptivity to particular new and better ideas, will prevent

toleration of certain types of diversity, will bring about closed-minded paro-

chialism, and thus, will militate against the realisatioa of certain democratic

aspirations.

The tendency of the political socialization process in America to generate

many individuals who express intolerant political beliefs ?Aloes some important

questions. In a society that aspires to democratic ideals, is mere devotion and

conformity to the political status sus sufficient to the attainment of good cit-

izenship? Is skill and disposition to critically examine political ideas and

to accept no political or social doctrine as infallible necessary to good demo-

cratic citizenship? What should be the place of indoctrination, propaganda, and

critical reflective inquiry in the formal political education of American youth?

Consideration of these questions is basic to any effort to improve political

socialization through formal political education.
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III. HOW DO YOUNG AMERICANS ACQUIRE POLITICAL BELIEFS?

In order to improve political socialization through formal political edu-

cation, one must know how young Americans acquire political beliefs. One needs

to ascertain the school's potential fer influencing political beliefs, relative

to other agents of political socialization, and the extent to which formal edu-

cation in America achieves this political socialization potential.

In American society, the family and the school appear to be the major forces

in political socialization. Here the child' fundamental political viewpoint is

molded and the groundwork is laid for adult political behavior. But controversy

and indeterminacy persist about the relative influence of home and school in

shaping political beliefs and behavior. Also a number of other influences have

an impact upon political socialization, such as various peer groups, mass com-

munications media, socio-economic status. Uncertainty prevails about the pre-

cise effect of these factors in determining political attitudes and actions.

Controversy about the process of political socialization has focused upon

the following questions which have significance for secondary school social

studies education:

1. What are the relative contributions of the home and the school to the

process of political socialization?

2. How important is early childhood learning in the shaping of political

beliefs and behavior?

3. To what extent can formal education alter political values.which have

been formed in the home?

4. What has been the impact of formal education generally and of specific

political education programs in influencing political behavior and

beliefs?

5. What strategies appear to be most helpful for improving the political

socialization of American youth through formal political education?
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Although political socialization research has not yet provided certain answers

to these questions, important information has been acquired which can assist

social studies educators.

A. The Family As Shaper Of Basic Political Values18

The American home has been a bulwark of political stability by incul-

cating early loyalty to country and government, acceptance of fundamental

political norms, and allegiance to one of the established political parties.

Before children enter elementary school, they are taught at home to differ-

entiate between private and public sectors of life and to recognise that in

public matters the higher authority of government must be respected and

obeyed. Through family inter-relationships American children learn a basic

orientation to authority which provides a life-long context for political

behavior. These family authority patterns tend to generate positive feel-

ings in children toward their immediate home environment, and these posi-

tive feelings usually are transferred to the larger world of political

affairs. Thus, all social scientists recognise the American family as a

primary agency of political socialization.

In American society family authority patterns tend to be relatively

permissive and equalitarian.
19 Generally the father is not the sole and

over-bearing authority figure that he is in Germany, Japan, or Buganda.

Usually the American child has ample opportunity to voice opinions and

18Although this discussion points out the strong influence that the family
may have upon political behavior and beliefs, it should not be construed as sug-
gesting that political beliefs and behavior are merely a function of the home.

19_Hsobert E4 Lane'e intensive emall-scale-research strongly substantiate.'
this discussion of family authority patterns. Lane's research methodology is
typical of the intensive in-depth interviews of a very small random sample
which is sometimes used in conjunction with or as an alternative to more ex-
tensive largcscale random sampling of beliefs via questionnaires. In this
case, Lent's sample consisted of fifteen men from an Atlantic seaboard urban
area labeled Eastport. (50:1-11)
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share in certain kinds of family decision-making. Consequently, occasion

for rebellion against family authority is less frequent than in many other

societies. Indeed, severe childhood rebellion is far from normal in Ameri-

can society. When such rebellions do occur, they usually do not involve

politics, but rather are directed against traditional religious beliefs or

social customs. 20 (17:277-280; 41:4; 50:268-282)

The typical relatively permissive father-son relationships in Americas

families appear to contribute to the acceptance of political norms, to

positive feelings about government, politics, law, political leadirs and

the American political system. Lane hypothesizes that these father-son

relationships typically generate political idealism based upon a positive

and optimistic view of human nature and the future of mankind, because

American fathers so often represent security, support, friendship, and

trust to their children. (50:281-282) By contrast Belgian and French

parents usually over-protect and over-direct their children in a manner

which makes the outside world seem hostile and treacherous. This appears

to contribute to childhood feelings of political distrust and accounts for

prevalent negative political attitudes among French and Belgian adults.

(75;67-70)

The relatively permissive and equalitarian patterns of authority in

American families develop rather widespread potential effectiveness in

political participation. Compared to children in other lands, such as

Mexico, Italy, or Germany, American children are much freer to speak out

about their problems, to criticise their elders, and to participate

20-e-lisabeth Dolman and Martin Gold report, "In the large-scale studies of
normal populations, we do not find adolescents clamoring for freedom or for
release from unjust restraint. We do not find rebellious resistance to authority
as a dominant theme. For the most part, the evidence bespeaks a modal pattern
considerably 00n peaceful (and dull) than much theory and most social commeat
would lead us to expect." (41:4)
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significantly in family discussions. Extensive opportunity for children

to participate in decision-making, to develop poise in articulating an

argument, and to gain skills in compromise, can be viewed as a major but-

tress of American democratic politics. The discouragement of free child-

hood expression in some other cultures is,probobly'an important explanation

for their inadequacy or difficulty in developing or sustaining a democratic

political order. (1:346-363)

Another important consequence of the authority patterns common to Amer-

ican families is transmission of political party preference from parents to

children in much the same way that religious identification is passed on.

Most American children are literally born into a politi,tal party identifi-

cation that persists through adulthood.
21

For example, in 1952 seventy-two

per cent of the Survey Research Center respondents who reported that both

their parents bad been Democrats were also Democrats. Sixty-three per cent

of the children of Republican parents were Republican. (4:99) This general

loyalty to parental political party preference is so strong that neither

attractive candidates nor explosive issues will often lead a voter to aban-

don customary party identification. Only crucial social events, such as

a long destructive war or a depression are able to shake large numbers of

people away from their family political party traditions. (21:33) An

important factor in the persistence of early political party identification

is later reinforcement by new reference groups. But individuals socially

mobile enough to enter new group associations, that contradict earlier po-

litical dispositions, are prone to modify evan.such solid.political.

21n. Kent Jennings and Richard G. Neimi report, based on a study of a

nationally representative sample of 1,669 twelfth-grade students and 1,992

parents of these students that, "Parent-student correspondences differ widely

depending upon the values considered, with party identification standing high-
est, though even that value represents a distinct departure from perfect trans-

mission." (41:1)
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preferences as party Ideitity. 22

Political swartnyas and activity may often stem from parental emula-

tion. For ex.s.ple, American state legislators tend to come fron highly

politicized families, families in which one or both parents are politically

active. Their interest Jo politics appears to have been generated through

intimate and pleasurable family associations, where they were given ample

opportunity to gain political experien,:e, where they were stimulated to

'mulct° the political behavior of a respected parent. By contrast, formal

courses in high school civics or government do not seem to have much effect

in persuading American state legislators to enter political life.23 (t9)

The family is also a spawning ground for political campaign workers end

party functionaries; moat of these individuals come from politicised fam-

ilies. (62:209) Individuals from families where neither parent voted

show a great tendency to avoid party attachments; individual, from families

sphere parrots did not keep up with political affairs through regular at-

tention to newspapers, news magazines, or news broadcasts also tend to be

unaware of znd ignorant about politics. (37:68) However, higher education

serves to overcome politically limiting family influences. College grad-

uates from non-politicized families are more. likely than lesser educated

individuate to "oe well-informed about politic, and capable of effective

political action.

22 5ec Part III-C for discussion of the influence of socio-economic status
upon political beliefs and behavior.

23
Int,,rviews with a nationally representative sample of ...meri-An state leg-

islators by tulau and associates indicated. "Timm with s pvliticel party, cow-
aciousness of public issues, knowledge of both the serious and pleasurable as-
pects of behrmivr or sense of publir reeponsibilit" appear as products
of political socialization in the wort intimate form of primary group life."
(19:307) By contrast Wen; reported, "The study of civics, politics or related
subjects does not seam to serve as potent lubricant of political conscious-
ness or interest." (19:30B)
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Transmission of a pattern of public issue orientations or a political

ideology occurs later than party identification and is more open to non-

family influencec. Ideological orientation and complex issue resolutions

call for more political knowledge and awareness than is puudeliaed by the

young child. They are removed from the concerns of the child, and are more

salient and relevant to adolescents and young adults. Often the family is

less influential in the political socialization that takes place at this

point -- being replaced by friendship groups, work groups, educational ex-

periences or crucial cultural events. (1:366-374; 37:74) Since the major

American political parties generally manifest scant ideological differences,

the traditional transmission of party preference from parent to child does

not determine a wide range of attitudes about public issues.

Many social scientists have concluded that the forerost agency of po-

litical socialization is the home, that the most important source of chil-

dren's conceptions about political behavior is the inadvertent political

learning that takes place in the family, and that the family inculcates

basic political beliefs. According to this view other agents of political

socialization, such as the school, merely build upon this foundation. Early

political beliefs continue to affect political behavior throughout a life-

time. As James C. Davies has stated, "Even the aged citizen who freely and

secretly casts his last ballot in an election that presents free alterna-

tives to him is never quite free of those people who have influenced him

moat particularly his childhood family. And the political leader, like

all others, likewise remain: under the influence of hio family hackernuod

if not in the content, then at least in the style of his rule." (11:11)

According to this viewpoint, political beliefs tend to be passed from gen-

eration to generation in an unbroken chain, and the family ie society's

primary stabilizing and conservative political force.
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The importance and strength of the family as an agent of political

socialization is attributed to the great dependence of young children upon

adults for basic drive satisfaction. A basic drive, such as hunger, thirst,

or sex is en organic tension that creates discomfort. Man is motivated to

activity that mitigates or relieves the tension and discomfort. During the

long childhood period of physical dependence upon adult,' for drive satis-

faction, the child develops strong emotional attachments to those who care

for him. This emotional attachment moves the child to become amenable tz,

social direction and control, and the child tends to accept the adults,

who help him to satisfy basic drives, as behavior models.

James C. Device uses Abraham Maslow's need-satisfaction hierarchy to

hypothesize that the family's central role in shaping political values stems

from its efficacy in satisfying the child's basic innate needs. According

to Maslow's need hierarchy, these are "the physical needs for food, clothing,

shelter, health, and safety from bodily harm; the need for love and affec-

tion; the need for self-esteem; and the need for self-actualization." Ac-

cording to Davies, "self-actualization" through political activity, or other

activity, is not possible until the lower-order needs have been satisfied.

Since the family is usually the source of this need satisfaction, it becomes

"the central reason that the individual comes to think and act like his

family more than he thinks and acts like those who are less relevant to his

need satisfactions." Conversely Davies hypothesizes that, "The general po-

litical apathy (and transient hyperexcitability) the lack of politiciza-

tion -- that still prevails in most of the world is traceable to the apathy

(and transient hyperexcitability) resulting from childhood deprivation of

these basic needs within the family." (11:11-13)

Contrary to Davies, Harold Lasswell suggests that entry into political

activity serves to compensate for the inadequate way in which personality
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needs have been met. Lasawell's formula for political man -- "private mo-

tives transformed into displacement onto public objects transformed into

rationalization in terms of public interests equals political man" -- il-

lustrates his hypothesis that political behavior becomes an outlet for the

damaged or disturbed personality that is seeking some sort of withheld com-

pensation or deferred satisfaction. Lasswell further speculates that the

pattern of family relationships in childhood leads to either of two basic

developmental political types -- the agitator or the administrator. (53)

Recently the traditional stress upon the overwhelming importance of

the family in political socialization has been challenged. Robert Hess and

Judith Torney have concluded, on the basis of an extensive study of elemen-

tary grade children, that in the United States the public elementary school

is the most important agent of political socialization. (34) They acknowl-

edged the strong influence of the family, but they suggested that its pri-

mary importance is restricted to only a few areas of political socialization,

such as promoting early loyalty to country and government and acceptance of

certain fundamental and unquestioned cultural political norms.

M. Kent Jennings and Richard G. Niemi have just rompletaa 0 study that

enggebts that aside from a certain few basic political values in our cul-

ture, transmitted by most parents to most children, parental political. val-

ues are a highly variable and inaccurate guide to the political values of

pre-adults. Concerning correspondence betweeu particular political opinions

of parents and high school seniors, Jennings and Niemi found that there is

only a moderately strong positive correlation on salient, concrete issues

and weak or virtually no positive correlation on more abstract and less im-

mediate issues. Concerning attitudes about particular socio-political

groupings, such as Protestants, Catholics, Jews, Negroes, Whites, Labor

Unions, Big Business, and Southerners, Jennings and Niemi found the corre-
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lations between the views of twelfth-grade students and their parents to

range from moderately positive to very slightly positive. These low corre-

lations suggest a minimal family influence upon value formation concerning

specific issues and groups. (41)

The urban, industrialized character of American society may somewhat

account for a restricted family influence upon political behavior and be-

liefs. In simple agrarian or hunting and gathering societies, the family

impact upon political socialization is overwhelming, because the family has

a 1.^ap1nntin and nearly aycluaive access to control over the child's be-

hAvior. There is not likely to be extensive value conflict with the so-

ciety, so that the values of family and non-family groups tend to reinforce

one another. Since the family serves as the direct avenue by which the

child enters adult society, the values learned in the home tend to be im-

mediately functional and practicable. As an adolescent and as en dult,

most individuals continue to live among the adults who socialized them and

the peers with whom they were socialized; this continuing association

strongly supports conformity to values learned in the home. By contrast,

in modern, urban, industrialized societies several basic social forces

lessen the family socialization role. Many other specialized social agen-

cies contribute importantly to the socialization process, including the

school, the church, the summer camp, and formal youth groups. This away-

from-home socialization is often conducted impersonally by relative stran-

gers, toward whom the child usually has relatively weak emotional attach-
,

meats. The various agencies of socialization in a modern society typically

create cross-pressures by teaching conflicting values to the child that may

undercut family tradition and values. Individuals tend to be mobile, to

live as adults away from the constraining influence of the family and the

community in which they were reared. (7:106-112)
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The controversy over the relative importance of the home as an agent

of political socialization has important implications for formal schooling.

If the child's foundation of political values is laid unalterably in the

home, then social studies education can'do little to affect significantly

political beliefs and behavior. But the extent and force of family influ-

ence in political socialization has yet to be determined precisely; and new

evidence suggests that the family may be less important than other groups

or institutions in the shaping of beliefs about particular political issues,

in the forming of an ideological orientation toward politics, or in devel-

oping ability to participate in political affairs. Also, it appears that

for some individuals, or perhaps even for most individuals, the school may

gradually assume the major role in political socialization during the'ele-

mentary grades; and that the school, more than any other factor, may serve

to determine an individual's level of piolitical competency.

B. The School and Political Socialization

Public schools in all; societies are expected to function as impnrtant

agents of political socialization by teaching culturally approved political

aspirations and roles and stressing love of country and its political in-

stitutions. According to V. 0. Key, "All national educational systems in-

doctrinate the oncoming generation with the basic outlooks and values of

the political order." (45:316) The schools are also charged with the re-

sponsibility of teaching specific political information and skills, such

as knowledge about governcental structures and functions and ability to

participate in group activities. In a society with democratic aspirations,_

the ultimate goal of formal political education is the conscious develop-

ment of characteristics that define the "democratic man."
24

24
See page eighteen for discussion of the "democratic man."
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American schools teach political beliefs and behavior both formally

and informally, both directly and consciously through planned instruction

and inadvertently through casual experiences or chance happenings. Formal

courses in history, civics, and government are expected to develop good

citizenship. Also, schools observe patriotic holidays and utilize rituals

in order to teach respect and love for the nation. The rules of democratic

political participation are learned through classroom discussion, committee

projecta, student government, and school club activities. School teachers

and administrators also impart much political learning unconsciously by

their styles of behavior, their classroom procedures, and their general

attitudes toward children. It is difficult to determine exactly how these

school experiences are linked to adult political behavior, but it is prob-

able that they have enormous impact, that they influence some life-long po-

litical attitudes.

Much can be learned about the political socialization strategies of

American public schools by examining the content of widely used secondary

school civics and government textbooks, because textbooks are still the most

important instructional materials used in our schools. Recent studies of

civics and government textbook content report that the textbooks stress in-

culcation of "democratic" political beliefs. Considerable space is devoted

to prescription of political beliefs that every good "democratic" citizen

should have concerning all aspects of group living. They present an opti-

mistic view of American society that glosses over or avoids controversy or

criticism about basic features of our political system. Crucial social and

political issues relating to such topics as Negro civil rights, crime, ju-

venile deliquency, birth control, slaw, clearance, inadequate medical care,

hard-core poverty, and drug addiction are either excluded from textbooks or

are discussed superficially. The content of civics and government textbooks
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is highly ethnocentric. The government of the United States is depicted

as the world's leading advocate of democracy, morality, and rationality.

Alien political systems or ideologies are often shown a priori, as inferior

or immoral. (63, 79, 82)

Typical textbook discussions of governmental Structures and functions

concentrate upon legalistic descriptions and ethical prescriptions. They

represent ethical-legal norms as actual political behavior, thereby con-

fusing what ought to be with what is. These discussions usually neglect

the social foundations of political behavior and the cultural forces that

shape political roles and decisions. There is little or no textbook com-

mentary about the relationships between certain kinds of political behavior

and socio-economic status, ethnic identity, or secondary group membership.

The textbooks have little or nothing to say about basic concepts of polit-

ical sociology, such as role, status, culture, norms, reference groups, or

socialization. (63, 82)

The end-of-chapter questions and suggested activities that appear in

all civics and government textbooks emphasize the memorization of facts

about government as the key to understanding political affairs. Students

are asked to recall or to copy from the textbook such information as the

precise legal steps by which a Congressional bill becomes a law, the legal

qualifica tions for becoming President, or the exact wording of the Preamble

to the Constitution. Much less attention is devoted to confronting students

with issues, with instructing them in methods of reflective thinking and

inquiry, with motivating them to use facts effectively to substantiate or

to refute political beliefs. (63, 79, 82)

The attitudes and classroom styles of school teachers are important

aspects of political socialization in public schools that may tend to rein-

force or to undercut the stated objectives of the formal program of political
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education. For example, a recent study of the political attitudes of public

school teachers indicates that many of them are either hostile to or uncer-

tain about many democratic principles. (92) Only twenty-five per cent of

elementary teachers and forty-three per cent of secondary teachers responded

1

that police should not have the power to ceLsor books and movies in their

cities. Other, similar responses indicated a pattern of authoritarian val.-

ues and a rejection of certain political ideals of thy: United States, such

as the extension of First Amendment freedoms to social or political non-

conformists. (92:477-478)

Many American public school teachers and administrators appear to be

unduly preoccupied with maintaining authority over children. For example,

George A- W. Stouffer reported that a sample of public school teachers

tended to evaluate the behavior of students mainly on the basis of respect

for authority and orderly behavior. They tended to be less concerned about

withdrawing behavior, because it did not represent a threat to classroom

order. (88) Hess and Torney reported that public school teachers which

they, studied tended to focus upon the importance of authority, obedience to

law, and conformity to school regulations and to disregard the importance

of active democratic participation. (34:377) On the basis of numerous

classroom observations in middle-class urban elementary schools, Jules Henry

concluded that the behavior of many teachers appeared to encourage- conform-

ity, docility, dependence, and unquestioning obedience. (31) Teachers used-

inter-group aggression and competitiveness to play-off children against one

another in the interest of maintaining a tight grip upon the class. "Thus,

in the elementary schools of the-middle-class the children get an.intensive

eight-year-long training in hunting for the right signals in giving the

teacher the response wanted." (31:203-204) Edgar Z. Friedenberg concurred

that in the interests of maintaining order, enforcing conformity, and
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wielding authority, many public school teachers and administrators damage

or destroy the self-esteem, personal integrity, and individuality of stu-

dents. (20) Through personal observations in the school, intensive inter-

views, and a sentence - completion test, Friedenberg studied the attitudes of

selected American high school students. He concluded that many students,

especially those from lower or working-class families, suffered humiliation,

discouragement, and crippled self-concepts, because school systems were

geared more toward maintaining authority and exacting obedience than toward

building self-esteem and individuality. (20:70-174)

Compared to pre-collegiate students in other societies, Americana do

have much more opportunity to participate in classroom discussions and to

debate social and political issues. Almond and Verba reported that forty

per cent of their sample of adult Americans remembered participating in

classroom discussions and debating political and social issues in school.

By contrast only sixteen per cent of their British respondents, twelve per

cent of the Germans, eleven per cent of the Italians, and fifteen per cent

of the Mexicans remembered having had opportunities to participate in class-

room discussions and debates. (1:332-334) Nevertheless, under one-half of

the American respondents remembered having had freedom to participate in

school discussions and debates, which suggests once again that many school

teachers have not complied with the official democratic philosophies of

education to which virtually all American public school systems pi-112114y

subscribe.

The behavioral patterns encouraged by teachers who are preoccupied

with - maintaining. authority are ethvionaly -valevant _try-pc>litical

tion. Conformity, docility, and unquestioning obedience in the school can

lead to parallel behavior in political situations outside of school. It

appears doubtful that typical objectives of formal political education
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programs, such as development of ability to participate effectively in

democratic political affairs or a disposition to honor the worth and dig-

nity of individuals, are served by denigrating student self-esteem in the

pursuit of homogenized schoolroom behavior.

The political socialization function of AmeriCan public schools is

complicated by the pluralistic nature of American society. Public schools

are charged with the task of helping to develop "good Americans." However,

many different views exist about what constitutes a "good American." While

most Americans support basic democratic ideals, such as freedom, equality

of opportunity, and dignity of the individual, there is often disagreement

about specific interpretations of these ideals. For example, the ideal of

freedom is interpreted variously by different, but equally loyal Americans,

who share positive, supportive feelings about our political system. Some

Americans view freedom mainly as a matter of restricting the authority of

government to infringe upon certain basic rights of individuals. They con-

sider the role of government to be one of arbitrating disputes, keeping the

public order against the threat of anarchy, and protecting private property.

By contrast, other Americans see freedom as stemming from extensive inter-

vention of government into the affairs of individuals in order to provide

opportunities and rights that these individuals would not enjoy if left to

their own unaided efforts. They consider the role of government to be not

only that of arbitrating disputes and enforcing laws but also that of ad-

ministering programs to extend the social and economic opportunities of

people.

Public school administrators and-teachers are faced.witkthe problem-

of deciding how to interpret basic American political beliefs as they at-

tempt to socialize children. When there is conflict about specific mean-

ings of basic values, which meaning should the school teach? Public school
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administrators and teachers often are swayed by community pressures in

their efforts to meet this problem. Thus, in some communities certain

topics or subjects are either closed to inquiry or are taught in a one-

sided manner.

In the Censors and the Schools Jack Nelson and Gene Roberts, Jr. re-

ported the activities of various pressure groups to shape the school cur-

riculum in terms of their biases. They depicted the success of extreme

right-wing organizations in excluding from the schools any favorable com-

ment or open-inquiry about the United Nations, socialism, racial integra-

tion, or government welfare programs and the influence of civil rights or-

ganizations in removing from school libraries those books that they con-

sidered insulting to Negroes. (69) On the basis of an extensive study of

the teaching of controversial issues in American public schools, John P.

Lunstrum concluded, "The social studies still appear to be very much at the

mercy of curriculum evangelism and powerful pressure groups." (59:147)

M. Kent Jennings reports that parents are more likely to complain about

public school instruction concerning morals, ethics, religion, politics, po-

litical ideology, and civil rights than about any other aspect of the con-

tent of the formal instructional program. This pattern of parental com-

plaints may stem from the traditional concern of the family in American so-

ciety with transmitting customary religious and political orientations.

(43:26-28) "Instruction in the school -- no matter how oblique -- which

threatens to undermine these orientations may be viewed very dimly by par-

ents jealous of this prerogative. Even teaching about presumably objective

facts, to say nothing of calling for tolerance of non-conformity-or out-

right pitches for a point of view, may be enough to elicit a grievance. . . ."

(43:28) Thus, parental attitudes about politics may limit the scope and style

of a school's political education program.
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Whatever the limitatioas or complications of political socialization

strategies in American schools, it appears that schools can significantly

influence political beliefs and behavior. Numerous studies have indicated

a strong, positive relationship between educational attainment and years

of schooling and the extent of an individual's political knowledge, toler-

ation of diverse and heterodox political values, and political interest and

participation.25 (56:40) College graduates are more willing than high

school graduates to accept fully the implementation of our Bill of Rights.

And correspondingly high school graduates more readily support these demo-

cratic ideals than do individuals who did not progress beyond elementary

school.
26

For example, Samuel Stouffer's nation-wide studies of political

opinions showed that sixty-six per cent of college graduates would be will-

ing to allow an opponent of church and religious beliefs to speak openly

as opposed to only twenty per cent of those with grade school educations

and forty-eight per cent of high school graduates. This reaponst pattern

was essentially the same for a great number of items. (89:29-42) The

etudies of "anti-democratic attitudes" by Remmers and associates, cited

previously, indicated a strong connP,...4Pn between acceptance of the Bill

of Rights or rejection of racial prejudice and extent of political knowl-

25Seymour M. Lipset says, "If we cannot say that a high level of education
is sufficient condition for democracy, the available evidence suggests that it
comes close to being a necessary one." (56:40)

26
A possible explanation for the greater willingness of most college grad-

uates to accept full implementation of American democratic ideals is that they
are less likely to feel threatened by certain socio-economic consequences of
this implementation. For example, less well-educated working-class people tend
to feel threatened by the full extension of equalityrot opportunity or civil
rights to groups lower down on the socio- economic status hierarchy, because they
fear that their hard earned And precarious economic gains and social respecta-
bility might be menaced by cumpeLitioil from currently less privileged groups.
Robert E. Lane's studies of Eastport support this viewpoint. Lane revealed that
working-class people tended to fear equality of opportunity and freedom of ex-
pression glad to partially reject these democratic ideals. (50:26-40, 57-81)
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edge, grade level in school, and amount of education completed by parents.

(36, 46, 61, 77) Alpo, the National Opinion Research Center has reported

a strong relationship between education, political information, and polit-

ical activity. College graduates were markedly more well-informed about

;antics and more willing to participate in politiCal activities than were

high school graduates. (21:21) Numerous studies of college students have

indicated that seniors are more likely than freshmen to accept political di-

veraity and dissent. For example, a study in 1952 of students in four Ivy

League colleges and five public-supported colleges reporteda year-byyear.

increase in the number of students with attitudes that were highly sup-

portive of civil rights. Forty-five per cent of the Ivy League freshmen

as compared to sixty-eight per cent of the seniors were highly supportive

of civil rights. Thirty-one per cent of the freshmen in public-supported

colleges as compared to forty-four per cent of the seniors were highly sup-

portive of civil rights. (3:462) Philip E. Jacob concluded, after on ex-

tensive study of the attitudes of college students in the 1950's, that as

compared to freshmen, seniors were generally less ethnocentric, more per-

missive concerning religion and sex, more skeptical of the supernatural,

and morc critical of the socio-political status vol. (40)

Amount and quality of education appear to be related closely to open-

mindedness and flexibility of political beliefs, to readiness to consider

or accept new points of view.
27 (60, 70, 76) Indeed, education may be a

27A study by Pressey indicated that college students are more amenable to
value change than are high school students. He showed that over the 1923-1943
period societal chauges.in-moral and religious norms had JA proEound.effecroor
changing values of college students, but did not alter the views of most high

school students. (76)
Maccoby studied young adults in Cambridge, Massachusetts and revealed that

change from parental political values increases with amount of education. (60)

Theodore H. Newcomb reported, after au intensive study of Bennington College
girls, that the "liberal climate of opinion" at Bennington influenced many girls

from "conservative," wealthy families to modify their social and political val-

ues. (70)
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potent force for the alteration of political values, because through edu-

cation information is transmitted that may stimulate deviation from family

influences or which may provide the groundwork for opinion formation about

matters which have not been confronted previously. Through formal education

methods of inquiry may be learned that may prediL.posse individuals toward

skepticism and criticism of established beliefs that art grounded only upon

authority or tradition. If parents have had less education than their chil-

dren, then education may enable the children to achieve opinions different

from parents. Even when parents have had the same amount of formal educa-

tion as their children, the fact that it was of "different vintage" means

that it has been shaped by the needs and ideas cf an earlier period. In this

case too, formal education of children helps provide the informational base

for deviation from family political values. As Lane and Sears have said,

"In one sense children are like the people of traditional societies they

have the beliefs and prejudice, of a single culture, passed on from father

to son. Education modifies this. . . The home and, to moms extent, early

formal education encapsulate the past; higher education subjects it to scru-

tiny in the light of different ideas. Thus, if a young person is ready, for

whatever miscue to change from the parental model, school, and especially

college, facilitate this." (52:23)

Although most studies have indicated positive relationships between

political tolerstion, open-mindedness, and educational attainment, a note

of caution concerning these relationships must be introduced. "Conserva-

tive" influences are also part of many college atmospheres. About one out

of three students appears to move counter to the "liberal" trend and to

develop more "conservative" attitudes while attending college. (16:570

One Or°4 in the 1950' even reported that most young adults became more

"04411001POtille 41114 attending college. (3:463) SONO social scientists
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doubt the validity of many attitude studies of college students via ques-

tionnaires. They speculate that sophisticated students may learn to sub-

tlely disguise intolerance by giving the expected answers, by becoming

"attitude-scale wise." (3:463; 16:567)

The prevailing college climate of opinion appears to have a greater

influence upon political behavior and beliefs than formal courses. There

is some evidence that college courses in political science do not immedi-

ately and directly affect political attitudes. (78) Jacob hypothesized

that college communities work with the grain of larger cultural influences

and are merely vehicles for communication of new social values. He argued

that prior to World War II the attitudes of college students about racial

relations were supportive of the status 12,, and that only massive efforts

by the national government against racial discrimination and segregation

(an outside force) induced a change in the attitudes of many college stu-

dents. (40) The importance of the cultural context and climate of opinion

in which education is experienced is also suggested by Karl Bracket's report

that one-fourth of the Nazi SS Leaders had previously received the doctor-

ate. (48:188)

Having discussed the political socialization function of public schools

in American society and the relationship between educational attainment and

political attitudes, it is important to discuss the long-term impact of

Americar. pre-collegiate education by looking at the political beliefs and

behavior of the general adult population. Important objectives of the High

school curriculum are teaching information about government and political

behavior, transmitting an enthusiasm for political participation, and in-

stilling acceptance 'of basic democratic ideals. Since a large majority of

American adults have attended secondary school, and most have graduated,

the long-term impact of the political education program cat. Le measured
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roughly, in terms of the objectives of instruction mentioned above, through

surveys of adult political attitudes.

The schools stress teaching, even memorization, of vast amounts of po-

litical information. Keeping abreast of public affairs is emphasized as an

important characteristic of a good democratic citizen. What is judicial

review? What is an open primary election? How can amendments be made to

the constitution? Who is the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court? Questions

such as these are typically asked in secondary school civics and government

courses. However, numerous surveys have documented the political ignorance

of the American public, testifying that our formal political education pro-

grams have failed to impart a lasting knowledge of governmental functions

or a disposition to keep abreast of public affairs. For example, in 1945

eighty-five per cent of an American Institute of Public Opinion sample could

identify the ventriloquist's dummy, Charlie McCarthy, but only fifty-one

per cent had ever heard of James F. Byrnes, then Secretary of State. (21:

13) Other typical responses reported by the AIPO during the period 1947-

1961 were as follows: in 1947 forty-six per cent of a national sample cor-

rectly defined the term "tariff"; in 1949 fifty-four per cent were aware of

the political significance of a filibuster; in 1951 forty-two per cent could

identify the rights guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment; in 1961 thirteen per

cent had heard of the European Common Market. (18) During the 1948 Presi-

dential campaign, twelve out of every 100 adult Americans were unaware that

Thomas E. Dewey was the Republican candidate and nine out of every 100 did

not know President Harry S. Truman was seeking re-election. During the 1948

Presidential election between sixty to seventy per cent of the achilt popu-

lation were completely ignorant of the major political party platforms. (38)

In 1960 the Gallup Poll sought to find out public knowledge about the elec-

toral college. Presumably, as public school pupils, most Americans had read
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about the electoral college and perhaps were even required to memorize the

important details about how it functions. Yet only thirty-two per cent of

the Gallup Poll sample were able to give some explanation of this institu-

tion. (21:14) -

The schools persistently emphasize the importance of political partic-

ipation. Children are taught that good citizens must rote, that they must

take part in political party affairs, that they must be watchdogs over the

commonweal if democracy is to survive. Yet strong evidence exists that very

few American adults have heeded these exhortations. Data collected by Julian

Woodward and Elmo Roper in 1950 showed that 10.3 per cent of the adult pop-

ulation could be described as "very active" politically, And that 38.3 per

cent were "very inactive." (94:874) These percentages were based upon

minimal participation in political activities, such as voting, discussing

politics, speaking or writing to public officials, belonging to organizations

that engage in public political activity, taking part in elections, and do-

nating money to political Campaigns. Public participation in politics does

not appear to have increased in the decade following the Woodward-Roper sur-

vey. Popular participation in the national election campaigns of 1952 and

1956 was very low. Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes report that only

a little more than one-fourth of their sample even bothered to ". . . talk

to any people and try to show them why they should vote for one of the par-

ties or candidates." Other responses about popular participation in the

national political campaigns of 1952 and 1956 were as follows: two per

cent in 1952 and three per cent in 1956 reported membersaip in a political

club or organization; four per cent in 1952 and ten per cent in 1956 re-

ported contributing money to a party or candidate; seven per cent in both

1952 and 1956 retorted attending a political meeting, r141y, or dinner.

(4:91) In 1961 the Gallup Poll found that only nine per cent of their
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sample had written to a U. S. Congressman or Senator during the previous

year. (21:11) Numerous Americana do not even perform the basic and rela-

tively undemanding act of voting. Less than two-thirds of the adult pop-

ulation typically votes in a Presidential election. Less than one-half of

the adult population typically votes in the off-year congressional elections.

The schools attempt to instill acceptance of basic democratic ideals,

such as freedom, equality of opportunity, and the dignity of man. However,

large numbers of the adult population do not accept certain ramifications

of these basic democratic ideals. For example, a comparison of popular

opinion about basic democratic ideals in Ann Arbor, Michigan and Tallahassee,

Florida, two university towns, revealed that between ninety-five and ninety-

eight per cent of the registered voters in these towns agreed with general

statements, such as: "Democracy is the best form of government;" "Every

citizen should have an equal chance to influence government policy;" "Peo-

ple in the minority should be free to try to win majority support for their

opinions." But many of the same people who showed support for these general

principles were not always willing to implement these principles. Thus,

seventy-nine per cent of these people agreed that only taxpayers should be

allowed to vote in a city referendum to decide the merits of a tax sup-

ported project. The right to give an anti-religious speech was rejected

by about one-third of the respondents. About two-fifths of the southern

respondents and one-fifth of the northern respondents agreed to the state-

ment, "A Negro should not be allowed to run for mayor in this city." (21:

8) A recent Harris opinion survey reported that many adult Americans be-

lieved that certain types of political and social non-conformists are "harm-

ful to American life." A majority of the Harris sample expressed intoler-

ance of "young men with beards and long hair," "college professors active

in unpopular causes." "student demonstrators at coIlege6," "civil righv.
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demonstrators," "anti-Vietnam war pickets," and "people who don't believe

in God." Harris concluded, ". no matter how these results are weighed

or analyzed, it is apparent that American beliefs in the right to be dif-

ferent are not nearly as firm as some had claimed or as they once were."

(28)

The schools do appear to contribute to the developing of long-term

positive, supportive political beliefs and to the under-cutting of polit-

ical alienation and cynicism. The vast majority of American adults express

a generalized loyalty to the American political system and a generalized

acceptance of American politiGal ideals. Many American adults indicate

some political alienation or cynicism, but compared to most other peoples

around the world their political attitudes appear quite positive and sup-

portive. Compared to their parents, most American youth, even high school

seniors, are considerably less cynical about politics. (41:14) This com-

paratively positive political outlook of Americans might be somewhat attri-

buted to the extensive efforts which the schools make to glorify the Ameri-

can political system. However, the glorified and optimistic view of the

American political system presented by textbooks may be somewhat dysfunc-

tional. It may lead to an increase in political cynicism among young adults

as they experience the realities of adult political behavior that may appear

sordid and shocking when compared to the purified textbook and classroom

versions of politics.

Typical textbooks and teachers prescribe some political conduct that

may also be dysfunctional in the real political world. For example, the

usual emphasis upon high rates of political activity and independent voting

as unquestioned virtues may be misleading. It is possible for a democrati-

cally oriented political system to function adequately despite considerable

political apathy. Low voting turnout and relatively low levels of public
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status quo and law salience of political affairs for large numbers of peo-

ple. However, high voter turnout accompanied by frenzied mass political

activity could be a threat to stable constitutional government. High voter

turnout could be a symptom of breakdown in consensus or serious governmental

inadequacy. Extensive, continuous politicization could magnify conflict and

reduce compromise and gradual solutions to political problems. High rates

of popular political activity in the United States would mean politicization

of individuals with relative propensity to espouse authoritarian attitudes,

political cynicism, and political intolerance, to prefer strong leaders,

to feel inadequate and insecure, and to lack political knowledge. Certainly,

these characteristics of American "non-voters" are inimical to democratic

ideals identified with the American political system." Social and polit-

ical disorder followed by an autocratic reorientation of the political sys-

tem could result from extensive politicization of the typical American "non-

voter."29 (56:226-229)

A high rate of voting is not necessarily inimical to the stability of

a democratic political system. Australia, New Zealand, ;;neat Britain, and

the Scandinavian countries regularly have had higher voter turnouts than has

the United States without a decline in constitutional government. Extensive

political participation by almost all elements of the American public, would

probably constitute no threat to democratic ideals, political stability, or

constitutional government if the quality of participation t:eflected a sound

2amany of the characteristics that distinguish now- voters from voters are -.

by-products of low socio-economic status and low educational attainment. See

Part III-C for a discussion of the relationship between low socio- economic
status and political beliefs and behavior.

29Herbert Tingeten has pointed to the very high voter turnouts in Germany
and Austria, in the 1930's, prior to the disintegration of constitutional govern-
ment in these countries. (56:227)
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understanding of the American political system. Thus, Seymour M. Lipset

has said, "To the extent that the lower strata have been brought into elec-

toral process gradually (through increased organization, and upgrading of

the educational system, and a growth in their understanding of the relevance

of government action to their interest) increased participation is undoubt-

edly a good thing for democracy. It is only when a major crisis or an ef-

fective authoritarian movement suddenly pulls the normally disaffected ha-

bitual non-voters into the political arena that the system is threatened."

(56: 229)

Independent voters in America are also not necessarily paragons of

democratic virtue, as textbooks often suggest. Independent voters those

individuals who do not identify with any political party -- are less in-

formed about politics, less concerned about the outcomes of electioua, And

less willing to participate in politics than are political party partisans.

For example, Campbell and associates found that forty-nine per cent of their

sample, identified as independents, were not very concerned with the out-

comes of the 1956 national elctions. By contrast only eighteen per cent of

those individuals with "strong party identification" expressed lack of con-

cern about the election results. Further, this study suggested that polit-

ical party partisans are more likely to be politically competent than are

independents. The tendency of political independents to be uninvolved in

numerous voluntary group organizations also has important political implica-

tions. (4:143) Kornhauser has concluded, on the basis of reviewing numerous

cross-cultural studies, that social and political isolation makes an indi-

vidual vulni.:!rable to extremist and authoritarian political appeals." (48)

Controversy persists about the relative importance of the American

30
See Part III-C for further discussion of this point.
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public school as an agent of political socialization. Social scientists

agree that the school play@ a major political socialization role. As David

Easton has said, "In our society at any rate, schools get the child from at

least the age of five and hold him with certain differences for class ori-

gins and state legislation until fifteen or sixteen. In that period the

schools occupy an increasing portion of the child's and adolescent's day.

If for no other reason than that the time at the disposal of educational

institutions at this impressionable stage of development is so great,

we might expect the impact of political orientations to be of equivalent

force." (15:314) Hess and Torney have even hypothesized that the school

ft . is apparently the most powerful institution in the socialization

of attitudes, conceptions and beliefs about the operation of the polit-

ical system." (34:377) However, the relative importance and the extent of

the school's impact upon the political values of children is

question.

Research indicates a strong, positive relationship between educational

attainment and toleration for political and social non-conformity, political

interest and participation, and a high level of political information. But

the extent to which formal instruction contributes to tolerance of non-

conformity and to high levels of political interest and participation is

uncertain. Most political socialization research has not indicated a direct

connection between formal instruction about politics and the formation of

political attitudes. For example, Horton's studies of high school youth led

to the conclusion that formal courses in civics and government have no ef-

fect in shaping favorable attitudes toward the Bill of Rights. (36:56)

Schick and Somit found that college courses in political science did not

increase political interest or participation. (78) Almond and Verbs re-

ported a moderate relationship between classroom experiences and political
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attitudes. Adults who remembered that they could and did participate fre-

quently in classroom discussions had a higher sense of political efficacy

than those who recalled that they did not ha..e tntth olrstlroo opportunities.

However, individuals who remembered that they had opportunities to parti-

cipate in classroom discussions, but that they didinot use these opportu-

nities, tended to have even less sense of political efficacy than those who

had no such opportunities. This finding suggests that other factors, per-

haps the impact of the home and socio-economic status upon self-esteem, were

often more important than classroom atmosphere in the formation of political

attitudes. (1:352-360) Almond and Verba also suggested a relationship be..

tween the content of teaching and an individual's feelings of political

competence. Those individuals in their sample, from the United States,

Britain, and Mexico, who could remember beimg taught about politics in

school tended to report a high sense of political competence. Respondents

from Germany and Italy, who attended school during the period of autocratic

Nazi and Fascist rule, did not reveal a connection between instruction about

politics and a sense of political efficacy. On the basis of these findings

Almond and Verba hypothesized that the autocratic philosophy of education

and teaching content that permeated the schools of Nazi Germany and Fascist

Italy were responsible for the lack of relationship between the recall of

political instruction aid a sense of political efficacy on the part of their

German and Italian respondents. However, this hypothesis about the link

between the content of political instruction and a heightened sense of po-

litical competence is based upon limited data and is very tenuous. (1:361-

363)

In the absence of research that indicates a strong direct relationship

between formal instruction about politics and the formation of political

attitudes, most social scientists have accepted the hypothesis that the
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school's impact upon political values emanates mainly from its prevailing

climate of opinion and educational atmosphere, rather than from its program

of formal studies. This conclusion does not necessarily mean that formal

political education programs in secondary schools can only reinforce atti-

tudes instilled by other agents of political socialization. The lack of

impact that formal political instruction appears to have had upon the for-

mation of political attitudes could derive mainly from inadequate methods

of teaching and course content. It is also possible that formal political

education programs that require individuals to critically examine their .po-

litical ideas could lead to a long-run modification of political beliefs.

Pdrhaps germinal political ideas implanted during adolescence might flower

during adulthood -- especially if these ideas were reinforced by later ex-

periences. However, at present there is very little evidence to support

this speculation due to lack of longitudinal studies of political beliefs.

The qualitatively different educational climate of the typical. American- -

college or university may also be a significant factor in explaining why the

strong positive relationship between exposure to higher education and po-

litical tolerance, interest, and participation does not extend to those who

have not been educated formally beyond high school. Compared with most

high schools, the typical college community is much less subject to public

pressures and constraints. It is more heterogeneous in population and cos-

mopolitan in outlook. It is more conducive to inquiry and open-mindedness.

Perhaps the characteristics of academic freedom and cosmopolitan outlook

contribute extensively to the fostering of political interest and partici-

pation and "democratic" political attitudes-. Perhaps high schooL.palitical..__

education programs would have a greater influence upon the formation of

"democratic" attitudes if they were conducted in an atmosphere more condu-

cive to inquiry and open-mindedness.
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C. The Impact of Socio-Economic Status, Sex Identity, Youth Groups, and
Mass Communications Media Upon Political Beliefs and Behavior

The political beliefs and behavior of young Americans vary consider-

ably according to socio-economic status. In any society people can be

differentiated according to social position. On tile basis of Eactors,:auch

as wealth, occupation, educational attainment, place of residence, and mem-

bership in social and civic organizations, people see themselves, and are

seen by others, to have more or less status than others to have a higher

or lower social position relative to other individuals. A family's social

position greatly affects political socialization by governing the ways in

which culture is transmitted to children.

Child-rearing practices, school experiences, and peer group relation-

ships are likely to vary considerably according to socio-economic status.

At home and school, 'riddle and upper-class children tend to have ample op-

portnnity to assert themselves constructivelyto express feelings and

ideas, to acquire intellectual and social skills necessary for leadership,

to gain the confidence and poise essential to effective politiesi-eettoe..

Middle-class parent-child relationships usually tend to be equalitarian.

When disciplining their children, middle-class parents usually rely upon

reason, appeals to guilt, isolation, or threats to withdraw love rather than

upon physical punishment. Middle -class parents tend to tolerate their chil-

dren's expressed impulses and desires and to expect their children to assume

certain responsibilities around the home at an early age and to do well in

school. Upper and middle-class child-rearing patterns foster positive at-

titudes -about political participatioa-anUabout.Political-efficei*, f2154)

65:80-89, 152-158)

By contrast, lower or working-class children are often inhibited by

over-strict authority patterns at home and at school, by psychic and economic
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insecurity, and by lack of opportunity for an adequate formal education.

Working-class parent-child relationships revolve around parental efforts

to enforce order and obedience. Physical punishment and ridicule are the

usual disciplinary methods. Hostility, aggressiveness, tension, and se-

verity tend to prevail in the child-parent relationships in working or lower-

class homes. (2:54; 65:80-89, 152-158) Thus, Robert E. Lane has said,

"Child-rearing practices in the lower-status group tend to provide a less

adequate personality basis for appropriately self-assertive social partici-

pation." (51:234)

The major limitations of political education programs in schools with

mostly higher- status children arc magnified in the schools that serve the

lower classes. Curriculum content experienced by the lower-status child is

geared toward the simple and direct indoctrination of the cliches of Ameri-

canism and the prescription of idealistic virtues as viewed from middle-

class perspectives. A strong effort is made to infuse these marginal chil-

dren with the moral precepts of our society's middle-class elements. Po-

litical education programs are devoid of information aboutthot Leatttisa.of

government functions or political behavior and are scarcely relevant to the

needs of underprivileged youth. Lower-status children are not given an.

understanding of how the political system can help them to achieve desired

socio-economic objectives. Usually, the educational climate is authoritarian

in schools with predominately lower-status children. Such children are,not4

encouraged to readily or freely express their own opinions, to participate

in decision-making activities, to assume important responsibilities at

school, or to think critically or divergently.- (20, 57)

The usual, politically relevant consequences of lower-status.child-

rearing patterns are diminished self-esteem, authoritarian orientations to

authority, reduced control of hostile impulses, increased anxiety and tension,
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and alienation from public political institutions. Thus, lower-status in-

dividuals tend to believe that they cannot successfully influence political

decisions, to feel incompetent to assume leadership, to defer passively to

established authority, to unthinkingly accept the domination of others, to

feel inadequate to cope with social forces that appear overwhelming, and to

adopt an apathetic, fatalistic attitude toward life. (22:94-106) Higher

rates of homicide, crimes of assault, and wife-beating, associated with the

lower social levels, are also politically relevant reflections of lower-

status child-rearing patterns. (65:152)

Authoritarianism, closed-mindedness, and intolerance of social and

political non-conformity or ethnic diversity increase with decreasing socio-

economic statue. For example, Stouffer found that sixty-six per cent f a

sample of individuals classified as professionals or semi-professionals ex-

pressed tolerance with respect to civil liberties issues as compared to

thirty per cent of a sample of manual workers and twenty per cent of a group

of farm workers. (89:139) Robert E. Lane concluded from his Eastport study

that, in American society, the professional classes were the staunchiet de-

fenders of the ideals of freedom and equality for all men. By contrast,

working-class people tended to fear equality of opportunity and freedom of

expression and to partially reject these democratic ideals. (50:26-40, 57-

81) Harris reported recently that sixty-four per cent of the individuals

in his sample earning less that $5,000 per year were intolerant of non-

conformist social or political behavior as compared to forty-six per cent

of those earning over $10,000 per year. (28) Roy E. Horton's studies of

American secondary school students indicated that pupils who tended to

espouse "Anti-democratic" political attitudes came from families with lower

income and educational levels. (36:56-58) These findings appear to belie

the Marxist's notion that workers are natural repositories of "liberal"
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socio-political sentiments.

Although lower-status individuals tend to oppose "liberal" attitudes

about civil liberties, they favor "liberal" economic reform and social wel-

fare programs. At higher socio-economic levels economic "liberalism" de-

creases and civil liberties "liberalism" increases'. Since the Democratic

Perty !I,' supported "liberal" economic reforms more oftan than the Republi-

cans, most lover-status Americans tend to favor the Democrats, and most

upper-status Americans tend to favor the Republicans. (45:121-181) This

relationship is affected, however, by the prevailing opportunities for so-

cial mobility. Seymour M. Lipset has hypothesized that, "The more open the

status-linked social relations of a given society, the more likely well-

paid workers are to become conservatives politically. . . . In a more

closed society, the upper level of the workers will feel deprived and hence

support left-wing parties." (56:254)

Political interest and involvement declines with decreasing socio-

economic ***tub. Hyman reported that eighty-six per cent of a eample of

children from upper-income families followed the Presidential election of

1952, as compared to fifty-eight per cent of the children from families wish

low incomes. (37:35) Differences in political interest and involvement ac-

cording to socio-economic status are noticeable during the early school

years and grow as the child matures. Woodward and Roper found that most

upper socio-economic status individuals, such as executives, professionals,

stockholders, college graduates, rated "very active" on their index of po-

litical participation. Mist. lower socio-economic status people, such as

laborers, Negroes, and those with only grade school education, were rated

"very inactive" politically. (94:877)

Lower-status people, who do not participate in political affairs, are

usually uninvolved in volunatry organizations and general community activi-
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ties. They tend to be social isolates. William Kornhauser has attempted

to assess the political implications of this social isolation. (48) He

reports that people with few social links to the community are less prone

to community or self control. They lack exposure to information on which

to base sound judgments, practice in habits of democratic discussion, de-

bate, and compromise, and understanding of the importance'of guarding civil

liberties. Although social isolates are unlikely to be involved in cemmu..

nity contrevverey, they tend to be immoderate, irrational, and unsophisti-

cated when mobilized to public participation. They are especially receptive

to extremist appeals that reduce public controversy to simple either/or

terms. For example, workers in relatively isolated jobs -- occupations as-

sociated with one-industry towns or areas -- such as fishermen, miners,

maritime workers, or forestry workers, show higher rates of support for

communism than workers more in touch with social cross-currents. Unskilled

workers or the unemployed are usually isolated from the larger community

and are susceptible to extremist arrc.als that promise clear-cut solutions

to their problems. Thus,Kornhauser hag hypothesized that lower socio-

economic status people are more receptive to extremist appeals than are

upper socio-economic status people. However, ". . . it is the more isolated

members of all social classes who gravitate toward mass movements. People

who have few social ties to the existing order are available for political

adventures against that order. The individual's vulnerability is not de-

termined by economic interests alone; the crucial question is whether the

individual has attachments to occupation, association, and community. The

reality of democratic affiliations either impinges upon him through these

affiliations or not in any firm way." (48:220-221)

The political socialization process also varies significantly according

to aex identity. In American culture boys are expected to be more aggres-
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sive, competitive and active than females. Politics is normally thought to

be men's business, and men are expected to be more interested,'informed,

and active in political affairs than are women. Normally, American women

are expected to be passive, non-aggressive, apolitical followers of male

political leadership.

At home and school these distinct male and female political roles are

inculcated. Thus, even at the fourth-grade level boys are more politically

informed than girls, and they tend to show more interest in learning abow-

politics in social studies courses. Also, both boys and girls say that they

are more likely to choose the father rather than the mother as an appropri-

ate source of advice about voting. (22:115-118)

Politically relevant role distinctions between males and females con-

tinue into adulthood. Generally, American men are more likely to partici-

pate in political affairs than women. This includes the acts of voting and

communicating with elected representatives. Numerous studies over a fi..ty-

year period have thoroughly documented the political passivity of American

women -- that they are less informed, leas interested, and less active po-

litically than males.31 (22:109-188) Females tend to have less of a sense

of political efficacy than males. Campbell and associates reported that in

1952 thirty-five per cent of the males in their sample felt very efficacious

as compared to twenty per cent of the females. (5:191) And when females do

show political interest, it is more likely to be about local community af-

fairs rather than about national or international politics. Females also

tend to be candidate-oriented in elections, to personalize,polittcat 1$1101418-,

and to favor public office-seekers and policies oriented toward conservative

31Further evidence"of the inferior role ascribed to women in American polit-
ical culture is that as rer.antly as 1963, fifty-five per cent of a national sam-
ple said that they would not vote for a woman Presidential candidate. (22:111)
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moral principles. (51:213)

Recent evidence suggests that male-female differences in political

participation are lessening. The usual gap between male and female voting

turn-out in national elections has narrowed to around ten per cent. In

some suburban communities with predominately upper socio-economic status

populations there is virtually no sex differential in voting rates. (51:

210-211) In 1952 Campbell and associates also found almost no difference

between males and females as to "sense of civic duty." Forty-four per cent

of their sample of males felt a high "sense of citizen's duty" as compared

to forty-two per cent of the females. (5:197)

Although the home and school dominate the political socialization of

American children, a number of other forces have an ancillary role in mold-

ing political beliefs and behavior. Prominent among these secondary forces

are the possible influence of youth groups or mass communications media.

Friendship and youth organizations tend to exert an increasing influence as

the child matures. Discussion of politics with friends increases consider-

ably during the high school years, although the frequency of political dis-

cussion with parents also increases. (37:101) But if friendship groups

stress values which conflict with parental views, there exists the possi-

bility for deviation from family values. This is especially so when a child

is resentful of parental control. In such cases, friendship groups usually

exert more influence than parents. Young people also tend to be more re-

sponsive to peer group control than to parental influences concerning atti-

tudes that are of great immediate personal impottance. Since political af-

fairs are relatively less salient for most young people than many other

matters, they tend either to accept parental political attitudes or to be

indifferent to them. However, for those who seek alternatives to family

political values, friendship groups may exert a strong socialization influ-
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ence. (52:27)

Youth organizations do not play the highly partisan political role in

the United States that they play in some other nations. In West Germany

and France church youth groups, labor union youth clubs, and socialist

youth organizations have a strong influence in shaping particular partisan

values. Since children are typically enrolled into these groups by parents,

they do serve to reinforce family beliefs. In the United States, the com-

mon youth organizations tend to reinforce broad norms of the political cul-

ture; but, in contrast to German and French youth clubs, they tend to be

apolitical insofar as making overt partisan efforts to propagandize or pros-

elytize in favor of a particular political party. For example, American

Boy Scout groups may attempt to instill certain patriotic virtues, Christian

morals, and democratic procedures, but they sedulously avoid political party

partisanship. (8, 68:166-167) Host youth organizations in American society

serve to buttress the socio-political status 19.2. "In short, the members

of all these organizations learn what is expected of them as ideal American

citizens. By the bye, they may also learn many unintended facts, but tha

leaders do their best not to teach them contrary notions." (68:167)

Those who have feared the imminence of a "Big Brother" controlled so-

ciety, or who have shuddered at the prospects of a "Power Elite" with the

potential to control thought through monopoly of mass communications media

should be relieved at the iindinwi of researcherai about the tapact of

can mass media in the formation of values. The mass media usually do not

appear to directly affect the values of Americans. Rather, their influence
.

is normally mediated by primary and secondary groups. These group mediators

selectively interpret the mass media communications for individuals, and

this mediating interpretation serves to reinforce values already sanctioned

by family, friends, and voluntary organizations. Strong attachment to a
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group disposes individuals to allow group norms to determine their responses

to communications. (47, 51:289-294)

Political information transmitted through the mass media is most likely

to influence individuals if they perceive it to be useful in solving press-

ing problems, in gaining the approval of respected individuals or reference

groups, or in relieving psychic tension. (51:294-298) In addition, the

mass media seem to have potency for opinion formation among social isolates

or about issues that are fresh and for which there is no ready frame of

reference within the culture. When the mediating factors are for some rea-

son inoperative or in favor of change, the mass media may also directly

influence value formation. The attitudes of people affected by cross-

pressures tend to be unstable and are particularly susceptible to conver-

sion. But as Joseph Klapper has stressed, "Mass communication ordinarily

does not serve as a necessary and sufficient cause of audience effects, but

rather functions among end through a nexus of mediating factors and influ-

ences." (47:457)

The mass media tend to influence politicization. Exposure to the mass

media is related to increased political interest and participation. And

politicized individuals show a propensity to seek information communicated

by the mass media. However, in some ways the mass media appear to discour-

age political action. They may distract individuals from serious political

concerns with "diversionary content," such as comics, sports pages, and

women's pages. They may treat certain crucial social problems superficially

and thereby weaken interest in these problems. They often fail to win the

confidence of certain groups. For example, working-class people tend to

lack confidence in the press. Democrats generally share this lack of con-

fidence as contrasted to Republicans. Overall, however, exposure to the

mass media is related to increased interest in politics, higher rates of
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voting, membership in community organizations, higher levels of political

information, stronger views about political issues, stronger candidate

preferences, and closer adherence to a political party position. (51:281-

289)

Ki
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IV. HOW IMPORTANT IS EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING IN THE FORMATION OF POLITICAL
BELIEFS?

Uncertainty prevails about the exact impact of early childhood learning

upon adult political beliefs and behavior. Greenstein, Easton, and Hess place

great stress upon the strength of early learning. Greenstein has said that early

childhood learning is highly resistent to change, and that later learning is more

susceptible to change. He has attributed the strength of eai.ly learning to the

immature child's uncritical approach to learning, to his tendency to learn

through identification and imitation, and to his relatively plastic personality

structure. "Social and political learning which takes place at this point can

become a part of the individual's basic psychic equipment." (22:81) Early

learning has a crucial effect upon later learning; it conditions the individual's

attitudes toward politics throughout his adult life. (22:79-84)

Easton and Hess share Greenstein's viewpoint about the acute importance of

early childhood learning in shaping adult political beliefs and behavior. They

have hypothesized that the period between ages three and thirteen is the crucial

time for political socialization. . . it is apparent that the elementary-

school years rather than the high school years present the crucial time for

training in citizenship attitudes and the wider range of behavior we have called

political socialization." (33:264) This hypothesis was based upon comparative

studies of high school and elementary school pupils. The studies led to the

conclusion that little change in "basic political orientations to regime and

community" took place during the four years of high school. Easton and Hess

acknowledged that most individuals increased their store of information about

government and political behavior during the four high school years. However,

they found little evidenc2 that fundamental, political attitudes and values con-

cerning the regime and political coiunity were modified during later adnlescence.

(14:33) "While there was evidence of some change during the high-school years,

the magnitude of accumulated attitudes apparent in the freshmen classes indicated
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that the process of political socialization had been underway for some time and

was nearing completion." (33:258-259)

Cohen, Almond, Verbal and Jennings have also agreed that early childhood

learning is very important to personality development, that it may be very re-

sistant to change, that it influences later learning, and that it is likely to

have a strong impact upon adult political beliefs and behavior. However, they

have contended that some basic political values may be subject to modification

during adolescence and adulthood. Cohen has said that social and political val-

ues learned during early childhood are unlikely to change if beliefs learned at

home are consistently reinforced outside the home. This situation prevails in

simple, static, primitive, and/or agricultural societies, where the family has

a continuing and nearly exclusive access to control over the individual's be-

havior, and where there is an obvious and direct relationship between values

learned at home and behavior in the larger adult community. However, Cohen has

argued that in an industrialized, urbanized, dynamic society much learning takes

place outside the home. The family no longer has a nearly exclusive control over

socialization, and much away-from-home learning does not reinforce traditional

family values. Rather it may create cross-pressures that preclude any deeply

rooted commitment to a traditional, unitary, closed belief system. Traditional

family values may be dysfunctional in a rapidly changing society that is con-

tinually being altered by unanticipated events. Socio-economic forces in a

dynamic society tend to encourage physical and social mobility, which move indi-

viduals away from the constraining influences of their childhood homes and which

motivate aspirations that deviate from traditional family values. For example,

children who aspire to move up the socio-economic status hietarchy repudiate the

values of lower-class parents, and many second generation children of immigrant

parents reject their traditional family values. In modern American society chil-

dren tend to grow away from parental influences as they mature, because they are
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influenced by fresh contacts outside the home in a rapidly changing culture.

(7:106-112) Thus, Cohen has hypothesized that in the United States, or in any

other modern industrialized society, much childhood socialization is subject to

fundamental modification, because it takes place outside the home. 11
. . those

things which are learned outside the home are much more susceptible to change

than those which are learned from parents at home." (7:111-112)

Almond and Verba have contended that in a modern, pluralistic, industrial-

ized society roles learned within the family do not directly transfer to success-

ful participation within the larger society and that away-from-home socialization

can modify or supplant early childhood learning. They have focused upon adoles-

cence and young adulthood as important periods of political socialization, be-

cause at these times participation in school activities, voluntary organizations,

and job activities is more relevant to political concerns than is early child-

hood socialization in the family or school. Their cross-cultural studies re-

vealed that adults who remembered having had opportunities to participate in dis-

cussions and decision-making ac home, at school, and at work were more likely to

have a sense of political efficacy than adults who recaited no such participatory

opportunities. However, this relationship was strongest among respondents with

low educational attainment. Individuals with higher education attainment tended

to express a sense of political competence that was independent of recalled op-

portunities to participate in discussions and decision-making at home or school.

Thus, Almond and Verba suggested that exposure to higher education may compensate

for lack of family and school participatory experiences during early childhood,

because it may develop participatory skills and inculcate participatory norms.

For example, college-educated individuals ere often induced to show interest and

efficacy in political affairs by various social pressures and expectations.

Almond and Verba also found that there was a strong positive relationship between

opportunities to participate in decision-making at one's place of work taad one's
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sense of political efficacy. On the basis of these cross-cultural findings,

they concluded that participatory experiences closer in time and form to the

operation of a society's political system may tend to outweigh the impact of

early childhood political socialization concerning attitudes about political

interest, involvement, and competency. "Family experiences do play a role in

the formation of political attitudes, but the role may not be central; the gap

between the family and the polity may be so wide that other social experiences,

especially in social situations closer in time and in structure to the political

system, may play a larger role." (1:373) Almond and Verbs argued that the

authority patterns experienced by adolescents and adults in voluntary organi-

zations, in school, and in places of work were crucial to the political sociali-

zation process and may modify early learning, because they tend to be more sim-

ilar to authority patterns in the political system than are family authority

patterns. Therefore, despite the influence that early childtood learning may

have upon adult political behavior through its impact upon the formation of basic

personality characteristics, numerous other factors may intervene between early

childhood socialization and later political behavior that may restrict or even

replace early learning. (1:323-373)

Jennings also accepts the importance of early childhood socialization. He

has agreed with Greenstein, Easton, and Hess that certain basic political values,

such as general loyalty toward country and government, stem mainly from early

childhood learning at home and school. However, he has hypothesized that many

important political attitudes are prone to fluctuate considerably, that post-

childhood socialization and resocialization are very significant in the forma-

tion of certain kinds of political orientations and beliefs. This conclusion

was based upon comparative studies of high school seniors and their parents that

suggested a minimal family influence upon value formation concerning particular

issues, groups, and levels of government. Jennings found either weak or vir-
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tually no positive correlation between the attitudes of twelfth-grade students

and their parents concerning certain abstract issues pertaining to freedom and

equal rights, affect for particular ethnic, religious, or economic groups, and

orientations toward multiple levels of government. Jennings suggested that

these divergencies may be explained by generational differences, life-cycle ef-

fects, or some combination of these two factors. Generational differences re-

sult from discrepancies in pr-adult socialization of parents and their children.

In response to changing social conditions parents may consciously raise their

children much differently than they were raised, or the transmission of parental

values to children may be undermined by socialization agencies outside the home

that reflect cultural forces contrary to family traditions. Life-cycle effects

refer to the impact of post-adolescent socialization in modifying or replacing

earlier attitudes. Adults may be subject to various social pressures relating

to particular socio-economic conditions and to aspirations that can alter values

acquired during childhood or adolescence. (41, 42, 44)

Additional evidence in support of the hypothesis that the adolescent and

post-adolescent periods can be important times for the shaping of political val-

ues has been provided by Theodore M. Newcomb and Robert E. Mainer.32 Newcomb's

study of the change of political values of Bennington College girls, attributed

to being immersed in a very liberal "climate of opinion" offers a solid argument

in support of the idea that the shaping of some basic political beliefs continues

beyond age thirteen. Most of the girls which Newcomb studied in the late 1930's

came from wealthy, conservative, Republican families. After four years of ex-

posure to Bennington, most of these girls acquired more liberal viewpoints. A

follow -up study by Newcomb in the 1960's showed that for the most part the girls

retained their liberal views. (70) Further, Robert E. Mainer has reported the

32See Part III-B for discussion of the relationship between higher educa-
tion and political values.
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effectiveness of "intergroup education programs" in altering socio-political

beliefs of high school pupils. These "intergroup education programs" consisted

of depth studies about minority groups in American culture, alien cultures, and

world religions. After a five-month exposure to intensive "intergroup education,"

high school youth became more opposed to social discrimination against racial or

ethnic minorities and more supportive of ideals and practices aimed at easing

the social difficulties of minority groups. The greatest attitude changes oc-

curred among twelfth-graders. (61:144-154) Thus, Mainer hypothesized that,

". . . intergroup programs capitalize upon the dramatic changes in attitudes that

occur in the youth of our society in late adolescence and early adulthood. A

program which attacks undesired attitudes and offers new ones to replace them

appears to be most effective when traditional ideologies are under evaluation

and change." (61:146-147)

Questions about the impact of early learning upon adult political beliefs

and behavior and about when the most important period of political socialization

occurs remain unsettled, iespite the persuasive Easton-Hess atuAtea that unmpt

suggested that the period from ages three to thirteen is the optimum time for

political socialization. Social scientists agree that early laarning is very

important in the shaping of personality characteristics that continue to influ-

ence political beliefs and behavior throughout adulthood. The pre-adolescent

period does seem to be the time when some basic orientations to the political

system are developed, and these orientations may be highly resistant to change.

However, evidence exists that indicates the importance of post-childhood sociali-

zation in building upon, or even modifying, earlier political orientations. At-

titudes about political efficacy, multiple levels of government, socio-economic

groups, and certain political issues appear to fluctuate considerably, to be

subject to post-childhood socialization or resocialization. Conclusive evidence

has not been marshalled to rule out the importance of adolescence and young

adulthood as key periods for forming some basic political values.
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V. CONCLUSION

The recent findings of political socialization research have added consid-

erably to our knowledge of the content of the political beliefs of young Ameri-

cans, and they have provided the grounds for reasonable speculation about the

process by which these beliefs are acquired. These findings appear to have some

important implications for political education programs in secondary schools.

Some of these implications have been mentioned or alluded to in several parts of

this essay. Indeed, a main criterion for selection of studies to be reviewed was

the extent to which they appeared to be related to the concerns of secondary

school political education. However, as Greenstein has noted, ". . . there are

. . . rather knotty problems in moving from the findings in a body of empirical

research to thei.: implications for practical programs." (23:1) Prominent among

these "knotty problems" are the difficulties involved in establishing relation-

ships between studies with similar concerns but with divergent research designs

that reflect dissimilar techniques and unequal quality, in making generalizations

that cut-across these qualitatively different studies, in sorting out discrepan-

cies and conflicting conclusions, and in resisting tendencies to over-value find-

ings that agree with preconceived notions and ideological preferences. Acknowl-

edgerent of these difficulties should serve as a reminder that many present con-

clusions in the field of political socialization are very tenuous.

In and of themselves, the findings of political socialization research do

not prescribe new and improved political education programs for secondary schools.

Put they point to some crucial educational problems; they help to narrow the

range of possible alternatives to these problems; and they raise some very basic

questions about past practices and future possibilities in political education.

Perhaps the most acute educational problem reflected by political sociali-

zation research is the proclivity of our schools to approach the teak of p^14"-

cal socialization in a one-sided manner, especially in schools serving mainly
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lower or working-class children. The schools reinforce and develop strong posi-

tive, supportive attitudes toward state and nation. Most American children learn

well the lessone of conforming to the socio-political status alm. Certainly the

schools may contribute substantially to national strength and stability when they

impart supportive political orientations. As Friedenberg has asserted, "The most

important social process taking place in our schools is learning to be an Ameri-

can. . . . For us conformity is a moral mandate." (20:92) These tendencies in

American society toward maintaining socio-political orthodoxy and enforcing mass

conformity were noted over a century ago by Alexis de Tocqueville and John Stuart

Mill, who thought that these tendencies were powerful enough to merit the pejo-

rative label, "tyranny of the majority." (67, 90) Current research merely sub-

stantiates and deepens our understanding of this long-standing phenomenon.

However, certain consequences may flow from overemphasis upon conformity

that are inconsistent with many of the professed objectives of American public

schools and with certain democratic ideals. For example, overemphasis upon con-

formity appears to be associated with authoritarian school atmospheres where doc-

ile children are prized above active, deeply probing thinkers; where strict ad-

herence to authoritative pronouncements is preferred over student inquiry into

pres-ing, socio-political concerns; where strict obedience to rules is stressed

to the exclusion of inquiry into the need for rules. This may contribute to some

unanticipated and undesired consequences for adult political behavior such as

alienation or cynicism, dispositions to passively accept authority, and tenden-

cies to be intolerant of reasonable political dissent or non-conformity. Cer-

tainly social forces other then the school may contribute to these types of po-

litical behavior, such as the present quality of life in lower-class homes and

neighborhoods. But since the school's climate of opinion and educational atmos-

phere appear to be more inflitial in shaping political attitudes than does its

formal programs of inatructien, it is possible that an authoritarian school
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environment may subvert textbook and teacher prescriptions of democratic polit-

ical values and that it may contribute to the hardening of political beliefs and

to a closed-minded resistance toward alternative or unorthodox points of view.33

Edgar Z. Friedenberg and Margaret Mead have attributed this one-sided ap-

proach to political socialization of many American schools in part to their past

function of assimilating waves of southern.and eastern European immigrants to

the American way. The schools attempted to produce allegiance to nation and

state, to develop a standard orthodox approach to political affairs, and to make

industrious, hard-working, obedient citizens of their unsophisticated wards. In

short, the process of Americanization, as conducted in our public schools, was

largely homogenization. Friedenberg and Mead have applauded the schools for a

job well done in helping to assimilate our immigrants. However, they have crit-

icized the schools fOr continuing to function as if their main task was to stir

the melting pot long after the need has passed for such mixing on a massive

scale. (20:72-95; 66:314-317) Mead has argued that .t is dysfunctional in our

dynamic industrialized society to inculcate devotion to some long-standing, but

out-worn, traditions that may no longer fit present circumstances. She has sug-

gested that a primary function of modern schools should be to teach children to

cope with ever-present change. (66:319-320)

Another factor that may contribute to the ossification of political atti-

tudes is that commitment to political beliefs in early childhood precedes knowl-

edge of relevant political information, that early learning is based mainly upon

emotional attachments rather than knowledge. Later cognitive learning often

336ec.
urt Lewin has reported studies by R. Lippitt and R. White of autocratic

and democratic learning atmospheres that support these conclusions. Children
placed in a "democratic climate" tended to be relaxed, cooperative, constructive,
and to develop a stable group structure. By contrast, children placed in an
"autocratic social climate" tended to be anxious, uncooperative, passive toward
authority, and hostile toward easily identifiable scapegoats. From these exper-
imental results Lewin geueralixed "that the conduct of an entire population can
be changed overnight rather deeply if the change in its social situation is suf-
ficiently great." (55:464)
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serves merely to reinforce these early commitments, to provide rational justifi-

cation for a closed system of basic beliefs rather than reflective examination of

tentatively held viewpoints.

The tendencies of many Americans to exhibit political closed-mindedness, po-

littcal apathy, political ignorance, and political intolerance, and the possi-

bility that climates of opinion and educational atmospheres in our public schools

may somewhat contribute to these tendencies, raises several important questions

for social studies educators. Should young Americans be taught to critically

inquire into all political traditions as the basic means for mitigating the above

tendencies? If so, when is the appropriate time to formally initiate such in-

quiry? How can methods of critical inquiry be taught so as not to undermine

loyalty to the political system, so as not to create alienation or cynicism?

What place, if a,y, should indoctrination or propaganda have in an inquiry ori-

ented school? Is :t ever justifiable to indoctrinate children with basic polit-

ical norms? Can formal instructional programs based upon techniques of reflec-

tive thinking and critical inquiry directly influence political values in the

direct 1 of political interest and tolerance?

Research has indicated that formal programs in political education do not

have much impact upon the formation of political values. Is this mainly due to

poor quality of instruction or inadequate course content? Persistent attempts

to inculcate political values through textbook and classroom exhortations and

prescriptions appear to have little or no positive influence upon political be-

liefs and behavior. Can persistent emphasis upon engaging the learner in active

inquiry lead individuals to adopt new political orientations? Is it possible

that formal political education programs that require individuals to reflective4

examine their political beliefs could have a long-range impact upon political

values, an impact that would not be discernable immediately, but that would show

up at a much later time? Is it possible to sow the seeds in public school class-
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rooms for later reformation of political attitudes, assuming that these "seeds"

are reinforced by later experiences?

Research has indicated that most American children acquire strong positive,

supportive attitudes about their political system and nation at an early age,

and that most American adolescents and adults retain this generalized basic

loyalty to state and nation, even in the face of contrary influences. Does this

finding suggest that high school social studies teachers do not need to be mainly

concerned with inculcating loyalty to state and nation? Does it indicate that

teachers should not omit or gloss over controversial subjects on the grounds that

this censorship protects students from sordid realities that could weaken their

positive, supportive political orientations?

Moat Americans do not appear to be very aware of the political attitudes

they absorb from their culture, the process by which these attitudes are absorbed,

or the consequences that may stem from holding these attitudes. The content of

typical civics and government textbooks certainly does not contribute to this

awareness. This lack of understanding of the political socialization process

very likely produces rigidity, closed-mindedness, and political intolerance. In-

dividuals who are ignorant of the cultural forces that shape them are likely to

become enslaved by these forces. Would formal instruction about the process of

political socialization mitigate closed-mindedness and increase devotion to demo-

cratic ideals? Would an understanding of the functions of political socializa-

tion, its significance, and its possible consequences enable individuals to ax-

ercise more effective control over their political decisions, to be somewhat more

free and flexible in their political choices?

Another educational problem indicated by political socialization research

relates to the political apathy and authoritarianism of many lower and working-

class people. Would polititizing such individuals disrupt our political stabil-

ity? How can the schools contribute to mass politicization without contributing
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to severe political disruption? Can the schools help to overcome the politically

debilitating and destructive effects of family and neighborhood life among lower

socio-economic status individuals?

The somewhat inadequate and superficial content of typical social studies

textbooks suggests other questions upon which political socialization research

might shed some light. To what extent does inadequate course content create dis-

continuities for young people between the artificial political world of the social

studies classroom and the real political world? To what extent are these discon-

tinuities debilitating to political competence? To what extent do social studies

courses teach information that is dysfunctional in the adult political world?

Would the addition to civics and government courses of basic concepts from the

behavioral sciences make these courses more practicable?

Research indicates that young children become aware of first the national

government, then local government, then state government. Yet many current so-

cial studies programs are built in line with the expanding environment curriculum

plan, which requires the child to study first the neighborhood, then the local

community, then the state, then the nation, and finally other nations. Should

children study national government at an earlier age? Should study of national

government or of alien political systems precede study of the neighborhood and

city? Would these changes more adequately meet the interests of children?

Careful consideration of these questions raised by political socialization

research is a prerequisite to any substantial efforts to improve political so-

cialization strategies through formal education. Certainly many of these ques-

tions have been raised before, and School systems function on the basis of vari-

ous responses to these questions. However, the findings of political socializa-

tion research, even in their present inchoate form, may lead educators to ques-

tion some of the assumptions upon which these responses are based.

It is beyond the scope of this essay to offer thoroughgoing answers to the
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previously stated questions, although this writer's dispositions concerning an-

swers to many of the questions have been suggested or alluded to throughout the

essay. These dispositions reflect liberal democratic political attitudes that

have permeated the intellectual history of Western man. The continuing strength

and vitality of American society is viewed as stemming from our democratic aspi-

rations, such as the ideals expressed in our Bill of Rights. Therefore, this

writer deplores any aspects of the political socialization process, as it func-

tions in our society, that tend in the direction of authoritarianism or autoc-

racy, of closed-mindedness and intolerance, and of mitigation of our most cher-

ished ideals of individual rights and freedoms and equal opportunities.

In accord with this ideological orientation, one might interpret the find-

ings of political socialization research as leading to the conclusion that fresh

positive efforts should be made to improve the political socialization strate-

gies of American schools, to help overcome tendencies to form closed-minded

attachments to political beliefs that breed intolerance and unreasonable resist-

ance to potentially beneficial political changes. This does not mean more ef-

ficient inculcation of a particular set of "correct beliefs" or the prescription

of the "proper values" that all good American youth should absorb. High school

civics and government courses have been bogged down in this quagmire far too

long. Social reconstructionism according to a preconceived blueprint of immu-

table "truths" is certainly not consistent with the previously mentioned ideolog-

ical orientation. Rather it is assumed that central to the improvement of polit-

ical socialization strategies of secondary schools should be efforts to keep the

socialization process open-ended by providing young people with the tools to

reflectively think about their beliefs, with dispositions to critically examine

traditional practices, and with an educational atmosphere conduciVe to reflective

thinking. This approach to improve political socialization through formal in-

struction would involve a revision of current civics and government courses to
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bring them into line with current scholarship; it would involve discarding many

American myths that are taught as facts in typical civics and government courses

and that may be dysfunctional in the real political world; it would involve

teaching students skills of reflective thinking; it would involve creating an

academic environment conducive to creativity, free expression, inquiry, and open-

mindedness; it would involve giving high school youth considerable opportunities

for meaningful decision-making. As Lane end Sears have said, "By pouring civic

information and historical knowledge into students, instead of teaching them how

to think and analyze social problems, our educational system misses its great

opportunity." (52:115) If secondary school political education programs move

in the direction suggested by these ideas, then perhaps a beginning will be made

toward improving the approach of American schools to their culturally ordained

task of contributing to the political socialization of the young.
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SECTION II A RATIONALE FOR CURRICULU11 DEVELOPMENT
IN CIVICS AND GOVERNMENT

Harold Berlak and Alan Tom recently castigated many of the directors

of social studies curriculum development projects for having failed to abide

by the normal canons of "scholarly and professional activity. ul Berlak and

Tom charged that directors of experimental projects engaged in research and

development in the social studies have the same responsibility to report

their hypotheses, the procedures for testing their hypotheses, and the re-

sults of their research determined on the basis of a rigorous and systematic

evaluation as do scholars engaged in other types of research. Unfortunately,

according to the authors, many project directors view their tasks more as

publication ventures than as research and development projects.

Of course, these charges do not apply to the directors of all social

studies projects. Moreover, the charges are not completely fair. A few

project directors have established newsletters to keep others informed of

their work; at least one project director has written a book setting forth

his assumptions and reporting the results of his investigation. In published

articles, in speeches, and within the curriculum materials themselves, proj-

ect directors have, in part at 1Past, made clear many of the assumptions that

influence their work. Furthermore, it is easy to understand why systematic

progress reports by the projectb are scarce. The majority of tne projects

are operated by two or three people who are limited by very small budgets;

they are reluctant to take time and resources away from course development

to write periodic reports on their.progreas. Moreover, the social studies

is such a backward culture that ft an age4of radar-controlled navigatiln

many project directors are flying "by the seats of their pants." They hesi-

tate to report hypotheses that may be discarded once they have materials

1
Berlak, Harold and Tom, Alan. "Toward Rational Curriculum Decisions

in the Social Studies." Indiana Social Studies Quarterly. Vol. XX, No. 2

(Autumn, 1967) pp. 29-?1.
:.c."
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ready for tryout in the schools. One project director has spoken for many

when he indicated that while his project began with certain assumptions, many

of these assumptions had to be revised and new ones added as the staff ac-

quired experience and the project became more sophisticated.2 Fortunately'

or unfortunately, course development does not seem to take place in exact

accordance with theory. Participating in a curriculum development project

is a learning experience, and it would be a narrow-minded staff that did not

profit from it.

Nevertheless, in principle, Berlak and Tom are correct. It is remarkable

that during a time when there is so much frenetic activity to revise courses

in social studies, there is so little debate about the assumptions upon which

these courses are beiag constructed. This debate has undoubtedly suffered

from the lack of exposure to contending points of view.

This paper is an attempt to add fuel to a debate that cannot help but

assist all of us who are seeking to improve the teaching of social studies

through curriculum research and development. In part, it is prompted by

the belief that some type of periodic report to attentive members of the

precession is one of the requirements of a research and development project.

In the absence of resources that would enable us to establish a regular news-

letter, we have elected to publish occasional papers reporting on our work.

Our first "occasional paper," although it did not appear wider that

title, was entitled Political Socialization of American Youth: A Review of

Research with Implications for Secondary School Social Studies. This paper

by John J. Patrick, ReseGrch*Associate for our Center, was desigu,:d initially

as an internal parer for the use of thn Center. Later, we elected to dis-

tribute the paper in mimeograph i.1=m on request to any who might request it.

2
Fenton, Edwin. "Edwin Fenton Replies." Social Education, Vol. XXXI,

No. 7. (November, 1967) p. 581.
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Nearly a thousand mimeograph copies were distributed before our supply was

exhausted. 3

The current "occasional paper" attempts to lay bare some assumptions

that direct the activities of one group of course developers. Certain as-

sumptions undergird all our activities. They are reported in section one of

this paper. Other assumptions are more specific to a course entitled Ameri-

can Political Behavior currently under development and intended for use with

ninth-grade students. These assumptions are recorded in the second section

of this paper.

This "occasional paper" is not an attempt to summarize the research of

others, to provide a survey of possible approaches to the study of polities,

or to prescribe content. It is highly subjective and imprnssionistic. It

is a repo...-. of the biases, prejudices, and hypotheses that have led us to

make certain choices about course development in the social studies. Quite

different choices could have been made and are being made by others. I will

try to explain why we made the ones we did. The purpose of the paper is to

make clear to readers where we stand on certain issues that are of current

importance in social studies curriculum development. In fulfilling this

purpose, I have sometimes contrasted our decisions with those made by others.

My purpose was not polemical but through comparison and contrast to make our

position more clear.

Therefore, this paper may be viewed as a 'ind of Center progress report,

particularly relating to one course currently under development. The course

mater4414 the el s and a'report of the evaluation pf field trials will
1

to
follow in due time. Undoubtddly, some of our hypotheses will be overturned

3Mr. Patrick's paper is currently available rrom two sources. The Na-

ti-nal Council fur the Social Studies has published as a research bulletin.

It is also available from the ERIC Document Reprodu- an Service, Bell &

Howell Company, 17'0 Shaw Ave:Ile, Cleveland, Ohio 44112, OED 010 835.
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when they face the harsh reality of instruction in actual 'dna grade class-

rooms.

This occasional paper is being circulated now not only because we feel

a certain obligation to make such reports occasionally, but it also repre-

sents a crafty effort on the part of a tiny group of curriculum developers

to profit from the advice and council of many wise and experienced leaders

in education and political science. In the absence of funds to hire many

consultants to advise us, we hope that by meeting our professional obligation,

the readers of this paper will feel an equal obligation to report their re-

actions to us. In such a way, we may have hit upon an inexpensive way to

avoid disaster and to provide for basic alterations and improvements in our

course prior to the onset of pilot trials.

Some Basic Operating Assumptions:

There are more than 50 major social studies curriculum development proj-

ects at loose across the country. All of the projects share some character-

istics; yet, all differ from each other in important ways. Some of the ways

the High School Curriculum Center in Government is like other projects,

but -- more importantly -- the way it can be distinguished from other proj-

ects is the subject of this section.

All curriculum development projects begin with two assumptions. First,

it is assumed that social studies instruction needs improvement. Secondly,

project directors assume that it is possible to improve instruction by im-

proving the materials students use while learning. Any project di_ector who

does not hold these assumptions received his funds through fraud. Moreover,

to the extent that project directors think much about it, the vast majority

believe that the way to improve a teacher's performance in the classroom is

to provide him with better materials and train his in the use of these
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materials.

Such assumptions may seem so obvious they require no supporting evi-

dence. Nevertheless, they remain assumptions, assumptions hotly contested

by others and still not proven to the satisfaction of all. Many leaders in

teacher education, for example, assume something quite different. They often

view the projects with suspicion, fearing that teachers are being "locked"

into a curriculum. They would prefer that sttentlan be given to teacher

education, aiming at the goal of making each teacher his own course developer.

Underlying these opposing assumptions is an obvious dispute over the role

teachers can best play in curriculum development, a dispute that need not

delay us in this essay.

Beginning with the shared goal of improving instruction in the social

studies for American students and assuming that improving the social studies

curriculum is an excellent -- if not the optimum -- device for bringing about

needed improvement, project directors face a choice of alternative strategies.

At least two are open to them. Some project directors believe it is fruitless

to reform the curriculum in bits and pieces. Without some opportunity to

affect the scope and sequence of the social studies, thereby enabling them

to sequence ideas and skills over several years, they believe the task to be

futile. As a result, some social studies projects are attempting to revise

an entire sequence of courses -- e.g. K-12, 9-12, 1-6, and so on.

There are real advantages in such an approach. It is possible to elim-

inate many anachronisms e/cisting in the present curriculum: more importantly,

:/:'

it is possiblerio seTierice certain basic ideas and skills that the project

director deems important, inserting concepts early in the sequence and then

building upon and Teinforcing them in subsequent courses.

While there are obvious advantages inherent in the "let's start from

scratch" approach to curriculum development, significant disadvantages are
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also apparent. These disadvantages might be grouped under two categories:

those relating to the soci-1 studies field itself and those relating to the

nature of curriculum decision-making in the schools. Regarding the former,

it must be acknowledged that there is no wide-spread agreement regarding how

the existing scope and sequence of social studies should be altered. While

many justifiably criticize the premises that L4pport the "expanding environ-

ment" or the "spiral curriculum" models that have heavily influenced the

choice of courses at given glade levels, the fact is that no satisfactory

alternative has come forth. The notion that basic and fundamental ideas

from the social sciences should be introduced early and subsequently elabor-

ated upon has obvious appeal to many, but there is no agreement regarding

what these fundamental ideas are, how ertly each can be introduced, and in

what manner they are to receive elaboration. Furthermore, some reformers

continue to look to the various social science disciplines for guidance in

planning courses while others believe that the social studies as a discipline

in its own right should set the tone for courses in social studies. Whether

the socie studies is a discipline or an aspiration has not even been settled.

The decision- making structure of the educational system also presents

obstacles to sweeping reform in scope and sequence. First of all, some

courses are mandated for certain grade levels. For example, a one-year

course in American history is required for graduation in almost every high

school in the United States, often as a result of state statutes. Therefore,

whether curriculum reformers like it or not, certain courses, e.g. American

history, are likely to be required of high school students for many years.

Curriculum developers must either build around these mandated courses or run

the risk that their scope and sequence cannot be adopted in some states.

Moreover, a kind of eclecticism distinguishes much curriculum planning in the

schools. It is surely easier to convince one teacher, or one group of teachers
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at a given grade level, to change a course than it is to overhaul the entire

system. while the notion that each teacher should build upon what was taught

in the earlier grades and prepare students for what lies ahead is preached,

in practice teachers pay little attention to what their colleagues teach.

Each course is taught as a discrete package of its own.

There is at least one other alternative strategy open to social studies

curriculum reformers. While this strategy lacks much o' the drama and appeal

of starting anew, it has a number of factors operating in its favor. This

approach accepts the scope and sequence of the social studies curriculum as

it presently exists across the nation. It then seeks to subvert and reform

existing courses in order to make them conform more to the aspirations of

the curriculum developer. It assumes that much can he done within existing

courses and that progress is more likely to occur by such a series of half-

steps than by big leaps that require a complete alteration of the curriculum.

The Anthropology Curriculum Study Project is one manifestation of this

approach. Despairing of having all schools introduce courses in anthropology

and avoiding the necessity to restructure the scope and sequence of the cur-

riculum, the curriculum developers for the ACSP surveyed existing courses

in the curriculum and elected to strike through the world history course. as

t-ls course seemed most vulnerable and most susceptible to the adoption of

anthropology -based materials. When they adopt ACSP materials, schools con-

tinue to teach world history; but major segments of the course assume an

anthropological perspective.

The High School Curriculum Center in Government has elected to operate

within the existing scope and sequence of the social studies curriculum. By

definition our Center will limit its activities to the high schaol grades,

i.e. grades nine to twelve. Furthermore, our project is directed toward

improving the teaching of civics and government in the schools. We are a
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"discipline-centered" project, rather than a more general social studies proj-

ect. Our goal is to improve those courses that bear upon the teaching of

political science and government in the high school grades. Specifically,

we are interested in the ninth-grade course in civics and twelfth-grade

courses in American government and American problems. These courses remain

the most frequently offered courses at their respective grade levels. More

than 500,000 students annually study civics at the ninth grade and more than

one million youngsters study American government or American problems at the

twelfth grade. In short, this Center was establiCled on the assumption that

existing courses in civics and government have not r-ioyed resounding suc-

cess as evidenced by the reports of their critics and that a program of re-

search and development with a disciplinary focus could achieve significant

improvements in these courses.

It is important for the reader to understand that we are not seeking

answers to the questions, when should government be taught? before and after

what other units of instruction? and similar questions. We assume that

the scope and sequence of the high school social studies curriculum will

withstand the attack of- reformers for many years. Much profitable work can

be done by constructing alternatives to existing courses that will enable

teachers to I- more successful in achieving the objectives of civic educa-

tion.

It should be clear that having decided upon the strategy to improve

certain courses as courses, other decisions automatically follow. For exam-

ple, courses must be self coitained. We cannot assume that we can pick up

certain ideas that have been introduced in other courses, unless there is

clear evidence that all children acquire these ideas regardless of the

specific courses they have studied. For example, while we can assume that

all children have acquired posit::e feelings about the American political
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system by the time they reach the ninth grade -- research in political so-

cialization confirms this -- we cannot assume that a ninth-grade child is

able to discriminate between factual statements and value statements, also

discouragingly evident from existing research. Therefore, unlike those

developers who know the specific concepts and skills that will be taught at

each grade level and can plan to build upon what was taught previously,

must develop discrete packages that assume very little about a child's formal

training in political science.

Some Complaints About Existing Courses:

It was noted above that all curriculum development projects begin with

assumptions about the need to improve existing courses. This is not the

place to review all the literature damning courses in high school civics and

government. For the reader who is surprised to learn that these courses are

not viewed as a smashing success, I have suggested two recent sources one

might examine to gain some impression of the range of criticism directed

against these courses. 4 Incidentally, the literature defending the way

civics and government courses are taught is almost non-existent.

What the reader deserves to know is what we believe are fundamental

weaknesses in existing courses in civics and government and what we intend

to do about them. Our views about the weaknesses of existing courses is but

another set of assumptions that may cr may ilt be valid. They are being

reported here nct as truths to be accepted but as assumptions that direct,

our efforts.

1. Courses in civics and government often lack a clear focus. The ninth-

4
Political Science in the Social Studies, ed. by Donald H. Riddle and

Robert S. Cleary. (Thir,y-Sixth Yearbook of the National Council for the
Social Studies.) Washington, D. C.: National Council for the Social SAiidies,

1966, and Social Studies in the United States: A Critical Appraisal, ee. by
C. Benjamin Cox and Byron G. Massialas. New York: Harcourt, Brace, and

World, 1967.
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grade civics course is especially vulnerable to this charge. Civics,

as it has evolwad over the past 40 years, has been directed toward "pre-

paring children to be responsible citizens." As citizenship, broadly

construed, includes more than participation in politics, ninth-grade

civics courses often include such disparate topics as consumer economics,

life adjustment, occupations, health, and personal grooming.

2. Undue attention is iven to the formal structures of overnment thereb

obscurin: the less formal but no less real aspects of olitics. For

example, students often study local government through the various for-

mal structures it assumes, e.g. mayor-council, city commission, and city

manager forms of government. Knowledge of the fo al structure is

deemed sufficient to understand how decisions are made in the community.

Seldom are students introduced to the notion of "community elite" and

the degree to which community elites affect political decisions at the

local level. Or, students are taught the "ten steps" by which a bill

becomes a law as a way for understanding the legislative process. The

"ten steps" makes clear that Congress relies upon a committee system

and that both houses of Congress and the President have a role to play

in the passage of legislation. However, this mechanistic formula ob-

scures many of the essential factors involved in attempts to decide

social issues through legislation. For example, the "ten steps" are

grossly inadequate for helping students understand the passage of

Medicare legislation more than 30 years after the first Medicare bill

was dropped into the "hopper."

3. Controversial issues are often avoided in civics and governmeut classes.

Many teachers ignore public issues that create anxiety locally and na-

tionally. There are enormous pressures on both teachers and textbook

publishers to play it safe. The result is that political education in
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The schools tend to deal with political education in much the same

way that they treat sex education. Presumably, children are to be

given romanticized versions of the political process because they are

not sufficiently mature to learn the facts of life. It is our experi-

ence that kids often learn about politics In much the same way as they

learn about sex, i.e. from peer groups, casual conversations, adults,

the media, etc. What they are often deprived of is learning about poli-

tics as a topic for serious, intellectual investigation.

4. Existing courses in civics and government lag far behind research in

political science. Students study government in high schools today in

mucil the same way as their fathers and mothers studied government, de-

spite the fact that political science has experienced enormous change

and growth. Concepts from recent political science rarely appear in

high school instruction on civics and government. Students are denied

the insights to be gained by the use of such concepts as role, status,

function, socialization, political culture.

5. There is little or no effort to develop skills of inquiry in a rigorous

and systematic wey. This failure followL generations of interest in

teaching "critical thinking,' "problem solving," "reflective thinking,"

et:. Nevertheless, while students are urged to "study the evidence and

make rational political decisions," they are given only the most primi-

tive form of instruction in how to achieve this.

6. Civics and government courses are unsuccessful in advancing students'

1nderstanding about American political values. This wealmess stems pri-

marily from high school teachers' misconceptions about what the school's

proper role toward the study of political values should be with high-

school-age students. Existing courses in civics and government devote
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considerable attention to the preachment of Ameritan political values.

Research has indicated that the overwhelming aajority of American chil-

dren acquire strong, positive, supportive attitudes about their polit-

ical system and nation at an early age and that most American adolescents

and adults retain this generalized basic loyalty to State and nation

throughout their lives. This finding suggests that high ethvol

studies teachers do not need to be concerned mainly with inculcating

loyalty to state and nation. This finding suggests that it may be very

inefficient of time and effort to do so.

However, vidle students are constantly exposed to value assertions

In their civics and government courses, they rarely have an opportinity

to inquire into the meaning of these values and to topsider the conse-

quencta of behaving in A T- nor consistent with these values. Therefore,

while student* are generally familiar with and committed to fundamental

American values stated as abstractions, they often lack full under-

atanding of whet the operationalitetion of these values might mean. More-

over, students are aten unaware of the subtle but powerful influence

their own values play in leading then to wake decisions about politics

and in preventing then occasionally from caking careful, rational de-

cisions based upon empirical evidence.

. Fatistioz_coursem in civics 40.10v@romen; lre tgAltallati2E11111011LE

of students. They often fail to Odd significantly to the knowledge that

ntudente have acquired earlier or that is easily accessible from eo4rces

other than the schools.

Assumptions Mood on Research into Political Sociellzetion:

A4 noted above the Center has prepared sad distributed a paper entitled

Political Socialization of American Youth: A Lula RE Emma. Ruh
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Inplicatione for Secondary School Sorial ;tudleg. This piper wag initially

written by Mr. Patrick as a working paper for use by the Center staff in the

preparation of new courses in civics and government. Its purpose was to

review the existing research on the process by witch American youngt:zrs

are socialized into the political culture. 7resumably, high school courses

in civics and government should be breed on what children already know about

politics when they reach the ninth grade. It may surprise some to know that

this very simple notion has apparently eluded the majority of teachers, ad-

ministrators, course developers. and textbook publishers.

This le not the paper to review research on political socialization.

For those who are unfamilier with this research and are curious about it. I

recommend that you re4d Mr. Patrick's paper. What follows are simply some

of the assumptions for curriculum development in the field of civics and

government that we ha;o made on the basis of existing political socialization

research.

Many agencies in our society contribute toward making American children

loyal, committed American citizens. Parents, playmates, churches, Soy

Scouts, and the mass media are but a few of the sources of political informa-

tion and belief that shape children's attitudes and knowledge. In fact,

children would likely become loyal and more-or-leas active American citizens

uhethet the schools offered courses in civics and government or not. Fur-

thermore, tie schools wewld probably have t4 consciously undertake programs

to overturn students" feelings about the American .wliticsl system to pre-

vent American youth from becoming loyal Americans. That they will not do

so ie obvious; that, for the most pert. the schools reinforce and promote

knowledge. attitudes, and beliefs consistent with the American political cul-

ture is equally clear. In so doing, the schools take their place alongside

other significant agents of political socialization.
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Just how important the school's role as a political socializer has

become is a disputed subject. All who hr-e studied this question stress;

the importance of early learning. Apparently, many of the general attitudes

and values acquired by young children have political implications. There-

fore, some scholars view the family as the most significant source of polit-

ical socialization; others, in particular Robert Hess and Judith Torney,

believe that the elementary schools may be the most significant influence

ca children. No investigator has said the school is without influence;

opinions differ primarily on the relative influence of the schools toward

fixire political attitudes, knowledge, are+ belief.

The question can then be asked: what aspect of the school has the most

diret Impact upon students' political socialisation? Is it the curriculum,

the teachers, playmates, ecLool administrttlon? Again, scholars are not

agreed upon this question, but many believe that the informal "community"

of the school may be more itfluential than the curriculum itself. In other

words, when teachers permit children to assist in making classroom rules,

when student's are encouraged to work in committees, when they are taught to

take turns, follow rutea, and share both in the classroom and on the play-

ground, they are acquiring the skills, norms, attitldes, end behavior that

are valued in American society.

As noted hnve, it is generally recognized that early learning is very

importent; ;lame scholeta inalot that it is crucial. David Laaton and Robert

Hess concluded on the bailie of their research that by the time children

reach high school, the ''process of political socialization 'heal been under-

way for some time and 11 ) nearing completion."5 Apparently, children eater

ninth 'trade with well developed political attitudes and beliefs buttressed

514.14, i4tnert D.. and Keeton, David. "Role of the Elementary School in
Political ioc:elizatl'Al," School peviey, Vol. 10. 1962, pp. 258-259.
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by some political knowledge. logically, high school instruction in civics

and government should build upon tae base students have already acquired.

While thete i conflicting evidence about the exact contribution of-

fered by high sinooll courses in civics and government to the political educa-

tion of adolescrnt., the general impression derived from existing research

cannot help but cause anguish to high school teachers of these subjects.

T)- results of one, recent study have had a significant influence on our

th:nktrg. Arong the advantages of this study are: it is relatively recent --

the results were tvported in spring, 1967; it was conducted by the Survey

Pesearch Center at the University of Michigan, under the direction of Kenneth

Langton and M. Kent Jennings -- two men and an institution with excellent

reputations for conducting surveys of this type; and the study was based

upon a national probability sa-Oe involvine 1,669 high school seniors dis-

tributed among 97 secondary schools.6

The purpose of the study was to determine the extent to which course('

in high school, interpreted to be grades ten to twelve, contribute to the

political knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs of high school seniors. Stu-

dents were asked whether they had formal instruction in coursers relating to

civics and government in grades ten to twelve. Thirty-two per cent of the

students had taken no course relating to civics and government during those

three years, fifty-nine per cent had taken one course: and nine pee cent had

taken two or more courses. Of those students who had taken courses relating

to civics and government, sixty-seven per cent had taken a course in Ameri-

can Government, thirty-seven per cent had taken a course in American Prob-

lems, and ten per cent had taken some other course. The fact that this totals

6
Langton, Kenneth P., and Jennings, M. Kent. Polisical Sottetteetten

and the High School Curriculum in the United Sta*.es. (Unpublished paper)

May, 1967
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more than 1001 indicata that some students had studied both American Gov-

ernment and some other comae relating to civics and government.

Langton and Jennings sought to discriminate the course-takers from the

non - curse- takers according to the following criteria:

1. Political knowledee and sophistication. (Do students have knowl-

edge about curent political events and personalities?)

2. Political interest. (Do students express al interest in political

affairs?)

3. Spectator politicization. (Do students read newspapers, watch

news on television, etc.?)

4. Political discourse. (Do students discuss politics with their peers?)

5. rslickaljtrctcAst. (Do students believe that they eaie influence

civic affairs?)

6. polittalsyniciera. (Are students cynical and mistrustful of gov-

ernment?)

7. Civic tolerance. (Do students support the basic principles con-

tained in the 1411 of Rights," etc.?)

8. Participative orientation. (Do students indicate that they look

forward to and expect to participate in public affairs?)

These criteria were chosen because they represent objectives most often

at4ted by curriculum directors, government teachers, and authors of civics

and government textbooks. In effect, the researchers used the goals most

often stated by teachers :hemselves to learn if existing high school courses

were successful.

Langton and Jenninas learned that students taking American Government

and those taking American Problems courses are "virtually indistinguishable

in terms of their political orientations." The differences were so slight

th.t it was possible to treat the American Problems and American Government
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students alike in the experiment and to consider those who had taken courses

as a group egainst those who had not taken courses but their most signifi-

cant conclusion was that despite teachers' hopes an' aspirations, high school

courses in civics and government had little influenc on the students' po-

litical attitudes, values, beliefs, and knowledge. The importance of civic

education courses in the senior high school are vindicated by this study,

only if one uses the direction of gain. But the magnitude of gain is impres-

sively weak, even bordering on the trivial. This should be a shocking

revelation to most high school teachers of civics and eovernment.

There is an important exception to the general conclusion stated shove.

A nub-group in the sample did show striking gain. This sub-group consisted

of American tiegrzas. The amount of political knowledge they acquired and

the feeling of political efficacy they lathed as a result of the course were

sharply upward, bringing them 'such more in line with white students as com-

pared to the gap that existed between Negro students and white students who

had not taken courses in civics and government. Nevertheless, white stu-

dents remained more sophisticated politically than Negroes, when both groups

had studied civics and government.

Perhaps, there is more than one explanation for the ineffectiveness of

high school civics and government courses, but Jennin8s' hypothesis, one

with which we agree, is that existing courses in civics and government are

essentially redundant; they merely provide an additional layer of information

already familiar to high scLool students. 'e know that the typical American

student acquires much of his political knowledge and fixes many of his po-

litical attitudes and beliefs early in childhood. Existing high school

civics and government courses do little more than provide reinforcement for

most white students. For Negro children, the situation is often quite dif-

ferent. Many have had less opportunity to acquire similar political
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attitudes, belie o, and knowledge at home; many have had lest; exposure to

the mails media ao4 fever opportunities to acquire certain types of political

information from peer groups. Therefore, taking a course in civics and gov-

ernment opens up am entirely new field of knowledge for many Negro students,

one th'y had not experienced previously.

One might conclude from this study that schools would be Justified in

abolishing courses in civics and government, except perhaps for Negro young-

sters. This conclusion night be supported, if the civic education goals

that American society has long upheld were being realized. But, the fact

is that political pa:ticipation in American life is not high; political

cynicism is all too prevalent; civic tolerance is far less than is desired;

many citizens have a poor sense of political efficacy. Many studies have

shown that adults Lack knowledge about the political process and about cur-

=alt and historical political events. Therefore, while existing ca4rses io

civics and government apparently contribute little to furthering progress

toward stated goals in civic education, our record of achievement in meeting

these goals demands that we try to do better.

Assumptions About the Role of Hi .h School Courses in Civics and Government:

If most children already have well-developed political attitudes, val-

ues. and beliefs by the time they reach the high school grades, it appears

wasteful for teachers to preach about American values, attitudes, awl be

liefs in their courses. Their students already hold these beliefs. and

whatever reinforcement is necessary can be accomplished informally within

the total society.

Research also makes clear that the political socialization of children

occurs in society at large. Many agents contribute to adolescents' knowl-

edge and belief about the political system. Students do not require courses
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in civics and government :o learn that they, are t..' vojor political parties

in the United States, that the principal executi%e officer of their state is

the governor, am, so on. Most students know these "facts" by the time they

reach high school and will have many opportunities to reinf,rce this knowl-

edge throughout their lives. Yet, civics and government teachers spend an

Lmsense amount of time upon just this kind of "factual" instruction. Whenever

they do so, they conttibute to the redundancy of the existing courses.

Nevertheless, high school courses relating to civics and government can

serve a vital role in the political education of American youth. Rather than

preach values, such courses could enable students to surface their own po-

litical values, attitudes, and beliefs. By comparing their values, attitudes,

and beliefs with others, students night gain insight into political culture,

processes of socialization, and relationships between political attitudes

and political behavior.

Moreover, rather than serving only as dispensers of information about

politics and government, civics and government courses could provide an op-

portunity for students to acquire criteria for discriminating, evaluating,

selecting, and responding to useful and relevant data from the communication

flow constantly pressing in on them. In this way such courses might enable

students to acquire new frequencies that would permit them to tune in on

political messages that are always present for those with antenna and re-

ceivers and to unscrauble these messages in order to make sense of what they

are receiving. in order to aocomplish this task high school coureas in civics

and government muot help students acquire concepts that enable them to see

greater meaning in their political environmcnt, and they must help students

acquire +Ail/ in using the tools of inquiry that mane social scientists to

make warranted judgments about political phenomena.
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Some Assumptions about the Natur of Experimental, Curriculum Development
Projecta:

We believe that certain assumptions are implied in the conduit of any

experimental curriculum development project. One is that the criteria for

!edging the product of an experimental project are inherently different from

the criteria used to judge textbooks. We are not obligated to proeuce a

product that schools will demand, that can be published, and that sake

a fortune for publishers and authors. While this must be an irpnrztot con-

sideration for commercial publishers, it is not a necessary criteria for

judging experimentil projects. A curriculum development project satisfies

its obligations if it produces a curriculum package that has been demonstrated

to have achieved its objectives and to have satisfied, at least as well as

existing courses, tt, general objectives the schools and society have estab-

lished for similar sevents of the curriculum.

The attention that has been given to reforming school curricula for

more than a decade, leading to the establishment of many curriculum develop-

ment projects in nearly all subjects, began with a recognition of the fact

that existing instructional programs were not wholly successful. The first

task of project director is a diagnostic one. After deciding why existing

courses have failed, he and his staff state their assumptions clearly and

begin to write new course materials that are based upon their assumptions

and that are directed toward the achievement of objectives that schools be-

lieve are important to achieve within the subject area. The project may

posit additional goals that have been previously ignored or accorded a minor

role by the schools. It is rare test curriculum developers attempt to satisfy

objectives that are contrary to tho'e widely held in society.

High school courses in civics and government exist to satisfy civic

education goals that American society deems important and believes can be
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met, in part at least,tlirough formal education. There is evidence that

civics and government courses are not wholly successful; some say that they

have essentitlly failed to justify their existence. It is reasonable to

believe that experimental curriculum development in this field is needed.

Nevertheless, experimental curriculum development centers are not es-

tablished to write better textbooks of a kind tnat already exist on the mar-

ket. If the failure of existing civics and government courses is only that

the, textbooks curreT,tly in use are poorly written -- an assumption we do not

share -- it is a sinple matter to repair the cause of failure. Commercial

publishers need only hire better authors and improve their editing and pub-

lishing of textbooks. I. on the other hand, the principal source of fail-

ure is tnat an entirely new approach to the study of government is required,

progress is most likely to occur through the intervention of an experimental

curriculum development project.

A curious ciree seems to exist. Teachers frequently criticize their

civics and government books as being inadequate. When students fail to

show interest in the course, a teacher often places the blame on a "dull

textbook." Such teachers may be unable to explain how they would change the

book, what should be added, and what sections should be deleted; but they

are frequently restless with what they have. When this restlessness is

communicated to publishers, they generally reply that when teachers demand

a different kind of textbook, tley will gladly publish it. If they were to

publish books that adopt radical, new approaches to the study of government,

they would likely lose money on the venture. Commercial publishers often

lack sufficient risk capital to advance much ahead of the existing market.

Our curriculum development project need not prove its value by a sales

record. If we can prepare a product that satisfies scholars that it repre-

sents valid, modern political science; if we can translate contemporary
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political science into terms adolescents can understand and manage; if teach-

ers report that students learn successfully and seem to be highly motivated

while learning, if the courses contribute successfully to the satisfaction

of our goals and the majority of the objectives normally associated with

civic education; and if the course mould be adopted successfully by schools

at a minimum cost and with reasonable re-training of teachers! we shall have

justified the expenditure of public funds on this effort. Schools may still

prefer to continue teaching civics and government as they have in the past.

and publishers may ignore us. Adoption is not an obligatory or even a

recommended concern for a curriculum development center.

We are engaged in the "D" of the "R and D" formula. "Dev- upsent" means

applied research. While research provides the source of many of our assump-

tions and assists in the selection of content and while we expect to design

several small research studies to ascertain the consequences of the interven-

tion of our courses upon a well-defined population, nevertheless, our day-

by-day activities are more analogous to engineering than to research. We

are trying to produce a product that will result In improved political edu-

cation for high school students. W1 should be judged according to our suc-

ceLl in "developing" or "engineering" course packages that result in im-

proved political education for high school students.

We are trying to translate the most forward thrust of research in po-

litical science into terms adolescents can grasp. The fact that textbooks

often lag far behind research in the fields they represent is well-known.

The gap between what is known about politics and what is taught in high school

civics and government classes is large. The enormous change that has oc-

curred in political arience 6aing the last decade or so is scarcely, if at

all, represented by the majority of high school textbooks. American chil-

dren are thereby deprived of knowledge that is justly theirs.
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In effect, we are writing alternative courses to existing cournes in

civics and Idvernment -- alternatives that could be plugged Into the existing

social studies c'irriculum with minimum disturbance for teachers if (C.er

social studies courses. While our courses are intended to fit the typical

scope and sequence of the social studies, they will be different from

existing civics and government courses -- different in content, different

in perspective, different in pedagogical approach, different in the demands

they will nake on teachers and students. Despite these differences, they

will hopefully contribute to a majority of the general goals widely claimed

for civic education.

Courses not units. The decision to develop entire courses rather than

resource units, segments of courses that could be plugged into existing

courses, course guidelines, etc. all reflect another set of assumptions.

Given what we know about the weaknesses of most school libraries, the limited

training of most teachers in political science, and the scarcity of time

teachers have for planning and preparation, we decided to build a complete

course for each of two grade levels. We will write the materials required

for stuownts. provide the supporting audio-visual components the course

requiree, and develop an elaborate teaching wild. that explains how we be-

lieve the curse should be taught.

The aswmptions upon which we are working are diametrically opposed to

those that are used to defend resource units. Rather than suggest a variety

of approaches that could be used to teach a concept and list dozens of re-

sources that are available that might contribute to the development of the

concept, we will describe one approach to be used and provide the resources

that are required for it to succeed. Each course will be released only

after it has been thoroughly tested in pilot classes, and we are convinced
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that the course will slcceed, because we have polished it until it succeeds

in conditions like those in our pilot classes.

Each course will be taught by members of the Center staff using classes

of typically heterogeneous ninth- and twelfth-grade students. A regular

day-by-day feedback and evaluation system is being designed for use in the

class taught by the staff. Moreover, each course will be taught in a 'mall

number of pilot schools having students that represent a cross section of

American students. The 15 to 20 specially trained pilot teachers will report

their teactiona and criticisms to us on a regular basis throughout the year.

It is customary to criticize curriculum projects for "locking" teachers

Into a course package, thereby depriving them of the joy of teaching. No

soc141 sti.dies course desikner, no matter how able, viii ever be able to

engineer a package so perfect that it can be plukRed automatically into any

classrooa in the country to run by Itself threuEbout the year. Each class-

room teacher muat make critical decisions every day in order to make the

package fit his students, hie time acheeule, and so on. These are decisions

only individual teacher, can made. Neverthelesp, their decisions will bt

more rationel if they are completely aware of what the course is to accom-

plish. It ie Impractical, even foolish, to argue that every teacher should

develop his own course of study from his own reaources. "New math" would

never have been taught in elementary grades across the country, if it had

been left to each teacher to construct his own math program.

Furtherme-e, teachers are involved in the development of our materials.

Those who are writinc, the materiale are experienced, liph school teacher*,

and they will teach the experimental materiala in Bloomington classes.

Moreover, high school teachers are being enlisted as pilot teachers. Their

opinions will hr taken arrioualy during, the trial run of each course. No

course will he releaaed until high school teacher* as well as political
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scientists have had an opportuniy tr study it and to offer suggestions for

its improvement.

Assumptions Underlying Our Specific Choices of Courses:

any of the assumptions stated above have contributed to the choice of

courses, but certain other factore bear more directly on the selection of

cLurne content. Among these factors are: developments in political sci-

ence; stated goals of teachers at each grade level; assumptions about the

needs and interests of children; and the need to deal with contemporary prob-

lems.

We are developing a two-semester ninth-grade course entitled American

Political Behavior and, for the twelfth grade, a one-semester course en-

titled The American Political Stetsm and a second semester course entitled

Comparative Political Systems, focusing on Great Britain, the USSR, and one

developing nation. The ninth-grade course might be termed a micro-political

approach, as the emphasis is upon the individual acting singly and in groups

within the political system, while the twelfth-grade courses incorporate a

macro-political perspective.

The ninth-grade course in American Political Behavior draws upon an

important development in contemporary political science. Concepts and ap-

proaches contained in political behavior approaches have not become part of

high school civics and government courses. Furthermore, few teachers have

had training in behavioral approaches to the study of politics. Neverthe-

less, it is clear that many political scientists, sociologists, and others

find great utility in understanding politico by using the concepts generated

by the behavioral approach.

The behavioral approach enables us to satisfy many of the objectives

ninth-grade teachers have for the study of civics. Teachers typically spend
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ghruld the i-iorta:Ice of beim; irf,rred about public issues, and so

on. The behavioral approach has a particular contribution to make to the

study of infiividuals in politics, including an enormous body of research on

voter behavior.

While our principal concern war, one of satisfying the goals for the

ninth -grade civics course, we were aware also of sone interest by schools

in a relatively new courne entit?ed Introduction to Social Science that is

sometimes taup,ht to ninth-graders z*nd competes with the civics course. In

many case, this course is no more than a general description of the various

social qrle,ce disciplines. In a few casn teachers are trying to teach

studcnts the ruJimc.,:s of social science inquiry.

71,e course in k:erican Political Behavior is a social science course

focusing on politics. Throughout the course students will be taught methods

of inquiry used by social scientists to s.udy politics. This course could

be used in some schools as an Introduction to Social Science, provided that

teachers were willing to limit their inquiry domain to politics.

The assumptions we have about the twelfth-grade course stem from other

considerations. We recognized a need for some flexibility. American Gov-

ernment is taught both as a semester course and as c two-semester course

across the nation. Therefore, we wished to design a course that might fit

either requirement. A one-semester course on The American Political System

and a second semester on Comparative Political Systems seemed to us to offer

the needed flexibility.

Moreover, we were aware that a few states and a number of schools re-

quire units on "Communism." These often appear as four- to six-week units

on the USSR. We believe that we can provide help to teachers by including
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s unit on the USSR in the semester course on Comparative Political Systems.

In addition, we felt a need to provide an entirely different perspec-

tive for twelfth-graders from that entailed by the ninth-grade course. While

it may be unlikely that many student. will take both the course in ninth-

grade American Political Behavior and the twelfth -grade course in American

and Comparative Political Systems, those who do have a right to expect that

the second course will differ significantly from the first. As the ninth-

grade course will focus on the individual, utilizing a micro - political ap-

proach, the twelfth-grade course is focused on the "systems" and can be viewed

as a macro - political e,proach.

The twelfth-grade courses will seek to demonstrate a consistent model

or theory for looking at any political system. Attempts to construct such

models presently occupy the attention of some of the best American political

scientists. Their research has led them away from earlier forms of compara-

tive approaches that focused primarily upon comparative institutions. Cur-

rent research work is built largely upon structural-functional analysis.

Categories of functions arc identified that are satisfied by all political

systems. The analysis proceeds by asking which and how various structures

within a specific society perform these functions. For example, leadership

recruitment is a requisite function of any political system. Scholars ex-

amine the various ways political systems recruit leaders. Enabling students

to get a handle on functional categories should enable them to see more in

any political system they might encounter.

The course in The American Political System will explicate the theory

or model by drawing upon illustrations from American political life. Stu-

dents will study American politics and government at the same time that they

are gaining control of the model. The second semester will afford an oppor-

tunity for students to apply the model and analyze three other political
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systems -- Great Britain, the USSR, and one developing nation. Great

Britain was selected to enable students to examine another system as

"democratic" as their own but with quite different institutions; the USSR

was selected for reasons noted above and because the USSR provides inter-

esting contrasts to American experience; one developing nation will be in-

cluded in order to show the processes of political development in a dramatic

way.

It is customary to say som4thing about the "needs and interests of the

child" when planning curriculum. We assume that many of these needs and

interests vary Lmmensely with individual children and can only be provided

for by the child's own teacher. Other needs and interests are character-

istic of an age-group. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect curriculum

designers to heed what these are.

First of all, let it be said that we are unaware of any research that

documents the "needs and interests" of 13- and 17-year-old children in a

way that would be of much assistance to us in selecting content for new

courses in civics and government. Beyond research into political sociali-

zation that we have studied carefully, most research on children is far too

general to suit our special purposes. Nevertheless, we have assumed that

a child "needs" to know how his political system operates. The "needs"

implied by democratic government suggest this to be true. I have observed

with fascination the way children resolve conflicts and exercise pcwer in

their play. I have no reason to believe that children will not be inter-

ested in politics as it relates to conflict and exercise of power. More-

over, we recognize the importance of relating our instruction to students'

own direct experience. Our exploration of American values begins by having

students surface their own values and use their values as data from which

inferences can be made. Many other opportunities exist throughout our
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courses to link general political phenomena to the children's own direct

experience.

We do not believe that a student "needs" to know details about the for-

mal structure of his local community government, a concern that typically

occupies much time in civics courses. Students are too mobile for this ap-

proach to be highly functional. It is much better to have students learn

aspects of political behavior that they can apply to any community rather

than limit their investigation to their own. Of course, many teachers will

wish to illustrate the more general political processes by drawing examples

from their local community. This is to be recommended. What we are seeking

to avoid is the practice of having students memorize lists of local govern-

ment officials, the names of current occupants of these positions, their

duties, salaries, etc. No one, certainly not high school students, "needs"

to know these things nor are adolescents very interested in such data.

Moat social studies specialists and classroom teachers believe that

high school students should have an opportunity to inquire into problems

that affect contemporary American society. A few leaders advocate building

the entire social studies curriculum around the study of "crucial issues,"

"closed areas," and so on. Others believe that at least one course, e.g.

senior American problems, should be devoted to a study of contemporary prob-

lems. One social studies curriculum development project has prepared mate-

rials for classroom instruction that focus on issues of public controversy.

Whether it is best to base the selection of content on a discipline or

whether it is best to focus instruction on contemporary problems is not an

issue for us. Presumably, both approaches can contribute to the education

7For a description of this project, see Oliver, Donald W., and Shaver,
James P. Teaching, Public Issues in the _High School. Boston: Houghton

Mifflin Company, 1966.

7
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of students in the social studies field. We have chosen to be a discipline-

centered project. It does not follow, however, that we are uninterested in

contemporary problems.

It is not necessary to have a problem-centered course to deal with

problems. Political science has long been concerned with issues of public

policy that reflect contending views, values, and aspirations. Any course

in political science that overlooks these facets of politics does so at its

peril. Issues relating to public policy will emerge from a study of polit-

ical behavior or the political system itself and need not be elevated to a

position of central focus. Throughout our courses students will be provided

opportunities to investigate issues of public controversy. They shall deal

with those problems that arise from the course itself, and the perspective

will constantly be one of how does the political system manage such conflicts.
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SECTION II: A COURSE IN AMERICAN POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

The ninth-grade course in American Political Behavior attempts to

satiety many of the objectives commonly claimed for ninth-grade courses in

civicu. Some frequently-stated civics objectives are not goals of this

course. Other objectives that have either been ignored or underplayed in

typical civics courses are important to us. In order to clarify these dis-

tinctions Table 1 lists typical ninth-grade civics goals in the left-hand

column and our response or contribution to these goals through the American

Pol.c-cal Behavior course in the right-hand column.

A romber of points about the table should be clarified. First, if many

of the ninth-grade civics goals cited in the left-hand column seem vague,

they are. They were not purposely written that way. The objectives are

stated as they are found in textbooks and a number of curriculum guides.

The list might have been longer, as many additional goals could have been

cited. We chose those that appear in a number of lists. Probably few

teachers would try to accomplish all of these goals. The civics goals were

categorized to suit our own purposes. They are rarely listed in this manner.

Secondly, the objectives for the course in American Political Behavior

as listed in Table 1 are not sufficient to give a complete picture of the

course. However, to provide individual, behavioral objectives for each

day's lesson would be to reproduce the course. Therefore, the reader will

have to accept the fact that we are writing more specific, daily objectives

as well; but for the purpose or this paper, the contrasting list of general

objectives must suffice to give the reader a picture of the ways in which our

course is like and different from existing civics courses.

Finally, in stating the American Political Behavior oLjectives, I have

used a narrative as opposed to the more typical declarative style. This was

done to better discriminate our objectives from the goals stated in the
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left-hand column. Moreover, I have sometimes provided an example of a class-

room exercise illustrating how we intend to accomplish the objective, if

clarification of the goal seemed necessary.

TABLE 1
GOALS FOR CIVIC EDUCATION

Typical Goals for Existing
Courses in Ninth- rade Civics

1. Knowledge-

a. To understand the structure
of national, state, and
local government.

Specific Goals for an
Experimental Course in

American Political Behavior

Knowledge:

a. While we want students to
know about the structure of
government, an approach to
the study of politics and
government that is limited
to the institutions of gov-
ernment is too narrow in our
view. The focus of our
course is on individuals be-
having in politics and gov-
ernmen!. Students will study
the opants of institutions
as individuals performing
roles. Students will ex-
amine the various strictures
on role performance, includ-
ing formal rules and institu-
tional customs, that limit
role behavior. Students
will study political leaders
in all three "levels" of gov-
ernment, local, state, and
national, in three "branches"
of government, executive,
legislative, and judicial.
Moreover, students will study
political leaders outside
the formal structure of gov-
ernment, e.g. community
elite groups, leaders of po-
litical parties. We are
primarily interested in hav-
ing students understand how
individuals perceive their
roles in institutions and
how and why they act as they
do.
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Typical Goals for Existing
Courses in Ninth- rade Civics

b. To learn the duties, re-
sponsibilities and privi-
leges of citizenship in a
democracy.

c. To understand how our prob-
lems may be solved within
the framework of our gov-
ernment.

d. To become acquainted with
the political, social, and
economic problems con-
fronting our nation.

e. To develop an under-
standing of the Ameri-
can system of govern-
ment.

Specific Coals for an
Experimental Course in

American Political Behavior

b. Our course focuses on indi-
viduals and how they act or
behave in the American po-
litical system. Neverthe-
less, the categories of
"duties, responsibilities,
and privileges" hold little
analytical utility for us.
For example, is voting a
duty, a responsibility, or
a privilege? Students will
examine voting as an act
of political behavior provid-
ing one avenue to influence
the political system. They
shall learn why some Ameri-
cans vote in every election,
why some vote on occasion,
and why some rarely vote.
One of our major objectives
is for students to acquire
a reasoned and "functional"
understanding of citizen-
ship in a democracy.

c. We expect students to learn
that the political system
exists to make authorita-
tive decisions binding on
all citizens. These deci-
sions arise as a result of
a need to settle "problems."
Therefore, the course cen-
ters on the ways citizens may
bring pressure to bear on the
system to resolve issues of
concern to them.

d. Issues of continuing polit-
ical concern are built into
the course and could scarcely
be avoided. Among such is-
sues are the conflict be-
tween majority rule and
minority rights, loyalty and
dissent.

e. We expect to add to the
knowledge about the American
system of government that
each child has already
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Typical Goals for Existing
Courses in Ninth-grade Civics

Specific Goals for an
Experimental Course in

American Political Behavior

f. To learn how our form of
representative government
developed.

g. To help students under-
stand our economic sys-
tem and the citizen's
role in economic life.

begun to acquire before he
reaches the ninth grade. We
intend to add to his under-
standing of American gov-
ernment in two essential
ways:

(1) By imposing concepts
used by political scien-
tists that will enable
hin to acquire increased
political meaning from
his experience. (See
section on "concepts"

.following for more dis-
cussion on this point.)

(2) By focusing on the
largely informal, and
individual behavior of
American citizens.

This course will not complete
a student's understanding of
his government. He should
add to his political under-
standing throughout his
lifetime. Nevertheless, this
course will add significantly
to his capacity for political
understanding by providing
him with concepts that enable
him to make more sense of
politics.

f. This objective has primarily
historical implications, and
we are leaving the achievement
of this objective to history
courses. However, in the
unit on political culture,
students will learn the his-
torical sources for many of
the political values and
beliefs they profess as
Americans.

g-j. These objectives often ac-
company community civics
courses that contain units
on occupations, consumer
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Typical Goals for Existing
Courses in Ninth-grade Civics

h. To contribute to wise
use of natural re-
sources and leisure
time.

i. To help students make
wise vocational choices
in order to maximize
their abilities.

j. To contribute to better
mental health.

k. To develop an under-
standing of the place
of the United States
in the contemporary
world.

2. Cognitive Skills:

a. To develop a competence
for critical thinking.

b. To develop problem solving
ability.

c. To develop skills in
thinking, studying, and
learning.

d. To make each student an
independent learner.

Specific Goals for an
Experimental Course in

American Political Behavior

economics, etc. These ob-
jectives will not be met by
this course.

k. This course does not have an
international component.
The focus is entirely on
American political behavior.
Therefore, this objective
will not be achieved.

2. Cognitive Skills:

a-d. These four objectives aim
essentially at the same ob-
jective. They represent an
aspiration to teach young-
sters how to process data in
order that they can arrive
at warranted judgments. Un-
fortunately, typical civics
coursers have had high hopes
and low achievement regard-
ing these goals.

We, t s), have high hopes and
view the attainment of in-
quiry chjectives as abso-
lutely vital to the success
of this course. How we
intend to accomplish inquiry
goals is specified later in
the section entitled "in-
quiry." Among the specific
inquiry skills students
will achieve are the follow-
ing:

(1) a capacity for asking
the kinds of questions
most likely to yield
pertinent data;
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Typical Goals for Exitting
Courses in Ninth- rade Civics

e. An ability to use a
wide variety of sources,
including books, charts,
graphs, maps, documents,
visuals, etc.

f. Facility in both written
and oral communication,
including the acquisi-
tion and use of the
specialized vocabulary
of civics and govern-
ment.

Specific Goals for an
Experimental Course in

American Political Behavior

(2) a capacity to make in-
ductive inferences
from data;

(3) a capacity tl combine
generalizations in
order to produce
plausible explanations;

(4) a capacity to hypothe-
size and plot investi-
gations to test hypothe-
ses;

(5) a capacity to exploit
conceptual models for
inquiry;

(6) a capacity to discri-
minate se)ng and to make
judgments about des-
criptive, explanatory,
value, and rrescriptive
asseltions.

e. We shall encourage the use
of resources already familiar
to most social studies teach-
ers, e.g. books, pamphlets,
maps, charts, graphs. In

addition, we shall introduce
certain kinds of data (e.g.
demographic data), procedures
for securing data (e.g. at-
titude scales), and proce-
dures for handling data (e.g.
frequency distribution tables)
that are rarely used in
existing courses.

f. We share with other courses
in the curriculum this gen-
eral goal of advancing stu-
dents' facility in written
and oral communication. By
imposing concepts from po-
litical science upon stu-
dents, they will not simply
acquire new words; these
concepts will enable them to
derive enriched meaning from
their political environment.
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Courses in Ninth-grade Civics

g. Ability to recognize prop-
aganda techniques.

3. Affective Goals:

a. To develop an appre-
ciation for our heri-
tage of free and
democratic govern-
ment.

b. To develop a feeling of
responsibility for active
and intelligent partici-
pation in civic affairs.

c. To develop a desire to
become better acquainted
with the problems of our
democracy.

d. To develop faith in our
ability to solve our
problems within the
framework of our form
of government.

e. To develop civic pride
and responsibility.

f. To create interest in
civics and civic affairs.

g. To develop better human
relations.

-37-

Specific Goals for an
Experimental Course in

American Political Behavior

g. This course has no provision
for the study of propaganda
as a separate act. How-
ever, zhe entire thrust of
the course is directed to-
ward helping students to
acquire a capacity to make
sophisticated judgments
about claims and assertions.
In this way, we will meet
the goals implied in teach-
ing about propaganda with-
out sitting it aside for
special treatment.

3. Affective Goals:

a-g. All of these objectives are
related to affecting stu-
dents' attitudes toward
democracy. We agree with
the proponents of civic
education that the over-riding
objective of instruction in
political education in the
affective realm is to in-
crease student acceptance of
democracy. In our view
democracy consists of two
essential elements; major-
ity rule and minority rights.
Therefore, our courses should
contribute to students' ac-
ceptance of practices of
majority rule and protection
of minority rights.

Certain attitudes seem to be
necessary for majority rule
to function properly. Citi-
zens must believe that they
can influence decisions by
government; citizens must
be interested in politics;
and citizens must agree to
Accept the decisions made
by the majority as legiti-
mate and binding.

Protection of minority rights
requires that citizens strive
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Typical Coals for Existing
Courses in Ninth- rode Civics

Specific Goals for an
Experimental Course in

American Political Behavior

to overcome ethnocentrism
and to practice political
tolerance. Citizens must
also be willing to accept
political pluralism. As
political cynicism seems to
inhibit one's ability to ac-
cept majority rule and pro-
tect minority rights, schools
should seek to reduce polit-
ical cynicism by students.
Finally, citizens should
desire to have evidence
before making decisions.
They should be unwilling to
form judgments on the basis
of prejudice, faith, or
authority. Therefore, an
appropriate attitudinal ob-
jective for courses in civics
education is CO foster de-
cision processes based upon
empirical evidence.

In summary, the following
statements comprise the
ape:1(1c attitudinal objec-
tives of our ninth-grade
COUTOV:

(1) To increase a sense of
political efficacy.

(7) To Increase political
interest.

(3) To Increase the accept-
ance of the legitimacy
of specific majority
decision-making rights.

(4) T4 increase political
rolerstion.

(5) To decresso ethnocentrism.

(6) To increase acceptance
of politic4.1 pluralism.

(7) To decrslim! political
cynicism.
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Specific Coals for an
Typical Goals for Existing Experiuental Course in
Courses in Ainth-grade Civics American Political Behavior

(8) To increase acceptance
of a scientific dis-
position toward the
validation of explana-
tions about political
phenomena.

General Description of the Course:

The two-semester course in American Political Behavior intended for

ninth-grade students focuses on the political behavior of individual Ameri-

can citizens. Following a one-week introduction to the course in which the

concept of political behavior is made clear, students will study four major

units of work, each averaging eight to nine weeks in length.

Unit I is entitled "The Context of American Political Behav5:,r." The

overarching purposes of this unit are to inform students of the social and

physical context in which political behavior occurs, to make them familiar

with the values and beliafb U. unstitute American political culture and

the consequences such values and beliefs have for behavior, and to inform

students about the process through which the political culture is learned and

passed on.

Students are introduced to a number of concepts, including, political

culture, society, physlal environment, social environment, status, role,

symbol. Moreover, students are taught to use a number of social science

techniques to promote inquiry. Attitude scales and frequency distribution

tables ;Ira merely two of the devices introduced in this unit. The way these

are to be used are carefully taught in order that students will be able to

use them with more confidence later in the course.

Investigation into values is picked up from the end of the first week

and continued throughout this unit. Students are taught to discriminate
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between normative and empirical statements and are taught to be explicit

about the criteria they are using to make Judgments about value claims.

Case studies that require both empirical and normative analysis are the

principal resource for instruction in how to inquire into values.

Much of the data from which students will make inferences and hypoth-

esize about American political attitudes and beliefs will be drawn from the

value,. attitudes. and beliefs of high school students. Various kinds of

"confrontation lessons," including brief anecdotes, slide presentations, and

role-playing episodes will be used to surface the attitudes and values of

students.

Unit II provides the opportunity for students to learn how Americans

act in their role as citizens, to study why they act as they do, and to con-

sider whether they act in ways consistent with American ideals of citizen

participation. Students will look into the psychological, social, and

situational factors that influence citizen behavior. The relative influ-

ence on citizens played by such agencies as the mass media, political par-

ties, and interest groups will be studied. A significant part of the unit

will focus upon one kind of political behavior, voting behavior.

Students will explore the various ways citizens can bring pressure to

bear on the system to gain favorable decisions. Students will read case

studies illustrating successful tactics; near the close of the unit, they

will play a simulation-game called "Influence" through which they can

simulate what they have learned about the ways citizens can influence the

political system.

Existing courses in civics and government attempt to "sell" students

on the importance of becoming active participants in the political process.

This unit is not a "hard sell" for active participation. Students will

learn how Americans participate, why they are or are not active, how one
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could become active and make his influence felt if he wanted to do so, and

what the costs and rewards of political activity are. Obviously, we hope

that through our approach students will become more interested in politics

and will have a greater sense of political efficacy. We do not disagree

with th° .A.:1:::ctives of existing civics courses, but we believe that the

"preachment approach" is ineffective with adolescents.

Unit III focuses upon individual citizens occupying "unofficial" polit-

ical leadership roles. "Unofficial" pn141-4^01 leaders are defined as citi-

zens who exert political influence beyond that of typical American citizens

but who do not hold positions in government. This is one of the topics in

political education most neglected by existing high school civics and govern-

ment courses. Present courses focus upon citizens and occupants of-govern-

ment positions. This ignores many people who are not often recognized as

holding political positions but who are, nonetheless, immensely important

in determining political decisions. Therefore, students will study com-

munity elite::, political parties, interest groups, etc. They will investi-

gate how people are recruited and trained for these "unofficial" leadership

roles, how they exert influence, how they maintain their support and so on.

Moreover, students will examine the costs and rewards for people who occupy

such roles.

Unit IV is about citizens who are "official" political leaders, those

who are employed by government. Four types of official leaders are studied:

bureaucrats, legislators, judges, and heads of executive branches of govern-

ment. By organizing the study of leaders in this way, students will become

more conscious of the functional relationship that exists among mayors,

governors, and the President, for example. Bureaucrats are ignored in most

existing courses, despite the fact that there are more of them than there

are other types of government personnel and despite the fact that citizens
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normally have more contact with bureaucrats than with other government

officials. While much is known about bureaucrats and their role behavior,

little of this knowledge is available to students through existing courses.

Throughout their study of the four types of official political leaders,

bureaucrat, legislator, judge, and executive, students are expected to seek

answers to questions like the following:

1. Who are official political leaders, and how are they recruited)

2. What is their socio-economic background?

3. How are they distinguished from the rest of the population by edu-
cation, class, race, ethnic group, religious affiliation, etc.?

4. How were they trained for their roles? What special training or
skill is required? Are these skills widely shared by the populace
as a whole? Are these skills natural or rare? Can they be culti-
vated?

5. What expectations does the polity make of them?

6. How do they perceive their roles?

7. What norms or rules guide or constrain their conduct?

8. What do Americans demand in customs, habits, morality, etc. of
their leaders?

9. What are the costs and rewards of leadership?

10. To what extent are leaders conditioned by their offices and to
what extent is personality an important factor?

11. What personality characteristics seem to accompany various leader-
ship roles? Do people seek these roles because of their natural
personality or does the role determine their personality?

12. Do national leaders differ as a group from state and local leaders?
Do leaders tend to be different according to function -- e.g. are
governors different from legislators, from judges, etc.?

13. To what extent do men occupy various leadership roles during a
lifetime?

14. What happens to "retired" leaders?

The goals we hope to accomplish are similar to those of existing civics

courses, although we have included some topics that many civics courses
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ignore and ignored others that civics courses presently teach. The princi-

pal difference between our course and the typical civics course lies in

our perspective and the strategies we use to teach students. Some of the

pedagogical implications of our course are discussed in the following sec-

tion.

Some Essential Characteristics of the Course in American Political Behavior:

There are a number of topics that dominate current writing and discus-

sion on teaching the social studies. Among the most important of these

topics are the following: the structure of the discipline; the use of con-

cepts in designing curriculum; teaching the processes or modes of inquiry in

social studies; and the role of values in social studies instruction. In

one way or another, each social studies curriculum designer must come to

terms with these issues before proceeding with his own work. Some have

turned their backs to one or more of them; others have tried to ascribe

meaning to them that relates to their own curricular design. I have chosen

to describe our approach to these issues at some length in this paper: not

only because the reader has a right to know what we mean when we use these

terms in curriculum design, but also because some discussion about these is-

sues also clarifies aspects of our course in American Political Behavior.

For the most part, this essay is based upon the assumption that the reader

is more-or-less familiar with the debates that surround these issues. I

have chosen to identify only our stance.

Structure of a discipline. Jerome Bruner's book, The Process of Edu-

cation, has had an enormous influence upon curriculum development efforts

in the social studies. Bruner's notions about "structure" was one of the

powerful ideas contained in this book. Bruner argued that every discipline

has a way of approaching its subject matter, that the way a scholar studies
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the subject matter of his discipline constitutes a kind of "structure of

the discipline," and that the best way to teach children about a given dis-

cipline is to teach them the structure of the discipline. By grasping the

structure of a discipline, students have a handle for organizing data and

making sense of the discipline.

Bruner's views on "structure" have had both positive and negative ef-

fects. Positively, his ideas have encouraged developers to search for new

ways to organize or to structure subject matter. The negative contribution

is not so much the fault of Bruner as it is the simplistic way in which his

notion has been interpreted. It has led some to search for "the structure"

of each discipline, as if structure were something almost metaphysical -- a

kind of natural law -- that once discovered would resolve all problems re-

lating to selection of content. Certainly, Bruner never intended this.

Others understood that Bruner meant intellectual structures, patterns of

organization that scholars have constructed in their own minds through their

experience that enable them to order the data in their own fields. This

understanding led some curriculum developers to ask scholars in each of the

social science disciplines to identify the structure that characterized each

discipline in order that the curriculum designer might begin his work with

greater confidence. While this undoubtedly brings the curriculum designer

more closely in step with Bruner, it too represents a naive view of intel-

lectual activity in each of the social science disciplines. The problem

stems from a misreading of what a "structure" is.

To the extent that a structure can be identified in a discipline, it

simply represents the current theory that some scholars use to order what

is currently known about their field. In social science, there is no wide-

spread agreement on such theories nor do scholars normally try to force such

agreement. They know that theories or structures serve the purpose of
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enabling a scholar to keep in mind a great mass of data while thinking about

very little at a time. A scholar uses theory to help him learn more, as

he learns, he will constantly need to revise his theory. In short, struc-

ture is not a "thing" waiting to be discovered; it is a way to organize

existing knowledge in a field to advance knowledge. A given structure is

to be judged as good or bad according to its utility in achieving its pur-

pose.

Anyone who has paid any attention to developments in political science

knows that it is impossible to identify "the structure of political sci-

ence." The number of "structures" is at least as large as the variety of

scholars who call themselves political scientists. Under the umbrella of

the American Political Science Association are found political philosophers,

historians, sociologists, psychologists, politicians, and many more. Their

views on what political science is vary enormously. Therefore, one search-

ing for the structure of political science is doomed for disappointment.

NPverthal,30-, it is possible "to structure" political science. Oue

can identify an aspect of political science that is deemed worthy to teach,

and it is possible to bring data relating to this aspect of political sci-

ence into some sort of order. While there are no overarching theories or

structures if political science to which all scholars agree, there are a

number of middle-range theories that some scholars have found to provide

utility in advancing knowledge about politics. Such middle-range theories

"structure" or organize concepts that political scientists have found use-

ful for acquiring greater meaning from political phenomena. These concepts

contribute to low-level theories and are generated by theory. Therefore,

while there is no one "structure" in political science waiting in the wings

until the curriculum designer calls it to front stage to be taught to all
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children, there are a number of concepts that political scientists have

invented or borrowed that aid them in their work. These concepts are worth

knowing; they can be related to each other; and they can form the basis of

an organized study of civics and government in the schools.

Concepts. It is important to be clear what a concept is. It is a name

for a class of things or events. It is a category. Revolution is a con-

cept, the American Revolution, the French Revolution, the Russian Revolution

are events, not concepts. The concept of revolution has been invented to

classify particular events or things such as the French Revolution and the

Russian Revolution. Without concepts there would be no way to process,

store, and retrieve data; and we would be overwhelmed by the data pressing

in on us.

A simple concept such as mother, for example, permits us to make a

number of assumptions about a particular woman, once we have learned she is

a mother. We know that she has children, probably is married, is beyond

puberty, and likely receives gifts on Mother's Day.

Concepts may be held at varying levels of sophistication. At the

simplest level they enable us to make gross judgments and comparisons. As

our ability to use the concept grows, so also do the levels of meaning.

The concepts "house" and "home" may at one level refer to the same object.

However, a woman might refuse to sell her home but be eager to sell her

house. The title of the well-known book A House is Not a Home seems strange

to some but conveys meaning to others who know what is implied by the con-

cepts.

An anecdote may further illustrate the point. According to this account,

a woman was walking down the sidewalk in an eastern city. Glancing across

the street, she saw her friend rushing down the opposite sidewalk. Cutting
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across the street, the first woman stopped her friend and asked:

"What is the matter? You appear as if you have just received
tragic news."

"I've just left my son's psychiatrist. He told me that Johnny
has an Oedipus complex."

"Oedipus, Schmoedipus! What is important is that Johnny is a
good boy, and he loves his mother!"

This joke is humorous only to one who knows what an Oedipus complex is. It

is not humorous to a child or to an adult who knows nothing about psychology

or "Oedipus Rex." Knowing the concept Oedipus complex enables one to as-

cribe meaning to the anecdote. It may also be true that a psychiatrist

would see more meaning in the anecdote than a layman who has only a vague

notion concerning what the term means.

It is important to note that the term Oedipus complex is an intellec-

tual invention used to describe a particular form of psychological behavior.

As a scientific concept, it has meaning only because scientists mean some-

thing when they use it. If scientists learn that the concept no longer is

useful, i.e. new information indicates the term is not so valid as previously

believed, scientists will either replace it with a more useful concept or

change what they mean when they use it. Of course, laymen will likely con-

tinue to use it long after it has been declared useless by science.

The concept totalitarianism illustrates this point in political sci-

ence. Totalitarianism was invented by political scientists in the 1950's to

enable scholars to classify data that was known about real political sys-

tema. The concept followed the real conditions and was invented as a way

of thinking about these systems. In the last few years, as additional in-

formation about these real systems has become available, the concept of to-

talitarianism has been under attack by scholars. This has led some political

scientists to discontinue using the term, while others have sought to bring
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the concept into line with new knowledge. It is important to note that

it was in part the invention of the concept of totalitarianism that led

to investigations that produced data leading to an attack on the concept,

thereby requiring a new meaning for the term.

Some concepts that we use regularly are so vague that they either have

to be qualified or we have to make assumptions about the knowledge and at-

titudes of the listener in order for them to have any real meaning. For

example, all that is known for certain about someone who is described as a

"loyal American" is that he is a citizen of the United States. We know

nothing about his values, attitudes, beliefs, and political behavior unless

we know a great deal about the person who is describing him. Such terms as

"liberal" and "conservative" are often used to classify people, ideas, and

programs. These terms are so slippery, so open to multiple meanings, that

they are practically useless to political scientists seeking to explain

political phenomena, unless each time they are used they are given specific,

contextual definitions. One of the reasons terms such as "liberal" and

"conservative" are so slippery is that they represent a tangle of both

normative and empirical assertions. One of the tasks of political scien-

tists is to invent concepts that enable them to classify and organize data

more precisely and thereby enable them to derive more meaning from polit-

ical behavior.

The fundamental purpose of formal education is to enable students to

acquire batteries of concepts that enable them to derive more meaning from

their experience and the experience of others. Robert Hanvey argues that

the essential difference between the "educated" and the "uneducated" man

is that the former sees more meanings. The difference between a specialist

and a layman in any field is that the specialist sees more meaning, because
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he has access to concepts that are denied the layman. When I complain to

my doctor that I seem to "have caught a bug," he recognizes this as a "folk

description" of my malady. Through his own analysis, he will acquire a far

more sophisticated description of my illness that he can subsequently com-

municate with rich meaning to other doctors. He may tell me that, indeed,

I do have a "bug," merely because he assumes that I am unable to cope with

a higher level of abstraction. However, suppose the same doctor wishes to

describe the performance of his "sick" television set to a repairman trained

in electronics. The doctor will probably be reduced to a "folk description,"

indicating perhaps that his T.V. has a "bug" in the wiring.

Political scientists and other social scientists have invented and

borrowed concepts that are often unfamiliar to laymen and that enable schol-

ars to see more meaning in political phenomena than do laymen. The principal

task of teachers in courses in civics and government is to transmit as many

of these concepts as possible to children in order that they may begin to

derive greater meaning from political society.

Unfortunately, the growing interest in teaching concepts has led some

teachers to claim that they no longer teach facts; they teach concepts,

without knowing the difference between the two. They must learn that con-

cepts are simply intellectual inventions that are useful and valid only so

long as they can be used successfully. Concepts found useful today may be

deemed useless tomorrow. Concepts should be learned for what they are --

intellectual tools that enable us to classify and organize data and to direct

our investigation. Many of the concepts that political scientists use today

were not used ten years ago. Doubtless many in use today will not be re-

tained into the next decade.

The foregoing discussion is not meant to imply that teachers do not

use concepts each day in their instruction on civics and government. The
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essential problem is that many teachers are unaware that they are teaching

concepts and ,herefore do the task poorly; moreover, many of the concepts

they teach are of relatively low order, are relatively useless when com-

pared to others, and often are already possessed by students prior to en-

rolling in the course, thereby making such instruction redundant.

An illustration may clarify this matter. In talks to high school

teachers during the past months I have used the following chart:

DOCTOR SHERIFF

CONGRESSMAN

GOVERNOR MINISTER

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

NEWSPAPER EDITOR

TOWN BANKER PRESIDENT

NATIONAL COMIANDER, AMERICAN LEGION

ARMY GENERAL MAYOR

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER

COUNTY JUDGE

I inform teachers that these various occupational and avocational roles may

be classified according to a political point of view, and I ask teachers

to classify the various terms into categories (concepts) that have political

connotations.

First of all, ,any teachers decide that doctor, minister, town banker,

and newspaper editor are not political roles. Therefore, a common kind of

categorization frequently suggested is "political and non-political." Some

teachers will take the "political" roles, i.e. excluding the four occupations
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noted above, and categorize them according to "levels" of government, i.e.

local, state, and national. Others will categorize them according to

"branches" of government, i.e. executive, legislative, and judicial. Some

will classify them according to how they gain political positions, i.e.

elected and appointed leaders. A few use the term "interest group"

and place the National Commander of the American Legion in that category.

With a few exceptions, the categories noted above exhaust the ones of-

fered by high school teacLers of civics and government. This is not sur-

prising. These are the categories contained in their civics and government

boogs. These are the categories they learned in school and are the ones

they teach their students.

I recently used this same chart with a social studies education class

at Indiana University. For the most part, the pattern of response was

Identical to that of high school teachers. There was one exception. One

young man offered entirely different categories. Among his categories were

the following:

1. political socializers: newspaper editor, minister, school board
member

2. community elites: doctor, banker, minister, editor

3. pattern maintenance: sheriff, army general

Upon investigation I learned that he had earned approximately 20 hours of

college credit in political science. He saw meaning in these terms that

eccaped hts classmates. For example, he JaW the banker, doctor, and minister

as playing potential political roles while others had ruled them out. Hav-

ing more political concepts enabled him to derive greater meaning from the

data revealed in the chart.

The course in American Political Behavior seeks to translate concepts

used by political scientists in their study of political behavior into terms
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ninth- graocrs can understand, to structure these concepts into a course of

study -- i.e. to bring concepts into some logical and scientific relation-

ship to each other -- to impose these concepts on students, and to provide

practice in their proper use by planning investigations through which the

concepts are made operational. Once students gain control of these concepts,

they will have increased sensitivity toward what is political in their social

environment. The pedagogical strategy that will be adopted in each case

will be the one that classroom trials of the materials indicates is the one

most likely to fix the concept for students successfully. All the concepts

will not be imposed in the same way. Two illustrations may reveal some of

the variety of strategies that are utilized.

During the first week of the course, teachers will impose the concept

of "political behavior." Since the course is about American political be-

havior, it stems only fair o let the students in on what they will be

studying for the following 3G weeks. More importantly, once students grasp

this concept, subsequent materials will be easier for them to understand.

The term "political behavior" is defined on the first day. There is

some danger in this, because while it is possible to define concepts, it is

not really possible to specify meaning. What political behavior means to a

student will develop as he acquires experience in using the concept. However,

students cannot begin to work with the term until an operational definition

is provided. In addition, we indicate definition, for "private" political

behavior and "public" political behavior.

on the second day, students are confronted with five, brief anecdotes

that they are to analyze according to certain criteria L 4en to them. This

includes categorizin3 the political acts according to whether they are es-

sentially "private" or "public" political acts. On the third day, following
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a brief description of how one might classify political acts into rough

stages leading to decision-making and following upon a description of the

way in which political scientists conduct "observations" of political be-

havior, students are asked to "observe" a political act and report their

observations according to the criteria previously established.

On the fourth day, students are asked to read a case study involving

a series of political acts spanning one week in an Indiana community that

resulted in the decision by the school board to fire a high school English

teacher, a decision prompted in part by political statements of the English

teacher that were unacceptable to the community. Students analyze this case

study according to criteria regarding political behavior that they have

used on the three previous days. The case study affords the opportunity

for them to apply the criteria learned earlier to a more complex situation.

While there are other objectives in mind during this first week, a primary

objective is to impose the concept political behavior in such a way that

the student can use it confidently and build upon it throughout the course.

Not all concepts are introduced and taught in the same way. For ex-

ample, before students are introduced to the concept "political culture,"

they read three open-ended anecdotes relating to three types of political

situations that are found in all societies. The students are asked to

conclude the open-ended anecdotes by answering the question "What will hap-

pen next?" The expectation is that they will respond to the anecdotes in

terms of their own political culture. After completing each of the anec-

dotes, students are presented with two brief ethnographic descriptions that

show how individuals from two different societies typically cope with the

political situations that were described in the open-ended episodes. Stu-

dents are asked to compare and contrast these ethnographic descriptions with
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their responses to the open-ended anecdotes. Next, they are asked to specu-

late about why different groups of people may typically respond in very dif-

ferent ways to a common political problem. We expect that these speculations

could become 'intuitive leaps" whereby students will begin to think in terms

of cultural influences upon behavior prior to undergoing a systematic study

of political culture. Thus, the open-ended anecdotes and the following

ethnographic descriptions are made to serve a heuristic function for the

students. They trigger insight into the interrelationship between polit-

ical culture and political behavior. This confrontation episode is followed

by a careful study of the interrelationship of political culture and polit-

ical behavior.

We do not feel bound by an ideology regarding what pedagogical strategy

to use each day. We intend to be eclectic, adopting whatever strategy seems

most likely to achieve our objective. For example, "discovery exercises"

will be used when it suits our purpose; but it is pointless and inefficient

to use discovery strategies to get at definitions, for example. If a stu-

dent requires certain information before he can engage in a successful in-

vestigation, we will provide whatever is necessary for him to know.

Inquiry. Social studies teachers and curriculum directors know there

is more to teaching social studies than teaching "content." Teaching stu-

dents how to solve "problems" and developing skills of "critical thinking"

are often viewed as important for students' development in social studies

as teaching "facts" from history and social science. Beginning around 1963

more was heard about teaching the "modes of inquiry" of historians and social

scientists. This notion, associated with many of the new social studies

curriculum development projects, probably was borrowed from the various

science curriculum development projects that preceded Project Social Studies.

The science projects provided unusual opportunities for students to conduct
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scientific investigations. A desire to emulate the science projects has

contributed some new approaches to teaching social studies that clearly dis-

tinguishes the "new social studies" from the old. It also gave rise to

terms that have become associated with this general mood or approach, terms

such as "the inductive approach," "discovery approach," and "inquiry ap-

proach."

As a device for attacking the social studies curriculum development

projects, some critics have charged that the projects seem intent on train-

ing all students to be historians or social scientists. In fact, the intent

of the projects seems to be that of operationalizing in very specific ways

the more general concern others have left for the problem-solving and criti-

cal-thinking skills of students. The interest in inquiry is, in effect, a

recognition that all students should learn how to process social science

data, should learn the basic rules entailed by logic and empirical investi-

gation, should know something about how assertions and claims can be sub-

stantiated. What is strikingly different about the projects is that rather

than have students memorize "six-steps" defined as the "scientific method,"

the projects systematically construct classroom exercises that enable stu-

dents to acquire the rudimentary skills of logical thinking and empirical

investigation.

It is important to note that for inquiry to occur, one must inquire into

something. To make inquiry simply a skill one learns, separating it from

substantive knowledge, is as foolish as another idea contained in the once-

popular cliche: "We teach students not subjects." Of course, we teach stu-

dents; but we must teach them something. Of course, it is important to en-

gage in inquiry, but there must be an object for the inquiry. The object of

our inquiry is American political behavior. We intend to teach students some
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of the specific techniques that are used by political scientists when they

engage in political inquiry, as well as the logic of explanation and the

basic approaches to the validation of propositions that are the same for

every discipline that purports to be scientific. [A detailed discussion

regarding the rules and procedures for scientific investigation are beyond

the scope of this paper. A few useful references for the reader who might

wish to explore this matter further are noted below.8]

Throughout this course, students will learn how information relating to

American political behavior is acquired, how it is organized, how generaliza-

tions are validated, and so on. As the content of the course is structured,

so too is the inquiry process. Students must be trained in the techniques

of social science inquiry in a careful and systematic way. For example,

ninth-grade students must learn how to organize and categorize data before

they can be asked to make inferences from the data. We shall teach students

step-by-step how to conduct social science inquiry. By the end of the

course, students should be able to conduct small, simple investigations

largely on their own.

One of the distinctive characteristics of the course in American Polit-

ical Behavior is the use of laboratory exercises. These exercises are the

social science equivalent of the types of laboratory experiments that regu-

larly occur in chemistry, physics, or biology classrooms. Each week the

teacher is provided with controlled social science experiments to conduct,

generally in class but on occasion in the field. Students will record their

observations and interpretations in laboratory manuals.

8Frohock, Fred M. The Nature of Political Inquiry. Homewood, Illinois:

The Dorsey Press, 1967, Hullfish, H. Gordon, and Smith, Philip G. Reflec-

tive Thinking: The Method of Education. New York: Dodd, Mead & Company,

1965, Kaplan, Abraham. The Conduct of Inquiry. San Francisco: Chandler

Publishing Co., 1964- Meehan, Eugene J. The Theory and Method of Political

Analysis. Homewood. The Dorsey Press, 1965.
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It is important to discriminate this use of the term "laboratory' in

civic education from another kind of civic education laboratory made popular

in the 1950's. The Citizenship Education Project located at Teachers Col-

lege, Columbia University contributed significantly to the notion that stu-

dents should learn about citizenship by taking a more active part in school

and community affairs. To further this goal, the community was conceived of

as a "laboratory.' A laboratory practice contained four essential charac-

teristics: 1) Students were to deal with real situations. Rather than par-

ticipate in mock elections in the school, for example, they were to partici-

pate actively in actual election campaigns. 2) Students were to secure in-

formation first hand. Rather than rely entirely upon books for information,

they were to ask public officials directly for information they desired.

3) The task to be accomplished was less important than what was learned by

doing the task. It was argued that the best way for students to learn about

democracy was by taking part in it. 4) Related to the above, students were

to take action. They were to make up their minds about an issue and then

try to push it through to a successful conclusion.9

Our notion of a "laboratory" is quite different. Without deciding on

the merits of tiv idea that students learn best by taking an active part in

community affairs, we know from experience that it is practically impossible

to have students released from school on a regular basis to accomplish what

the Citizenship Education Project would have students do. If such activities

are reserved for after school time, the problem of what to do in class re-

mains. Moreover, parents as well as public officials quickly complain if

9
Three sources are especially useful for a description of the work of

the Citizenship Education Project. They are: Resources for Citizenship.
New York. Columbia University, 1955; Laboratory Practices in Citizenship.
New York: Columbia University, 1958; and Vincent, William S. and others.
Building Better Programs in Citizenship. New York: Columbia University,
1958.
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students seem to be demanding constantly the attention of government employees.

Another kind of laboratory experience can be created within the classroom.

It might be useful to describe one laboratory exercise in order to make

more clear what we are about. The reader is asked to understand that this

classroom exercise is taken out of context; much will have preceded and set

the stage for this lesson; much more follows to complete operations only

initiated in this lesson. This exercise occurs during the fifth week of the

course and is a part of a section on political culture that is a major

division of Unit I entitled the "Context of American Political Behavior."

This lesson has three major goals: to impose the concept of political sym-

bols, to further students' skill at making inferences from data and to en-

able students to offer hypotheses relating to the sources of political so-

cialization that will provide the impetus for future Anvestigation.

The class begins by the teacher distributing to each student a typical

Likert-type scale that is reproduced in part below:

Directions: You will be shown ten pictures of objects that may or
may not have something to do with the way you think about
politics and your political behavior. On this page are
ten reaction scales which can help you to measure your
political feeling about the objects in each of these ten
pictures. Place a check mark in one of the five spaces
in each of the scales below in order to show how you
feel about the objects in each of the ten pictures.

1. /

Very Bad Bad Little Or Good Very Good
Feeling Feeling No Feeling Feeling Feeling

2. /

Very Bad Bad Little Or Good Very Good
Feeling Feeling No Feeling Feeling Feeling

. . . . and so on through number ten.
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Students are shown ten, 35mm. color slides that are pictures of political

symbols. The pictures are as follows: 1) American Flag; 2) Communist

Chinese Flag; 3) Statue of Liberty; 4) Presidential Seal; 5) Lenin Medal;

6) Nazi Poster; 7) U.S. Marine Monument; 8) Soviet Political Rally; 9) Presi-

dent Johnson; 10) St. Basil's Cathedral. As each slide is shown, each stu-

dent marks his reaction to the slide by checking one of cale blanks on the

reaction scale.

After all the slides have been shown, the teacher distributes the stu-

dents' reaction scales among the class members so that no student knows

whose scale he has. Together with the class the teacher builds a frequency

distribution table of class responses to each picture, recording the data on

a transparency projected on a screen behind the teacher. The data from a

typical class of 25 students is as follows:

TABULATIONS OF REACTIONS TO POLITICAL SYMBOLS

Symbol Reaction Scale

1. American Flag

2. Communist Chinese Flag

3. Statue of Liberty

4. Presidential Seal

5. Lenin Medal

6. Nazi Poster

7. U.S. Marine Monument

8. Soviet Political Rally

9. President Johnson

10. St. Basil's Cathedra'

VBF LNF GF VGF

10 15

10 12 3

18 7

5 15

,

5

4 15 6

2 8 15

4 18 3

10 15

1 2 2 15 5

2 22 1
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After the data has been assembled in a manner similar to that shown

above, the teacher asks students, "What do you conclude from this data?"

For most ninth-grade students this represents a leap they are unable to take.

Therefore, rather than simply encourage guessing, the teacher helps stu-

dents build the little bridges that make such a long leap unnecessary.

The teacher may run the slides through the projector again, asking

students to note the characteristics of the slide that prompted their reac-

tions. The American flag, the Statue of Liberty, and some others are ob-

vious and require little rdlection. The slide of President Johnson always

triggers diffuse reactions. A minority react to him as a person, and their

marks are therefore based upon whether they like him as a man. A few stu-

dents see him as a partisan leader;: therefore, Democrats tend to rate him

high while Republicans rank him low. The majority of students, however, see

him as the President, the chief representative of the United States. They

assign feelings to him that they hold for their country.

Some slides rarely trigger a strong response. For example, most ninth-

graders do not recognize St. Basil's cathedral. One girl who noted the

crosses on the tower, thereby recognizing it as a church, marked it "good."

When she was told that St. Basil's is on Red Square in Moscow, she asked

that her mark on that slide be change from "good" to "bad." Nevertheless,

moat students mark pictures that they fail to recognize as "little or no

feeling."

After showing the slides a second time, providing an opportunity for

students to explain why they reacted as they did, it is but a short step

for them to conclude that the pictures represent feelings they have about

their country and its opponents. They recognize that they have assigned

meaning to the pictures. The slides symbolize social institutions and pro-

cesses that they either respect or despise. The students are able to reach
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this idea essentially on their own, although the teacher may have to help

construct a definition for the term symbol that can be made operational

throughout the rest of the course.

Although the students now understand that the symbols represent feelings

they have, they have not explained why they hold such feelings. We have

found it useful to draw three boxes, one each around the "good" and "very

good," the "bad" and "very bad," and the "little or no feeling" categories.

The teacher asks his students to study the symbols represented by each of

these gross categories and .o explain what they have in common. Students

quickly see that the slides marked "good" and "very good" have something to

do with the United States; the slides marked "bad" mid "very bad" -- repre-

sented primarily by Communist and Nazi symbols -- all stand for perceived

current or post enemies of the United States; and the "little or no feeling"

slides were those that students did not recognize. Many ninth-grade students

attach little meaning to the Nazi symbol. For them, it is only an historic

symbol, when they recognize it at all.

When I have used this lesson with youngsters, I have asked them whether

they think other American students would respond much as they did? Ameri-

can adults? They conclude that their responses are probably in line with

other Americans. Thereafter, the dialogue often has assumed the following

form:

Teacher: How do you think Soviet students would react to these same
slides, if I were to show them to the students at Moscow
High School?

Student: Well, they would react quite differently -- just the opposite
from us. They would mark the American symbols "bad" or "very
bad" and the Communist symbols "good" or "very good."

Teacher: Why? You thought all American students would react in much
the same way. Why do you think Soviet students would react
so differently from you?
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Student: Because from the moment they are born they are taught to
hate the United States and love Communism and the Soviet
Union. They learn this at home from their parents, from
their teachers at school---.

Teacher: How did you learn to respect the American symbols and dislike
the Communist ones?

Student: Well---, I guess we were taught to believe this way.

Teacher: How?

Student: By our parents, teachers, at church, and in Boy Scouts, and-- -

Teacher: Let's write each of these on the board and try to think of
other people or institutions that influence how we think po-
litically.

The first part of this lesson is primarily an inductive exercise. The

slides provoke the students into surfacing their own political attitudes;

the teacher records them on a frequency distribution table; and students are

led to make inferences on the basis of the data.

The dialogue described above represents another type of thinking. Stu-

dents are engaged in retroductive thinking, hypothesizing, or what some have

referred to as "intuitive leaping." The data does not suggest the sources

of political socialization; but the data, together with the children's ex-

perience, and the right questions by a teacher creates the conditions that

lead to profitable hypothesizing. By the close of this lesson students are

ready to pose hypotheses regarding the agents of political socialization and

to map strategies leading to the testing of these hypotheses.

It is important to note that the teacher is largely in control of the

operation. For the most part, the responses of students -- at least the

direction of response -- are predictable. This means that we can design a

laboratory exercise and provide instructions for teachers with considerable

confidence that the lesson will proceed in a predictable course. The chem-

istry teacher and the biology teacher demand even more predictability or they
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would often lack the security necessary to conduct laboratory investigatims

with students. Inquiry is often a problem to social studies teachers because

they lack the knowledge enabling them to predict where the investigation

might lead. Controlled laboratory exercises of the kind described above

provide a needed training and experience for students while avoiding unrea-

sonable demands on teachers.

Values. Value claims permeate political discourse. The American sys-

tem of government was established to secure "life, liberty, and the pursuit

of happiness"; each of these concepts entail value judgments. Regime poli-

cies are defended and attacked according to whether they appear to support

or undermine basic American values.

In the American Political Behavior course values are treated as one of

the elements of the American political culture. Students will study those

political values that seem more or less universals in American culture as

well as many of the -^lues held by sub-groups, Students will learn the

degree to which values influence behavior. Moreover, they will learn how

values are transmitted in a society. The early part of the course affords

opportunities for students to surface their own political values, enabling

them to compare their values with those held by other groups in America and

abroad and to use their values as data from which generalizations about

American political culture can be made.

In keeping with the behavioral approach, students will learn to dis-

criminate between statemenis of fact and statements of value and to recog-

nize the difference between empirical explanation and ethical evaluation.

While making observations or stating inferences from data, students will

learn to separate what is from how they would like it to be.

The typical civics course preaches American values and provides little
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opportunity for students to inquire into political values. As most students

have. acquired fundamental American political values by the ninth grade,

preaching these values merely contributes to the redundancy of existing

courses. Conducting inquiries into political values need not result in

iconoclasm. Although preaching values at the ninth grade might be useless

because it is redundant, a conscious attempt by a teacher to overturn chil-

dren's political values is totally indefensible. Nevertheless, teachers

can provide opportunities for students to acquire greater understanding of

the values they hold by enabling them to consider acting according to their

values.

AA illustration may clarify this issue. Americans value the right to

vote for candidates of their choice. This value may be viewed as a sub-

value of a set of values relating to the majority rule principle entailed

by the democratic process. Civics teachers are rarely content with having

students value the right to vote; in addition, they attempt to sell students

on their obligation or duty to vote. Despite generations of civics and gov-

ernment teachers preaching the citizen's responsibility to vote, many Ameri-

cans -- frequently more than one-half of the eligible voters -- fail to vote

in elections.

We shall approach this issue a bit different from that approach taken

by the typical civics course. In Unit I students will explore American po-

litical values, including the right to vote. The second unit focuses on

the ways in which Americans participate in politics, including as voters.

Students will quickly learn that the fact of voter participation in this

country is not the same as the ideal. Why reality is less than that pro-

fessed by American ideals will be the subject of student investigation.

Suppose that students learn that lack of incentive and lack of informa-

tion are two important explanations for low citizen participation as voters..
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Students might wish to consider policies that might add incentive to the

voting act and policies that ensure more political information for potential

voters.

In a recent election in a large midwestern city approximately 80 per

cent of the eligible voters cast their ballots. This is an unusually high

percentage for an American election. As each voter left the polls, he was

given a dozen eggs. No one asked the voter how he voted, but few doubted

whLch political organization provided the eggs. The leader of the political

organization was re-elected mayor by a large margin. In an earlier elec-

tion in the same city, voters were given chances on color television sets.

It is likely that these rewards added to the voter's incentive to cast his

ballot. If lack of incentive is one cause for a poor voter turnout, should

voters be paid for voting or non-voters be fined for staying away?

In certain communist countries it is a common practice to have regular

meetings of citizens in the neighborhood, on the farm, in the factory, at

school, and so on. These weekly meetings provide an opportunity to further

the political education of the masses. If American citizens fail to vote

because they lack information, a law requiring that every American adult

attend a political discussion group once a week in order that ha might be-

come better acquainted with political issues might contribute to greater

citizen participation as voters.

Of course, we are not advocating either of the above policies or any

other policy that might increase voter turnout. The illustration was offered

merely to reveal one way that students can move from a description of what

is to a discussion of what should be. Policy issues rise naturally from

an examination of American political behavior. For example, Unit I makes

clear that both loyalty to the political system and the right to dissent to
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regime policies are cherished American political values. The contemporary

period is one in which these two values not only create conflict within the

body politic, but also conflict within the hearts of many thoughtful Ameri-

cal.s. To avoid such issues would be unthinkable.

It is unlikely that our approach to the study of values will contri-

bute to resolving questions regarding the optimum way to study values.

Philosophers have been unable to agree on an answer to this problem. Never-

theless, it is not necessary to wait until this issue is resolved before

students are encouraged to conduct inquiries into value questions.

If students can learn to avoid confusing normative statements with fac-

tual ones, to avoid making factual conclusions from normative premises and

vice - versa, to examine the consequences of value choices, and to look for

and to make judgments about the premises upon which value claims are made,

considerable progress will have occurred. Making students alert to the

role values play in political behavior and helping them to acquire some

skill in making judgments About r. sous value claims should be a significant

contribution to a civic education that has heretofore largely turned its back

on this matter.

Pilot Trials and Evaluation of Project Materials:

An experimental curriculum development center must treat its product as

an experiment. Once oblectivss have been clarified and materials prepared

to meet these objectives, the entire package must undergo rigorous trial and

evaluation to learn if the progr= it effective. Because they are often

reluctant to release their work until it has been proved, curriculum direc-

tors have gained some notoriety among teachers who clamor for the experimental

materials at an early stage of their development. Unlike textbook publishers

who generally make no claims about the effectiveness of their books --
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except by occasional testimonials from satisfied customers -- curriculum

project directors strive to prepare packages that are tested again and again

under varying circumstances until finally they can say with confidence:

"If our course is used in the way we prescribe with X kind of students, we

predict that it will achieve Y results." It is then left to the customer

to decide if he has X kind of students and whether he wants Y results.

The ideal setting for curriculum development is one in which the de-

veloper can try his course -- in segments and as a whole, revising and test-

ing, over and over again -- until he is satisfied that it will perform suc-

cessfully in the hands of others. In fact, such ideal settings rarely occur.

Developers are faced by time and budgetary limitations. Therefore, compro-

mises are made in order to abide by the provisions of contracts. While a

developer could announce at the end of an extended contract that he has

nothing to release to the public because he has not had sufficient success

in proving his product, in fact there is subtle pressure to produce some-

thing at the end of the contract. Developers feel at least two tugs: one

to continue writing, testing, and evaluating until they are completely satis-

fied with the result; and another tug to finish the job.

Curriculum development is a process that passes through five stages:

1) stating assumptions, defining objectives, designing and blueprinting

the package; 2) writing materials aimed at achieving stated objectives; 3)

pilot testing of the course followed by revisions and additional trials until

the package is pronounced ready; 4) evaluating the package through use by

teachers not involved in the earlier stages of development; 5) making final

revisions and submitting final report. The ninth-grade course in American

Political Behavior has passed through stage one. Our assumptions, objec-

tives, and course design were deecribed earlier in this paper. We are cur-

rently operating in stage two. Course materials are being prepared for pilot
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trials scheduled to begin in September, 1968. During the current year bits

and pieces of the course are being tried with ninth-graders in order to

gain early feedback regarding the difficulty of the materials.

The academic year 1968-1969 constitutes stage three in the development

of the American Political Behavior course. The pilot trials will proceed

on two fronts. Mr. Patrick and I will teach one class of Bloomington

ninth-grade students using the experimental materials. This should afford

us immediate, direct, and daily feedback on the course. It is quite p "s-

sible to begin the revision of a segment of the course within minutes of

the time it was taught. A trained classroom observer will attend each ses-

sion of our class, maintaining a log on both teacher and students. Audio

tapes and video tapes will also be used for analysis of the class. We hope

through these techniques and others to devise a feedback design that will

enable us to spot weaknesses in the program quickly and efficiently.

The assistance of regular classroom teachers becomes indispensaule

to curriculum development during stage three. During 19681969, the

American Political Behavior course will be piloted in approximately 20

classrooms in other parts of the country. The pilot teachers who will

teach these materials will have been trained in a seven -week institute

at Indiana University during summer, 1968. Teachers attending the insti-

tute will earn four hours graduate credit in Government while receiving

instruction on American Political Behavior from a political scientist,

and they will earn four hours of graduate credit in Education while re-

ceiving instruction in the theory and pedagogy of the ninth-grade course

in American Political Behavior. Members of the Center staff will teach the

Education component of the institute. In addition, Mr. Petrick will teach

a demonstration class of ninth-grade students using the new materials. In
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this way, institute participants will receive instruction on the content of

political behavior, gain insight into how to teach the new course, and ob-

serve the course being taught. Moreover, they will receive special instruc-

tion in how to evaluate the course with their own students, enabling them

to effectively assist in the revision process. Pilot teachers are almost

useless at this stage of development unless they have a clear conception of

what the course is intended to accomplish. The teachers who will be working

with us should be enormously useful in helping the Center secure a satis-

factory product.

The majority of the pilot teachers teach in Indiana, perhaps one or

two in Bloomington. We can have regular, personal contact with these teach-

ers. In addition, we have made arrangements with a few schools in other

parts of the country. If there is a regional bias in the course, we wish to

discover it early.

Hopefully, one year of intensive pilot testing will be sufficient for

stage three. By utilizing the feedback gained from our pilot teachers, a

revised version of the ninth-grade course will be readied for experimental

trials beginning in September, 1969. The course is all but finished at this

stage. Twenty to thirty teachers will teach the course experimentally for

one year to learn if it produces the expected results.

The research design for evaluating the course is a simple one. While

our funds are not adequate to conduct the type of field experiment many

would deem desirable, they are sufficient to conduct limited experiments

aimed at producing some interesting results. The sample of schools will not

be drawn on a random basis. The difficulties in achieving such a sample and

the costa entailed are tremendous. From among the many schools that have

asked to collaborate with our project, certain representative types will be
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chosen. The materials will be tested in four kinds of school settings:

rural, consolidated, or small town (schools that include a high proportion

of rural youngsters); small city (50,000-200,000 population); large city

(over 200,000 population); and affluent suburban community lying on the

fringe of a large city. These schools should enable us to include in the

total sample a variety of ethnic groups and a broad range of socio-economic

backgrounds. "Average," "gifted," and "disadvantaged" students will study

the experimental course. Moreover, the materials will be tested in four

different regions of the nation: Far West, Middle West, South East, and

North East.

Each school will be treated as an individual experiment. In order to

partially account for the teacher-variable in the success or failure of the

course, each school system will provide at least two experimental teachers.

Schools will schedule a control class at the same time as an experimental

class, enabling us to randomize the assignment of experimental and control

students from a common pool of students.

The control class in each school will study the typical ninth-grade

social studies course in that school, in most cases civics. The experimental

teacher will teach the experimental course as prescribed in the package. He

will not be permitted to alter, revise, or delete materials during the ex-

periment. The control class should be kept free of contamination with the

experimental course. A few of the pilot teachers who assisted in stage

three and who received special training during summer, 1968, will be included

in the experiment. At least one-half of the experimental teachers will be

civics teachers who have not received special training. One of the factors

to be determined is whether teachers can teach the course successfully with-

out special training while relying solely upon the detailed instructions
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provided with the course.

At the end of the academic year, paper and pencil tests will be given

to both control and experimental classes in each cooperating school. These

tests will measure gains by students in knowledge about politics and gov-

ernment, in skills of inquiry, and in achieving objectives relating to po-

litical values and attitudes. The results of each experiment will be re-

ported separately and will be linked to the carefully defined student popu-

lation that comprised each sample. Whenever possible, the data from the

individual experiments will be thrown together in an effort to produce

generalizations that tie success or failure in the course to sex, I.Q., socio-

economic background, school setting, ethnic group, etc.

In Conclusion:

Recently, a newspaper editor asked me what I thought would be the likely

consequences to the American political system, if our course were to be used

in high schools throughout the nation and were to be successful in achieving

its objectives. Suppose Americans were to become aware of the factors that

cause them to behave politically, might they not alter their political behav-

ior on the basis of their new perceptions, he wondered, If people were to

become aware of techniques used to influence public policy, would this lead

to the necessity for new techniques? If people were to become trained ob-

servers of political behavior, would they become too self-conscious to par-

ticipate?

Most project directors do not periAt themselves the excitement of think-

ing about what the world would be like if they were really successful. They

ere too much aware of the obstacles that impede change in education. More-

over, they are usually distracted by more pedestrian targets, e.g. meeting

deadlines during the preparation of course materials, designing evaluation
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instruments that might provide some valid, tangible evidence of what their

courses have accomplished, etc. Nevertheless, the newspaper editor's ques-

tions were perceptive. Every project director should ask himself sometime:

What if the schools take us seriously and the stuff works?

Kenneth Boulding recently asked the rhetorical question: "Dare we

take the social sciences seriously?" He argued that social scientists not

only observe and describe the social system, the ultimate effect of their

study is to change it. According to Boulding,

Science is corrosive of all values which are based exclusively
on simpler epistemological processes. The tatural sciences
have created an image of the world in which ghosts, witches
and things that go bump in the night are so little valued that
they have withered and died in the human imagination. Biology
has created a world in which the folk ideas of racial purity
can no longer survive. Similarly, the social sciences are
creating a world in which national loyalty and the national
state can no longer be taken for granted as sacred institutions,
in which religion has to change profoundly its views on the
nature of man and of sin, in which family loyalty and affec-
tion becomes a much more self-conscious and less simple-minded
affair, and in which, indeed, all ethical t.ystems are profoundly
desacralized.1°

A kind of scholasticiae pieaeuLly exists ri the teaching of civics and

government in the schools. Certain "facts," values, attitudes, and beliefs

are presumed true. Many believe that the task of the schools is to pass

these "truths" on to children and to explain why they are true. Adopting

a social science perspective would require that these "truths" be subject to

the same criteria for validation as are other claims and assertions. It is

easy to understand why some patriotic organizations view the social aciencea

with suspicion.

Can we take the social sciences seriously? It is true that the social

sciences have not yet constructed theories that explain so much as do some

10
Boulding, Kenneth E. "Dare We Take the Social Sciences Seriously?"

American Behavioral Scientist. Vol. 10, No. 10 (June, 1967) p.. 15.
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theories in the physical and biological sciences. Moreover, it is likely

that the subject of man and his society may be the most complex phenomena

of all to study. Nevertheless, much is already known that is presently

denied to students, much that makes ma,:i's political behavior more under-

standable.

Should we take the social sciences seriously? Are we willing to toler-

ate the same relentless search for truth that the physical and biological

sciences have succeeded in achieving in the schools? It would mean the end

of textbook adoption committees that carefully read each page searching for

passages that might offend influential groups of citizens. It would end the

practice of textbook publishers and authors submitting to all sorts of cen-

sorship in order to secure adoptions, a practice that finds modern "medie-

valists" kept in line by the lure of profits rather than inquisitions.

Should the schools take the social sciences seriously? Despite the

risks, it is unthinkable that the schools could answer, no. As knowledge

grows, schools are obligated to bring what is known to the attention of stu-

dents. A vigorous, frcc aociety cannot take refuge in folk descriptions.

Moreovor, denying Americans who do not go to college political knowledge

that is currently available to political and intellectual elites seems to

be a violation of the democratic ethic. Social science knowledge exists.

While partaking of this knowledge may threaten many of the beliefs held by

the folk culture, denying students opportunities to gain this knowledge

might place schools in the position of supporting a kind of benevolent des-

potism.

Finally, if social science creates new problems, they will be ones thee

folk culture cannot resolve. As Boulding concludes:

It looks, therefore, as if only the social sciences themselves

could solve the problems which they themselves might create,
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which looks suspiciously like the principle that another little
drink will cure drunkenness. Until we have drunk deeper of this
particular spring, however, the dangers of a little learning
may be all too apparent.11

Our course in American Political Behavior is an attempt to teach about

American politics and government through a social science perspective. If

the course is successful, students will perceive politics quite differently

than those students who have not studied the course. We hope the course,

if successful, will be taken seriously.

11
Ibid., p. 16.
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Preface

While this paper is intended primarily for high school teachers of

civics and government, others who have been seeking a brief, yet compre-

hensive, introduction t the behavioral study of politics may find it

useful. This paper will ultimately comprise one section of the teacher's

guide for an experimental course in American Political Behavior that has

been developed by the High School Curriculum Center in Government at

Indiana University. The course, American Political Behavior, is under-

going pilot trials and evaluation during the 1968-69 academic year with

approximately two thousand students in 41 schools drawn from all regions

of the nation. American Political Behavior was designed to serve as an

alternative to existing high school civics courses. The course utilizes

a micro approach to the study of American politics and government, as it

focuses upon the political activities of individual Americans, both as

citizens and as official and unofficial political specialists or leaders.

A glance at the course materials quickly alerts social studies teachers

to the differences between this course and typical civics courses that

stress the formal, legal structures of government.*

An effort to introduce a social scientific or behavioral approach to

the study of politics in the schools encounters a number of problems. Not

only do teachers lack suitable materials for students -- we hope the Ameri-

can Political Behavior course is a partial remedy to this problem -- but

*It is not possible to provide in this paper the reasons that led to
the design of the course in American Political Behavior. Readers who wish
to learn about our assumptions should request a copy of Howard D. Mehlingees
The Study of American Political Behavior (High School Curriculum Center in
Government. December, 1967 [mimeo].).
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also teachers have not been taught to view politics through the perspec-

tives of social science. As courses in political behavior multiply in the

colleges and universities, it may be that future civics and government

teachers will be more adequately prepared for this responsibility. Never-

theless, new undergraduate college courses will not contribute to the re-

training of existing teachers. Moreover, it is doubtful that in-service

institutes, valuable as they may be, can reach all the teachers who lack

social science training for the study of politics.

We hope that this brief introduction to the behavioral study of poli-

tics will enable those teachers who will teach the course in American Po-

litical Behavior to have greater confidence in their ability to handle the

unfamiliar concepts and approaches successfully. We fully expect that the

teachers will learn more about the behavioral approach than will their

students the first time they teach the course. Nevertheless, it seems im-

portant that teachers have some opportunity to learn about the assumptions,

premises, and style of the behavioral persuasion before they teach the

course to others.

We were fortunate that Professor Leroy Rieselbach, a member of the

Department of Government at Indiana University and a student and teacher

of political behavior, agreed to write this essay. Not only is Professor

Rieselbach a well-established scholar who utilizes behavioral approaches

in his own research, but Professor Rieselbach taught our pilot teachers in

an NDEA summer institute at Indiana University in 1968. Therefore, Pro-

fessor Rieselbach had an opportunity to test the ideas contained in this

paper with the high school teachers attending the institute.

The reader should know that we imposed a number of constraints upon

Professor Rieseibach. These constraints stemmed from our desire to use
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this essay in the teacher's guide for the American Political Behavior

course. Therefore, we asked him to be brief, yet to cover the topic as

cnmpletely as possible. Secondly, we asked that he not use space to

compare the behavicral approach to other approaches to the study of poli-

tics. The principal purpose of the essay is to inform the reader about

one approach, presumably one less familiar to him than others. Finally,

we asked Professor Rieselbach to organize hip essay around the topics to

be treated in the American Political Behavior course. Some readers fa-

miliar with the behavioral study of politics may find that some topics

they think should have been treatea were ignored; others might have pre-

ferred a different organization for the essay. We frankly do not know

whether Professor Rieselbach would have organized his essay differently

or would have treated additional topics if he had not been bound by our

constraints. We appreciate very much his willingness to conform to the

structure of the American Political Behavior course.

Finally, we decided to disseminate the essay as an occasional paper

from the Center, for two reasons. Each year we receive hundreds of in-

quiries from civics and government teachers who are searching for ways

to improve their courses. Encouraged by the interest of many teachers

who wish to modernize their courses, we decided to make this essay gen-

erally available to civics and government teachers. We believe that many

teachers who know nothing about the behavioral approach to politics and

who may never use our course may nonetheless profit from this paper.

Secondly, we think a circulation of this kiwi affords us the opportunity

to gain a critical review from many readers with quite different kinds

of experience and backgrounds. Their views will be considered in any
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future revision of the essay prior to its inclusion in the teacher's guide

and its publication.

Shirley H. Engle, Chairman

Howard D. Mehlinger, Director

- iv-
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THE BEHAVIORAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF POLITICS: AN OVERVIEW

It is no longer controversial, or even very startling, to assert that

the study of government and politics in the United States has been profoundly

influenced by something called the political behavior approach. Many stu-

dents of public affairs are no longer willing merely to chronicle past

events or to speculate about the past and the future. Rather, they seek

to describe and understand the world in realistic terms; in contemporary

language they attempt "to tell it like it is" with respect to American

politics. Put another way, the behavioral political scientist proposes to

supplement the contributions of law, history, and philosophy to political

understanding by providing information about how and why individuals act

in political situations.

The hallmark of the behaviorist's effort to understand political

reality is his adoption of the closest possible approximation of the methods

of natural science. The social scientist feels that, using his formulation

of the scientific method, he can gain new insights into the workings of the

American system of government. The object of his study is the individual

citizen: what he believes about politics, how he behaves politically, and

how he comes to think and act in particular ways. The results of such in-

vestigations may require a reassessment of what we believe to be true, of

the "conventional wisdom." For example, our textbooks and political oratory

often tend to glorify the democratic system for its opportunities for popu-

lar participation and its high levels of citizen involvement in politics.

Yet, students of voting behavior have repeatedly produced impressive evi-

dence that the average American brings a lack of interest and information

to the consideration of political matters. Such findings illustrate what

studies of the world as it is can tell us about the true nature of political

activity.
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To repeat: the behavioral approach to the study of politics seeks to

use, wherever possible, the methods of science to discover as much as pos-

sible about the ways in which political life is, in fact, lived. From such

information, the scientist may suggest improvements in that political life,

but in his capacity as scientist he seeks to find the "whets" and "whys"

of the political world. It is evident that the introduction of the "be-

havioral persuasion" has to a substantial degree reoriented political sci-

ence; the approach has become a basic part of the mainstream of political

study.
1

If the acceptance of the efforts of the behaviorists has introduced

an element of realism into our store of information about politics, it

must surely be desirable for us, as teachers of social science, to pass

these new perspectives and discoveries along to our students. College

curricula increasingly offer courses with behavioral emphasis at the un-

dergraduate as well as the graduate level. There seems to be no logical

reason why high school students should not share the discoveries of the

political scientists, both behavioral and more traditional. On this as-

sumption, the present paper is designed to provide an introduction to the

rationale, methods, and applications of the behavioral approach.

The essay consists of four sections. The first sets forth the basic

assumptions underlying the behavioral approach. Here the effort is to

present, admittedly at a rather abstract level, the requirements which the

use of the behavioral method imposes on the student of politics. With an

understanding of behaviorism behind us, we turn secondly to a consideration

1An essay reflects this newly won centrality. See Robert A. Dahl,
"The Behavioral Approach: Epitaph for a Monument to a Successful Protest.",
American Political Science Review 55:763-772, 1960. Note especially the
article's subtitle.
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of one formulation -- "Field Theory" or, preferably, the "Field Approach"

-- of a behavioral perspective on political activity. Finally, we will

suggest in sections three and four that this field perspective serves both

to promote an understanding of the political thought and action of ordi-

nary citizens and to help account for the behavior of political leaders.

I. Science, Political Science, and Political Behavior.

Robert A. Dahl has captured the essence of the approach in saying that

it is "an attempt to improve our understanding of politics by seeking to

explaia the empirical aspects of political life by means of methods,

theories, and criteria of proof that are acceptable according to the canons,

conventions, and assumptions of modern empirical science.
u2

Thus, polit-

ical behavior, as the phrase is used here, defines a way to study politics

and is not a subject to be studied or taught. While our focus in this

paper will be on the relevance of the behavioral orientation for the study

of American politics, it should be clear that Aaviorism can be used, with

equal profit, to analyze behavior in other countries or to attempt to un-

derstand the relations among nations. Nor, it is worth repeating, is the

behavioral approach the only way to investigate questions about politics;

it is, rather, one way that may, along with other approaches, help speed

the search for political knowledge.

Since, however, it is the positive emphasis on the "science" in polit-

ical science which most clearly distinguishes the behaviorist from his more

traditional colleagues, it seems important to begin our discussion of the

behavioral approach by considering the nature of science. At the most

2Ibid., p. 767. For a full treatment of the approach, see Heinz
Eulau, The Behavioral Persuasion in Politics. New York: Random House,

1963.
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general level, science may be defined as "a systematic se,Arch for knowl-

edge of the universe and its contents."3 Underlying all science, natural

and social, is an assumption of determinism, an assumption, that is, that

there are patterns to the way things happen. To put it another way, sci-

ence assumes that events are not unique, but rather that classes of oc-

curences are sufficiently alike so that to kno.i something about one event

is to know something about another similar event. Just as the natural

scientist seeks to discover the factors that cause physical or chemical

reactions to take place, the social scientist seeks to isolate the things

that may cause particular forme of human behavior to occur. With respect

to the latter, the determinist assumption suggests, to take one example,

if we can identify the factors that predispose individuals to vote for the

Republican candidate in one election, we should be able to specify those

who are most likely to vote Republican in subsequent elections. More

specifically, we assume that people do not make up their minds anew at

each election, but instead use similar reasoning processes to arrive at

similar voting decisions in successive elections. Thus to know what

things lead to Republican voting at one point in time is also to know

what things will most probably lead to the same choice later.

Of course, it is true that human behavior is not as regular as the

behavior of atoms and molecules, but this does not vitiate the central

point: Human action is liot random and, though the laws of behavior may

have to take a different form (as we shall see below) in social science,

laws of behavior do exist. There appear to be patterns or regularities

in tht: behavior of man, and the social scientist seeks to discern and

-Eugene J. Meehan, The Theory and Method of Political Analysis.
Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey, 1965, p. 28.
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record such patterns. And in his effort to identify these regularities,

the behaviorist employs as much of the methodology, as many of the proce-

dures, of natural science as he can.

All science, social or natural, shares certain basic characteristics.
4

Among these attributes, and sufficient to indicate the central tendencies

of science, are the following:

(1) Science as Explanation. Science seeks to explain what goes on

in the world; that is, it attempts "to discover and formulate in general

terms the conditions under which events of various sorts occur, the state-

ments of such determining conditions being the explanations of correspond-

ing happenings."5 Pu. in more colloquial terms, the scientist searches for

relationships of cause and effect. The cause "explains" the effect; know-

ing the cause (or causes) permits us tc say "why" the effect happened.

In the social sciences, it is often difficult to separate cause and

effect. Frequently, the best we can do is to discover that certain things

go together, that they are correlated. Thus, for instance, it seems clear

that a relationship exists between higher social status (i.e., the posses-

sion of a college education, a prestige occupation, a good salary, and the

like) and a preference for Republican candidates. We cannot tell whether

having high status "causes" Republicanism or having Republican inclinations

produceR the motivation to achieve high status, but we can say that the two

4
The following relies heavily on Ibid., pp. 31-49. For other views on

science and the philosophy of science and their relevance to the study of
politics, see Vernon Van Dyke, Political Science: A Philosophical Analysis.
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1960; Abraham Kaplan, The Conduct of
Inquiry. San Francisco: Chandler, 1964; and Quenton Gibson, The Logic of
Social Enquiry. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1960.

5
Ernest Nagel, The Structure of Science. New York: Harcourt, Brace,

and World, 1960, p. 4.
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tend to go together.6 The establishment of a relationship, then, does

not guarantee a clear-cut explanation of why the relationship exists.

The goal of social science, however, remains that of trying to move to-

ward statements of cause and effect relationships.

This last point suggests that we must be careful to distinguish be-

tween explanation and prediction. In the natural sciences, experiments

can be conducted under laboratory conditions, and the relationships es-

tablished can reasonably be expected to occur again under similar condi-

tions (e.g., two parts of hydrogen combine with one part of oxygen to

form water). The ability to explain how water is formed provides the

ability to predict the conditions under which it will be formed in the

future. In social science, however, the link between explanation and

prediction is by no means as clear. It is known, for example, that since

1932 those with a Republican party preference have constituted a minority

of the American electorate.
7

Predicting on the basis of this fact, we

would have forecast Democratic victories in each presidential election

since then, and we would have been wrong in both 1952 and 1956. We can

account for these inaccuracies in terms of the personal appeal of General

Eisenhower as well as public concern about the war in Korea. More gen-

erally it appears that short-term forces (candidates and issues) led

enough Democrats to desert their party to bring about a GOP triumph.

Thus we can explain why, contrary to our expectations, the Republican

6
Bernard R. Berelson et al., Voting: A Study of aleisa Formation

in a Political Campaign. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954,
pp. 54-59; and Angus Campbell et al., The American Voter. New York:
Wiley, 1960, Ch. 13.

7
Philip E. Converse, "The Concept of a Normal Vote." In Angus

Campbell et al., Elections and the Political Order. New York: Wiley,
1966, pp. 9-39.
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candidate was elected on these occasions, but this explanatory ability

will not let us predict in advance when short-term forces and what short-

term forces are likely to produce another minority victory. In short,

explanation does not always lead to prediction in social science.

(2) Science Rests on an Empirical Foundation. Science, to produce

valid explanations, must deal with facts, must deal with the world as it

is. Factual data make up thti raw material of science, which tries to ex-

plain why certain observed facts (events and occurrences of all kinds)

exist. Any explanation which science puts forward must rest on a factual

base and must be capable of being tested against fact. That is, before we

accept an explanation as correct, we must have "proof" -- factual evidence

in support of the explanation. It is not enough merely to assert that the

upper class prefers the Republican Party; we must investigate the members

of this class, by taking a survey, for instance, to see whether they do

favor Republican candidates to a meaningfully greater extent than do mem-

bers of other social classee. If it is "fact" that such a relationship

exists, then we can think seriously about accepting the explanation that

social class standing is a "cause" of Republicanism (but not necessarily

the only one).

Here, too, social science is at a relative disadvantage when compared

with natural science, for the data required to generate explanations may

not be available. The facts may be inaccessible. With the secret ballot,

we cannot be sure how a person votes; we must rely on his report of his

preference, and his report, intentionally or inadvertently, may be incor-

rect. Similarly, a government official's decisions are most often made in

private, and it is virtually impossible to look inside his mind and dis-

cover his "real" motivation for deciding as he did. Does a political can-

didate espouse some position because he believes it to be wise or because
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that stance will win him votes? This is a question, and there are many

others like it, to which an adequate answer may be very hard to obtain

for lack of accessible data. The behavioral scientist, while recognizing

that data may be hard if not impossible to get, nonetheless insists that

it is essential to make every effort to get the best possible data, to

build the best possible empirical base for his explanations.

(3) Science Produces Generalizations. Scientific explanations

grounded in empirical data take the form of generalizations and theories.

A generalization is a statement which links facts, provides explanations,

suggests causes. In the natural sciences, generalizations are of the

form, "If A occurs, then B will occur," or "A causes B." While social

science would like to discover such universalistic generalizations (where

the relationship between "A" and "B" is invariant, that is, where A al-

ways leads to B), more frequently it must settle for probabilistic gen-

eralizations, where A leads to B a specified proportion of the time. For

instance, not all individuals in the upper social class prefer Republican

candidates (as a universalistic generalization would imply); rather the

accepted generalization states that, in about 70 percent of the canes,

those of upperclass status support Republicans rather than Democrats. Ab-

stractly put, probabilistic (or statistical) generalizations take the form,

"If A occurs, then B will follow X percent of the time," or "X percent of

A is also B." The proponents of the behavioral approach, recognizing that

human action will never be completely predictable, believe that there lo

exist statistical regularities and their research efforts are directed at

uncovering these.

A theory is a generalization about generalizations; that is, a

theory relates and explains general statements much in the same way that

generalizations relate and explain facts. Looked at from the opposite
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perspective, pieces of evidence (data) are combined and explained by gen-

eralizations, and the latter fit together and are explained by theories.

The moat powerful form of theory is the deductive theory which consists of

axioms from which are deduced more specific statements which, in turn, can

be verified by empirical test. Euclidean geometry, with its axioms and

pos:ulates leading to the deducing of testable theorems, is one example

of the deductive structure.

Much more could be said about the attributes of theory,
8 but it is

clear that powerful deductive theories are at least temporarily beyond the

capacities of social science. Contemporary behavioral scientists, pos-

sessing probabilistic tendency statements rather than universalistic gen-

eralizations, have been more successful in producing factor theories. A

factor theory is one in which the simultaneous presence of a set of factors

leads to a specific occurrence: "If A, B, and C, then X (80 percent of the

time)." This kind of formulation moves beyond a simple generalization,

suggesting that the occurrence of some behavior is the result of (is

"caused" by) the set of factors identified.

The analysis of voting turnout, i.e., the decision to go to the polls

and vote, by the authors of The American Voter, illustrates the use of

factor theories.
9

Campbell and his associates discovered that five factors

were associated with turnout: (1) interest in the campaign, (2) concern

over the outcome of the election, (3) a sense of political efficacy, i.e.,

a feeling that one's vote is important and can affect the outcome, (4) a

sense of citizen duty, i.e., a feeling that each citizen has an obligation

8
See the works cited in note 4, above.

9The following is drawn from Campbell et al., The American Voter,
pp. 101-107.
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to cast his ballot on election day, and (5) the strength of the individual's

preference for his political party. Each of these factors leads to in-

creased participation in elections, Luz. tglex all are operative, some clear

differences emert;e. In 1956, for instance, among those influenced by all

five factors (those who were very interested in the election, cared a good

deal who won, felt their vote was important, felt a strong obligation to

vote, and felt.an intense preference for their political party), 96 percent

voted in the presidential election; among those affected by none of these

factors, only 22 percent cast their bullots. In short, each of the factors

contributes to turnout, but when all are present, turnout reaches its peak.

(4) Science is "Value Free." Science seeks to establish generaliza-

tions and theories which help to explain reality; it does not pass judg-

ment on whether that reality is "good" or "bad." We may conclude that

high levels of support for Republicans from those on the upper rungs of

the socioeconomic ladder is desirable or undesirable (depending on our own

values); science, as science, seeks only to determine whether such a re-

lationship exists, and it does so without regard for the question of

whether such a relationship should or should not exist. This is an ex-

ample of what philosophers of science have called the "fact-value distinc-

tion." Science is concerned with the former, the facts, and not with

value judgments about those facts.

This is not to say that values play no part at all in science. Per-

sonal preferences may influence what topics a scientist chooses to in-

vestigate; his feelings of right and wrong may lead him to focus on some

particular problem. The ethical neutrality postulate of science, hour

ever, demands that the conducting of research itself be immune to the inr

fluence of values. Similarly, values will influence what one makes of a

relationship, what proposals one bases on the relationship, but values
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should not affect the determination of the existence of the relationship

Science, then, can but should not be used to surround one's own

beliefs with an aura of "scientific truth." Public opinion polls, for

instance, can describe the views of the citizenry accurately or they can

be "rigged" to indicate popular support for some particular point :4 view.

Not all users of surveys have matched the widely known Gallup and Harris

polls in their unbiased efforts to plumb public sentiments. For instance,

in 1964, two incumbent Californian Congressmen sought to determine the

views of their constituents on a proposal to raise the salary of members

of the House of Representatives.10 One asked the residents of his dis-

trict:

A bill is now pending before Congress which would
increase the salary of members of Congress from
$22,500 to $32,500 per year. Do you favor this
44 per cent increase in congressional salaries?

The other inquired:

Do you approve the recommendation of a Presidential
Commission to raise congressional salaries to
$32,500?

In the light of the stress on a "44 per cent increase" in the first ques-

tion and the emphasis on a "Presidential Commission" in the second, it is

not surprising that the first Representative found many constituents op-

posed the bill and voted against it while the latter discovered support

for a salary increase. The incident suggests how the wording of questions

may affect responses to them and may bias the quality of '- formation

gathered by a supposedly scientific technique. True science, being value-

free, tries to assess opinion rather than to demonstrate support for

10
See David A. Leuthold, electioneering in a Democracy. New York:

Wiley, 1968, p. 55, for a description of this incident.
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someone's desired goal.

By way of summary, we may say that behavioral scientists, as scien-

tists, seek (1) explanations of and predictions about events in the real

world. These explanations should (2) be built on an empirical base,

(3) be cast in the form of generalizations and theories, and (4) be

value-free (or ethically neutral) in character. The behavioral scientist

advocates and aspires to these goals, but he recognizes that he cannot

achieve them completely. He knows, given the character of human b%havior,

that his explanations are likely to be incomplete and that, rather than

permit his to predict the future, they may merely give him a few clues on

which to base an "educated guess" about things to come. He knows also

that needed data (facts) may be unavailable and that factor theories, not

full-blown theor;ea, may be the best he can produce. Despite these limi-

tations, social scientists feel that by emulating the scientific method

to the greatest possible degree, they can uncover more of the regulari-

ties of human behavior than have previously been set forth. In this way

they hope to advance our understanding of the social (ir,tluding political)

behavior of man.

To this point, our discussion has focused on some general charac-

teristics of the scientific approach as applied to human behavior. While

this is not the place for an extended treatment of the details of scien-

tific method, some comments about the proc "ss by which social scientists

conduct research may be in order. To begin, we should recall our earlier

discussion about the difficultiem inherent in constructing theories. We
/

noted there that deductive theories, those which form generalizations bf

deduction from axioms and postulates, are generally beyond the reach of

political scientists. Instead researchers tend to look for factor theories,

sets of variables which, taken together, permit a greater understanding of
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some particular form of behavior. (The example of a factor theoretical

approach to voting turnout was presented above; see pages 9-10.) Politi-

cal analysts, thus, devote more energy to seeking generalizations linking

one or a few factors to behavior than they expend in theorizing in the

deductive sense. This means that theories, when they are formed, are more

likely to be created by combining generalizations discovered one at a time

than to be "invented" by a single researcher. More simply, theories are

likely to emerge from the combination of existing generalizations rather

than to precede the formulation of such generalizations.

This focus mean3 that we can characterize much behavioral science as

"hypothesis-testing." An hypothesis is a suspected or conjectural rela-

tionship among concepts or variables. The terms concept and variable,

though often used interchangeably, have somewhat different meanings. The

former has been defined most simply as "an abstract idea generalized from

particula: instances" (Webster's Third Dictionary). Thus, the concept

"desk" refers to those pieces of furniture, whatever their size, shape,

color, etc., whose primary purpose is to provide a flat surface for writing.

Similarly and more relevant to politics, the concept "social class" refers

to the various statuses in society (e.g., middle class, working class,

upper class) an individual may occupy. One hypothesis that has received

substantial attention from behavioral scientists is that social class is

related to political preference, that is, variations in social standing go

together witn consistent variations in political opinion.

When we turn to variables, on the ether hand, we move to a level of

1
greater specificity. It is here that we encounter the requirement of sci-

ence that our relationships meet the zest of a confrontation with empirical

data. A variable is nothing more than an element which can assume several

different values. A number of different variables are available to measure
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the concept of social class, for example. The upper class presumably is

better off financially, so annual dollar income can be used to assign

individuals a rank on the social ladder. Likewise, higher education and

a prestige occupation are frequently characteristics of those in the

higher levels of the class hierarchy; therefore, years of schooling and/or

type of job can be taken as indicators of status. The variables of in-

come, education, and occupation taken singly or in combination may be

used as measures of social class. Our hypothesis can now be amended to

state that social class as measured in a precisely specified manner is

related to political sentiment, also measured by clearly defined proce-

dures.

In stating hypotheses people commonly make a distinction between

independent and dependent variables. The speculation about a possible

relationship frequently assumes a cause-effect sequence: the independent

variable is the assumed cause of the dependent variable. In the example

above of the hypothesis relating class and partisah preference, the in-

dependent variable, social class, is presumed to influence the dependent

variable, choice between the parties. Specifically the hypothk.ais states

that the higher the social status the greater the tendency to prefer the

Republican party, its candidates, and its stands on issues of tht. day.

The attributes of high status are presumed to "cause" a liking for Re-

publican alternatives. In operational terms, we may investigate to see

whether those of higher educational attainment or with greater income do

f F' AV I

eXpreis preferences for Republican nominees and issue post o "is.

Thin process of moving from an abstract hypothesf4 toward a set of

procedures to test the hypothesis is ofan designated "irrationalism,"

the process of "operational definition." It refers to the assigning of

meaning to a concept by specifying the exact procedures (operations)
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which are used to measure the concept (or more accurately the variable

which serves to link the concept to reality). An hypothesis, then, states

a speculative relationship among variables, and operationalism defines the

procedures by which the terms of the hypothesis are given meaning. Such

operational specification permits successive tests of an hypothesis to be

performed in a manner designed to promote confidence in the test results.

If differing procedures are used, we cannot tell whether differing results

reflect differences in procedures or differences in the relationship itself.

In addition to this attempt to avoid the pitfalls of inconsistent defi-

nition and usage, political scientists also seek to establish relationships

independent of possible contaminating factors. This is the social science

equivalent of the kinds of control over outside forces available to the

natural scientist in his laboratory. For example, we may establish the

relationship between social class and political views by conducting an

opinion survey in Indiana. In this simple case we cannot tell whether

class or residence in the Midwest accounts for preferring the Republican

party. Before we can assert the relationship with confidence, we must be

sure that region of residence is not contaminating our findings. To gain

this certainty, we must "con for region. This can be done by perform-

ing the same test, using the same operations, in other regions of the

country. If in each case high status continues to be associated with Re-

publican leanings, we can assert that the relationship is unaffected by

regional cons aerations; it exists in all parts of the nation.

If our hypptheses are verified, that is, if the conjectured relation-
,

ship is found to exist with t'a potentially contaminating forces controlled,

we are in a relatively strong position to elevate our finding to the status
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of a generalization (or, as some writers prefer, a law).
11

It is gener-

alizations, as we have seen, that are the goals of science and that im-

aginative and inventive minds may combine into theories. The hypothesis-

testing process, then, is the hallmark of contemporary behavioral science.

The social scientist, seeking laws and theories, proposes hypotheses re-

lating concepts and variables, defines these concepts and variables in

operational terms to facilitate empirical tests of the hypotheses, and

seeks to control for other variables which might impair a true test. In

these ways, he endeavors to approximate the methods of science as closely

as he can and to obtain results in which he can have a maximum degree of

confidence.

II. The Field Perspecfive on Political Behavior.

The previous section has suggested, very briefly and in abstract

terms, some of the basic aims and methods of social science. Here we

shift our fceus to the application of social science to the study of

politics. The individual emerges at the center of attention; groups are

viewed as little more than collections of individuals. The behavioral

political scientist seeks to uncover the cause.1 of, or influences on,

individual belief and activity. To do so, he looks for all the possible

relevant variables (factors) which affect individual behavior. Put more

formally, he seeks generalizations which link any of a very large number

of independent variables to the dependent variables of citizen opinion

and political behavior.

f

11
Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research* New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965, p. 31. For other treatments of the
methods of social science, see Claire Selltiz et al., Research Methods in
Social Relations. New York: Holt, 1959; and William J. Goode and Paul K.
Hatt, Methods in Social Research. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1.952.
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The field approach or perspective is one, but by no means the only,

way to sort out the multitude of potentially influential variables.
12

This

approach conceives of the individual as a biological and human entity

existing within social and cultural environments. 13 It suggests that to

understand behavior it is necessary to look at the individual and at the

situation he is in at the time he must choose among alternative behavior

possibilities. The field perspective attempts to take into account all

major forces that may shape what a person thinks, says, or does. These

potentially relevant forces can be subdivided into three broad categories:

(1) cultural, (2) sociological, and (3) psychological or pJrsGaal. In

addition, every individual undergoes a socialization or learning process

in which he is taught the things society deems appropriate for him to know

and act upon. Let us examine each of these elements of the field in more

detail.

In the first place, each individual exists within a given culture,

that is, within "a system of norms shared by the members of society," one

that includes "the prescriptions and proscriptions indicating how things

should be done or should be appraised.
.14 As Americans, we live within a

culture that directs us to behave politically in certain expected ways. To

cite one example, our culture impels us to participate actively in poli-

tics; as "good citizens," we are expected to vote, to know something about

1 2The bulk of this and the succeeding font' paragraphs are drawn, often
verbatim, from the editors' Introduction to Leroy N. Rieselbach and George
I. Balch (eds.), Psychology and Politics: Al 11.1q2.42C5= Reader. New

York: Holt RiSehlart and Winston, 1969, pp. 4-6. 4

13A accent and thorough explication of the field orientation is J.
Milton Yinger's Toward A Field Theory of Behavior. New York: McGraw-

Hill, 1965.

14Ibid., p. 74.
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the issues, to contribute financially to the "party of our choice," and

so forth. A person's political behavior, then, may reflect to some ex-

tent the culture in which he lives.

Beyond the dictates of culture, an individual's beliefs and behavior

Ere bound up in the network of social groupings of which he is a part.

He may belong to some primary groups -- those of which he is more than

merely a formal member, in which he is an active participant, and with

whose members he interacts on a personal and relatively spontaneous basis.

Many Americans, for example, are deeply committed to church, ethnic,

labor union, veterans', and many other types of voluntary associations.

In addition to these more immediate memberships, individuals are members

of secondary, or categoric, groups. They do not meet face to face with

their fellow members but belong by virtue of their own position in so-

ciety -- socioeconomic status, adherence to some religious denomination,

employment in a particular occupation to broad class, religious, oc-

cupational, and other groups. What is important here is that a person

may develop ways of thinking and acting which are appropriate to his

membership in groups of this sort. He may learn how to approach a topic

from his fellow mrinbers or he may feel social pressure to adjust his views

and behavior and make them more consistent with group standards, thus

protecting his own status within the group. In either case, however,

what he does politically and otherwise will bear the imprint of his in-

volvement in various positions in the social world of which he is a part.

"'But an individual py
f
no

,
means a helpless pawn being pushed andr , 0. 4/'0 .4'

i

pUlled by cultural and acial fOrce
4/

. R4they
r

he is a-distinct,
)f

aUtono-
. .o

r

, moils person, whose behavior, while inflUenced by the cultural and social

aituatiunOn which he finds himself, will reflect the kind of individual

he is. Wlat he is, in part, is determined by his biological make-up.

I
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His physical powers and his intelligence will be limited by his natural

endowments, that is, by his genetic inheritance. No parents, however

doting and devoted to their child, can make a genius of a son or daughter

whose IQ is near 80. A person's biological attributes, in short, impose

limitations on the ways in which he may develop.

Within these limits, however, individual development may proceed

along a nearly infinite variety of paths. As he matures, the individual

discovers how to deal with the environment in which he lives; he comes to

develop characteristic modes of responding. Recognizing this fact, im-

plicitly at least, we refer to people who shy away from social contacts,

who prefer isolation to the company of others, as introverted, or we label

as aggressive those who respond to frustrating circumstances by striking

out violently at the perceived source of their discomfort. What this means

is that the individual brings something of himself to his behavior. Yinger

refers to this as the individual's character -- "what he brings into the

behavioral situation"
15

-- while other writers use the term "personality"

to convey the same meaning. Whatever word is used, the fact remains that

these attributes of the individual, like the cultural and social factors

discussed above, must be considered in attempts to underfJtand and explain

political activities of Americana.

People are not born with developed personalities any more than they

have knowledge of cultural or group norms and expectations at birth. The

impact of culture and group as well as the development of personality takes

place through a learning process known as socialization. As Roberta Sigel

p. 141.
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Political socialization is the gradual learning of
the norms, attitudes, and behavior accepted and
practiced by the on-going political system.

Viewed this way political socialization would encom-
pass all political learning, formal and informal,
deliberate and unplanned, at every stage of the life
cycle, including not only explicitly ^3litical learn-
ing but also nominally non-political learning which
affects political behavior such as the learning of
politically relevant social attitudes and the acqui-
sition of politicaA..y relevant personality charac-
teristics.

Therefore, we must examine the process by which dispositions to act are

acquired, that is, the process of political socialization, in any attempt

to generalize about the influence of culture, group, and personality on

political behavior.

The notion of role provides a convenient way to see the simultaneous

influence of culture, social structure, and personality operating through

the socialization process. Colloquially, we speak of individuals play-

ing roles with respect to some audience. More formally, role may be

defined as "the rights and duties, the normatively appr/3ved patterns of

behavior" for peosle in given positions in society.
17

Role, thus defined, has both social (or structural) and cultural

attributes. A position refers to a specific place in a social structure.

The rights and obligations of a position tend to be formalized tind codi-

fied. A number of ways of behaving are required or forbidden by law, or

16
Roberta Sigel, "Assumptions About the Learning of Political Values.

In Roberta Sigel (ed.), "Political Socialization." Annals of the Ameri-
can Academy of Political and Social Science'361:1-9, at p. 2, September,
1965. The second quoted passage is from Fred I. Greenstein, "Political
Socialization," International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. New
York: Crowell Collier, 1967.

1

17
Yinger, Toward A Field Theory of Behavior, p. 99.
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some set of rules, to the occupant of a position. Violating these rules

will, of course, lead to the invoking of formal, legal sanctions. In cul-

tural terms, a role consists of a set of norms or expectations about how

the person who takes the role should act, Those who occupy roles learn

that there are some things which they are expected to do, some things which

they must refrain from doing, and that those who violate the norms, while

not subject to formal sanctions, may be punished informally. They may be

ignored, socially ostracized, or generally deprived of the rewards which

successful role-playing brings.

A distinction must be made between role and role behavior. Role de-

fines how the role-player, whoever he may be, is expected to behave. Role

behavior consists of what a particular player of the role actually does.

The behavior he exhibits may or may not match what others expect him to do,

how they expect him to play the role. Inappropriate behavior may occur for

a number of reasons. In the first place, the occupant of a role may be

personally ine.apable of meeting demands of the role. We are all familiar

with people who seem temperamentally unsuited for certain roles (e.g., hus-

band or wife, group member, citizen, and the like), and when such individ-

uals are thrust into such roles, their personalities will render it diffi-

cult for them to behave appropriately. Secondly, the occupant of a role

mal, not know what behaviors are expected of him, and he may act in unac-

ceptable fashion until he is socialized, until he learns the behaviors which

those with whom he must deal expect -f him. In this socialization process,

the role player may discover that there is nc agreement about how he should

behave. The people with whom he must interact do not agree on what is

proper activity for him to engage in. In fact, he may be confronted by

incompatible expectations. His role may require him to deal with two or

more sets of people, each of which wants him to perform different and
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incompatible actions. Part of the socialization process involves learning

how to cope with such varying expectations. For these reasons, role be..

havior may depart from the norms arid expectation:: which define the role.

We may illustrate some of these points by examining the role of

teacher. A classroom teacher, first of all, must work within the limits

set forth in his contract and in the operating rules of his school. These

comprise the formal aspect of his role, and violations will expose him to

formal penalties. AL the same time, the teacher must meet the expecta-

tions imposed by a number of audiences -- his students, their parents and

the larger local community, La fellow teachers, and his school admin-

istrators. The feelings of these groups about what .ould go on in the

classroom will create for the teacher difficult and perhaps controversial

choices about, among other things, the curriculum -- what topics to em-

phasize, whether to deal with contemporary political issues, etc. -- and

about rules of student conduct. Each teacher will learn about the demands

of these audiences and may develop successful ways of dealing with them.

As a result of his socialization, he will discover how to adapt his be-

havior to these formal and informal pressures. Unsatisfactory adaptation

may reflect personality; the teacher may possess personal needs which out-

weigh for 11:m the necessity of "learning the ropes" in his school.

In short, the concept of role provides a way of visualizing the four

classes of variables -- cultural, social, psychological, and socializing --

which the field approach singles out for attention. Role behavior will be

an adjustment of the demands of cu Lure, group, and personalty. The be-

havioral political scientist seeks generalizations which link variables

from each of these categories to political activities of individuals. The

value of the field perspective is that it helps to ensure that research

will at least consider each class of factors, will examine all potentially
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relevant forces, in its search for generalizations with explanatory and

predictive value.
18

III. The Political Behavior of Ametican Citizens.

In this section we will use the field orientation to structure a dis-

cussion of some of what political behaviorists think they have learned

about the political beliefs and actions of Americans. Here we cannot cover

the voluminous literature on many of these topics, but can only illustrate

the ways in which the field approach categories serve to focus attention

on potentially important variables.19 Because many studies have been done,

however, does not mean that most of the work of understanding political

behavior is finished. Many questions remain unanswered. Many others have

been treated only in partial. fashion; much work is required to see whether

generalizations established in one group or in one part of the country

hold in other groups and regions as well. If we visualize the understand-

ing of political behavior as a giant jigsaw puzzle, we can say that only a

few of the pieces have been put in place; much is still to be done. None-

theless, much has been accomplished, and we will review some of the most

interasting results which students of politics have achieved.

1) Political Culture. Political culture, it will be recalled, is

18,IL should be obvious that the field approach is not a theory. Rather,

it is an orientation, a way of organizing the questions to be asked about
political behavior. The approach does not make predictions about relation-
ships; it merely suggests that the important relationships in political
science may relate variables from all femur of its basic categories to be-
havior. It remains for empirical rerearch to specify the precise nature of
these relationships.

19For recer.t attempts to review in systamatic fashion much of the be-
hit4loral researel, see Robert E. Lane, Political Life. New York: Free

Press, 1959; and Lester W. Milbrath, Political Participation. Chicago:

Rand McNally, 1965.
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"the pattern of individual attitudes toward politics" held by citizens,"

she widely shared orientations -- values, norms, and expectations -- about

how politics is, and should be, carried on. These views, while very

genoval and vague in character, provide the broad context within which

more specific political activity is conducted. These beliefs and prac-

tices impose a set of expectations on those who share in the culture;

citizens will be reluctant to act in ways which violate the norms. Re-

cent events make clear that not all Americana subscribe to the dictates

of our political culture, and that the content of the culture may be

changing. However, it appears from present evidence that there exists a

basic set of beliefs about politics which may influence contemporary po-

/Weal behavior.

William C. Mitchell has summarized these beliefs and has set out the

elements of "the American belief system," as follows:

Politics is a "low" form of activity; it is to be
minimized; private action is preferable to poli-
tics.

Political power is evil; the Amerizan system of
government is designed to pr.-lye= concentrations
of power. But use of power is approved in time of
crisis (e.g., in war or depression).

Rational-legal authority is preferred; power vests
in offices not in men; laws apply equally to all
men.

Citizenship is a duty; the "good citizen will par-
ticipate in the affairs of his community.

20
Gabriel A. Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Jr., Comparative Politics:

A Developmental Approach. Boston: Little, Brown, 1966, p. 50. For
other general discussions of political culture, see Gabriel A. Almond
and Sidney Verbs The Civic Culture. Boston: Little, Brown, 1965, Ch. 1;
David M. Potter, People of Plenty: Economic Abundance and the American
Character. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954; and Bernard
Hennessy, Public Opinion. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1965, Ch. 10.
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Americans feel ambivalent toward compromise; they
stress both principle and accommodation, the former
on basics, the latter on subsidiary issues.

Action is justified in the name of the public inter-
est; responsible behavior seeks to advance the pub-
lic good.

Politics is a game; rules are well defined; people
want to see who wins, but seldom take part tham-
selves.21

There is evidence to suggest that Americans respond to politics in

these ways. Only a few political leaders -- the President, Senators,

Supreme Court Justices -- seem to be accorded high prestige; few parents

evidence elation at the prospect of a career in politics for their chil-

dren. Our political oratory abounds with such phrases as "government of,

by, and for the people," and a "government of laws, not of men." We

have already noted the existence of a sense of citizen duty to partici-

pate in politics, at least to vote. At the same time, however, few citi-

zens do more than vote; most are prepared to watch from a distance. Fin-

ally, observers of the American political scene have often noted the

stress on principle, responsibility, the public (as opposed to private)

good, and morality in political discussion coupled with pragmatism, bar-

gaining ("log-rolling"), and compromise in political action.22 Such views

as these constitute the orientation of the American political culture to-

ward politics.

Another set of beliefs pertains to the "rules of the game," the ac-

cepted modes for conducting political affairs. Prothro and Grigg

21Wifliam C. Mitchell, The Americau Polity. New York: Free Press,

1962, pp. 1O -121.

22Such observations have long been commonplace. See, for example,

Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America. New York: Vintage Books,

1954, first published in 1835.
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illustrate the eldespresi accptesce of the Norms of majority rule itad

eimerity rights.
21

a Isteimes of $.7 pervert of theme surveyed agreed

with statements Out% as **Public *Metals *humid be theses by rajority

vete," aid "the eimerity ohouid be free to criticize najorit deciairee."

This breed geueral agreement em prisciplia, Prothro mid Grigg fahed. 4t4

est carry over to epicitit epplitettess ef the priscipler. 14re this

half of theme ieterviesmil would tar a Cemmoatat from office eve if be

were "Itmeallt. elected" or, despite a commiimeet to mrjority role is the

abstract. would nail the rIdht to vote to those also pay titers. Simi-

larly, !aro eubers would reject tercets specific applicatiome of siter-

aty Is shell, America.% pay at legit lip service to vague so-

tto** iithewt her deeocratic politit* **mull be twbfact44, first they re sot

always apply theor notices* Is specific situatioee.

Omit other forsoistion of political culture Is Mirka deserver 001r,

time here; David itiommee'e views as set fort; is his famous book, The

_i.e.!, Crowd."' Riemese euggeets that oriestutteme toward politics re-

flect basic character or pereouality types sad he perceives as eltoritiem

is the Americas character type acteepasiod by cheese* le political style.

le as earlier ere, the "siatter-iiracted" see was roam thie individual

had hie smile implested se his early is life sad he cestiamed to web

0104* aaala as he eatutod. No via guided by a 4firitycholegics1 gyroscope"

which kept hie go ciente, is *earth of his life slime, despite chime* Is

his wflitlfloaaWiia. ** felt the 0004 to aced oco. to achieve, to

444e his owe WM..'

"Jame* W. Prothro sad Charlene, N. Grip, "Puademental Prieciplem of
041110CfaC*." Urania) 0) rt)Wc4 2204-2$4,

tivw heves, Tele tinivereity Prom*, 1400,
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In politics, the inner - directed character mealiest* itself in the

style of the "earaltter." As as ledivideal with deeply held commituests

to life **ale, the ituter-directed man sees politics, like other areas of

endoevar, as semethiee that he tau taelipviate In order to achieve his

purposes. leis sense of respeasibility, his desire to *thieve, led him to

set involved is politics Whew be see seals to be achieved by participation.

This participates teeded to be motivated by "indignation," by a sense of

grew% eeedies te be corrected. the job of the lemer-directed type yea to

brims abowt desirable (moral) ends, to politics as in other fields.

In contemporary times, a saw characters type has owned! the other-

directed type.
IS

is contrast to iemer-gdirected sen, the ether..directed

tedividest is mewed by estereal rather time internal drives. Kis *nests-

ties Is toward other people; he takes direction from them rather than

(toe lie ewe W. goals. he derive* eatisfettlee not tram production of

ecbiettemeet but from the teepees, of others to him. his psychoiegical

aechaett ie like radar; he is intuited to what other people say and do,

and his goals shift with changes expected of him.

Thf pelitccal eitalisetations of other - directive include the style Of

the "inside-dopester." bather than a teeters with **Ulna things right,

the ether-directed inside-dopester seeks merely to uedersteed politics, to

be "Le the keew." he can satisfy his peers by the sere possession of

knowledge, and he secs no need te participate actively in politics. he is

COUNAMPT rather than a Traducer, a spectator not an activ,4t. Nis DTI,'

eatatiotta are toward tolerance feat moralism) and be values sincerity

.73
As Rieman makes clear, this is not a simple substitution of one

type for another. Seth tenor- and ether-directed types hove existed
throughout history. The point is that *Seeman believes that in the seders
era the latter has replaced the former as the most canoe character type.
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rather than performance. No looks, in politics or elseunere, for those

Who appear trustworthy, whop, word can be taken at fee/ value, Whose

knowledge is reliable.

In a ward, conformity, the desire ta get aloft, dominstes tha other-

directed era. Thus, a bandwagon psychology permeates politics -- candi-

dates urge voters to "get on board," not to be "left out," to "back a

winner.' The sass podia omphaelee images not left's. Political culture --

the basic otientetions to politics, the approved ways of doing Maga --

rests on the other-directed character type.

lc ammary, whether we talk about political culture in terms of basic

beliefs or dominaot character types, the essential point remotes the owe.

There exist, whetover their foundation, commonly held acid accepted wren

and expectations about politics, the ways it should be conducted, said the

behavior* which are inappropriate. Theme values influence the way people

act politically; they permit some things to be done, they virtually ell-

siesta recourse to Other forms of action. Political culture, then, vague

and general though It may be, provides the contest In which political be-

havior occur'. tt delineates the outer limit. of acceptable behavior;

within these Halts there remains aubstatitial room for variation.

2) tokyAuiest0211. Social factors may account for part of this

variation. Though living within a national political culture, the citi-

ten I. more immediately invoived it, a network of group affiliation.. Us

Is part of a family, he probably beide a job, and he may very well belong

to otte or more voluntary association's. to addition, 14 will be a somber

of a number of what were labelled abc.ve as categoric or secondary groups,

ouch ae class, religious, sod ethnic groups. All of anuses associations
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combine to create a social "life style" for en individual,26 a way of life

Which win, affect his political beliefs and behavior. Each group, from the

more intimate family to the sore remote categoric associations, nay have

rlitically relevant norms, values, and opinions which it may impress upon

its members, present and potential. Failure to act in keeping with group

sentiments 0y destroy the possibility of satisfactory membership; thus

if he values belonging to the group, the member may feel pressure to adjust

his att.tudeN and activities in the direction of the group norms. Soci-

ologists and $ehavioral political scientists have uncovered many relation-

ships linking sociological factors to political behavior; eome of these are

reviewed here.

Social Class.. Our earlier examples focused on social class, and, as

indicated, pcsition on the social ladder appeared to influence behavior.

Status affects what people think politically. Taking education and occupa-

tion as the identifying marks of the upper class, we can see differences

In political preferences among the social strata. For instance, the col-

lege educated consistently give sore support to Republican presidential

candidates than those who spent fewer years in school. In 1956, 69 per-

cent of the college educated voted for Eisenhower, while 50 percent of

those who had completed only grade school did the same. The comparable

Republican percentages for 1960 are 61 and 45, and for 1964, 48 and 34.
27

Notice that the !mount of support for Republicans varies by more than 20

percent, but that the relationship between the groups is constant: sore

26See Herbert McClosky and Harold E. Dahigren, "Primary Group Influ-
ence on Party Loyalty." American Political Science Review 53:757-776, 1959.

27
These data are from the Gallup Poll, as reported in Congressional

Quarter!! Weekly Report, September 29, 1967, p. 194.
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education leads to a greater proportion of Republican voter. Similarly,

business and profeseli;nak people (also presumably upper class) consis-

tently support GOP candidates to a greater degree than do manual workers.28

The upper class -- the better educated and those in prestigious business

And professional occupations -- are also more likely to favor fcaeign mid

and other international programs which involve this country in world af-

fairs.
29

Similarly, status affects political participation. Milbrsth, citing

a number of stuiles, concludes that "no matter how class is measured, . . .

higher-class persons are more likely to participate in politics than lower-

class persons. This is true of a variety of forms of participation.

The upper class votes more frequently, solicits and contributes political

funds more often, is more likely to work for a party or to run for office,

and so on. In short, it is clear that the higher one is on the social

scale, the greater the likelihood that he will become politically involved;

this appears to be so because the defining characteristics of blip status --

education, income, prestigious occupation -- provide those with high status

the skills and resources -- verbal and communications skills, leisure time,

available money -- that permit them to take pert in the political affairs

of community and nation.

NI. The Gallup Poll reports that younger voters prefer the Demo-

cratic Party to a somewhat greater degree than do their elders. In each

of the elections between 1952 and 1964, voters under 30 years of age cast

26
Ibid.

29
See Michael Kent O'Leary, The Politics of American Foreign Aid.

New York: Atherton, 1967, pp. 33-35; and Alfred O. Hero, Jr., Americans
in World Affairs. Roston: World Peace Foundation, 1959, Ch. 5.

30
Milbrath, Political Participation, p. 116.
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a smaller proportion of their votes to the Repubvicans than did those aver

50. 31 On the other hand, youthful voters tend to vote less fregiently and

to participate in other ways less often." Age appears to influence what

one, thinks as well as what one does. Merl reports that citizens under 30

are loss likely than those above that age to ,onef4er international affairs

important and thus worth much interest, less likely to have confidence in

the United Nations as an instrument of peace, and more likely to expect

war in the near future. 33

Sex. Women tend to vote more for Republican candidates than do men

V3 a very slight extent.34 What is interesting here is to note that what

appears as a sex difference is explicable largely in terms of other vari-

ables: age, mortality rates, and region of residence.

. . . older people tend to vote Republican more often
than do younger people. And there are substantially
more older women than there are older men (because
men die younger than women). . . . Finally, in the
South, women tend to vote considerably less often
thus men, and since most Southerners are Democrats,
the non-voting female there is non-voting Democrat.
The combination of deceased Republican husbands and
non-voting Democratic wives creates a disparity result-
ing in more Republican women voters. . . .3)

Thus there appears that there is little of the so-called women's vote based

on special appeals of some candidates to females. When "controls" are

31As reported in Congressional quarterly, September 29, 1967, p. 194.
See also Campbell et al., The American Voter, pp. 151-153.

3 warren E. Miller, "The Political behavior of the Electorate." in
Edward C. Dreyer and Walter A. Rosenbaum (eds.), Public paso and Elec-
toral Behavior. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 196W7-FF: 89-90; Campbaret
al., The American Voter, Ch. 17; Milbrath, Political Participation, pp. 134 -
135.

331iero, Americans in World Affairs, pp. 81-33.

34Congressional Quarterly, September 29, 1967, p. 194, citing Gallup
Poll data; hiller, "The Political Behavior of the Electorate," pp. 87-89.

35Ibid., p. 88.
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used, soot of the distinctions in the political behavior of the sexes

disappear. Again, there do exist tax differences in political opinion:

women are less involved with international issues, have less information

about such questions, and are thus acre likely to base their attitudes

on emotional grounds.36 This last seems to be a residue of the view that

"politics is a man's business" coupled with the woman's greater concern

with domestic -- home and family -- matters. Whatever the reason, sex

remains a potentially relevant influence on political behavior.

Reliaion. Church affiliation seems simtlarly to be related to po-

litical thought and activity. Research has repeatedly found that Jews

and Catholics tend to give sore of their totes to Democratic nominees

than do Protestants. 37 Further, "Jews are slightly more active in poli-

tics than Catholics who, in turn, are slightly sore active than Protes-

tants.
"38

And, as before, there are differences among the religious

groups in international outlook: Jews give highly international in their

views; they are quite willing, on the whole, to see Americans involved in

world affairs. Protestants rank next in support for international in-

volvements, followed by Catholics."

It is difficult, however, to separate the effects of religion from

those of class; these two factors tend to coincide. One study, for in-

stance, found th.t, when status is controlled, differences in opinion

among religious groups virtually disappeared. That is, differences between

36liero, Americana in World Affairs, pp. 83-86.

37
Gallup Poll data reported by Congressional guIrterly, September 29,

1967, p. 194; and Hiller, "The Political Behavior of the Electorate,"
pp. 100-101.

38-
inilbreth, Political Participation, p. 137.

39
Hero, Americans in World Affaire, pp. 69-81.
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religious denominations tend to result from differences in status; the

higher the status of tie "embers, the greater their support for conserva-

tive and Republican causes. Jews, of course, are the exception; their

high status goes hand-in-hand with liberalism.
40

To account for this

finding, we may point to the high cohes..ol among Jewish 'troupe, and thus

infer strong liberal group norms to which the young are socialized. Also

persecution or fear of persecution may lead to liberal views and high

rates of political participation.

To this point, using the examples of partisan preference, attitudes

toward foreign policy issues, and levels of political participation, we

have attempted to indicate how secondary (categoric) group memberships

are related to the political behavior of American citizens. Similar re-

lationships have been found for such additional variables as race, eth-

nicity, urban-rural residence, size of community of residence, and region

of residence. 41 This sort of factor is useful in attempting to explain

and generalize about many political phenomena including such things as

support for right-wing political movements. To cite one instance, Lipset

traces the sources of support in California for the John Birch Society

and concludes:

40
Wesley and Beverly Allinemith, "Religious Affiliation and Politico-

Economic Attitude." Public Opinion Quarterly 12:377-389, 1948.

41L-he works cited previously by Miller, Milbrath, and Hero, as well
as the Gallup data reported by the Congressional Quarterly, are also rele-
vant for these factors. Other important sources include Lane, Political
Life; Donald R. Matthews and James W. Prothro, Ne roes and the New Southern
Politics. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1966; Raymond E. Wolfinger,
The Development and Persistence of Ethnic Voting." American Political
Science Review 59:951-962, 1965; Michael Iarenti, "Ethnic Politics and the
Persistence of Ethnic Identification." American Political Science Review
61:717-726, 1967; and Lloyd A. Free and Hadley Cantril, The Political Be-
liefs of Americans. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1967.
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A supporter of the Society is more likely to be a
Republican than a Democrat, to live in Southern
California, to be better educated, and to be in a
higher economic category [Ms small group
of farmers in the sample seem to be the yost strongly
pro-Birch among the vocational categoricv. Differ-
ences between religious groups are small, although
Catholics are somewhat less likely to back the Birch
Society than are Protestants.'"

short, we can determine the sociological foundations of political

groups and political opinion.

But tinge are secondary groups; people "belong" to them only in the

sense that thry share some common categorization. Whit 2f he social

units to which individuals belong in some more meaningful mse: family,

work, end other primary groups? It should not come es much of surprise

to discover that these groups with which people affiliate closely have an

Lanett on political behavior.

The Family. The family is probably the single most important influ-

ence on its members' beliefs and activities. One study concludes that

the finally is a "key" group

which transmits, indoctrinates, and sustains the
political loyalties of its members. Voters who
support the party favored by their families de-
velop firmer and wore consistent habits of party
allegiance than voters who renounce the family's
preference.43

In the 1952 election, to cite some specific evidence, more than 90 per-

cent of the married respondents in one survey reported that they had

voted for the same candidate as had their spouses. Ica the same survey,

42Seymour Martin Lipset, "Three Decades of the hadica1 Right." In
Daniel Bell (ed.), The Radical Right. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,
1963, pp. 356 -3'7. See also Raymond E. Wolfinger et al., "America's Radi-
cal Right: Politics and Ideology." In David E. Apter (ed.), Ideology and
Discontent. New York: Free Press, 1964, pp. 262-293; and Nelson W. Polaby,
"Toward An Explanation of McCarthyism." Political Studies 8:809-824, 1960.

43McClosky and Dahlgren, "Primary Group Influence on Party Loyalty."
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about 85 pezcent of the unmarried respondents declared that their votes

and those of their family had coincided. 44 Moreover, the nature of the

family's political beliefs is important here. The more homogenous the out-

look of the fumily, the higier its interest in politics, the more canals-

tent its partisan preference, and the more closely knit it is, the greater

is its impacts the beliefs of itc embers.
45

That is, the more important

and positive an individual's family is for him, the greater is the likeli-

hood that his views wilt conform to those of his immediate family.

Work and Peer Groups. While less powerful than the family, other

prLaary groups, such as work and pear groups, have fundamental consequences

for the political views of their members. In most cases, these groups oper-

ate to reinforce the political loyalties which the family instills. in

other words, people tend to associate at work and socially with those who

share their political sentiments. One survey, mentioned above,
46

discovered

that nearly 85 percent of the respondents voted in a way consistent with

their friends.

In addition, the nature of the job itself may help to shape the work-

er's outlook on life, including the political world. Lipsitz interviewed

small samples of unskilled assembly line laborers, semiskilled relief and

utility men, and skilled maintenance workers.
47

Those on the assembly

line, without bac;: skills, performtng repetitive task, and with no real

involvement with the total product, were much less satisfied with their

44Angus Campbell et al., The Voter Decides. Evanston: Row, Peterson,

1954, pp. 199-206.

4S--ncClosky and Dahlgren, "Primary Group Influence on Party Loyalty."

46Campbell et al., The Voter Decides, pp. 199-206.

47Lewis Lipsits, "Work Life and Political Attitudes." American Po-

litical Science Review 58:951-962, 1964.
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jobs than were the more skilled workers. They were more fatalistic in

their outlook; they were more likely to feel that oars end poverty vet.

the inevitable conditions of mankind, that government is beyond the influ-

ence of ordinary men, and that long-range planning is likely to come to

naught. Finally, assembly line operators had more radical political

opinions; possessing less and feeling frustrated, they were more ready

to try new ways to alter their life situations, to change the status quo.

The point of this discussion of primary groups is, to reiterate, that

face-to-face contacts and interactions are powerful influences on polit-

ical behavior. In the family, through their choice of friends, and on

the job, people tend to find themselves in associations characterise' oy

homogeneous political beliefs. Thus, they are exposed only te one point

of view, and it should not come as a surprise to discover that they ac-

cept this pattern of opinion to an overwhelming degree. All of what they

hear and see is consittent with what they believe and do, and they are

unlikely to be exposed to many forces for change.

This stable and consistent pattern of political forces is not always

the case, however, for some people are exposed to conflicting pressures.

Upper c'.ass Catholics and Jews, Republican women who marry Democratic

husbands, individuals whose life style varies widely from those of their

parertal families, these and many other sorts of individuals experience

"cross-pressures," that is, the inconsistent appeals of their varied group

attar' ants. Where the conflicts are unequal, as between an important

primary group and more remote secondary affiliations, they "are more likely

to be resolved in favor of the preferred group with the acceptance of its

poll:Atari norms."48 Where the cross-pressures are more nearly equal, a

MiaM
48

Lane, Political Lit., p. 202.
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number of behavioral ;.,seibilities exist. The individual way avoid making

choice; he e*, stay home on election day. Or he say attempt to moderate

or ainirtse the conflict by finding some Rood on both Wes or arguing that

ths group differences are not as large as some believe.
49 Itnally, he may

fail to "see" the conflict, that is, deny its existence, and troceed to

act in keeping with the beliefs of one group. 50

In sum, the individual's place in society, in the social structure

that his primary and secondary group affiliations define, exposes him to

an influential set of political forces. His beliefs and behavior will

reflect this social position.

3) Political Psychology. There is more to understanding behavior

than noting cultural and social forces. The individual brings something

of himself, his character or personality, into each situation he confronts.

We shall Jae the term personality to refer to a person's characteristic

mode of response, either in thought or ih action, to a variety of external

stimuli. We noted earlier the examples of the "introverted" and "aggres-

sive" personality types. Personality attributes or traitb refer to the

significantly probable response that an individual makes to a broad range

of events in his environment. We should note that in common usage trait

namze evoke particular Images, that is, there are stereotypes of the intro-

vert or aggressive person; here, however, our concern is only with those

aspects of personality which we can study in a scientific fashion.

Attitudes, on the other hand, are mantfeetations of beliefs and feel-

ings about specific objects (a.g., the Soviet Union, the Democratic Party,

49This last is the strategy which candidate Hubert Humphrey seemed to
bo employing in his effort to heal the divisions over Vietnam policy which
have divided the "hawks" and the "doves" in the Democratic Party.

5 °Lane, Political Life, p. 203.
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Richard Ilittos/. The behaviorist believes that it is likely that 'phased

reflect personality to some degree, but it Ls clear that this seed est

always be the case. Tor instance, if a ass perceives .usher of aspects

of the world around him as threatening sad responds by rejective satioso,

organisations, and people and by proposing to deal harshly with them, we

may infer that be Is a -hostile" or -aggressive" personality type. A

second san who expresses fostility toward a particular suttee -- he say

oppose the Soviet Union on the quite understamdable grounds that it has

subjugated the lend from which his ancestors emigrated to the Vatted

States -- without displaying s generalised fear of all foreign countries

(or other classes of stimulus cojects) csonot be said to show sole than

a hostile view of *meals. In short, personality denotes a characteristic

response pettorn to wide range of *Moult while attitude decribee a

pertic alar resposee to a elogle oajoct la the oeviroweeet.

we are not asserting that personality, any mate than culture of so-

cial structure, is the cause of political opinion or behavior, but merely

that It mia be s cause. It SOM that, is seeeral, the less structured

a situation is, the sore room there is for personality to influence the

individual's response to that situation.il The more the individual is

hemmed is by cultural storms, by his ova information and aspartame, by

his own perceived self-interest -- whether social, *tosomit, or politi-

cal -- or by uni-directional pressure* from his eo,tal position, the mote

likely is his behavior to toflect forces outside of the personality. In

the absence of other cues, underlying personality trait. have a higher

.feal. 7r--4=mr-a -verisar

SI Ibld., pp. 97-100; Tied #. Greenstein, The Impact of Personality
on PolitiCS: An Attempt to Clear Away Underbrush." Americen Political
Science Itettew 61:429-641, 1940; and Greenstein (e4.),WiZAIIIII, and
Politico." iiurlal of Social leaves! :4. 1,66.
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probability of infitencing behavior. On the other hand, a subject or

event suet he sufficiently important to evoke some response from the in-

divi4ual. Obviously there will be no investment of emotion in objects

which ate too remote to matter. Personality is more likely to be "engaged,"

and thus to be relevant to behavior, by topics which are important enoigh

to requite thinking about but about which there are few prescribed points

of view.

Zefore Proceeding to an examination of some relationships between per-

sonality and behavior, one point of clarification needs to be made. We

must avoid the danger of confusing personality and pathology; to do so

would be highly misleading. While some pathologies neuroses, psychoses,

and the like -- may be expressed in political behavior, these are probably

infrequent case.. What is important to realise is that normal people, oo

i440 (Mn iht, abnormal, have personalities. Pesch individual, whether Oar-

sal or not, develops a way of looking at and dealing with the environment

In which he lives. These modes of responding diffrr for different people.

rho point to remember is that these patterns of response characterize all

people, and that different patterns nay lead to differences in political

behavior.

While there remain some controversial issues about the measurement

(in the scientific sense) of personality, nonetheless evidence which links

personality attributes and behavior ham begun to accumulate, and we will

review soma of it here.

Party Identification. One of the first political feelings which a

.hild develops as he becomes exposed to the world of politics is a sense

of belonging to, of attachment to, one of the two political parties. He

learns "1 an Democrat (or Republican)" long before he knows much, if any-

thing, about the parties and what they stand for. He comes to have a
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deeply held identification, in a psycNological genes, with his chosen

political party. That this attachment is most often taken from the pa-

rental featly, and probably with a ainlmum of rational calculation, should

not cause us to underestimate the conviction with which it is held. 52

Citizens tend to view the world of politics through lenses colored by

party identification; party loyalty provides a starting place for evalu-

ation of political events. Partisan choice influences the perception of

candidates. More than two of every three voters know for whom they will

vote by the time of the nominating conventions or earlier;53 presumably

they sake these decisions on the bests of attachment to party. Along the

same lines, it has been estimated that of the 27 stilton Americana who

"couldn't be wrong" in supporting the 1964 candidacy of Barry Goldwater,

no less than 20 million were Republican party identifiers who had no spe-

cial passion for the Arizona Senator and who would have voted with equal

feeling for Nelson Rockefeller, Richard Nixon, or any other candidate who

adorned the Republican column of the ballot.
54

Party identification seems to influence positions on the issues as

well as views of the candidates. Democrats tend to support issue stands

of their party and Republicans do the same.
55

Party provides point of

52
0n the acquisition and influence of party identification, see Camp-

bell et al., The American Voter, Cho. 6-7; Fred I. Greenstein, Children
and Politics. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1965; and Robert D. Hess
and David Easton, "The Child's Changing Image of the President." Public
Opinion Quarterly 24:632-644, 1960.

53CampbellCampbell et al., The American Voter, p. 78.

54
%ague Campbell, "Interpreting the Presidential Victory." In Hilton

C. Cummings, Jr. (ed.), The National Election of 1964. Washington, D.C.:
Brookings Institution, 1966, pp. 273-275.

55See George Belknap and Angus Campbell, "Political Party Identifica-
tion and Attitudes Toward Foreign Policy." Public Opinion kuarterly 15:
601-623, 1951-52.
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reference which serves as a substitute tar thinking through each ismue from

scratch when it arises. The individual need not weigh and balance the

facts, but need only ascertain where his party stands and adjust or formu-

late his own view accordingly. As Campbell et al. put it: ". . . (Rje-

sponse' to each element of national politics are deeply affected by the

individual's enduring party attachment.56 In short, party identification

is acquired early and continues to occupy, for most citizens, a central

place in political thought, serving as a basic point of organization. Most,

if not all, other political events, including candidates and issues, are

evaluated with reference to party identification.

Alienation. 57 A second personality characteristic which seems demon-

strably related to political behavior is a feeling of alienation or es-

trangement. While there has been some c:onfusion and controversy surround-

ing the use of the concept of alienation, it seems clear that at the core

of the idea is the notion that an individual comes to feel detached from

the world around him. He senses a lack of guidance from appropriate cul-

tural values (normlessness); he believes himself to be incapable of influ-

encing the world around him (powerlessner-4; and he feels cut off from that

world (social isolation).
58

In short, because of his inability to see him-

self as a relevant member of society, the alienated individual cuts himself

off from his environment, tending to be cynical about it and mistrustful of

56Campbell et al., The American Voter, p. 128.

57The following four paragraphs are adapted from Rieselbach and Balch
(eds.), Psycholugy and Politics, pp. 7-9.

58For attempts to sort out the various ideas central to the alienation
concepts, see Melvin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation. American So-
ciological Review 24:783-791, 1959; and Dwight G. Dean, "Alienation: Its

Meaning and Measurement." American Sociological Review 26:753-758, 1961.
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its members.
59

A Humber of studies show the alienated to behave in distinf-tive ways

in the political arena. In general, they are less likely to care about

politics, to discuss political affairs, or to be well informed about poli-

tics.
60

It follows from such findings that the alienated see Jess reason

to participate actively in politics, for the fact of their cynicism, mis-

trust, and estrangement leads them to believe that their involvement would

be pointless.61 Specifically, the alienated citizen isNlikely to stay home

on election day rather than go to the polls and cast his fiTot. 62 Even

when he does vote, the quality of his action appears to have a highly

negative character. He is likely to view the electoral contest as a choice

between evils and thus to vote against the greater evil, not for a candi-

date in whom he has some confidence.
63

Similarly, the alienated voter

tends to oppose local bond issue referendums, apparently seeing no reason

why the society at large should undertake such things as school and hospital

59
In a sense, alienation is the other side of the coin from political

efficacy discussed earlier in connection with voting turnout. The effi-
cacious citizen feels that his voice can be heard politically and he tends
to get involved; the alienated person, feeling estranged, believes he has
no influence aver political decisions and often acts as if influence were
impossible.

60
See, among others, Campbell et al., The Amerinn Voter; and Robert

F. Agger, "Political Cynicism: Measurement and Meaning.17SUrnal of
Politics 23:477-506, 1961.

61Milbrath, Political Participation, pp. 78-81.

62Cf. Kenneth Janda, "A Comparative Study of Political Alienation and
Voting Behavior in Three Suburban Communities." In Studies in History and
the Social Sciences: Studies in Honor of John A. Kinneman. Normal: Il-
linois State University Press, 1965, pp. 53-68; and Milbrath, Political
Participation.

63See Murray Levin, The Alienated Voter. New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1960.
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construction or fluoridation of local water supplies.
64

Authoritarianism. Another personality characteristic which has re

ceived substantial attention from political scientists is authoritarian-

ism. Following the pioneering work, The Authoritarian Personality, by

T. W. Adorn and his collaborators,
65

a number of studies have shown that

authoritarians (those who make high scores on an attitude scale designed

to measure this factor) differ from non-authoritarians (low scorers) in

distinctive ways. The authoritarian individual is a person whose atti-

tudes show, among other things, a willingness to submit to strong author-

ity, a desire to dominate those seen as weaker, a tendency to view other

people in terms of stereotypes, and a pervasive concern for power and

toughness.
66

To take one example, it seems clear that authoritarians possess a

rather distinctive view of the proper content of American foreign policy.

They seem to prefer an isolationist course of action (that is, they are

reluctant to see the United States too entangled in world politics);
67

68
they favor a more nationalistic (more uncommitted) policy posture. A

detailed analysis by Smith and Rosen showed that people who were isola-

tionist in their policy orientations (or low in "woridmindedness ") possessed

64
John Horton and Wayne Thompson, "Powerlessness and Political Nega-

tivism: A Study of Defeated Local Referendums." American Journal of
Sociology 68:485-493, 1962.

65
New York: Harper and Row, 1950.

66
Ibid.,

67Bernard
Expansionism.

68Daniel J. Levinson, "Authoritarian Personality and Foreign Policy."
Journal of Conflict Resolution 1:37-47, 1957; and Charles D. Farris, "Se-
lected Attitudes on Foreign Affairs as Correlates of Authoritarianism and
Political Anomie." Journal of Politics 22:50-67, 1960.

pp. 224-242 and passim.

Fensterwald, Jr., "The Anatomy of American 'Isolationism' and
II." Journal of Conflict Resolution 2:280-309, 1958.
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many of the attributes of authoritarianism. Those who rejected coopera-

tive participation in world affairs were more likely to think in stereo-

types, to see threats arising from external sources, to prefer compliance

to independence, to be pessimistic about the future, and to admire as an

ideal to be emulated a political-military type of person in preference to

an artistic-humanistic model.
69

Finally, and more spec-fically, authori-

tarians have been found more likely than non-authoritarians to oppose

American trade with the Soviet Union and the establishment of classes on

Russian society in American schools;
70

to expect war, presumably with the

USSR, in the immediate future;
71

and to opt for extreme solutions to com-

plex international problems.72 This evidence provides substantial support

for the proposition that "personal authoritarianism constitutes an impor-

tant inner source (though by no means the only source) of the disposition

toward nationalist and related ideologies."
73

Self-Esteem. It is well known that some people have a confident

69
Howard P. Smith and Eller Weber Rosen, "Some Psychological Corre-

lates of Woridmindedness and Aut,oritarianism." Journal of Personality
26:170-183, 1958.

70
William J. MacKinnon and Rfchard Centers, "Authoritarianism and

Internationalism." Public Opinion Quarterly 20:621-630, 1956.

71
Farris, "Selected Attitudes on Foreign Affairs as Correlates of

Authoritarianism and Political Anomie."

72
Robert E. Lane, "Political Personality and Electoral Cho.ce."

American PoliticA Science Review 49:173-190, 1955.

73
Levinson, "Authoritarian Personality and Foreign Policy," p. 44.

It must be confessed that not all researchers share Levinson's confidence
in the proposition. Many point to methodological difficulties in the
work of Adorn° et al. and others who followed their lead which require
caution in attributing meaning to authoritarianism. The best statement
of the criticisms is Richard Christie and Marie Jahoda (eds.), Studies in
the Scope and Method of "The Authoritarian Personality." New York: Free
Press, 1954. For a convenient summary of the arguments, pro and con, see
Roger Brown, Social Psychology. New York: Free Press, 1965, Ch. 12.
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outlook on life; they seem unworried about their own ability to master, or

at least come to terms with, the environment in which they live. Others

appear to be much more insecure, less certain that life does not hold some

cruel fate in store for them. This trait, alternatively known as self-

esteem, self-confidence, or ego strength, appears to be related to polit-

ical behavior. It appears, for instance, that individuals who feel con-

fident of their own ability to face life's challenges successfully (that

is, who possess high self-esteem) are also confident of their nation's

ability to survive the difficulties inherent in the world of international

relations. At least those with strong egos are less likely to choose iso-

la_ionism and more inclined to accept the risks which go with active in-

velvement with the other nations of the world.
74 Likewise, those possessed

with high self-esteem, with feelings of their own competence, find it easier

to deal with other people and thus to participate more frequently in the

activities associated with political campaigning.
75

To summarize, we can say that personality, like culture and social

structure, seems to suggest a number of relationships to political thought

and deed which are well worth investigating. It remains for research to

describe the precise relationships between personality and behavior; our

use of a field perspective serves only to remind us that the kind of indi-

vidual we may be, the kinds of personality traits we have, may influence

the kinds of political behavior we exhibit.

4) Political Socialization. Earlier we defined political socializa-

tion as the learning process by which the individual acquires tendencies

74
Herbert McClosky, "Personality and Attitude Correlates of Foreign

Policy Orientations." In James N. Rosenau (ed.), Domestic Sources of For-
eign Policy. New York: Free Press, 1967, pp. 51-110, esp. pp. 71-79.

75-
milbrath, Political Participation, pp. 76-78.
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to act. He learns the norms and orientations of the political culture

and he absorbs the expectations about his behavior that the groups to

which he belongs hold. Political scientists have recently begun to in-

quire about the socialization process and have uncovered some of its

central features.
76

It should be noted, first of all, that political learning, unlike

classroom education, is unplanned and often unconscious. Few parents or

group members consciously seek to inculcate a specific set of political

values; rather the learning takes place in informal ways. By observation,

intuition, or imitation, the child or new group member comes to sense the

generally accepted pattern of thought, and he realizes, probably without

much effort, that he will benefit from an adjustment to this pattern.

Moreover, from a broader perspective, the socialization process is the

means by which societies and groups perpetuate their own existences. To

survive, an organization must keep alive its goals, norms, values, and

appropriate procedures. This it can do by teaching the younger genera-

tion -- its children or its new members -- how they are expected to be-

have and what they are expected to accomplish.

Finally, it is worth noting that socialization occurs at all phases

of the life cycle. As we will see, early childhood socialization is im-

portant to an understanding of adult political activity, but this should

not obscure the fact that the learning of expectations about behavior

76
0n socialization in general, see Sigel (ed.), "Political Sociali-

zation"; Herbert Hyman, Political Socialization. New York: Free Press,
1959; and Richard E. Dawson, "Political Socialization." In James A.
Robinson (ed.), Political Science Annual 1966. Indianapolis: Hobbs-
Merrill, 1966, pp. 1-84. See also John J. Patrick, Political Socializa-
tion of American Youth: Implications for Secondary School Social Studies.
Wash:ngton, D.C.: National Council for the Social Studies, Research
Bulletin No. 3, 1967.
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continues throughout life. Whenever an individual changes his location

on the social class ladder; accepts a new job; moves to a new neighbor-

hood, state, or region; or ln any way takes on a new role, he will encoun-

ter a new set of expectation', to which he will be socialized. The fact

remains, however, that most is known about childhood political learning,

and our discussion will focus on that period of life. For the sake of

convenience, the summary which follows will treat three basic questions

about socialization: what is learned (that is, the content of socializa-

tion), who teaches (that is, the agents of socialization), and the ways

learning takes place (that is, the process of socialization).
77

The Content of Socialization. Children acquire their first political

beliefs at a young age. These early orientations toward politics are

Largely feelings devoid of much supporting factual information. Children

learn, in the early years of elementary school, that the United States

is a good country, 78 that its leaders, especially the President, are kind

and benevolent, 79 and that the citizen is the central figure in the polit-

ical process.80 These findings seem to apply to children in the urban

areas of this country; recent evidence suggests that the children of rural

Appalachia may have a much less favorable orientation toward the American

77
these topics, see the works cited in note 76; Greenstein, Chil-

dren and Politics; and Robert D. Hess and Judith V. Torney, The Development
of Political Attitudes in Children. Chicago: Aldine, 1967.

78
Hess and Torney, The Development of Political Attitudes in Children,

Ch. 2.

79
Ibid., Ch. 3 and Greenstein, Children and Politics, Ch. 3.

80Hesb and Torney, The Development of Political Attitudes in Children,
Ch. 4. See also David Easton and Jack Dennis, "The Child s Image of Gov-
ernment." In Sigel (ed.), "Political Socialization."
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political system and its leaders.81 This suggests that a relatively iso-

lated subculture such as Appalachia may socialize its children in a dis-

tinct fashion; it may teach a quite different set of norms and evaluations.

Finally, it is worth repeating what was noted earlier: children identify

with one of the political parties during the grade school period. Long

before they can justify their choice, they declare their allegiance to

the Republicans or Democrats. And this loyalty is highly resistant to

change in later life.
82

The Agents of Socialization. since so much political learning occurs

so early in life, it is often assumed that the family is the major teach-

ing instrument. This seems reasonable in light of the central position

of the family during childhood. We noted above the importance of primary

groups in fixing political opinion. Children tend to hold political views

which coincide with those of their parents; as Campbell et al. point out,

three out of four voters support the same political party as their par-

ents.
83

In short, since the family is the crucial center of life for

young people, it is not surprising that it has profound consequences for

the political portion of that life. Where the family is damaged and dis-

rupted, its influence is correepondingly reduced.84

81
Dean Jaras, Herbert Hirsch, and Frederick J. Fleron, Jr., "The

Malevolent Leader: Political Socialization in an American Sub-Culture."
American Political Science Review 62:564-575, 1968.

82
Campbell et al., The American Voter, Ch. 7; Greenstein, Children

and Politics, Ch. 4; and Robert D. Hess and David Easton, "The Child s
Changing Image of the President." Public Opinion Quarterly 24:632-644,
1960.

83Campbell et al., The American Voter, pp. 146-149. On the general
correspondence of opinion between parent and child, see Hyman, Political
Socialization, Ch. 4; and Lane, Political Life, pp. 204-208.

84
Dawson, "Political Socialization," pp. 44-45; and McClosky and

Dahlgren, "Primary Group Influence on Party Loyalty."
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Recent research. however, has challenged the primacy of the family as

the central socializing agent. Hess and Torney, while acknowledging that

children learn partisan preference at home, argue that the elementary

school is a more important socializer than is usually recognized.
85

Much

of what the child learns regarding the operation of the political system

he acquires from the school. Similarly, among high school students there

is a lessened agreement between parent and offspring on such specific po-

litical issues as the federal government's role in promoting racial inte-

gration of schools." It thus may be that the family is the prime source

of general feelings of loyalty to nation and attachment to party, while on

more concrete questions of policy and procedure the schools are a more

salient source of political learning. The school may provide other oppor-

tunities not available in the family. For instance, there is evidence

suggesting that those to whom the school presents the opportunity for dis-

cussion, for a meaningful exchange of views, and the right to challenge

the views of those in authority develop a greater sense of political com-

petence -- an ability to function effectively in politics -- which carries

over into adult life. 87

Nor are other groups without influence on political learning, though

their impact seems more to reinforce beliefs a.:eady held than to create

new ones. We have already seen how individuals tend to live in an environ-

ment in which their primary and peer group associates share their political

85
Hess and Torney, The Development of Political Attitudes in Children,

Ch. 5.

8i. Kent Jennings and Richard G. Niemi, "The Transmission of Polit-
ical Values From Parent to Child." American Political Science Review 62:
169-184, 1968.

87
Dawson, "Political Socialization," pp. 49-50.
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beliefs. the members of these groups tend to have similar life-styles

and thus to possess similar outlooks. And where there is conflict be-

tween a primary group and a more distant categoric group, the former

usually prevails. These secondary societal groups serve as reference

points, places to look for guidance, rather than as immediate socializing

agents.
88

Where change in accepted political belief does occur, the in-

dividual is most likely to alter his stand in response to personal, face-

to-face contacts, though these influences may arise initially from distant

secondary associations. That is, primary groups seam to mediate between

secondary groups and the individual. Labor union families will teach the

values, norms, and orientations which characterize the categoric group,

union member, and so on. Children tend to develop orientations toward

secondary groups and beliefs about politics which are consistent with one

another. Where inconsistencies or cross-pressures do occur, as we have

seen, the individual is likely to be leas stable in his outlook, more

likely to withdraw and become apathetic, or -- if a choice becomes neces-

sary -- to decide in favor of the more immediate group.

Finally, since there has been much discussion in recent years about

the role of the mass media, a word seems ir order about the effects of

the media as agents of political socia:ization. The available evidence

suggests that the modern means of mass communication are neither the boon

nor the threat that some analysts have asserted. In truth, the media

serve a supportive not a creative function; because of the operation of a

set of psychological processes, generally known as selective perception,

88
Ibid., p. 64.
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the influence of the media in general is that of a reinforcer.
89

Individ-

uals tend to expose themselves only selectively to media messages. They

choose to "tune in" to those messages which support views they currently

hold. Thus, a committed Democrat will watch his candidate on television

or foitow his candidate's campaign as reported in the press, but he is un-

likely to pay attention to the campaign efforts of the opposition. Like-

wise, where an individual is exposed to both sides of an issue, he will

often perceive only those facets of the message which are compatible with

his own views, or, if made aware of both positions, after the passage of

time, he will remember only what is in accord with his position (that is,

he will retain selectively). In short, citizens select only what they

want to attend to from the many, messages of the mass media.

The Process of Socialization. Less is known about the processes by

which political learning takes place. It does appear that age relates to

the form of socialization. Children learn quickly but unevenly throughout

the elementary school years, emerging by the eighth grade with a rather

fully learned set of basic orientations. 90 Persons, the President espe-

cially, provide the first points of contact with politics; knowledge of

the institutions of government comes later. Early learning seems to re-

flect feelings about parents and the home; only later does the child dif-

ferentiate between the authority of parents and of the President or between

89
0n the effects of the media, see Joseph T. Klepper, The Effects of

Mass Communication. New York: Free Press, esp. Chs. 1-5, 1960. See

David O. Sears and Jonathon L. Freedman, "Selective Exposure to Informa-
tion: A Critical Review." Public Opinion Quarterly 31:194-213, 1967, for
a discussion of the selective exposure phenomenon.

90
Hess and Torney, The Development of Political Attitudes in Children,

pp. 220-221.
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the power of rules at home and laws in the nation.91 Finally, the social-

ization process is mediated by some sociological factors. The process

differs among the sexes; girls, for instance, see politics more in per-

sonal tares, and more in narrow, immediate tares than do boys.
92

Intelli-

gence makes a difference as well; "children of high intelligence are sore

active, nom likely to discuss political setters, more interested in cur-

rent events; they have sense of efficacy sad a greater sense of the is-

portance of voting and citizen perticipation.4.93

To contlude our treatment of the behavior of American citizens, we

may suggest that the field perspective requires that we look at tour broad

classes of potentially relevant political factors -- culture, social struc-

ture, personality, and socialization -- in any search for the determinecte

of behavior. The review presented hers leads to the conclusion that each

category contains variables which are related to individual activity. Cen-

eralizat.ons, and say theories which link them, it seems probable, will

include factors from more than one class. Which relationships viii ac-

tually compile* what theories we cannot now say; all vs can do at present

is to argue that in the search for an understanding of political life, we

can ill afford to ignore any of the sets of elements to which the field

approach directs us.

The Behavior of Political Leaders.

If the categories of the field approach suggest where to look for

possible determinants of citizen behavior, there is no reason to believe

SIMIINMMEr-1111111s. ZOOWN.2SIPMMIIMMINC-.2..111e0=111CMONIVIC

91;hid.

42
t.roanstain, Children and Politics, Ch. 6.

93
Ness and Torney. The pfyllogRInt of Political Attitudes in Children,

pp. 223-224.
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that they should not be just as helpful in any effort to grapple with the

influences on the behavior of political leaders. Leaders in American

society come in many shapes, sizes, and varieties, and we cannot here do

more than indicate, with a few examples, how the field perspective can

help to structure our search for the causes of leadership behavior. Put

another way, we seek to understand the roles, and the role behavior, of

American political leaders. The present discussion will focus on formal

and informal leaders.

I) Formal Leaders. Formal leaders, as used here, are those who oc-

cupy positions, established constitutionally or by statute, in the formal

governmental structure. The category includes legislators, executives,

bureaucrats, and judges. Such officials may be elected, such as the Presi-

dent and the members of Congress, or appointed as in the cases of the

Secretary of Defense and a number of judicial officers. Formal leaders,

of course, are found at the national, state, and local levels of govern-

ment. The Important point is that these roles, wherever found and however

conatitured, bear the imprint of cultural, social, psychological, and so-

cialization forces, and the job of the political analyst is to establish

which factors, in what sorts of situations, are related to the role be-

havior of different sorts of leaders. In what follows we will use the role

94
of member of Congress to illustrate the form that such analysis might take;

it should be remembered, however, that the same treatment is perfectly ap-

propriate for other formal leadership roles.

Culture. First, we need to note that the legislative role is a complex

94The following treatment of the Congressional role draws heavily on
Leroy N. Rieselbach, "Congress as a Political System." In Rieselbach (ed.),

The Congressional System: Notes and Readings, Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth,

forthcoming, 1970.
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one. The member of Congress must play to a number of audiences. He must

play to his constituents, those who hold the power to terminate his career.

He must also find a mode of living with the other members of his chamber,

his colleagues as a whole, his fellow party members, and those with whom

he shares a committee assignment. Finally, he must deal in one way or

another with the occupants of roles in the other branches: the President,

the bureaucrats, and the judges. Each audience has its own set of ex-

pectations about how the lawmaker should perform his role.

To begin with, the public holds certain beliefs about how a lawmaker

should act. He must, of course, be honest, perhaps even a "paragon of

virtue." Some actions are forbidden by law, but others are in the twi-

light zone between illegal or immoral and legitimate or ethical. As the

recent censure of Senator Thomas Dodd by his Senate colleagues indicates,

it is often difficult for a legislator to establish what is acceptable

behavior as opposed to what is disagreeable in the eyes of the public.

Similarly, the congressman must give lip service at the very least to the

popular ideal of the elected representative as just that, a man who repre-

sents, does the bidding, of his corfarituents. This is true even if he

intends to vote according to his conscience on every issue which comes

before the legislature.
95

If he is unsuccessful in meeting public expec-

tations, the public, in its capacity as the electorate, may compel him

to retire.

Similarly, congressmen hold beliefs about what are appropriate norms

for legislative behavior. Matthews has spelled out the "folkways" of the

Senate; other observers suggest these expectations apply to the House of

95
0n representation, see Heinz Eulau et al., "The Role of the Repre-

sentative: Some Empirical Observations on the Theory of Edmund Burke."
American Political Science Review 53:742-756, 1959.
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Representatives as well. 96 Among other Senatorial norms, Matthews notes

the rule of "apprenticeship," by which junior legislators are expected to

learn their trade in relative obscurity. The freshman Senator receives

the least desirable committee assignments, and is expected to put in more

Lhan his share of time in the dull task of presiding over the Senate. He

must follow the old adage of being seen but not heard in order "to listen

and to learn." He is expected to show proper deference to his seniors in

the Senate. Similarly, the new Senator will be taught the rule of legis-

lative work, i.e., that it is appropriate to spend one's time working at

the legislative tasks, in committee and elsewhere, out of the public eye.

In the language of the Senate, the newcomer must learn to "be a workhorse,

not a showhorse." Along these same lines, the congressman is to become a

specialist, to develop sufficient expertise on some topic -- usually that

dealt with by the committee on which he serves -- that he may be relied on

to give sound advice. In return, he will be expected to defer to other

experts in those areas in which he does not specialize. There are other

norms, but these examples should be sufficient to indicate the kind of

chamber-wide expectations which exist in Congress. What is more, those

who conform to these folkways obtain rewards; they become members of the

informal "inner club" in the Senate, and, in Matthews' view, are more ef-

fective legislators in that they seem to get more of the bills in which

they are interested passed than do nonconformists.

Individual committees, as well as full chambers, have folkways, and

96This paragraph is drawn from Donald R. Matthews, U.S. Senators and
Their World. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1960,
Ch. 5. Cf. also William S. White, Citadel. New York: Harper, 1956.
For a dissenting view on the importance of norms, see Nelson W. Polsby,
Congress and the Presidency. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall,
1964, pp. 32-41.
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the two sets may pose difficult choices or role conflicts for legislators.

For instance, the Committee on Appropriations of the House of Representa-

tives has a set of norms which includes the expectation that committee

members will act as the guardian of the Federal Treasury. 97
The Treasury

is protected by the Committee cutting as many budget estimates submitted

to it as it possibly can. At the same time, however, the full chamber

expects that the programs it has authorized will receive funds from the

Appropriations Committee. The Committee resolves this dilemma of a desire

to cut budgets coupled with the expectation that it will support programs

by pursuing a mixed strategy. The Committee most often appropriates less

than is requested, but more than the program received in the previous

fiscal year. That is, the program gets more money than it had previously,

but less than those who run it claim is necessary. Here, then, is a clear-

cut case in which the behavior of the Committee's members is influenced by

the expectations of the full House and, at the same time, by those of the

Committee itself.

To complete the picture of the importance of cultural expectations

for an understanding of Congressional behavior, we may briefly note some

other norms to which a legislator is exposed. He is a member of a polit-

ical party, and there is the expectation that he will support the party

whenever possible. Similarly, he will be expected to back the President,

when they are of the same party, whenever he can in the interest of creat-

ing a "record" on which both can run at a subsequent election. Finally,

the congressman acts in the shadow of the judiciary, especially the Supreme

97
See Richard F. Fenno, Jr., "The House Appropriations Committee as

a Political System: The Problem of Integration." American Political
Science Review 56:310-324, 1962; and The Power of the Purse. Boston:
Little, Brown, 1966.
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Court, which has the authority to pass on the constitutionality of legis-

98
lative actions. Even these few examples should suffice to indicate the

range of cultural norms, and the extent of inconsistency or conflict among

them, which a congressman confronts in his efforts to play his legislative

role.

Social Structure. Sociological forces are equally relevant to per-

formance of the role of legislator, and influence behavior in a number of

ways. There are, first of all, the formal rules of Congress which define

what a lawmaker can do and how he must go about doing it. The rules define

what a legislator must overcome to get legislation passed. He, and those

who support him, must move a bill through a series of steps from introduc-

tion, through the committees, across the floor, probably through a joint

House-Senate conference committee, and finally on to the President for his

signature. Each step in this process is governed by the rules of the

chamber. While this is not the place to discuss these rules,
99

it is im-

portant to recognize that the rules do create a social structure (or define

the legislative institution) which controls in a formal fashion what the

individual legislator can and cannot do.

Social structure in the broader sense is also important in under-

standing Congressional behavior. Each legislator brings with him to Wash-

ington a set of social relationships established prior to the start of his

98
This is an obviously superficial statement of a small sample of the

points that could be made to illustrate the expectation patterns within
which Congress operates. For more detail, consult any of the major texts
on the legislative process. The best of these are William J. Keefe and
Morris S. Ogal, The American Legislative Process. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1968; and Malcolm E. Jewell and Samuel C. Patterson, The
Legislative Process in the United States. New York: Random House, 1966.

99
On the rules, see Lewis A. Froman, Jr., The Congressional Process.

Boston: Little, Brown, 1967.
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legislative service; he belongs to a political party, a variety of primary

and secondary groups, and he has undergone an extensive process of socinli-

zation. Like any citizen, he possesses a set of political beliefs stem-

ming in part from his position in society, and it is not reasonable to

expect that he will forget or renounce all that he believes when he is

elected to Congress and make up his mind anew on all the issues which he

faces as a lawmaker. These beliefs will influence what he does in Con-

gress. To take one example, they seem to help determine how he will vote

on foreign policy legislation. Legislators of both parties who are Catho-

lics are more inclined than their Protestant colleagues to support foreign

aid legislation on the floor of the House of Representatives. Similarly,

those who worked in business occupations prior to coming to Congress are

more, and those with farm backgrounds less, favorable to foreign aid

bills.
100

Finally, social structure has an indirect influence on the behavior

of Senators and Representatives through social differences in the dis-

tricts congressmen represent. There are 435 members of the House of

Representatives, and they come from constituencies which differ greatly

in social terms; some are urban, some rural; others vary in the degree to

which they are rich or poor, northern or southern, well or poorly educated.

These differences are reflected in differences An voting behavior. Re-

turning to the example of foreign aid, we find that in recent years, dis-

tricts populated by the financially better off, urban residents, located

in the North, and especially in the Northeast, have elected congressmen

who tend to vote moat often for foreign aid. And this is true within each

10 °Leroy N. Rieselbach, The Roots of Isolationism. Indianapolis:
Bobbs - Merrill, 1967, Ch. 3.
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of the political parties.
101

In short, whether one talks about social

structure in the narrow terms of Congress itself or in the broader per-

spective of the larger society, it appears that this structure relates to

the performance of the legislative role.

Personality. Almost nothing is known about the influence of personal-

ity on legislative role-playing, largely because congressmen have not been

available for assessment of their personalities. All that can be said is

that there is no logical reason why personality may not be related to

legislative behavior in ways similar to the fashion in which we have seen

that it is related to word and deed among citizens. To cite one case, in

1946 the Legislative Organization Act which Congress passed created a Senate

Committee on Government Operations which, in turn, established a Permanent

Subcommittee on Investigations. Little was heard of the subcommittee un-

til, in the wake of the 1950 elections, the junior Senator from Wisconsin,

Joseph R. McCarthy, acceded to the chairmanship. Nothing else changed,

the expectations about the subciammittee, its rules, all the objective cir-

cumstances were unaltered, yet under McCarthy's leadership the subcommittee

became deeply involved in American politics to an unexpected extent. When

the Senate censured McCarthy -- largely because he violated the cultural

norms, not because of his anti-Communist beliefs -- and his power waned,

the subcommittee reverted to the virtual anonymity which had characterized

its pre-McCarthy existence, leaving as its legacy a new word -- McCarthy-

ism -- for the American political vocabulary. In sum, the activities of

the McCarthy Committee seem to have been the result of the personality of

its chairman -- his desires, ambitions, whims, or other attributes -- more

than any other factors. If this is true in this instance, it is certainly

101
Ibid., Ch. 5.
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possible that research might uncover other ways in which personality is

related to legislative behavior.

Socialization. Much has already been said about the ways in which

socialization appears to influence the way congressmen go about their

jobs. Here we need only recapitulate briefly. Many of the opinions

about government and politics which lawmakers bring with them to legis-

lative service are learned through the socialization process in the same

way as similar beliefs are learned by those who never seek elective of-

fice. Thus all that was said about socialization in the previous section

of this paper is relevant here. Coming to Congress at a relatively ad-

vanced age, the freshman legislator must undergo socialization to the

norms of his chamber as well. He must learn what others -- his consti-

tuents, party, colleagues, and those in the other branches of government --

expect him to do, In the Senate, newcomers who ignore the folkways are

met with hostility and reduced prospects for acceptance and eventual influ-

ence.
102

In brief, legislators have been, and continue to be, exposed to

socializing experiences which shape how they will act out their legisla-

tive roles.

This discussion of the Congressional role should make clear that there

is more to the passage of legislation than a simple recitation of the steps

by which "a bill becomes a law" would indicate. Such a listing is limited

to the formal, structural aspects of the process. As we have suggested,

there are other factors -- culture, personality, and socialization --

which influence the behavior of congressmen. While a bill must be intro-

duced, pass through the committee process, undergo debate and amendment

on the floor -- and do so in the House and the Senate -- how individual

102
Matthews, U.S. Senators and Their World, Ch. 5.
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law-makers respond to their role in this process reflects their character-

istics. The formal rules limit to an extent what they can do, but there

remains for the legislators substantial room for choice in what they say,

what amendments they introduce, how they vote, and so on -- all of which

may be shaped by their social backgrounds, their personalities, and the

extent to which they accept (or reject) the norms of the chamber. In

short, knowing the process by which legislation is enacted tells only part

of the story; we need to understand the influences on the ways in which

individual congressmen operate within the rules as well before we can

speak with confidence about the legislative process.

To summarize: formal leadership roles, as the discussion of the role

of congressmen illustrates, are complex ones, involving a number of dif-

ferent aspects. The behavioral scientist seeks to discover the causes, or

correlates, of the various behaviors which role-occupants perform. On the

face of it, it appears that a full understanding of such behavior is un-

likely to emerge without consideration of the four classes of factors --

cultural, social, psychological, and socialization -- which the field per-

spective singles out for attention.
103

Each of these sets of factors sug-

gest foci for investigation of other formal leaders. Research on the

President, bureaucrats, judges, state and local officials, among others,

103
Space limitations preclude a full treatment of Congress and, of

course, more than passing mention of other leadership roles. Some books
worth examining on other formal roles include, on the Presidency, Richard
E. Neustadt, Presidential Power. New York: Wiley, 1960; Clinton Rossiter,
The American Presidency. Rev. ed., New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1960; and
Louis W. Koenig, The Chief Executive. Rev. ed., New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1968. On the courts, see Glendon Schubert, Constitutional
Politics, Part I. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960; John R.
Schmidhauser, "The Justices of the Supreme Court: A Collective Portrait."
Midwest Journal of Political Science 3:1-49, 1959; and Stuart S. Nagel,
"Political Party Affiliation and Judges' Decisions." American Political
Science Review 55:843-850, 1961.
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will profit from analysis of a sort similar to that suggested in our dis-

cussion of congressmen. Considerations of space, not of importance, led

to the use of the legislative example to illustrate the field approach;

we contend that our understanding of other leadership roles could be en-

hanced by the use of the field point of view.

2) Informal Leaders. Precisely the same approach can be applied to

a study of informal leaders in American life. It is a truism to say that

power and influence are unequally divided in this country. Those who have

responsibility for making political decisions -- the formal leaders --

must be given authority to carry out those decisions. But among,those

without formal positions in government, there is also an unequal disper-

sion of influence. Some citizens are better able than others to make

their voices heard in the places where decisions are made. They are able

to speak to, and for, large numbers of people and to assert authority on

their behalf. It is these men and women who, without formal positions,

can nonetheless influence, directly or indirectly, what those with legal

power to act do who are the informal leaders in our society.

Informal leaders differ considerably in the numbers of people they

can influence and the number of issues over which they can exert their.

influence. We may mention, to begin, those who have been designated as

"opinion leaders." These individuals, found in all walks of life, are

individuals to whom a fairly small number of others turn for guidance

and information. The opinion leaders are much more attuned to the mass

media than their associates and they pass on what they see and hear to

the latter. Thus is established a "two step flow of communication" from
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media to opinion leader to opinion follower.
104

Examples of opinion lead-

ers would include the local minister or priest to whom parishioners turn

for political advice, the shop steward who is influential with fellow-

employees in his union, the corporate executi.c whc rclays messages to his

neighbors in suburbia, or the office worker who passes on his views to

others gathered around the water-cooler.

Opinion leaders tend, in sociological terms, to be much like those

to whom they transmit their views. They have similar educatioaal, occu-

pational, income, and other attainments to their peers, but are distin-

guished from them in a psychological sense by their grcater interest in

and involvement with politics, and seemingly by their willingness to ex-

press themselves on political topics. In addition they are the sort who

inspire confidence in and thus the acceptance of their sentiments by their

followers. And, though there is no data on the point, it seems highly

likely that opinions are passed on in a way in keeping with group culture.

Looking at the transmitting rather than the receivima end of the com-

uunications process reveals enother set of informal leaders, those whom

Rosenau has designated "opinion-makers."
105

Opinion - makers are individuals

who, because of their positions in important organizations or because of

their accomplishments, are called upon to circulate their views via the

mass media to large audiences of people unknown to them personally. Thus

104
On opinion leaders and the two-step flow, see Paul F. Lazarsfeld

et al., The People's Choice, 2nd ed. New York: Columbia University Press,
1948; Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal Influence. New York:

Free Press, 1955; and Elihu Katz, "The Two-Step Flow of Communication: An
Up-to-Date Report on an Hypothesis." Public Opinion Quarterly 21:61-78,
1957.

105
James N. Rosenau, Public Opinion and 'oreign Policy. New York:

Random House, 1961; and National Leadership and Foreign Policy. Prince-
ton: Princeton University Press, 1963.
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corporation executives, influential journalists, MOVi2 stars, athletes,

and other well-known persons often give speeches, write artie.es, nr make

endorsements expressing opinions which will be heard, not necessarily

because of what is said, but more likely because of who says them. The

respect that such individuals command insures a hearing for their views,

and the media will pick up these pronouncements and disseminate them

widely. Opinion-makers may exert influence on one or many issues of a

national or local variety, bui. within their range of expertise their

voices will be heard and perhaps heeded. The influence of opinion - makers

may be direct, as when a governmental official takes their views into

account in making decisions, or indirect, as when their opinions are

accepted by large numbers of citizens who in turn redirect them toward

decision-makers.

Rosenau investigated one group of opinion-makers, those convened in

the :1958 White House "Conference on Foreign Aspects of U.S. National Se-

curity." The Conference was an attempt to use the opinion-makers to mo-

bilize support for the foreign aid program; the leaders were briefed on

the program and it was hoped that they would use their access to the com-

munications media to spread the word more widely, thus generating favor-

able sentiment toward the program. The participants in the conference

tended to be professionals (corporate executives, university presidents,

officers of voluntary associations, publishers and journalists, members

of Congress) of a particular social character. The typical conferee was

"a middle-aged, white, Protestant, upper-class male from the Eastern Sea-

board, who has had extensive education and who is likely to be a business-

man while at the same time holding a variety of unremunerated posts in
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outside organizations. "106 The conferees did possess access to channels

of communications and they were, on the whole, concerned about international

affairs and favorably disposed toward the idea of foreign aid. Thus there

was brought together in Washington a group that had the potential to act

as opinion-makers; that many of them did not do so in this instance does

not vitiate the point that there exist people who have the ability to in-

fluence the views of a wide range of others via the media of mass communi-

cations.

A third area in which there has been investigation of the role of in-

fcrmal leaders is the nature of "community power structure." The central

questions here are which citizens of the local community have the power or

influence to make their voices heard when local decisions are made, and

over what range of decisions are they important. Without attempting to

delve into the thorny methodological controversies which continue to rage

with respect to the issue of community power, it is clear that two major

answers to the question of who governs local communities have been ad-

vanced: the "elitist" and the -pluralist." The elitist position, in es-

sence, argues that a small group -- the elite -- has sufficient influence

to impose its choices on the much larger, but relatively powerless, mass

of the citizens.
107

Members of the elite are drawn disproportionately

from the upper classes; they hold prestige jobs, are financially well-off,

106
Ibid., p. 130.

107The classic statement of the elitist view is C. Wright Mills' The
Power Elite. New York: Oxford University Press, 1956, esp. Ch. 1. See
also Floyd Hunter, Community Power Structure. Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1953. For a critique of this view, see Robert A.
Dahl, "A Critique of the Ruling Elite Model." American Political Science
Review 52:463-469, 1958; and Raymond A. WolfingeTTITRW5utation and Reality
TrFirer Study of 'Community Power'." American Sociological Review 25:636-
644, 1960.
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are better educated, and have the reputation of being important people.

These resources, so the elitist view holes, enable them to dominate the

local decision-making process across a wide variety of different issues.

Where the elite chooses to act, the elite is very likely to prevail.

On the other hand, while acknowledging that power and other resources

are unequally divided in any community, the pluralist denies that any

single elite is likely to dominate in all areas of decision-making. Rather

there tend to be different groups exercising great influence on different

topics. Thus, there are plural or multiple centers of power, no one of

which can do much outside its own sphere of competence. For instance, in

a study of New Haven, Connecticut, Dahl examined decisions in three areas:

education, urban renewal, and political party nominations.
1
4°8 He found

that there were identifiable groups of leaders in each issue-area, but

there was virtually no overlap among these leaders. Only 1.5 percent of

those involved were inflt _ntial in all three areas.
109

It may be, of course, that both schools of thought are correct; some

cities may be elite dominated, others may be ruled by pluralistic centers

or authority. And variations in local political culture may account for

the differing leadership patterns. Thzt is, in some communities Lhe norms

and expectations may be such that only a few citizens assume leadership

roles and the remainder defer to them. In other localities, there may be

norms, leading to wider participation and a division of labor, which re-

sult in a more pluralistic pattern. This sort of speculation, of course,

needs to be checked through specific empirical research effort.. Research

on the personality factors which may lead individuals to seek influence on

19b:.

108Robert Dahl, Who Caverns? New Haven: Yale University Press,

le9
Ibid., p. 175.
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the local level is also needed; little or nothing is known about any dif-

ferences in character between influentials and others with similar social

positions who choose to refrain from political activism. Nor is data

available on the socialization of community leaders, though if the elite

formulation is correct we may assume that as children the budding leaders

learned the values of the upper classes and also that these same beliefs

were reinforced in adult life through group associations.

As another example of the sorts of informal leadership which exist

in America, and one about which a good deal has been written, we may look

at the role of lobbyist or pressure group representative. The interest

group is frequently portrayed as the villain on the American political

stage, at worst buying and selling legislative votes, at best bullying

and browbeating law- makers with threats of electoral sanctions.
110

The

call is repeatedly sounded for new legislation regulating the lobbyists

in order to protect congressmen from interest group pressure. Recently,

however, social science researchers have begun to examine the lobbying

process more closely and their efforts have compelled a reexamination of

some of the beliefs about the role of the interest group.

To begin with, the lobbyist works under a set of cultural norms which

govern his relationship with the legislators, whom he seeks to influence,

and the group for whom he works and on whose behalf he seeks to exercise

1100r interest (or pressure) groups, see David B. Truman, The Govern-
mental Process. New York: Knopf, 1951; Harmon Zeigler, Interest Groups
in American Society. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964; H. R.

Mahood (ed.), Pressure Groups in American Politics. New York: Scribner's,

1967; and Abraham Holtzman, Interest Groups and Lobbying. New York:

Macmillan, 1966.
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his influence.
111

In the association between the lobbyist and legislator,

the upper hand belongs to the latter. The law-maker has the authority to

influence governmental decisions and the lobbyist seeks to get him to use

that authority in ways which advance the interest group's cause. In order

to affect how this authority is used, the group representative must have

access to the legislator,
112

that is, he must be able to get the ear of

the congressman and persuade him of the merits of his group's position.

Since, in reality, he has few if any sanctions to impose on the law-maker,

access is crucial, and it is retained only on the suffrance of the legis-

lator. Conduct which is in some way offensive will deny the lobbyist the

access he needs so badly.

To put it another way, there exists a set of norms and expectations

about the lobbyist role (the cultural element in that role) which if ig-

nored will lead to a loss of access and a greatly reduced potential for

influence. The lobbyist, when asked, asserts that his chief goal is to

build a "trusting relationship" with the member of Congress.
113

The lob-

byist seeks to earn the respect of law-makers in a number of ways; he

calls on the legislator in person, but only when it is essential to do

so; to impose on the representative's valuable time too often is to risk

engendering These conversations with legislators are felt to

be most effective when the lobbyist is pleasant, uses the "soft sell," is

well versed on his topic, can present research results which are valuable

111-
much of what follows is drawn from Lester W. Milbrath, The Wash-

ington Lobbyists. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963; and Raymond A. Bauer
et al., American Business and Public Policy, Part IV. New Yuck: Ather-
ton, 1963.

112
Truman, The Governmental Process, pp. 264-270 discusses the con-

cept of access.

113
On the points, see Milbrath, The Washington Lobbyists, Ch. 11.
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in their own right, and leaves behind a brief, written statement of his

point of view.

Such contacts are important to the law-maker as well as to the lobby-

ist. The Senator or Representative will often use an interest group; far

from being the unwilling obects of "pressure," the member of Congress

often initiates contact with lobbies and recruits their aid for his legis-

lative goals. Given a desperate need for reliable information, the con-

'gressman may lean heavily on interest group research and information ser-

vices. For his part, the lobbyist can earn the legislator's good will,

trust, and hopefully his support by providing reliable data; should his

efforts prove unreliable he would risk loss of access. In short, the

ability to deny access permits the legislator to enforce the norms of his

relationships with interest group representatives.

The lobbyist must deal with his employer -- the pressure group and

its members -- as well. The latter hold expectations about what the former

will accomplish but frequently do not provide him the resources to allow

the attainment of their goals. Bauer and his associates discovered that

lobbyists seeking to influence foreign trade legislation tended to be under-

staffed, under-financed, and short of knowledge and time.
114

Moreover,

much effort is often expended to convince the employers that a good job is

being done; in circumstances of limited resources this effort may well de-

tract from the ability to actually achieve the group's goals. The lobbyist,

then, must conform to the normative expectations of both those who hire him

and those whom he seeks to influence. These expectations go far to define

the role of lobbyist.

Sociological factors are as relevant as cultural ones to any definition

114
bauer et al., American Business and Public Policy. Ch. 23.
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of the lobbyist role. Lobbyists, like other men and women, are influenced

in their work by the social characteristics they acquire prior to employ-

ment by au interest group. Milbrath found that they came in the main from

legal, governmental, research, and associational backgrounds.
115

More

than half of those he interviewed had not been active in politics; like

many other upper-middle class, professional people, the bulk of the lobby-

ists chose their jobs in order to advance their own careers rather than

for ideological or philosophical reasons. Their outlooks, however, surely

must be colored to some degree by the positions in the social structure

they have occupied in the past and hope to occupy in the future.

With respect to personality, lobbyists are only slightly different

from other persons of comparable backgrounds who do similar professional

work.
116

Interest group representatives tend to have traits of dominance

(i.e., the need to influence the course of events, to exert leadership)

and self-confidence to a greater degree than other professional men. And

they tend to be slightly less sociable -- surprisingly so, since the abil-

ity to deal effectively with other people would seem a prime requisite

for lobby work -- and less efficient intellectually than comparable others.

This is not to say that the lobbyists did not have the sorts of personal-

ity which would seem to facilitate their activities -- in fact, on the

whole they can be characterized as "honest, agreeable, capable, well-

informed, gregarious, manipulative, communicative, and persistent"
117

but only that they are quite similar to professionals in other, unrelated

1151
1ilbrath, The Washington Lobbyists, Chs. 4-5.

116
Ibid., pp. 97-108.

117
Ibid., p. 98.
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occupations. These traits lead lobbyists, like others of comparable train-

ing and interests, to seek esteem and recognition; rather than deriving

satisfaction from skulking around in the corridors, they achieve pleasure

from the knowledge that others accept them as competent professional per-

sons.

It seems reasonable to assume that socialization also helps shape the

lobbyist role. Lobbyists, no less than the occupants of other roles, carry

with them the beliefs, values, and expectations taught to them in child-

hood. Speculation would suggest that these orientations would be like

those of others from upper class backgrounds. Inevitably, there must be

some learning which accompanies initiation into the role of group repre-

sentative, that is, by observation or trial and error, the new lobbyist

learns how to deal with legislators, how to earn their respect, and how to

keep the lines of communication to law-makers open. In short, the same

sorts of factor seem to define the lobbyist role as appear to be relevant

for understanding other roles.

Finally, we may look briefly at another group of informal leaders,

those who man the key posts in the political party organizations. While

some party leaders hold formal positions as mayors or legislators, the

great bulk of those who work for the parties -- as opposed to those voters

who simply cast their,ballots for their party's candidates -- perform in-

formal roles. We refer here to those who serve as precinct or ward leaders

or as campaign workers. In short, we consider as party leaders those citi-

zens who are the active, participating party functionaries.

There can be little doubt that these party activists are influenced

by a system of cultural norms. Their superiors in the party hierarchy will

expect them to "get out the vote" on election day, to support the nominees

of the organization, and to perform whatever services the party may ask of
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them. The cultural patterns will in all likelihood differ from location

to location; Mayor Richard Daley's Chicago Democratic "machine" is not

the same as the Democratic organizations in Los Angeles or Detroit. But

whatever the place, the party operations will be better understood if we

examine the expectations under which the party leaders perform their

tasks.
118

Social structure needs to be considered as yell. Local election

laws will impose some limitations on the activities available to party

leaders; some forms of behavior will be required of than, others will be

forbidden. The activists' behavior will be conditioned further by the

group affiliations they possess. Those involved in party work tend to

come from families with a history of political participation and they

tend also to possess above average social status. Thus to a great extent

party actives have both the motivation, acquired from their primary group

memberships, and the educational and financial resources commensurate

within high social standing, to function effectively on behalf of the

party organization.
119

This is more true, in Detroit at least, of Republicans than of Demo-

crats.
120

Moreover, among the high status party activists, lawyers are

vastly overrepresented by comparison to their proportion within the total

population.
121

Party leaders, then, are not necessarily a good cross-

118
political parties, see among others, V. 0. Key, Jr., Politics,

Parties and Pressure Groups, 5th ed. New York: Crowell, 1964; Samuel I.
Eldersveld, Political Parties. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1964; and Frank J.
Sorauf, Party Politics in America. Boston: Little, Brown, 1968.
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section of the American electorate, and their backgrounds may incline them

to behave in atypical ways; at the very least, the beliefs which they have

learned from the groups to which they belong must be considered in any ef-

fort to explain how they do behave.

With respect to personal attributes, as with other informal leader-

ship categories, little is known about the personalities of party leaders.

A catalogue of motivations for the assertion of leadership is possible,

however. Some individuals devote their energies to party leadership to

acquire power, the ability to influence the course of events; this can be

accomplished, among other ways, through the use of patronage, dispensing

rewards to entice the recipients to follow the leaders' desires. Others

get involved in order to gain material rewards -- money, jobs, contracts,

and publicity -- for themselves. Still others obtain psychological rewards

from participation; they get prestige, social acceptance, friendship, and

other personal satisfactions from commitment to the cause of a party.
122

Beyond these motivating forces, personality may have other effects. For

instance, the authoritarian individual, given his feelings about authority,

is less likely to find party leadership an attractive avocation. But when

he does participate, his behavior is predictable: he emphasizes party

discipline and organization and his position in the organization, he par-

ticipates in fewer non-party groups than does his less authoritarian party

colleague, and he tends to minimize the role of ideology in party activity.
123

Thus, while much additional research is required, it seems safe to suggest

that personality may well be related to the behavior of party activists.

122
See Sorauf, Party Politics in America, pp. 82-90, on these points.
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Finally, socializing experiences would also seem relevant. We have

already noted that party leaders tend to be the children of politically

involved parents; their socialization, thus, seems to teach them the value

of party activity. We can also prolvlbly assume that other cultural and

group norms incline some individuals to engage in political affairs. And

it seems certain that new recruits learn, through observation and experi-

ence, the ways in which it is appropriate for party men to act. In sum,

as with other informal leadership roles, party activists are influenced

by a variety of factors, all of which need to be considered in any thorough

analysis of the political parties and their leadership.

This cursory review of the positions of opinion leader, opinion-maker,

community influential, group representative, and party leader suggests

that we do not know even as much about these informal leadership roles as

we have learned about the formal offices of government. In both areas

much remains to be discovered, and the behavioral scientist works at ex-

ploring the heretofore uncharted aspects of political roles and role be-

havior. What has been suggested here is merely that the field perspective

highlights a number of questions which must be asked if we are to maximize

the confidence in the findings which research generates: what cultural

norms and expectations influence behavior? How does an individual's posi-

tion in the social structure shape his ',ehavior? In what ways is person-

ality reflected in behavior? In what ways does the socialization process

inculcate the beliefs and values and shape the personality traits which,

in turn, find reflection in political behavior? It is the answers to these

questions which, from the point of view of the field orientation, should

enhance our understanding of the realities of political life.

V. A Concluding Note.

In this essay, the effort has been made to set out briefly the main
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characteristics of the movement known as the behavioral approach and to

suggest why, in their concern with the real world, the behavioralists be-

lieve they have something to add to our store of political knowledge. Re-

duced to the barest minimum, the following general conclusions, each of

which we have discussed in the preceding pages, have emerged.

1) The behavioral political scientist, emulating the methods and

procedures of natural science to the greatest possible extent, seeks in

the long run to develop theories which will permit him to explain and pre-

dict political phenomena and in the short run to verify generalizations

linking variables to one another, generalizations which may themselves

eventually be linked in theories.

2) The field approach, as one possible scheme for thinking about po-

litical behavior, emphasizes the potential relevance of four classes of

factors -- cultural, social, psychological, and socialization variables --

for an understanding of how and why people behave and act as they do in

political matters.

3) These categories of variables are potentially relevant for under-

standing the roles of citizen, formal leader, informal leader, as well as

other forms of political involvement.

We have offered here no definitive treatment of any of these topics;

the purpose has been only to illustrate how the behaviorist attacks his

research problems and the form that some of his results take. When ex-

tended to wider ranges of problems and when carried out still more scien-

tifically, behavioral research may well (and the behavioral scientist be-

lieves it surely will) enhance our ability to understand politics and, by

extension, to build a better society on the foundation of that understanding.
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Preface

The High School Curriculum Center in Government was established

jointly in July, 1966, by the Department of Political Science and

the School of Education at Indiana University with funds provided

by the U.S. Office of Education. Most of the period since 1966 has

been used to design, develop, evaluate, and diffuse a two-semester

course entitled American Political Behavior. APB has been used

experimentally by several thousand students from grades eight to

twelve in all regions of the nation and in a wide variety of schools.

After three yearsof field trials, the APB course is finished and

will be published by Ginn and Company in January, 1972.

In September, 1970, two members of the High School Curriculum

Center in Government began to design a new program for the eleventh

and twelfth grades. They sought to design a program that would

create an alternative to existing civics courses by employing a

comparative systems framework, by affording maximum flexibility for

teachers, and by using the school as a laboratory for learning about

politics.

The Politics and Participation program is much different today

than it was in September, 1970, and is certain to undergo further

modifications before student materials are ready for classroom

trials in 1971-72. Nevertheless, we believe that curriculum devel-

opers have an obligation to report on their work periodically.

While many people are primarily interested in the final product,

i.e., the student materials, many others are interested in the ideas,

the techniques, and approaches that arc guiding the development of

new materials.

iii
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Therefore, we asked Judy Gillespie and Allen Glenn to pause

in their development of student materials and to set forth some

of the ideas that have guided their work. The paper is not a

final, articulated document describing a new program; rather it

is a working paper, published in the hope that it will stimulate

the thinking of others who share our interest in high school

civics instruction.

Shirley H. Engle, Chairaan

Howard D. Mehlinger, Director
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POLITICS AND PARTICIPATION

Introduction

A variety of instructional materials have been developed over

the last few years to help students study politics. A current

survey of the various curriculum projects reveals over forty

different projects have produced materials bearing some relation-

ship to political science.' Of these, the High School Curriculum

Center in Government is one of the few whose major purpose is t(

develop and test new materials specifically for civics instruction.

At the present time two courses are being developed by the

Center's staff. A course entitled American Political Behavior,

which will be published by Ginn and Company in January, 1972, fo-

cuses on understanding individual and group political behavior. In

this course we seek to examine people's political behavior through

the techniques of social science.

Politics and Participation, a civics education program for

twelfth graders, is also being developed. The civics or government

class will serve as the locus for this program and will provide

information, stimulation, and opportunities for discussion, ex-

ploration, and analysis of various political questions. A range

of political systems, including the school, the community, and the

nation-state, will be studied. Using a political systems framework

and comparative analysis, the course will offer the student a

1Mary Jane Turner, Materials for Civics, Government, and Prob-
lems of Democracy: Political Science and the New Social Studies
(Boulder, Colorado: Social Science Education Consortium, 1971).
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systematic framework for studying various political questions and

provide him with experiences which will: (1) teach him the skills

necessary to use the analytical framework, (2) use the school as a

laboratory for practical experiences, and (3) give him opportuni-

ties to participate responsibly in the life of the school.

This paper is a working paper for the new program. The paper

is divided into four major sections. Part I treats the existing

civics program. It presents two general problems facing the schools

and civic education and what we feel is needed to lessen these prob-

lems. Part II presents the analytical framework that guides the

course content and explains how the major political concepts of the

framework may be used to answer relevant questions. Part III fo-

cuses on the basic learning activities of the program. Part IV

sets forth a general outline of the course.
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Part I -- Answering Political Questions

The decade of the 1960's can be characterized as a period in

which many individuals and groups actively and openly demonstrated

their concern over public policy. Civil rights, the Vietnam war,

and pollution were issues that aroused critical concern in many

people. Among those citizens who expressed their discontent and

who asked pertinent political questions were the young adults of

American society. Students sought answers to the problems of con-

flict and change that dominated political life. They asked about

the future of the political system and, in particular, about their

own future. Moat important for the system itself, they sought the

knowledge and the means to enable them to participate effectively

in the decision-making processes that determine the future.

The students of the 1970's are asking similar questions about

political life. Much of their questioning and discontent with the

larger political system is now, however, directed toward the polit-

ical system which applies most directly to them -- the school.

Students from both the vocal minority and silent majority are asking

their schools why courses do not provide needed insights into their

political questions and their understanding of the school and larger

political system. More important, students are frustrated by their

inability to exercise some of their political knowledge and skills

in the decision-making processes in the school community.2

2Alan Westin and Dean Murphy, "Civic Education in a Crisis
Age: An Alternative to Repression and Revolution" (Occasional pa-
per from the Center for Research and Education in American Liber-
ties, Columbia University and Teachers College, September, 1970).
Simon Witten, People and Power: A Study of Crisis in Secondary
Schools (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Institute for Social Research, 1970).
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The significant questions that face the schools during the

1970's therefore are: how can they most effectively cope with

students' questions and how can they make the educational experi-

ence stimulating and rewarding. There are, of course, no easy

answers to these questions. However, if improvements can be made

in courses, such as government, that focus on politics, and if

there can be an increase in the participatory opportunities for

students in the school community, some or the conflicts of the

schools may be met.

Political Instruction in the School

An examination of the educational literature and empirical

research on traditional courses in civics and government reveals

that these courses do not provide the necessary insights into poli-

tics which are needed to enable students to deal with their own

questions.) Traditionally these courses attempt to explain the

organization and operation of the political system by focusing on

legalistic, historical descriptions of various governmental insti-

tutions. The executive, legislative, and judicial branches are

investigated in detail and many facts and figures are presented

for the student to digest. Institutions are emphasized over pro-

cess, and government is presented in its most formal sense.

Such courses do not link the various institutions of government

in any significant manner, and they do not discuss political change.

The political system is presented 441 a static system, one which in

3For a general discussion of civics texts, see C. Benjamin Cox
and Byron G. Massialas, eds., Social Studies in the United States:
A Critical Appraisal (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
1967).
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merely photographed and the subsequent picture described. The

dynamics of political change are of little interest to moat civics

authors and if discussed change is presented historically through

chapters on "The Struggle for Freedom," "The Founding of a New

Nation," and "Our Living Constitution."

Comparative techniques to clarify differences and similarities

among various political systems are used sparingly. Most compari-

sons are used to show that the American political system is superior

to all others and that Americans have mora freedom and equality than

other peoples.4 Even in newer materials slch as Schultz's Compara-

tive Political Systems: An inquiry Apimacji the author chooses to

compare on a one-to-one, process -to- process, or characteristic-to-

characteristic basis. 5 She does not extend her analysis to a dis-

cussion of relationships or the effects of variation among different

system components.

Most civics and government texts also consistently fail to

provide students with the necessary skills needed to answer polit-

ical questions.6 Students in very few cases are given the oppor-

tunity to use and to develop the skills of social science methodol-

ogy. Some authors suggest that the student use an "inquiry"

approach, but this technique is seldom directly explained. Most

often the student is expected to generalize from end-of-chapter

4Byron G. Massialas, "American Government: We Are the Great-
est!" in Social Studies in the United States: A Critical Aepraisal,
ed. by C. Benjamin Cox and Byron G. Massialas (New York: Harcourt,

Brace and World, Inc., 1967), pp. 178-179.

5Mindella Schultz, Comparative Political Systems: An Inquiry

Approach (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1967).

6Massialas, loc. cit.
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questions to "higher" levels of thinking. How he is to reach these

levels is unclear.

Students also are not given the opportunity to examine value

questions and a range of political actions.7 Civics and govern-

ment texts are devoid of controversial topics but full of super-

ficial moralizing. 8 The most common alternatives for political

action discussed are voting and letters to congressmen. Very few

authors provide any insights into how these actions may or may not

affect a given issue or what other alternatives are available and

the consequences of choosing the alternatives.9

These and other weaknesses characterize most civics and gov-

ernment textbooks. Texts are "dictionaries" of political phenomena

but have little explanation for what occurs in politics. They fail

to provide the student with significant insights into why the sys-

tem is the way it is, where it may be going, and what can be done

about it. Instead, they rely on the students' recall of factual

knowledge on the assumption that, given enough facts, they will

understand the political system and be able to make political de-

cisions.

It is no surprise, consequently, to find that empirical research

7Mark Krug, "'Safe' Textbooks and Citizenship Education,"
School Review, 68 (Winter, 1960), 463-480. James Shaver, "Reflec-
tive Thinking, Values, and Social Studies Textbooks," School Review,
73 (Autumn, 1965), 163-166.

8Ibid.

9An example: One source simply notes that, "If particular
laws are unjust, or cumbersome, or out of date, he (the good citi-
zen) seeks improvements, for bad laws lead to disrespect for the
law in general." George Bruntz and John Bremer, American Govern-
ment (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1965), pp. 60-61.
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indicates that civics and government courses are irrelevant and

nonfunctional for the vast majority of students.° It also is

no surprise to learn that students are very critical of the civics

and government courses that are now required by most schools. Be-

cause these courses provide little understanding of the operation

of a political system and because students are given little oppor-

tunity to gain a better understanding of politics, open frustration

and, in some cases, violence are becoming more and more common in

the schools.
11

The gap between adults and young adults on the

means necessary to effect social change in the American political

system continues to widen.12

How can civics and government courses be changed to provide a

more realistic and meaningful picture of politics? There are many

ways. However, the following considerations are crucial if polit-

ical questions are to be answered. First and foremost, courses

must seek to provide some basis for explaining the organization,

operation, and interactions of a political system. Questions of

why the system is the way it is, where it is going, and what the

individual can do about it must be examined and some general expla-

nations attempted. Second, in order to develop explanatory gener-

alizations a framework of analysis must be constructed and applied

°Kenneth P. Langton, Political Socialization (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1969), pp. 92-119.

11Wittes, 22. cit.

12A recent Gallup Poll indicated that 44% of the college stu-
dents sampled felt violence was necessary to bring about change;
only 14% of the general public sampled had similar feelings.
Louisville Courier-Journal (January 21, 1971).
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systematically to various political actions, interactions, and re-

lationships. This framework must pertain to a variety of political

systems and must focus on common political concepts.

The Politics and Participation program contains resource ma-

terials which include such a framework. This analytical framework

is described in detail in Part II of this paper; however, it may

be briefly described here. The framework permits the student to:

(1) describe the organization and operation of a political system,

(2) point out the relationships among various parts, and (3) exam-

ine the concepts of change in a dynamic manner.

The framework is applied to the study of the political system

as a whole. The whole system is defined as a set of political

characteristics and the ways in which these characteristics influ-

ence each other. By studying systems as a whole the student will

be able to examine the ways in which various political values in-

fluence political behavior and in turn the ways in which political

behavior influences political values. For example, when the stu-

dent investigates the effect of the distribution of wealth on the

ways that decisions are made in the political system, he will also

study the way the distribution affects decision-making.

The use of comparison determines and clarifies differences and

allows one to examine alternative models of political organization

and relationship. For instance, to evaluate the two-party system

in the United Statei one might conduct an examination of other

countries' party organizations. Comparison lends clarity and in-

creases the explanatory power of the analytical framework

As noted above the framework is contained in a core 4)f resource

materials. These materials focus on a discussion of political
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systems, their major concepts, characteristics, and relationships,

and provide the student with information which is specifically

related to a particular political concept. The content centers on

four common political experiences -- change, maintenance, develop-

ment, and conflict. Units of study are developed around seven major

political concepts -- decision-making, leadership, ideology, par-

ticipation, communication, influence, and resources. (These con-

cepts are defined and related to the analytical framework in Part

II.) Through the study of these units the student will be able to

gain insights into questions concerning the organization, operation,

and direction of a political system.

Included in these resource materials are exercises which teach

the student process and inquiry skills he will need to use the

analytical framework. The exercises are guided and critically

oriented and permit the student to examine various political ques-

tions, formulate hypotheses for investigation, analyze data, dis-

cuss findings, and develop generalizations and conclusions about

the hypotheses.

These exercises do not lead students to certain "correct"

conclusions but rather provide the opportunity for systematic and

open investigation of political questions. The exercises are guided

because the learning of inquiry skills does not occur by accident

or by answering and -of- chapter questions. The student must be con-

scious of the method and have opportunities to practice and develop

these skills.

Course materials with a conceptual framework that,are more

realistic and explanatory would be a vast improvement over tradi-

tional civics and government courses. These features make Politics
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and Participation unique; however, to end civic education or citi-

zenship education at this point would be shortsighted and would

avoid some of the conflicting problems facing the public school.

Three crucial issues are avoided by ending the civics program

with just a text. First, a better course in government and poli-

tics does not directly deal with students' unhappiness over what

they feel is the antidemocratic nature of the school. Participa-

tion is studied in the abstract, in the safe confines of the class-

room. This hardly lessens the student's frustration over being

denied a part in the decision-making processes in the school.

Second, a course limited to only in-class activities does not

permit the student to put his new political knowledge to use. The

knowledge remains in a "holding pattern" to be used when and if'

ever needed, hence it loses much of its value.

Third, the student cannot directly apply knowledge and skills

that are learned in such a course for the direct benefit of the

overall school community. The school faces many problems -- main-

taining stability, dealing with conflict situations, and planning

for future growth and development. Everyone in it is influenced

by the decisions that are made concerning these problems. It seems

unfortunate that school authorities and students cannot share re-

sponsibly in approaching these important questions. Students from

civics and government courses can provide additional insights and

skills. In many cases these students will by the oldest in the

school community and, for some, voting in presidential elections

will be a reality. The school has a duty to call upon them to share

in the operation of the school and to provide experiences for these

young adults to assist them in becoming citizens in the larger
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political community.

The Politics and Participation program therefore incorporates

into its structure varied learning experiences which permit the

practical application of classroom knowledge and skills. These

learning experiences are centered around various investigative

activities and laboratory experiences.

Within each unit of study there are a series of activities

that focus on a particular political concept. These activities

are primarily student-oriented in that they allow the student to

take a major responsibility for the direction of his investigation.

In some cases the class as a whole may be involved in the same

general activity. In other case:, individual students or groups

of students may be working separately on various problems. For

example, during the discussion of participation in a political sys-

tem, the class may be broken into several groups. Each student

group might investigate the concept of participation from a dif-

ferent perspective. One might examine participation on the na-

tional level, and study voting laws, voting behavior, and discrim-

inatory voting practices. Another might examine participation in

the school -- traditional methods of student participation, un-

represented student groups, or ways in which students might more

responsibly participate. A third group might examine participation

patterns in other nations and study the different models of partic-

ipation and compare these to the American system.

Occasionally the various individual study groups will meet as

a class. These meetings will provide opportunities for the partici-

pants to share knowledge and synthesize information into generali-

zations about a particular concept of concern. Both students and
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teacher will evaluate the progress that has been made. At these

meetings new information also can be introduced and questions

clarified.

At the conclusion of these activities the class once again

meets as a whole, discusses the findings, relates them to the po-

litical concept in question, and relates the particular concept

to the overall political system. Such an experience is synthe-

sizing but also provides a basis from which to move to the discus-

sion of the broader, more abstract model of the political system.

The goal of this varied learning experience is to provide the

student with an understanding of abstract political concepts which

can be applied to a variety of political experiences. Because

abstractions are difficult to fully understand, the various group

activities and more concrete laboratory experiences are used to

clarify the concept. However, the final goal remains, that the

student understand a particular political concept in the abstract

and be able to relate this to other concepts and a model of poli-

titta. By doing so the student will be able to offer some explana-

tory generalizations about political questions.

Throughout the course of the year student activities take

place in the school. The school in a sense serves as a laboratory

in which students use the knowledge and skills that they have

learned in the classroom. The school may serve as a political

experience laboratory because it can be viewed as a political

system. it has the characteristics of a political. system. Polit-

ical activities such as leadership, participation, communication,

choices, influence, and conflict are present in schools. Why not

study them in the school setting and relate them to the larger
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political system?

The overall goals of the laboratory experience are: (1) to

give students a concrete experience in understanding the concepts

and problems of a political system; and (2) to provide opportuni-

ties for the student to understand the similarities and differences

in problems that exist in the school and in the larger political

community. Ideally the student is gaining knowledge and skills in

the classroom which help him make decisions in the political com-

munity and at the same time has the opportunity to use these skills

in the community in which he spends nine months out of every year --

the school. By "trying out" the knowledge and skills learned in

the civics program there is a continual interaction between what

is learned in the classroom and what is relevant to the life of the

student.

Included in these laboratory experiences will be opportunities

for students to take responsible action in the decision-making

processes of the school. This may mean conducting surveys on stu-

dents' attitudes toward various school problems, or serving on

faculty-student committees to determine school policy% The range

of activities will vary and will depend on the openness of the

school's administration and faculty to student participation.

Goals of the Politics and Participation Program

The Politics and Participation program attempts to achieve

the following educational goals. After experiencing such a program,

a student will have:

1. A knowledge of the or anisation o ration and interactions

of a political system. This knowledge will be more than
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facts and figures and will be based on an understanding

of an analytical framework. This framework will enable

the student to make explanatory generalizations about why

a political system is the way it is, where it is going,

and what factors influence its direction. This knowledge

will be applicable to a variety of political systems.

2. Skills of critical inquiry. These skills will include

asking pertinent questions, formalizing generalizations,

applying the analytical framework to a political system,

and making judgments concerning political questions and

alternative political actions.

3. The ability to take the initiative in the investigation of

educational questions. From the sLudent-oriented learning

experiences the student will learn to take responsibility

for much of his own learning. He will become an independ-

ent learner who is able to draw on a variety of sources.

4. The ability to use social science data. This ability will

include being able to analyze various data tables and to

make inferences from these tables. It also will include

the ability to analyze various social science investiga-

tive techniques such as survey research.

5. Increased political interest, political tolerance, and

knowledge of scientific inquiry. By understanding the

political system better students will find politics more

interesting and feel that it can be understood more clear-

ly. By learning the scientific approach to the solution

of problems, students will be able to transfer this ap-

proach to the study of other problems.
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6. A knowledge of the o eration of and eroblems confrontin

the school. A student will have more knowledge of the

operation of a school and the problems it faces because

he will have participated in various administrative

activities in the school. This will encourage positive

attitudes toward the school.

7. A knowledge of the American political system. Although

the course will be comparative in nature, the student will

have ample opportunities to gain insight into the American

political system. By examining other models, the unique

features of this system will be demonstrated.

Summary

The Politics and Participation program seeks to correct two

aajor problems confronting the school. First, it attempts to de-

velop a civics course which enables a student to develop some ex-

planatory generalizations about the operation, organization, and

interaction of a political system. This increased explanatory power

is accomplished through the application of an analytical framework

to the common political experiences of change, maintenance, develop-

ment, and conflict. These concepts are dealt with in a realistic

manner and are clarified by comparative analysis.

Second, the program seeks to allow the student to participate

in the school community and for the clarification of abstract po-

litical concepts through concrete experience. Various political

concepts are examined by the class as a whole, by small study groups,

and by individual students. The student applies his creative talents

as well as classroom knowledge and skills in using the school as a
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political experience laboratory. This can open the door for the

student to participate responsibly in the school's decision-making

processes.

The program intends to make the civics course a relevant and

functional experience. It seeks to provide some answers to stu-

dents' questions about politics and provide the skills and experi-

ences to make political knowledge worthwhile. The program thus

will benefit both the individual student and the larger school com-

munity.
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Part II -- The Analytical Framework

Everyone wants to know something about politics. Students are

asking why schools maintain rules which direct what they study and

how they behave, or why the national government can force them to

fight in a war which they did not begin and in which they do not

believe. Members of communities are asking why industry can con-

tinue to pollute the air or why the cost of living keeps climbing.

All of these individuals want to understand the way that political

decisions affect their lives. Many of them also want to do some-

thing, to participate in making political decisions that vitally

affect them.

One way to begin understanding politics is to explore what is

common in every political system, whether that system is the school,

the community, or the naion-state. In any of these political sys-

tems, individuals share common political experiences. They feel

the impact of political change because different policies affect

whether a son gets a scholarship to go to school or a minority

group can vote. They are influenced by the rules or decisions main-

tained in the political system because they act in accordance with

laws. They experience the political development of the system be-

cause increases in bureaucracy make welfare action more complicated

or mass communication gives them instantaneous information about

political events. They also become frustrated by political conflict

because their work is threatened by demonstrations or a building in

the community is bombed.

The primary purpose of an analytical framework is to encourage

the exploration of these common political experiences by organizing
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and integrating relevant political knowledge. The framework de-

veloped here is based on the four common political experiences of

change, maintenance, development, and conflict. The analytical

structure is built by introducing political concepts which aid in

explaining these experiences. The concepts included are politi-

cal influence, political resources, political ideology, political

decision-making, political leadership, political participation,

and political communication. Comparative analysis is used in order

to develop and relate the concepts that eventually will allow one

to make generalizations.

However, the framework cannot end with generalizations about

political knowledge. Just as most people want to know something

about politics, so does each person put his political knowledge to

use. Whether an individual reflects upon and evaluates politics

or actually participates in making political decisions, he must

necessarily make choices between alternative states of his polit-

ical world. He decides whether he supports or opposes what is hap-

pening based upon his evaluation of how the present political sys-

tem is acting. He decides when and where to act considering the

consequences that his actions will have on the future operation of

the system as a whole. Each of these decisions involve comparisons

between the status of the political world as it is and some future

status. In order to provide guidelines for making these compari-

sons and choices, the analytical framework must generate alternative

models of the future based on various changes in present political

conditions. The analytical framework developed here generates these

models by using generalizations to develop alternative ways that

systems might change and demonstrating the consequences of such
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changes for the future.

The Basis for the Framework

The four common political experiences of change, maintenance,

development, and conflict constitute the basis for the analytical

framework. Many other experiences could have been chosen such as

democratization or modernization. However, the more general types

permit analysis of the characteristics of a larger range of spe-

cific experiences. The direction of the framework is determined

by how these general types of experiences are defined and the kinds

of ouestions that are asked.

The formation of the definitions is guided by a certain way

of looking at a political system. A political system is viewed as

a set of activities through which values13 are allocated. Polit-

ical systems exhibit certain characteristic values and activities.

Characteristic political values include political influence, polit-

ical resources, and political ideology. Characteristic political

activities are decision-making, participation, leadership, and com-

munication. Common political experiences, then, are viewed as a

product of the relationship between the values and the activities

which comprise the political system. For example, political change

can be looked upon as a result of decision-making activities through

which political resources are distributed. When political decisions

are made which influence the distribution of resources to move from

-The term "political values" is frequently used in two differ-
ent ways: (1) a set of beliefs about political goals, i.e., freedom,
and (2) a set of desire le resources. Throughout this paper, the
term is used with the latter meaning. The definition stems from the
work of David Easton, A Systems Analysis of Political Life (New York:
John Wiley, 1965), p. 21.
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an unequal to a better balanced share of wealth for members of the

political system over time, then political change has occurred.

State-federal revenue sharing is an example of this type of polit-

ical change.

With this way of looking at the political system in mind, the

four common political experiences are defined as follows:

1. Political change is defined as a difference in system

characteristics and relationships over time. The forma-

tion of a third party movement in a two-party system is

an example of political change. The change involves an

activity characteristic of the political system, political

participation, with an increase in that activity over time

as the system grew from two-party to three-party partici=

pation.

2. Political maintenance is defined as a similarity in system

characteristics and relationships over time. The sta-

bility of the institutional arrangements of checks-and-

balances between the executive, legislative, and judicial

branches of government in the United States over time is

an example of political maintenance. Maintenance involves

stabilizing a value characteristic of the political sys-

tem, political influence. The formal political influence

relationships between the three branches of government

have remained relatively stable since their establishment

in the Constitution.

3. Political development is defined as a directed difference

in system characteristics and relationships over time.

Development is similar to change, yet development includes
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only those changes which accumulate in the same direction

over an extended period of time. If a two-party system

first experiences an extension of the franchise, then a

third party movement is born, and then that party begins

to take on leadership positions in the government, polit-

ical development has occurred. In this case, development

involves an increase over time in the characteristic ac-

tivity of political participation. The direction of the

increase is toward more inclusive party participation in

government.

4. Political conflict is defined as an inequality in the

distribution of values within system characteristics over

time. A system in which very few official policy-makers

hold most of the political power to make decisions and the

majority of the population is powerless is an example of

political conflict. The conflict involves a value charac-

teristic of the political system, political influence.

This particular definition of political conflict moves

away from the classification of specific kinds of activi-

ties such as riots, demonstrations, or revolutionary move-

ments to a more fundamental attribute of the political

system. Conflict is inequality. The inequality may be

counterproductive or productive and manifest itself in

riots or in innovation.

The rationale for defining the four common political experi-

ences in this way is twofold. First, the experiences are tied

directly to the fundamental characteristic values and activities

which constitute a political system. Knowledge of the experiences
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will thus be consistent with the way a political system is viewed

as a whole. This point is important, for if conflict, for example,

is viewed ac a riot or a demonstration without any link to charac-

teristic activities in the system, then it stands as a unique event

without a useful analytical interpretation. In order to study how

conflict affects the operation of the system as a whole, it must be

defined in a way that is comparable to other experiences being

studied under any given definition of politics. Second, definition

of the experiences encourages the exploration of basic questions

about politics by providing a focus for questions and a means of

identifying relevant knowledge for answering them.

The basic questions that most people want to explore about a

political experience include: (1) What is happening? (2) How

many people are involved or how intense is the experience? (3) Why

is it happening? and (4) What effect will it have? The definition3

of the common experiences aid in exploring these questions. The

focus on system characteristics aids in the exploration of what is

happening. For example, the question "What is changing?" is often

answered by citing a series of unique events such as the rise of

student movements, strikes, and demonstrations. Using the defini-

tion of political change provided above, the student can see these

events as part of a characteristic activity in the political system,

po4iical participation. Grouping events in this way permits him

to interpret and relate this experience to others in a meaningful

way.

An individual, knowing that these experiences constituted

change in political participation and recognizing a conflict in

beliefs, or political ideology, between students and administrators,
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labor and management, or government and public opinion, could reason

that the changes in participation were brought about by this situ-

ation of conflict. This kind of reasoning would lead him to answers

to his "why" questions. Determining the extent to which people were

involved in the conflict and change would facilitate answers to the

question of "how much." Bringing in additional information of the

relationship between change and other characteristic values and ac-

tivities of the system would help to determine the effect of changes

in participation on the future operation of the system as a whole.

The definitions thus promote the understanding of basic questions

in a systematic way. However, how deeply the questions are under-

stood depends largely on the rest of the analytical structure built

upon this beginning.

The Structure of the Framework

The four political experiences defined and developed as the

basis of the framework have a common focus on system characteristics.

These characteristics draw the framework away from unique experi-

ences of any single political system or group of individuals to the

more general experiences common to all systems. What general system

characteristics can be chosen to serve as a guide in the exploration

of questions? The answer depends largely on the initial definition

of politics. Politics for our purposes is defined as an activity

through which values are allocated. The fundamental characteristics

included in the framework are then necessarily divided into two

types: political values and political activities relevant to value

allocation. The relevant range of political values needs to include

deference values such as political power, welfare values such as
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political resources, and goal-oriented values such as political

ideology.
14

The relevant range of political activities needs to

include deciSion-making, leadership, participation, and communica-

tion. Other characteristics could surely have been chosen, but

these seem .;:o tap the range needed for exploring questions. Each

of these characteristics will be defined and elaborated in the

following paragraphs. The range of plausible relationships be-

tween concepts will then be presented to complete the analytical

structure.

What do people value in politics? The President and the

Senate conflict over priorities for making foreign policy. Boards

of Trustees or school boards and administrators conflict over

dress codes and outside speakers for the school community. Stu-

dents and parents debate with faculty and community leaders over

rules and plans for the future. Each group values the ability to

make decisions which affect its own and others' everyday living.

In short, each group values political influence.

In the same sense, many citizens from the President to the

community member value the political resources which determine how

decisions will be implemented. The citizen demonstrating for the

right to vote, the Congressman arguing for major federal projects

in his state, the President seeking information about the state of

the economy or the political stability of another nation -- all

desire to have the legal, monetary, or informational resources nec-

essary to get things done. Why do all these people want influence

14 For a complete explanation of deference and welfare values,
see Harold D. Lasawell and Abraham Kaplan, Power and Society (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1950), pp. 55-74.
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and resources? All have an idea or a whole set of ideas about the

system; they have goals for the system. In the United States, goals

are tied to a more general set of beliefs about democracy, the role

of the individual in politics, the role of the government, and the

kinds of acceptable behavior related to everyday political activity.

These goals or ideas set important limits on actions within the

political system. Goals vary from political system to political

system, yet in each case in which people value ideas, they are con-

cerned ebout political ideology. These three political values --

influence, resources, and ideology -- are defined in the framework

in the following ways:

1. Political influence is defined as the capacity of an indi-

vidual or group to make decisions that affect others. As

a characteristic of a political system, the distribution

of the capacity to make decisions is important. This dis-

tribution is determined by defining who makes decisions

in the system and who is affected by those decisiona.15

Under this topic falls the discussion of important decision-

making institutions in the political system, their inter-

relationships, and especially their relationship to the

groups in which decisions will be implemented.

2. Political resources are defined as the legal, material, and

informational means individuals or groups use to engage in

political activity. As a characteristic of the political

system, the kinds and distribution of these means are

15Peter Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz, "Decisions and Non-
Decisions: An Analytical Framework," American Political Science
Review, 57 (September, 1963), 632-642.
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important. The distribution is determined by defining

who holds these resources and who receives resources al-

located by political decisions. This topic includes the

utilization of the vote, the law, monetary funds, and

skills by political actors.

3. Political ideology is defined as a set of beliefs about

the principles, programs, and actions governing beu4vior

in politics.16 As a characteristic of the political sys-

tem, the substance and the range of these beliefs is

important. The structure of political ideology is deter-

mined by the analysis of the short-run and long-run goal

orientation of actors in the political system.

Based on these definitions, the three values can be related.

There are a wide range of relationships among them, yet certain

things are immediately evident. The degree to which an individual

has influence depends a great deal on the political resources at

his command. His use of resources is guided by the basic beliefs

he holds about the goals of the political system. His beliefs, in

turn, guide the types of decisions he will make and who will be

affected by them. Investigating these basic relationships in the

framework emphasizes the interdependence of all three system char-

acteristics. Changes or modifications of ideology, influence, or

resources do not stand alone; changes in one will envlil changes

in the others.

An illustration of these relationships an.. the effects of

16Robert E. Lane, Political Ideology (New York: The Free
Press, 1962), pp. 14-15.
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change can be illustrated in the actions of the President. One of

the major ideological divisions between political actors in the

United States has been over the role of government in the political

system. Since the Franklin Delano Roosevelt administration, the

national government has sought to encourage and implement national

programs aiding in the resolution of problems of city conflict and

poverty. The President, using the influence of his position, has

attempted to marshall resources toward this goal. Now, under the

Nixon administration, the President proposes that revenue sharing

be incorporated as a government program. The change in ideological

emphasis of the President has a great many ramifications for other

values. Many resources will be distributed to states and cities.

The influence of the national government over these measures will

be minimal. Thus, the change in beliefs about goals has had direct

effect on the distribution of political resources and the structure

of political influence in the national political system.

What are the major activities through which these values are

implemented? Implementation depends upon decision-making. For

values to be allocated at all, individuals or groups must make

choices between alternative solutions to political problems. The

ways in which decisions are made will affect who is influenced, the

resources distributed to individuals and groups, and the support

that is given for any set of beliefs.

Another major kind of activity which influences the ways in

which values are allocated is political leadership. Whether a

leader uses force, appeals to legal authority, or asserts a char-

ismatic pull on a population has great effect on the kinds of

resources he will use and the support he will get from a population
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for any policy that he attempts to implement. That support is

also dependent upon political participation, for implementation

depends largely on the grass-root strategies that are available

for individuals to demonstrate support or discontent. Finally,

the entire leader-follower relationship necessary for political

actions depends upon the structure of the communication system

available for leaders to assert policies and for followers to voice

support or discontent.

These four political activities -- decision-making, leadership,

participation, and communication -- are defined in the framework

in the following ways:

1. Political decision-making is defined as the process

through which choices are made between alternative solu-

tions to problems. As a system characteristic, the focus

of the concept is developed around the rules that are made

for making decisions and the outcomes of those decisions.17

The relevant range of rules which come under discussion

would then be a range from unanimity to dictatorship deci-

sion rules and outcomes including within i.nd between system

interactions.

2. Political leadership is defined as the way in which influ-

ence is exercised in a political system.18 The focus of

this concept is on what may be termed as "style" -- whether

17J Des M. Buchanan and Gorden Tullock, The Calculus of Con-
sent (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1967).

18James G. March, "The Power of Power," in Varieties of Polit-
ical Theory, ed. by David .Easton (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1966), pp. 39-40.
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a leader used force, personal charisma, or authority to

influence others to support his actions.

3. Political participation is defined as alternative ways in

which organized political activity is undertaken in the

political system.19 Voting behavior, party activity,

interest group organization, and political demonstrations

are all relevant organized activities for study under this

concept. As a system characteristic, participation can be

viewed in terms of the kinds of participation open to a

population as well as the amount.

4. Political communication is defined as the flow of informi-

tion in a political system. As a system characteristic,

the emphasis in the concept is on the network of formal

and informal communication lines between political actors.2°

The topic would include discussion of the ways in which

decision-makers gather information through use of staff,

meetings, informal gatherings as well as the major c'm-

munication lines through the media in a political system.

In the national system communication would include major

meetings and media; in the school system this concept could

be exemplified by administration and faculty melting.,

newsletters, and the student newspaper.

The relationships between these characteristics take many forms.

The rules for making decisions and une outcomes of the process are
r.

19Lester W. Milbrath, Political Participation (Chicago: Rand

McNally, 1965), pp. 9-38.

20Karl W. Deutsch, The Nerves of Government Nei York: Thee

Free Press, 1966).
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influenced by the ways in which decision - makers use influence. The

ways in which citizens choose to participate in politics are af-

fected by the communication structure through which they can make

their efforts felt. The kinds of leadership exercised in the sys-

tem influence the ways in which citizens support that leadership

through participation.

Each of these relationships is as important for understanding

the political system as the concepts themselves. The relationships

become important because the concepts are not studied for their

own sake but because they are useful for answering questions about

politics. Thorough knowledge of various ways in which decisions

are made will aid an individual in discriminating similarities and

differences between the operation of a school board and a congres-

sional committee, but it will not answer the question of why deci-

sions are made in one way rather than another. Furthermore, if

decision-making changes, the knowledge of kinds of decision-making

will not answer the question of what effect the change has on stu-

dents or the bills passing through the Congress. The answers to

these questions can only be determined when the relationship between

decision-making and orber values and activities of the system is

made clear. Unless the individual can determine, for example, how

decision-making is influenced by the particular system's goal ori-

entation, or political ideology, he cannot answer why one system

adopts majority rule and another supports dictatorship rule. Unless

. he can determine hordeeisian-making influences the distribution of

? j
r

political resources in the/system, he cannot answer whatefiect

choosing one rule rather than another has on the memhkrs of the ,

system.
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The structure of the analytical framework is therefore built

by these seven concepts and their interrelationships. The concepts

have been defined, but the relationships posited have been very

general. These relationships become more specific when comparative

analysis is introduced. Comparison aids in the specification of

relationships in two ways. First, the analysis of different polit-

ical systems promotes the development of a range of,values on any

characteristic. The analysis of decision-making, for example, is

usefully supplemented by moving from the American system under a

majority rule to the Communist Chinese system under a party dicta-

torship rule. Second, comparisons also help specify general rela-

tionships among concepts.

Two general types of relationships can be highlighted through

an example. Let us suppose for tLe moment that our study of poli-

tics includes only two political systems.21 The first political

system demonstrates a unanimity rule for decision-making and a

relatively equal distribution of political resources. The second

political system demonstrates a dictatorship rule for decision-

making and a relatively unequal distribution of political resources.

The range of values on the concepts is great. Yet, there is a

general relationship between decision-making and political resources

which exists in both systems. It could be concluded that as re-

sources become more equally distributed in the system, decision-

maker,, utilize more of a unanimity rule for choice. The basic re-

lationship between decision-making and resources is thus negative.

21The ;,,rototype for this exaz:Iple can be found in James M.
Buchanan ad Gordon Tullock, The Calculus of Consent (Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1967), pp. 63 ff.
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On the other hand, suppose our study of politics for these same

nations includes the study of political participation. In system

one, participation is very high, and in system two participation is

very low. It could be concluded that as the unanimity rule for

decision-making increases, participation increases. The relation-

ship between decision-making and participation is positive.

The simplicity of the hypothetical illustration is nowhere

duplicated in actual political analysis. Nor is political theory

developed enough to handle very powerful theoretical generalizations.

Yet, through comparison of very different kinds of systems, these

relationships can be clarified and the framework for des,:riptions

as well as explanations set. Comparison produces a wide range of

analytical categories for analysis, and a look at the similarities

and differences between system characteristics aids in understand-

irs the interrelationship of the component parts of any political

system.

The potential of the analytical structure can be outlined by

returning to the initial political experiences and questions which

stimulated it. How is understanding these experiences promoted by

the framework? It has been previously stated that an individual

asking the question "What has changed ?" in the U.S. political system

will look at events such as the rise of student movements, strikes,

and demonstrations. The analytical framework offers him seven

general categories for understanding those experiences. In this

case, he will begin to understand the change in terms of a concept

of p,'itical participation. That is, political participation is

the system characteristic which differs from a previous time. It

differs because a new kind of political participation has arisen --
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organized political movements using extra-legal authority -- and

because more people are participating. Using the framework, the

student will then begin to understand why participation is changing

because he knows that a general relationship exists betwefta par-

ticipation, decision-making, and resources. The relationship states

that participation generally increases when decision-making moves

to include more people in the rules for making choices and when

inequalities in the distribution of political resources are reduced.

Because the relationship between participation and decision - making

is positive and the relationship between participation and resources

is negative, it could be concluded that the effect of this change

in the long run can be determined by continuing decreases in the

inequality of resources and continuing increases in the basis for

making decisions. In this way, the individual can find general

explanations for common political experiences and answers to some

of his fundamental questions using the framework.

The Utility of the Framework

The primary use of the analytical framework is to encourage a

way of thinking about politics which anticipates the future. It

can also give the future political actor some guidelines for in-

terpreting the consequences of his actions for the system as a

whole. The framework has this potential because it is formulated

to generate some alternative models for evaluation and action. The

bases for the models are constructed from the generalizations pro-

duced through the analytical framework. Through these generaliza-

tions models of political change, political maintenance, political

development, and political conflict are developed. Each model then
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focuses on one of the four political experiences and includes some

of all of the seven characteristics and their relationships.

The schema for one set of alternative models can be

demonstrated easily here. Two alternative models of political

change can be constructed from the characteristics of political

decision-making, political resources, and their interrelation-

ships. Political change has been defined as a difference in

oystem characteristics and relationships over time. Let us sup-

pose that we are interested in changes in the rules for political

decision-making over time. We are trying to determine from

generalizations about changes in decision-making the alternative

ways that the basis for consent (number of people consulted) on

decisions can be increased and what effect the increase will have

on the operation of the system as a whole. A student who desired

student representation in important curriculum or rule decisions

in a school might ask this question as well as a labor union mem-

ber who wanted his views to be felt by union leaders.

The following generalizations about political change in

decision-making could form the basis for generating alternative

models of the effects of changes in the basis of consent:

I. The relationship between basis for consent in decision-

making and political resources is curvilinear. That is,

as the equality in the distribution of resources in-

creases, the basis for consent in decisions increases.

However when resource equality reaches a certain point,

then the:6asis for conientbgginiVo decread."Thyre-
/'

lationhip is illustrated in the followilsegrapil.
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2. The relationship between resource equality and partici-

pation in t. political system is negative. As the

equality in the distribution of resources increases,

political participat!Jn decreases.

From these two generalizations, alternative models of polit-

ical change can be constructed. The first model is illustrated in

the left section of the graph. When resource equality is relatively

low, the basis of consent for decisions can be increased by in-

creasing the equality in the distribution of political resources.

The effect of this change is a decrease in political participation

in the system.

The lecond model is illustrated in the right section of the

graph. When resource equality is relatively high( the basis of

consent for decisions can be increased by decreasing the equality

in the distribution of political resources. The effect of this

changes is an increase in political participation in the system.

Thus, the individual desiring to determine how decision - snaking

can'be changed first evaluates the poiition'lleihe system on sev-

eral characteristics and then determines which actions are neces-

sary for the changes. He evalustei these changes in terms of their
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effect on participatton in the system. The individual analyzing

the question of change thus has two very different consequences to

consider. In the first model he achieves his goal by sacrificing

political participation. In the second model he loses equality in

the distribution of political resources. The models offer him a

way of evaluating the effects of his decisions to psTticipaLe in

given ways in the political sv...tem or alternative ways of thinking

about and evaluating the state of the political system.

Again the caveat holds, that political analysis is not as

simple as this hypothetical case. The data that will be brought

to bear on actual analysis will fall into less clearly distin-

guished categories. Yet here, again, the framework promotes a way

of thinking about politics that, however tentatively developed,

gives the student ways of thinking about politics with which he

can find reasonable answers to his questions in the present and

anticipate the consequences of his actions in the future.

/
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Part III -- Learning Experiences

An integral part of the Politics and Participation irogram

is a varied learning program. Throughout the study of the polit-

ical system the student will be engaged in a number of learning

activities and experiences enabling him to apply classroom knowl-

edge. Underlying this varied learning program is the belief that

understanding is not attained until the student becomes actively

involved in ti.e learning process and realizes that knowledge has

real meaning for him. This well-known assumption serves as the

pedagogical basis for the course.

The core of the program is a set of rePnurce materials and

suggested activities. The materials present the analytical frame-

work and various applications. The content of the materials is

broken into several units of study (see Part IV -- Course Outline).

Within each of these units the student (1) finds a variety of

information and exercises aimed at clarifying the political con-

cepts under investigation; (2) applies classroom knowledge and

skills to practical experiences; and (3) leerns about and partici-

pates in the political life of his school. Many of these activities

occur within the classroom, but others require student activity

outside the classroom. The school community is the scene for many

of cheae out-of-class experiences.

Each unit of study is divided into three phases. First, stu-

dents are introduced to an abstract political concept through a

gaming situation or some other introductory activity. The purpose

of this activity is for the student to discover the various dimen-

sions of the concept. Each dimension is elaborated and common
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elements identified. The class then moves to the seconi stage --

the exploration of each dimension. These investigative activities

may involve the class as a whole, with each student working indi-

vidually, or groups of students working together. Throughout the

unit students use various resource materials, have practical lab-

oratory experiences in the school, and meet in joint class sessions

to clarify various questions, general...ze from the inform: Lion gath-

ered, and evaluate their progrsss. After a particular concept hat

bcan investigated, the students move to the third and final stage.

This culminating stage serves as a platform for the final analysis

of a particular concept. Students present information they have

gathered. Uscuss it, and make some conclusions concerning this

information. The concept not only is linked to particular polit-

ical questions but also to a more general model of politics.

The overall goals of this varied learning expegface are to

introduce the student to an abstract political concept, provide

him with concrete experiences to solidify his understanding of the

abstraction, and help him answer important questions about the

political system in which he lives. The program attempts to break

the student out of the role of a passive observer in the educational

process. The learning activities seek to provide the knowledge,

skills, and opportunities for the student to acquire a broader

social education, one which is relevant to his present situation and

also to the future. The following diagram illustrates this program.
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This general learning process can be further illustrated by

examining the investigation of the concept of political influence.

Political influence may be introduced in the abstract through a

gaming situation. The studehts divide into small groups. Each

group plays a game with like rules but different influence rela-

tionships. From this initial experience, students then discuss the

concept of influence and its dimensions.

Four dimensions of political influence are highlighted:

(1) formal influence, indicated by the position of the players in

the games; (2) the influence situation presented by the various

settings or backgrounds; (3). informal influence, pinpointed by

bargaining situations; and (4) factors which affect influence,

such as knowledge, wealth, or status.

The topic of formal influence is introduced through generali-

zations about influence relatinships in many political systems.

Five different systems, found in the resource material, offer con-

crete examples of similarities and differences in influence rela-

tionships. The generalizations and comparisons are introduced

through text materials and outside sources. Students then divide

into groups to explore the concept of formal influence. Four groups

are created to study the following areas: (1) the organization of

the school through charts and interviews with key people; (2) the

organization of the most influential members of each of the five

political systems contained in the resource materials; (3) the or-

ganization of the followers or less influential members of each of

the cave systems through analysis of additional materials; and

(4) the background of those who are influential through biographical

analysis from library resources.
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Wiles analysis is complete,/ by the tualvillual stuaott troupe,

the class setts tagethet to talk shoot formal influence. sod to

Irmo gemerolirotloss from the titodentsi esperientat and teeoliefte.

Studests them haste the levestListiss of the ocher sopects of is-

(loose,. Throughout Moot empertesoes the civics (tether acts as

s *surto of leformatios, casrdiuter, stimulator, god eye-

°welter of totooledo.

The final phase of isteetLestisa totlo4las Alacossing the moo-

rept, miff* mammary speritoc, and rellsliag it to previously

learned c000tote. The latent of the gametal diteseele* so to clarify

the eagles! definition. The *umber? experience, LOsitti0O,

drams *sot tike retetleotltips betwsaa (*ma and informal inflosct

ib volifieft4 tletteimaemmktug infoOtiohl. rettesiog this &aloft/ to

.4seriefins" period which is devoted to 4amoftetratia4 how 04

opeceet of italsetwee relates to other concepts. The final after-

close f* the Oo01004,04 of thaw somorallsoltate to 1401 of the

total analytical framework and the use of the framework to maw

relation Istotiofte. to this way the student employes a Moil* con-

cept, relate* it to others. sod drat aenertilitations which bond

cossletively fete *awe general analytical trameweet -- all for

the purpose of eftowtris4 oommen luestios.

rbo ot,ovo illustration indicste fundameotal chew in the

teecher4 role. rho torit4 activities which tors the core of each

unit wiles folOOAt4 tOAOot i0WOCtleo tkf01.40 which *tllest' lawn

frs the oovocleocos of othot *indent. itmieete will he Ova*

considerable freedom to thosoe which activities they medortks and

rospoo011ity for commonicottoo Of tOOChtell whet they Isere fres

th000 activities to others. The tooth., therefore will mo tosser
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the dosinsat feature i.e the loaroing process. no .111 be a

cstalyot Le otiodlest-r,eototed learning roporience.

Another Doportast part of the looming asperience is a set of

activitios *Mc% occur* in the Isrger spool community. Throughout

the mom of the Test various investigative, activities will tab*

'loco outside the claseroos and in the levier school community.

The school will serve as political-experience laboratory for the

civics progtau. beldam has the school been used to assist tho stw-

dent to 'Lein practical experience r:ot undetotonding classroom

knowledge. Most course. choose to keep to a minimua student soy,-

sent outside of the classroom. Attivitlee such as oral reports,

posters, bulletin boards, debates, and invited speakers doisinsto

lists of suggested activities. 31 laboratory expotleoces are Out-

tested. most amesafit activities out of the school -- learhimg es-

patience* in the commonity and civic education through civic action.

Two obstacle: stand In the way of wide acceptance of community

programs. riret, the organisation of the school makes sending

large numbers of students into the community surest difficult. Nast

senior high loc.:boo:4o are organised in NT- to 60-minuto class peri-

ods. Students are is civics classes for only one period and are

expected to reach choir nest class on time. It is quit" difficult

to arrow for lora'« numbers of students to leave ochoul for any

length of tiA44 unless teachers use time periods after the school

day. Ho ever, most teachers Are reluctant CO use this time because

of leAtreCurriCU14t octivitiss.

Socond, such A progress requires a ttensndous Amount of coor-

dintion, cooperation. and cotcsrn from they school and community.

In order to mole these community experiences I, politics worthwhile,
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school officials, local politicians, and civv *Jets must be

willing to give time ani energy. The teocAne rtsponsibility is

broadened to include many athet l Jivia4uals. Problems in develop-

ing, coordinating, and sustaining such intetest are monumental,

and large nortian of this burden Isms on the shoulders of the

:ivies teacher who laTks the inforeition and time to olve such

problems.

it is not the intent of the above remark* to suggest that

these activities are not worthwhile or of high educational value,

for indeed they are. however, daJelnping a community action or

laboratory experience Of civics students is difficult and time

consuming, and few schools are willies to inveet the erfort. Aa

* comae.; i.tce, the vest majority of students do lot gate any prac-

tical experience in using their political lmouledge and skills.

More important, a community laboratory experience dom little to

change what students feel is the anti-democratic nature of the

school itself. After being sent into the community to learn about

politics, students must return to a situation in which they have

fey participatory rights.

The Politics and Participation progrem seeks to avoid these

problem and to provide opportunities for the student to respon-

sibly participate in the school community and to gain practical

knowledge about political concepts learned in the classroom. The

school-laboratory activities of the program aro designed to send a

small group of students "out" into the school to investigate various

questions. Host of the time needed for these activities will come

from the civics class, and relatively few occasiors will arise in

which all the students in a particular class will be out of class
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Lavestigstill 4 r.rticvler problem.

The activit-.es involved are quite varied. Le the earlier

wimple on studying political influence, one group of stuinsts

used the school setting for tnfornstion. Their activities included

getting organisational materiel about the school and interviewies

selected school authorities. neither of theee activities would

necessarily invol'ie such out-of-class time; however. the school

Genres as setting in vilich such inforustion can be gathered.

At other times students ufight conduct attitudinal surveys, observe

settings, present program, and serve as assistants to various

loaners and on venous caumittees.

Prom these laboratory *aperients opportunities viii arise

that viii permit students to participate in the decision-making

process of the school. The number of opportunities and their

scope, of course, depend on the willingness and openness of the

school's administration and faculty. Responsible participation

can take many forms. A newspaper column on the various problems

facing the school or society might be one. Such a column could

incorpotate data gathered by students, knowledge about conflict

and change learned in the classroom, and a variety of other sources.

Responsible participation also might be student representation on

various school committees. The power and scope of these committees

could vary. Students also might work with other groups of stu-

dents whose feelings and attitudes are not represented in the

school.

Providing opportunities for students to use classroom knowl-

edge and to participate in the school fosters important advantages

for the individual student and the school itself. The gap between
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is

whet is taught about politics in the classroom and politi al life

In the schosol can be narrowed. Students will be obfe to see

practical nprtications for their knowledge and ways to participate

responsibly in the thool. As a result of the increased under-

standing of the COM004 problems and conflicts that face the school

conmunity, faculty and etvdients may find tensions lessening. The

school can use the students' knowledge and skills in a more ef-

fective manner and also take advantage of the twelfth-graders'

leadership abilities. Opportunities aloe will arise in which many

fatuity members can become involved in the citizenship education

of the students. Communications, speech, science, math, and typing

teachers could all effectively participate in such program. The

boundaries of participation by faculty and students will be de-

termined by the openness and willingnese of the school's sdminie-

trative staff.

Obviously, to use the Politics and Participation program ef-

fectively, the school must be willing to make a strong commitment

and to be flexible. The "normal" school routine nay be slightly

disrupted as students become involved in investigative and par-

ticipatory activities. Administrators nay have to set aside addi-

tional time to work with students and to share in teaching responsi-

bilities. Occasions will have to be made to permit students to

take responsible actions and to assist in solving school problems.

Tensions will require patience, understanding, and flexibility --

and tensions will undoubtedly arise.

This program offers to the school and the civics teacher the

opportunity to teach the information and skills necessary for stu-

dents to answer political questions. It also encourages the bold
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step of increased studeet partIcipstloo In the school. It is a

program designed to help the student and school mower the ques-

tions and face the problans that will arise in the 1970's.
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Part IV -- Coarse Outline

The followang course outline represents s summary of ,or* of

the ways that the analytical framework, the learning experiences,

and the school laboratory experience are integrated. The course

is designed for two semesters but a semester may be used alone,

without using the other. The first gamester focuses en the forma-

tion of gentrifications from basic political concepts mini rela-

tionships. It provides information about the basic values and

activities of a political system. The second semester uses the

generalizations in the study of experiences common scross politi-

cal systems: political change, political maintenance, political

development, and political conflict. The course is comparative,

and systess viii be chosen for analysis which demonstrate signif-

icant differences in fundamental value and activity characteristics.

Semester

Unit I. Ways of Thlnkit about Political Questions. The

first unit introduces students to the political system. Funda-

mental questions about politics are introduced, and various ways

of thinking about answers are prep ated, such as description,

explanation, prediction, and normative evaluation. The seven basic

concepts and their interrelationships are introduced via concrete

school experiences. The fundamentals of comparative analysis are

demonstrated through comparison of different school environments.

Unit II. Political Values. The second unit develops the three

characteristic political values of political resources, political

influence, and political ideology. Students learn each concept

through the study of various systems presented in the text material.
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Concrete learning experiences include discussion, library work,

reprrts, and gaming situations. M a result of studying this

unit, students understand each concept and its relation to other

concepts. Through the school laboratory experiences, students

learn the built formal and informal orgenitation of the school,

the ways in which resources aro allocated, and the basic goals

under which the system operates.

Unit III. Political Activities. The third unit develops the

four Characteristic politicsA activities of decision-making, lead-

ership, participation, and ommeunicetion. As in Unit II, students

learn *art concept through the study of various systems presented

in the text material. Concrete learning experiences include par-

ticipation in school meetings, student activities, survey work,

discussions. library work, and gaming situations. As a result of

studying this unit, students understand each concept And its rela-

tion to other concepts. Through the school laboratory experiences,

students learn bout participation in the basic decision-making

processes of the school, the various ways of undertaking leadership

activities, patterns of participation of administrators, faculty,

and students, and the commutication networks anon& these groups.

Unit IV. Generalirtrions about Political Values and Activities.

The fourth unit develops generalisations about the different ways

in which values are allocated through activities in the political

system. Students learn various ways of forming generalisations

from data in Units II and III. They develop data from their school

experience and learn techniques of data analysis and ectel.tific

inquiry. As a result of studying this unit, students can understand

how summary generalisations are made from their study of concepts
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and relationships. They learn to collect their own data in the

school, formulate hypotheses, and to test and evaluate these

hvpothesea in relation to their varied school wsperiences.

Semester ti

Unit V. The Utilization of Political Xnowledee: Analysis and

Evaluation. The fifth unit introduces students to varloJs ways in

which generalizations can be put to use in rational ways of think-

ing abut political questions and responsible evaluation of con-

sequences of political action. Students actively debate and discuss

the generalizations formed in the first semester from various points

of view and learn criteria for determining the validity of generali-

zations and their applicability to practical situations. As a

result of studying this unit, students become *wars of different

criteria for evaluation of alternativt eene.alizations and are pre-

pared to begin determining /Alternative models of political change.

Unit VI. Political Change. 7be sixth unit develops the con-

cept of political change and provides applications of the concept

in terms of alternative theories of change through comparison of

the different systems under study. Altemarive models of political

change are illustrated through text materials, and students are en-

couraged to discuss and develop these models in their practical

school experience. As a result of studying this unit, students

understand the concept of change and the consequences of various

types of change for the operation of the system as a whole.

Unit VII. Political Maintenance. The seventh unit develops

the concept of political maintenance and provides applications of

the concept in terms of alternative forms of support, control, and
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competition. Alternative models of political saintenence are

introduced through text materials. Students are encouraged to

determine the basic sources of support, control, and competition

in the school environment. As a result of studying this unit,

students understand why various institutions and rules for behav-

ior have continued to exist over time in political systems. They

also are able to link the maintenance concept to the concept of

change to de:ermine the effects of maintaining certain institu-

tions and rules for behavior and changing others.

Unit VIII. Political Development. The eighth unit introduces

students to the concept of political development, alternative 'mod-

els of growth of political systems, the direction and rate of

groves. Students are presented with alternative models of polit-

ical development tArough text materials. They are given alterna-

tive theories of how systems develop and change through comparison

of various political systems. They are encouraged to trace the

development of their school system and to form generalisations

about past, present, and plausible future development in the

schools. As a result of studying this unit, students are able to

understand the various patterns of political development and to

identify those patterns in terms of their school experience.

Unit IX. Political Conflict. The ninth unit introduces stu-

dents to the concept of political conflict. They look at alterna-

tive models of conflict through revolution or demonstration and

examine basic inequalities in the system. Students study the in-

tensity of conflict situations and alternative means of conflict

resolution. By comparing various political systems, students

discover the range of conflict in a wide variety of situations.
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Am a result of studying this unit, students learn the concept of

conflict, its application in the environment of the school, and

the relationship of conflict to change, maintenance, and develop-

ment in the political system.
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POLITICAL monatca TtST

This tio a test of your koowledge of Morita* political affairs. After reading

each statenent.nork your answer on the sewer sheet which ,ew neve been given, Se

Ours to use Al OsObet 2 lead pencil. to not sos bell point WI et fent:MOO Pvt.

itespond to each sttesent in this test wit% the followift key:

A * True
$
C * Don't Know

The test it scored as follows

Correct answer *1 point

Wrong answer -I point
A "Don't Know" snooty 0 points

As you can see. incorrect sues** are pesslitod is this test. Ono $0101A is

Wine off your score for wrong assuutosol eo polstn are cotton noisy for "Don't

Sow" answer. Thus, it is best rot to moss wildly. SeSProd to o tietwhoht with

a IMP or fats. tivevet sadly if pr's believe that your asowet is correct. otherwise

respond with "Don't Know" *Rawer. Avoid wild guessing.
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I. If, recent Pfeaidential elections, ovet f014 of eligible voter: have voted on
elfttitill 621/.

I. Television crIVPIeg* of news *vents serves primarily to strengthen vbstever
opinions pv,ple already hold.

). Most American vntetto ate well-Informed ',bout politics and cgtreat events.

4. A ?to-tests/it is mote to becom a United States congressmen than a
Catholii.

S. In the 17nited states government power is Oivided among the executive,
legislative, and vdtcgA1 Franch*s ail Avvernmsnt,

6 pimple: participate in vr)litical actUvitlea in otilicr to settle diaegreements.

Items 7.10 refer to tic following three ekscriptions of typical Americana.

A. St j,,Nem iF a ,.1.1 4siccs,44f41 14V4it1e44444114 He is a vice.ptesident of the
Graves ClIcrLics1 Plant He is a gradwate of the Harvard Vnivetsity School of
fliusiness Me '4 treolident of the local Chamn*u of cosocet*. He own* an

witowilitvo Low= in the nicest mitt of the city and earns over S$0,000 a year.

11. Mt. given snyti,a as a olbaav (o2)ctiot. 73c attended one Of the local high
4cI410;41 1,44t eLdi rIcr Etsiduate der :4Vei, ON a small 4p4ftMtMt 'with his family.

Me earns lyta than $t,000 a year. 1c be]ongs to no social otcanitations.

C S, Jacigeon is 6 black man Ma own, a maitnhothopd gtqtary *tort and a small
Soto. A* estns 'bout ";10.000 a yea/. Me is 0 gtaduste of one of the local
high schools mt. Ilittlym is an sctivr shombiet of a local civil sights organt-
taticA 14 her pattl(Ipat04 in aavatal civil rights domonatrattons.

Xoth Jai term and Mt. Jones uould be mote litlely than Mr. Crean to be against
alluring an opponent of ehutchesi and religion to give a public cpeeth in hie
tit),

Cu f the thtac na'n defoctibcd above, Mt. Ctern vould be 1144t 1ikoly to van( to
keep tJoeilts that Sc f Wittcn by Communists cnt of public libtatits.

9. Tha 41ffctancv the polttical bthavior of the throe awn doacrthad show
raoulta ftom itt.heln t4cia1 dffloicnc,a.

IO. Of the 011'4E0 tvin 40acttbad above', Mt. Jason its 004t 10(04 to believe he
can have, 4 41t0M4 influents! on the decisions of government officials.

it Koff. Aftirttfail motors iota for the man tithe/ than the political party that he
tent

17. Politi, lovolvre, conflict In which i-:tdouti4 and Individuals cnnpete for thing,

that tray valk4c
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13. Individuals tend to prefer the same political party as their close friends.

14. In the United States Congress, Committee Chairmen are likely to have more
influence on decision-asking about the caking of laws than other congressmen.

Items 15 20 refer to the following four descriptions of typical Americans.

A. Mr. tetrunick is a machine operator in a steel mill. He earns about $9,000 a
year. He is an officer of his local labor union organization. He attends the
Catholic Church and is a member of the local Moose Club. He is thirty-five
year old, end is married with three children. He lives In a modest five room
home.

B. Mr. Jordan is twenty-two years old. He has just graduated from college aol
has taken job as a junior executive in an insurance corporation in Chicago.
He is unmarried and lives in an apartment.

C. Mr. Harvey to a migrant laborer. He works at odd jobs on farms or in small
rural towns. Every summer and fall he works as a fruit picker. He travels
from town to town looking for work. Often he is without work. He earns about
$4,000 a year. He does not belong to a labor union or to any social clubs.
He dropped out of school at the end of the eighth grade.

O. Mr. Reynolds is prosperous banker. He is President of the First National
Bank in his city. He earns over $100,000 per year. He is fifty years old and
lives with his wife and two teen-age sons in a large, expensive home. He is
a leader in several civic and social organizations. He graduated from the
Harvard Business School.

15. Mr. Jordan is more likely to vote in an election of government officials than
is Mr. Reynolds.

16. It is likely that Mr. Reynolds supports the Democratic party.

17. It is likely that Mr. Petrunick supports neither the Republican nor the Demo-
cratic party.

18. Mr. Reynolds is more likely to vote in an election of government officials
than is Mr. Petrunick.

19. It is likely that Mr. Jordan supports the Republican party.

20. It is likely that Mr. Harvey supports the Republican party.

21. In any given election year, a younger man (age 35-45) has a better chance to
become Prooident of the United States than an older man (over 55 yearn old).

22. A new congressman is expected to participate frequently and actively in debates
in Congress about political issues.
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13. All F7rfups of people in the United States are represented equally in the United
Stat.( Ccngre;s.

24. Y,ac,t Am-rican!, decide for whom to vote at the conclusion of an election cot.t-
p:ipn, after carefully studying all the issues.

linitcl States congressmen usually ignore social pressures when making decisions.

Identificr.tion with a political party is the most important influence on the
17t4n; cholccs of rest AteriLant.

27. Ter-(n born in the United States has the same chance ac any other person
to becc:me e...esi6-nt of the United States :omeday.

28. A Uttrd ',;tater tonoesstran fs expected to du favors for other congressLI:n in
anticipation of receiving favors in return.

29. A United Stateh congressman is expected to become an expert on only certain
zopics corr.e before Congress.

30. :rt iom coraTunitien, some important individuals in the community, who do not
have positions in government, have as much to say about what the government
does as eo ineividuals who are government officials.

31. Parente !Ive little or no influence on whether their children prefer the
P.epublican of the Democratic party.

32. '1%e se of mass media of communication during election campaigns has led to
a great increase in the. level of political knowledge of most Americans.

33. Individuals who hold jobs as owners of businesses, managers of businesses,
lawyers, and medical doctors usually have more influence on the decisions of
g,..ve:n.lcrtr than do iotlividuals who are manual workers or clerk.

34. Justice:: of the United States Supt.:Ile Court do not allow themselves to be
Jnfluers.ed by plblic opinion.

35 In thi3 age of the mass media, the candidate who uses television most effec-
tively is bound to win an election.

36. All individuals in our country can have an equal opportunity to influence the
decislon of iwvernment officials.

37. United Sttes Supreme Court Judges do not let themselves be influenced by
politics whet. they make decisions.

38. According to the law, an individual must believe in God in order to become a
Juctice of the United States Supreme Court.

39. Black men are likely to vote Democratic in a Presidential election.
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40. The United States Supreme Court is expected to enfor-e the laws of th.. United
States government.

41. Men are more likely to vote in an election of government officials than are
women.

42. United States Supreme Court Judges are influenced only by the law when they
make decisions about cases.

43. Since 1940, the Republican party has had about the same number of followers
as the Democratic party.

44. A Democratic party leader is more likely to oppose government spending to aid
needy individuals than a Republican party leader.

45. In the United States, the political beliefs of people who have graduated from
college are not likely to be different from the political beliefs of people
who did not attend college.

46. The more varied the groups that a congressman represents in .his home district,
the freer the congressman is to disregard public opinion when he makes public
decisions.

47. In some parts of the United States, laws once existed that made it difficult
for black people to vote for government officials.

48. A Republican party leader is more likely to favor decreasing government
regulation of business than a Democratic party leader.

49. A new congressman is usually more able to be independent in his decisions
than a person who has spent many years in Congress.

50. Non-white individuals have the same chance to become United States Senators
as white individuals.

Si. The Constitution of the United States tells us all there is to know about how
a bill becomes a law in the United States government.

52. In the United States, the fifty state governments, rather than the national
government have the main duty and powet to decide what are the legal quali-
fications for voting.

53. A Republican party leader is more likely to favor decreasing taxes on large
corporations than a Democratic party leader.

54. Republicans are more likely than Democrats to vote in an election of public
officials.

55. A Republican party leader is more likely than a Democratic party leader to
believe that the key to the social and economic advancement of poor people is
self-help and private individual initiative.
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ANSWER SHEET FOR
THE POLITICAL KNOWLEDGE TEST

1. False 26. True 51. False

2. True 27. False 52. True

3. False 28. True 53. True

4. True 29. True 54. True

5. False 30. True 55. True

6. True 31. False

7. False 32. False

8. True 33. True

9. False 34. False

10. False 35. False

11. False 36. False

12. True 37. False

13. True 38. False

14. True 39. True

15. False 40. False

16. False 41. True

17. False 42. False

18. True 43. False

19. True 44. False

20. False 45. False

21. False 46. True

22. False 47. True

23.. False 48. True

24. False 49. False

25. False 50. False
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POLITICAL SCIENCE SKILLS TEST

This is a teat of your skill in using information about politics. After reading

each statement, mark your answer on the answer sheet which you have been given. Be

sure to use a number 2 lead pencil. Do not use ball point pen or fountain pen.

Respond to each statement in this test, on the answer sheet, with the following

key:

A True
B False
C Don't Know

This test is scored as follows:

Correct answers +1 point
Wrong answers -1 point
A "Don't Know" answer 0 points

As you can see, incorrect guesses are penalized in this test. One point is

taken off your score for a wrong answer, and no points are taken away for a "Don't

Know" answer. Thus, it is best not to guess wildly. Respond to a statement with

a true or false answer only if you believe that your answer is correct. Otherwice

respond with a "Don't Know" answer. Avoid wild guessing.
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Items 1-7 refer to Tables 1 and 2 below. Read each of these items carefully.

Respond to each statement that can be backed up, or supported, with evidence from

Tables 1 or 2 with a "true" answer. Respond to each statement that cannot be backed

up, or supported, with evidence from Tables 1 or 2 with a "false" answer.

TABLE 1

Children's Political
Interest High Low

Parent's Political
Interest

High 66% 26%
Low 34% 74%

100% 100%

TABLE 2

Political Party Choice
of Children

Political Party Choice
of Parents

Democrat Republican

Democrat 72% 16%

Republican 12% 63%

Other . 16% 21%
100% 100%

1. There is little or no relationship between the political interest of the
children and their parents.

2. 34 percent of the children have low political interest.

3. 26 percent of the parents with low political interest have children with high
political interest.

4. 72 percent of the parents who prefer, or choose, the Democratic party have
children who prefer, or choose, the Democratic party.

5. 75 percent of the children prefer, or choose, the Republican party.

6. 16 percent of the parents prefer, or choose, the Republican party.

7. The children who prefer, or choose, the Democratic party tend to have parents

who prefer or choose, the Republican party.
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Decide which of the following items (8-12) are statements of fact. Respond

with a "true" answer to each of these items that you believe to be factual statements.

Respond with a "false" answer to each of these items that you do not believe to be

factual statements.

8. Every citizen should vote in public elections.

9. Older individuals (ages 40-45) are more likely to vote in public elections
than younger individuals (ages 21-25).

10. The United States of America has the best government in the world.

11. Individuals who can neither read nor write should not be allowed to vote
in public elections.

12. Our nation would be impi.oved,if all public demonstrations were made illegal.

Items 13-14 refer to the following descriptions of the activities of Mr. Jones,

Mr. Smith, and Mr. Brown.

Mr. Jones, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Brown each want to find out how many of

the students in a small eastern college vs4er the Republican Party to the

Democratic party. Three thousand students a.end this college. Neither

of the men has time to ask each of the 3,000 students about his or her

political party preferences.

Mr. Jones stands in the middle of the college campus and asks the first

1,500 students that he meets to tell him which political party they prefer.

Mr. Smith obtains a list of the names, in alphabetical order, of the 3,000

students. He selects every third name on this list. Than he asks these 1,000

students to tell him which political party they prefer.

Mr. Brown obtains a list of the names of the 3,000 students. He selects

300 names from this list in such a way that every student has the same chance

of being selected as every other student. He asks these 300 students to

tell him which political party they prefer.
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13. Mr. Jones' method of selecting and questioning the students is likely
to result in more accurate, or valid, conclusions than the methods of
Mr. Smith or Mr. Brown.

14. Mr. Smith's method of selecting and questioning the students is likely
to result in more accurate, or valid, conclusions than Mr. Brown's
method.

Items 15-17 refer to the following four questions that were constructed for

use in interviews with people in your city.

Question A: What is the relationship of a person's political party preference
to his occupation?

Question B: Should public school teachers and their students have the right
to start each school day by saying a prayer or reading from the
Bible in the classroom?

Question C:

Question D:

Do you agree with our Governor that the present mayor of our city
is doing a better job than the previous mayor?

Do you think the present mayor of our city is doing a better job
than the previous mayor?

15. It is likely that everyone who is interested in finding an answer to
Question A can eventually agree upon one answer.

16. It is likely that everyone who is interested in finding an answer to
Question B can eventually agree upon one answer.

17. Question C is likely to produce more accurate, or valid, answers than
Question D about the public's evaluation of the mayor.

18. If you find, through careful study, that most businessmen prefer the
Republican party, you are able to conclude, with a high degree of
confidence, that being a businessman causes a person to be a Republican.

19. If you find, through careful study, that most labor union members prefer
the Democratic party, then you can be certain that most labor union mem-
bers will vote for the Democratic party candidate in any future election.
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Items 20-21 refer to the following description:

Mr. Roberts asked a group of ten men to tell him whether they prefer the

Democratic or the Republican party. Five of these men were businessmen and

flve were manual workers.

Here is a breakdown of the individual responses of

Individual Political Party
Number Preference

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Democrat

Republican
Republican
Democrat
Democrat
Democrat

Republican
Democrat
Republican
Democrat

these men:

Occupation

manual worker
manual worker
businessman
matual worker
businessman
manual worker
businessman
businessman
businessman
manual worker

Mr. Roberts decided to organize these responses in terms of this table below:

Political Party
Preference

Democrat

Republican

Occupation

Businessman Manual Worker

C

B

.11111.

20. Three of the responses belong in Box C.

21. Four of the responses belong in Box A.
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Items 22-23 refer to the following three statiments.

A. A sense of political efficacy is a feeling that one does have, or can have,
an impact upon the political process.

B. Individuals with much formal education tend to have a higher sense of political
efficacy than individuals with little formal education.

C. Richard Gardner has a high sense of political efficacy.

22. Statement A is a fact.

23. Statement B is more useful than statement C in helping one to under-
stand the political behavior of Americans.

Item 24 refers to the following three statements.

Statement I: Lawyers are more likely than plumbers to become political leaders.

Statement II: James Burke is a lawyer and William Fox is a plumber.

Statement III: Therefore, Burke is more likely than William Fox to bec me
a political Leader.

24. Statement III is the only conclusion that can be made from the evidence
presented in statements I and II.

Item 25 refers to the following three statements.

Statement I: Mr. Jones is a Republican

Statement II: Mr. Jones is an outstanding citizen who gives time and effort
to many worthy community projects.

Statement III: Therefore, Republicans are more likely than Democrats to be
outstanding citizens.

25. If we assume that statements I and II are true, then we can conclude
that statement III is true.
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ANER SHEET FOR THE
POLITICAL SCIENCE SKILLS TEST

I. False

2. False

3. True

4. True

5. False

6. False

7. False

8. False

9. True

10. False

11. False

12. False

13. False

14. Pf.ge

15. True

16. False

17. False

18. False

19. False

20. True

21. False

22. False

23. True

24. True

25. False
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Political Attitude Scales'

itcms in he following six political attitude scales are scaled on a likert-t;pe
seal- with score values as follows:

Positive Items Negative Items

Strongly Agree 4 points 0 points

Agree 3 points 1 point
uncertain 2 points 2 points

Disegree 1 point 3 points
Strongly Disagree 0 po!mts 4 points

A il'As sign next any of the statements in the seven political attitude scales that
follow indicates a positive item. A minus sign next to any of the statements in
the ::even political attitude scales indicates a negative item.

Political Tolerance Scale

+1. :i a person wanted tc make a speech in this city favoring Communism, he should
be allowed to speak.

- 2. BOORS written against churches and religion should be kept out of our public
libraries.

+3. If a person wanted to make a speech in this community against churches and
religion, he should be allowed to speak.

-4. People aould not be allowed to march on public streets in support of better
rights and opportunities for Negroes.

- !. People should not be allowed to make speeches against our kind of government.

-6. There should be laws against marriage between persons of different races.

-7. Organizations of minority group youth, such as the Black Panthers or Brown
Berets, should not be allowed to exist.

- 8. Some racial or religious groups should be prevented from living in certain
sections of cttics.

'This document describes the attitude scales that were used. The original
scales scrambled the items to avoid encouraging a response set. The scales are
produced as follows to facilitate the interpretation of the scales by the reader.
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Political Interest Scale

+1. How often do you read newspaper articles stout public affairs and politics?

A. Almost Daily
B. Two or throe tines a week
C. Three of four times a month
D. A few times a year
IL Never

+2. How often do you watch programs about public affairs, politics, and the news
on television?

+3. Now often do you read about public affairs or politics In =guinea?

4. Ham often do you talk about politics with members of your family?

+5. How often do you talk about politics with your friends outside of class?

Sense of Political Efficacy Scale

.1. ft Is no use for my parents to worry about current events or public affairs;
people like n parents can't do anything *bout them anyway.

-2. When you are an adult, you should not worry about current events or public
affairs, because people like you can't do anything about them anyway.

-3. People like ay parents do not have any say about vat the government does.

.14. Wham you are an adult it will be a west* of time for you to try to influence
the decisions of people in the government.

Equalitarianism

+1. The government ought to make sure that everyone has * good standard of living.

42. Every porson rbould have a good hourt, even if the government has to build it.

+3. If, poor people ea not afford to pay for hospital care, then the government should
pay their hospital and doctor

4. livery person should have the chance to try for a college education, even if
the government has to pay for this education.

The government should guarantee 4 living to those who can't find most.
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Political Cynicism Scale

41. !co matter what People are told, a few "biG shots" run the government in this
country.

'2. Peorle in the government waste a lot of the coney we pay in taxes.

41. Xost of the people running the government are a little crooked.

'4. Mont politicians are looking out for themselves above all else.

'5. I do not think public officials care much what people like my parents think.

44G. ':hen you ,are an adult, people in the government will not care much about
what you think.

-7. You can trust the government to do what is right.

41. There is practically no connection between what a politician says and what
to w':;.11 do once he ge;n elected.

Political Trust Scale

el. it the duty of the people to obey laws made by their government.

'.:hen the President of the United States makes a decision to enforce a law,
it is the duty of the people to obey him.

3. If :he :supreme Court utker. mn unwise dpcisinn, it is rot necessary to obey it.

44. Even though a law neems unwise, once it has been passed by Congress, it should
be obeyed.

-5. If a person believes that a law made by the government is bad, he should not
obey the law.
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PERSONAL DATA FORM

We would like some information about you. Please check the correct box or fill in
the blank. PLEASE PRINT. Thank you.

1. Student code number

2. Name of school

(assigned by your teacher)

3. Name of the city and state in which your school is located

4. Name of your teacher in the course

5. Date of your birthday
Day Month Year

6. Sex: Hale [ ] female [ ]

7. Race: Black [ ] White [ ] Other [ ]

8. Religion: Catholic [ ] Protestant [ ] Jewish [ ]

Other None [ ]

(Name)

Prefer not to answer [

9. Do you consider yourself a member of a specific ethnic group, such es Pcll:h-
American, Mexican-American, Irish-American, Italian-American, etc.?

If yes; which one?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

10. How would you rate your ability as a student? If you get "A's" and "B's" in
most subjects, rate yourself above average. If you get the grade of "C" in
most subjects, rate yourself average. If you get the grades of "D" or "F"
in most subjects, rate yourself below average.

Above average [ ] Average [ ] Below Average [ ]

11. How far did your father go in school?

[ ] Completed elementary school
[ ] Attended high school
[ ] Completed high school
[ ] Attended a college but did not graduate
[ ] Graduated from college
[ ] Don't know
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12. How far did your mother go in school?

] Completed elementary school
[ ] Attended high school
[ ] Completed high school
[ ] Attended a college but did not graduate
[ ] Graduated from college
[ ] Don't know

13. What is the occupation of your father? In the space below briefly describe
that occupation. For example: "runs a gas station," "is a bank clerk,"
"works on the assembly line at Ford," "is a professor of biology at Indiana
University," "owns and runs a dry-cleaning,business." If you don't know the
occupation of your father, write "Don't Know" in the space below.

14. What is the occupation of your mother? In the space below briefly describe
that occupation. If your mother is a full-time housewife, then report this
as her occupation. If you don't know the occupation of your mother, write
"Don't Know" in the space below.

15. Which best describes your political party preference?

[ ] Democrat

[ ] Republican
[ ] No political party preference
[ ] Other (Write in your political party preference if it is other than

Republican or Democrat.)
[ ] Prefer not to answer

16. Think about the amount of money, education, and the things you and your family
have and own. Do you think you and your family are better off, worse off, or
about as well off as most people in the United States?

[ ] I think that my family and I are better off than most people in the U.S.A.

[ ] I think that my family and I are about as well'off as most people in the
U.S.A.

[ ] I think that my family and I are worse off than most people in the U.S.A.
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17. What social studies courses have you taken since you have been in the seventh
grade?

Grade Level

Seventh

Eighth

Ninth

Tenth

Eleventh

Twelfth

Social Studies Courses Taken in Each
Grade Level. (Write courses
taken in the spaces below.)
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APPENDIX F

PILOT TEACHERS FOR AMERICAN POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

1968-1971

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Pilot Teachers for Course in American Political Behavior

1968-1969

Mr. Robert A. Adinolfi
Saint Philip High School
Chi-ago, Illinois 60612

Mr. Barry J. Aidinger
Vergennes Union High School
Vergennes, Vermont 05491

Mr. Kermit W. Arnold
Honey Creek High School
Terre Haute, Indiana 47802

Mrs. Patricia J. Basa
Dyer Junior High School
Hoomington, Indiana 47401

Mrs. Carol E. Carithers
North Ridge Junior High School
Danville, Illinois 61832

Mr. Leonard G. Carlson
East Chicago Roosevelt High School
East Chicago, Indiana 46312

Mr. Russel L. Carlson
Olympic Junior High School
Seattle, Washington 98148

Mr. Frank J. Ciocci
Peters Twp. Jr.-Sr. High School
McMurray, Pennsylvania 15317

Mr. Theodore H. Clark
Forwood Junior High School
Wilmington, Delaware 19803

Mr. Arthur P. Currier
Jordan Junior High School
Palo Alto, California 94303

Mr. Myron N. Denekas
St. Joseph Junior High School
St. Joseph, Michigan 49085

Mr. Larry W. Dunn
Central Junior High School
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Miss Phyllis M. Eastwood
Central Senior High School
Kansas City, Missouri

Mr. Donald E. Greaney
Parker Br. High School
Chicago, Illinois 60621

Mr. Charles W- Hale
Burch High School
Delbarton, West Virginia 25670

Mr. Ronald Hall
Woodrow Wilson Junior High School
Terre Haute, Indiana 47803

Mr. James E. Harwood
Chelmoford High School
North Chelmsford, Massachusetts

Mr. Norman S. Hirsig
Union High School
Union Grove, Wisconsin 53182

Mr, Warren R. Hurt
Binford Junior High School
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Mr. Carl H. Jens
Central Junior High School
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Mr. Keith F. Killacky
Paul Schmucker Middle School
Mishawaka, Indiana 46544

Mr. Floyd J. Kuzan
Andrew Jackson High School
South Bend, Indiana 46614

Mrs. Ethel P. Lamon
Hernando Central High School
Hernando, Mississippi 3b632

Mr. James R. Lewellen
William A. Wirt School
Gary, Indiana 46403
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Mr. Leonard K. Lupin
Mt. Pleasant Junior High School
Wilmington, Delaware 19809

Mr, Charles W. McLemore
Paoli Community High School
Paoli, Indiana 47454

Mr. William C. Moores
Wilbur Junior High School
Palo Alto, California 94306

Mr. John H. Morris
Collins High School
Oak Hill, West Virginia 25903

Mrs. Nancy T. Myers
Southwest High School
Kansas City, Missouri 64113

Miss Nora Palleiro
Wm. G. Pierce Junior High School
Tampa, Florida 33614

Mr. Roger L. Patterson
Groveton High School
Alexandria, Virginia 22306

Mr. James T. Riddervold
Hanover High School
Hanover, New Hampshire

Miss DeLura J. Satterfield
Hillcrest High School
Simpsonville, South Carolina

Mr. William E. Shubert
Coleman Junior High School
Tampa, Florida 33609

Mr. James E. Turk
Powell Senior High School
Powell, Wyoming 82435

Mr. John D. Wells
Clifford H. Nowlin Junior H.S.
Independence, Missouri 64052

Miss Rutha M. White
Linear Jr.-Sr. High School
Shreveport, Louisiana

Mrs. Sandra Ruth Whittington
Mayberry Junior High School
Wichita, Kansas 67213

Mr. Naverne Willa
Martinsville High School
Martinsville, Indiana

Mr. Frederick C. Zell
Springer Junior High School
Wilmington, Delaware 19803
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Pilot Teachers for Course in American Political Behavior

rry J. Aldinger
Ve es Union High School
Mo Road
Vergennes, Vermont 05491

2. Mr. Kermit W. Arnold
Honey Creek High School
6215 Honey Creek Road
Terre Haute, Indiana 47802

3. Mrs. Patricia J. Base
Dyer Junior High School
100 West 15th Street
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

4. Mr. L. Wesley Boots
Southmoreland Junior High School
Scottdale, Pennsylvania 15683

5. Mrs. Frances Brownlee
Barron Senior High School
Barron, Wisconsin 54812

6. Mr. Frank 3. r4,,^^.1

Peters Twp. High School
625 East McMurray Road
McMurray, Pennsylvania 15317

7. Miss Diane Cooke
Hayfield High Intermediate School
3760 Telegraph Road

Alexandria, Virginia 22310

8. Mr. Jack Cox
Nowlin Junior High School
2800 South Hardy
Independence, Missouri 64051

9, Mr. Arthur P. Currier
Jordan Junior High School
California & Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, California 94303

10. Mr. William A. Cutlip
Springbrook High School
Valleybrook Drive
Silver Spring, Maryland 20904

11. Mr. Thomas DeBolt
Peabody Demonstration School
Peabody College
Nashville, Tennessee

1969-1970

12. Mr. Myron N. Denekas
Upton Junior High School
Maiden Lane
St. Joseph, Michigan 49085

13. Mr. Richard Dierking
East Park Junior High School
Danville, Illinois 61832

14. Mr. Daniel Dodson
Methuen Junior High School
Pleasant View Street
Methuen, Massachusetts 01844

15. Miss Mary S. Frees
Mt. Pleasant Junior High School
Duncan Road and Philadelphia Pike
Wilmington, Delaware 19809

16. Mrs. Marjorie Gautier
East Ladue Junior High School
9701 Conway Road
Ladue, Missouri 63124

17. Mr. Stephen C. Gladhart
Coleman Junior High School
North Governeour Road
Wichita, Kansas

18. Mr. Claude Gladu
Lincoln High School
Old River Road
Lincoln, Rhode Island 02855

19. Mr. James E. Harwood
Chelmsford Junior High School
North Chelmsford
Massachusetts 01863

20. Mr. Robert A. Hayes
Dartmouth High School
366 Slocum Road
North Dartmouth, Massachusetts 02747

21. Mr. Newell C. Huckaby
Delavan-Darien High School
150 Cummings Street
Delavan, Wisconsin 53115

22. Mr. Warren R. Hurt
Binford Junior High School
600 South Roosevelt
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
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23. Mr. Steve Johnson
Churchill High School
Eugene, Oregon 97401

24. Mrs. Carolyn Kincheloe
East Park Junior High School
Colfax Street
Danville, Illinois 61832

25. Mr. Joseph Korten
Highland Park High School
Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

26. Mr. Floyd J. Kuzan
Andrew Jackson High School
5001 South Miami Road
South Bend, Indiana 46544

27. Mr. Clarence Lewis
Hokesmith High School
535 Hill Street, S.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30312

28. Mr. Leonard K. Lupin
Mt. Pleasant Junior High School
Duncan Road
Wilmington, Delaware 19809

29. Mr. Charles E. Martin
Mt. Vernon Senior High School
700 Harriet Street
Mt. Vernon, Indiana 47620

30. Mr. Gary Martin
Sheldon High School
2455 Willakenzie Road
Eugene, Oregon 97401

31. Mr. Robert E. Miller
Southmoreland Junior High School
Scottdale, Pennsylvania 15683

32. Mr. William C. Moores
Wilbur Junior High School
480 East Meadow Drive
Palo Alto, California

33. Mr. John H. Morris
Collins High School
Jones Avenue
Oak Hill, West Virginia 25901

34. Mrs. Nancy T. Myers
Southwest High School
6512 Wornall Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64113

35. Mr. Dominic J. Piccc
Benjamin Franklin Junior High School
14 Blackhawk Street
Aurora, Illinois 60506

36. Mr. Martin Rabinowitz
Emerson Junior High School
29100 West Chicago
74,47,11,413 Wirhicsan 4f1175

37. Miss DeLura J. Satterfield
Hillcrest High School
Laurens Road, Box 188
Simpsonville, South Carolina 29681

38. Mr. Tom Slater

Schmucker Middle School
56045 Bittersweet Road
Mishawaka, Indiana 46544

39. Mr. Roger W. Springsted
Hadley Junior High School
1101 Dougherty
Wichita, Kansas 67212

40. Miss Janet Subers
Forwood Junior High School
2000 Westminster Drive
Wilmington, Delaware 19803

41. Mr. Richard D. Temple
Central Junior High School
Alexandria, Minnesota 56308

42. Mr. Jeff Thomas
Northridge Junior High School
Danville, Illinois 47842

43. Mr. James E. Turk
Powell Senior High School
Powell, Wyoming 82435

44. Mrs. Sandra Ruth Whittington
Mayberry Junior High School
207 South Sheridan
Wichita, Kansas 57213

45. Mr. Frederick C. Zell
Springer Junior High School
2220 Shipley Road
Wilmington, Delaware 19803
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PILOT TEACHERS FOR COURSE IN AMERICAN POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

Academic Year 1970-1971

Mr. Barry J. Aldinger
Vergennes Union High School
Monkton Road
Vergennes, Vermont 05491

Mr. Kermit W. Arnold
Honey Creek High School
6215 Honey Creek Road
Terre Haute, Indiana 47802

Mrs. Patricia Base
Dyer Junior High School
100 West 15th Street 1

Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Mr. L. Wesley Boots
Southmoreland Senior High School
Alverton, Pennsylvania 15612

Mrs. Frances Brownlee
Barron Senior High School
Barron, Wisconsin 54812

Mr, Prank J. Ciocci
Peters lbwnshi,p iiigh School

625 East McMurray Road
McMurray, Pennsylvania 15317

Miss Diane Cooke
Hayfield High Intermediate School
3760 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22310

Mr. Jack Cox
Nowlin Junior High School
2800 South Hardy
Independence, Missouri 64051

Mr. Arthur P. Currier
Jordan Junior High School
California & Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, California 94303

Mr. William A. Cutlip
Springbrook High School
Valleybrook Drive
Silver Spring, Maryland 20904

Mr. Thomas DeBolt
Peabody Demonstration School
Peabody College
Nashville, Tennessee 37202

Mr. Myron N. Denekas
Upton Junior High School
800 Maiden Lane
St. Joseph, Michigan 49085

Mr. Richard Dierking
East Park Junior High School
Danville, Illinois 61832

Mr. Daniel Dodson
Methuen Junior High School
Pleasant View Street

'Methuen, Massachusetts 01844

Mrs. Marjorie Gautier
East Ladue Junior High School
9701 Conway Road
St. Louis County
Ladue, Missouri 63124

Mr. Stephen C. Gladhart
Coleman Junior High School
North Governeour Road
Wichita, Kansas

Mr. Claude Gladu
Lincoln High School
Old River Road
Lincoln, Rhode Island 02865

Mr. John Gorbet
P. O. Box 788
Bishop High School
Bishop, Texas 78343

Mr. Neal Hafemeister
Consultant in Social Studies
Lincoln Public Schools
720 South 22nd Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68510

Mr. James E. Harwood
Chelmsford Junior High School
North Chelmsford
Massachusetts 01863

Mr. Robert A. Hayes
Dartmouth High School
366 Slocum Road
North Dartmouth
Massachusetts 02747
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Mrs. Ingrid Mix
Southwest High School
6512 Wornall Road
Kansas City, Missouri

Mr. Newell C. Huckaby
Delavan-Darien High School
150 Cummings street
Delavan, Wisconsin 53115

Mr. Warren Hurt
Binford Junior High School
600 South Roosevelt
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Mr. Steve Johnson
Churchill High School
Eugene, Oregon 97401

Mrs. Carolyn Kincheloe
East Park Junior High School
Colfax Street
Danville, Illinois 61832

Mrs. Marie Kramer
Goodrich Junior High School
4600 Lewis Avenue
Lincoln, Nebraska 68521

Mr. Floyd J. Kuzan
Andrew Jackson High School
5001 South Miami Road
South Bend, Indiana 46544

Mrs. Lola LeBlanc
'Social Studies Consultant
P. 0. Box 110
515 Carancahua
Corpus Christi, Texas 78403

Mr. Clarence Lewis
Hokesmith High School
535 Hill Street, S.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30312

Mr. Robert A. Lewis
Curriculum Center
Shawnee Mission Public Schools
7919 West 95th Street
Overland Park, Kansas 66204

Mr. Leonard K. Lupin
Mt. Pleasant Junior High School
Duncan Road
Wilmington, Delaware 19809

Mr. Gary Martin
Sheldon High School
2455 Willakenzie Road
Eugene, Oregon 97401

Mr. Leon A. McPherson, Jr.
Zion-Benton Township High School
23rd Street and Eshcol Avenue
Zion, Illinois 60099

Mr. Robert E. Miller
Southmoreland Junior High School
Scottdale, Pennsylvania 15683

Mr. William C. Moores
Wilbur Junior High School
480 East Meadow Drive
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1. Abstract

a. Ob ectives, The aims of the proposed Curriculum Center in Social
Studies at Indiana University are the following:
(1) To identify broad topics and problems in political science,
to examine these in depth through the use of relevant concepts
and analytical tools, end to select and present topics suitable
for study in junior and senior high school courses in civics and
government;
(2) To develop materials and teaching procedures which would
incorporate the moat recent findings in political science, psy-
chology, and education;
(3) To teach concepts which relate to the political system at
the local, national, and international levels, and which enhance
conceptual sophistication in dealing with political ideas to
junior and senior high school students;
(4) To familiarize high school students with the process of
developing and testing hypotheses pertaining to the political
world;
(5) To enable students to handle questions of public policy in
ethically and intellectually defensible ways;
(6) To maximize the ability of high school students to under-
stand the conditions under which political decisions are made;
(7) To encourage university scholars in the social sciences to
work with high school teachers in the development of a social
studies curriculum;
(8) To demonstrate new pra6rame and instructional approaches,
and to disseminate the most reliable findings to teachers, ad-
ministrators, and other school personnel.

b. Procedure. The Center proposes to attain the foregoing objec-
tives by using the following procedures:
(1) Establishing a work team composed of a Center Committee
made up of political scientists and p.:.:fessional educators who
will direct the investigation and serve as the primary resource
persons, a full-time Principal Investigator, who will conduct
the investigation, and key scholars from related fields and
cooperating high school teachers who will serve as resource
persons and consult with the staff on substantive and proce-
dural matters;
(2) Obtaining basic ideas, concepts, and procedures to be
developed from political scientists and cooperating scholars
in related fields;
(3) Developing appropriate pamphlets, syllabi, case-studies,
and books of readings for use in the classroom;
(4) Identifying promising teachers in the cooperating schools,
and training them in the use of materials and instructional
methods;
(5) Applying the concepts and generalizations relating to
the political system in selected schools, and experimenting
with teaching methods such as discovery, simulation, and
case-study;
(6) Through the use of simulation of political systems and
through role-playing to give the student the opportunity to
participate in political decisions;
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(7) Measuring student growth in knowledge and understanding
of the political world, and comparing experimental and control
groups by means of pre- and post-tests, self-evaluation, teacher
records of daily activities, judgments of trained observers,
etc.;
(8) Disseminating the most reliable and interesting findings
through regional conferences, professional meetings, demonstra-
tion centers, and periodic reports in the professional literature.

2. Problem

A fundamental re-examination and revision of the curriculum in ele-
mentary and secondary school science and mathematics is now underway in
the United States. The need ia equally great for a basic revision of
the social studies curriculum.

The emerging curriculum in science and mathematics is organized
around a relatively small number of general ideas and processes which
afford the structure of these subjects. Teaching is moved away from
its preoccupation with the mastery of minutia toward the discovery and
comprehension of broad relationship, pattern and process in scientific
and mathematical endeavor. Strict subject-matter lines are breeched as
children are introduced at a much earlier age than formerly to certain
general ideas and approaches useful in the comprehension and further
investigation of natural and mathematical phenomena.

Consistent with the approach to curriculum, a method of teaching is
employed which enlists students more directly in the process of scientific
and quantitative investigation. Students are encouraged to generalize
about observed phenomena and to test these generalizations with appro-
priate tools of analysis and empirical investigation. It is believed
that a similar approach to curriculum and method of teaching may be
fruitfully applied to the Racial studies, and more particularly, to the
teaching of government'', 4

A start has been male, moat notably by a group of researchers work-
ing under the aegis of Paul R. Hanna at Stanford University, to identify
from the content of the various social sciences the principal generaliza-
tions which may lend structure to these subjects.3 Continuing work of
a related nature is proceeding under the aegis of the Soviet Science
Education Consortium at Purdue. Further, a model of teaching is beginning

1Jerome S. Bruner, The Process of Education. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1962.

2Shirley H. Engle, "Decision Making: The Heart of Social Studies
Instruction," Social Education 24:7 (November, 1960).

3Paul R. Hanna and John R. Lee, "Generalizations from the Social
Sciences." In John U. Michaelis, editor, Social Studies in Elementary
Schools. Thirty-Second v2arbook of the National Council for the Social
Studies. Washington, D.C.: The Council, 1962.
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to take shape which uses "inquiry" methods appropriate to the examina-
tion and validation of certain kinds of statements derived from the
social sciences. Recent refinements of this model may be found in the
work of Hunt and Metcalf and that of Hullfish and Smith. 4, 5

The proposed Curriculum Center, which will be in operation over a
period of five years, will have a twofold task: (1) To identify, de-
scribe, and document important ideas, generalizations, and tools of
systematic inquiry in the social sciences, and most particularly in
the field of political science; (2) To describe, analyze, put into
operation, demonstrate, and evaluate promising methods and styles of
teaching courses in civics and government at the junior and senior high
school level.

The development of a curriculum center in government and the proposed
research in instructional methods stem from the following concerns and
observations:

(1) Current research findings in political science and related dis-
ciplines have not reached the social studies classroom of the secondary
schools. Eleventh and twelfth year required or elective courses in Gov-
ernment or in Problems of Democracy generally contain a great deal of
obsolete material and a number of misconceptions of the nature of polit-
ical science.6

(2) Most courses in civics or government have an evangelistic-emo-
tional undertone; their professed goals are summarized in the global
notion that these courses will develop, "good, democratic citizens.7"
In many cases good or responsible citizenship is interpreted to mean
tacit compliance with the prevailing social ethic and uncritical accep-
tance of the status mist. Many courses in government are explicitly
designed to develop "patriotic" citizens, that is, citizens who exhibit
an unquestioned loyalty to traditional institutions. The intent of the
foregoing courses which give a high partisan and simple view of the
political system runs counter to the expressed goals of the Government
of the united States which advocates the effective use of educational
and other institutions in developing an enlightened electorate, i.e.,
citizens who can identify crucial social issues and judiciously examine

4Maurice P. Hunt and Lawrence E. Metcalf, Teaching High School
Social Studies. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1955.

5H. Gordon Hullfish and Philip G. SmiLh, Reflective Thinking: The
Method of Education. New York: Dodd Mead, 1961.

6Evron M. Kirkpatrick and Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, "Political Science,"
in High School Social Studies Perspectives, by E. M. Hunt et al., New
York: Boughton Mifflin, 1962, p. 100.

7Actually, the Purdue Opinion Panel found a negative relation
between courses in civics or government and student behavior and atti-
tude on selected indices of democracy. See, H. H. Remmers, ed., Anti-
Democratic Attitudes in American Schools, Evanston: Northwestern
University pr*"0, 1963.
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them.8 The content of these courses is also contrary to the objectives
of various professional organizations such as the American Political
Science Association and the National Council for the Social Studies.

(3) Conceptual frames of reference, and political science investi-
gative tools and techniques have not been used in social studies courses
in the high school. For the most pert, concepts, and items of informa-
tion have been presented without any attempt to identify and assess the
underlying method of search and verification of hypotheses. It is con-
ceded that fundamental ideas and principles dealing with the perennial
problems of mankind, such as those associated with the mastery of nature,
sc,cializations, and social control, are very important and they should
be included in any curriculum. But this consitutes only part of the
educational enterprise. Another equally important aspect of cognitive
learning is the process by which ideas are developed, verified, and re-
constructed. To leave this problem unexamined is to relegate by default
a most important function of education to a minor role. The point here
is that a generalization or an assertion which purports to explain com-
plicated behavioral and societal phenomena, unless conjoined with the
scheme of investigation, does not automatically ensure understanding
and does not, in itself, offer a dependable tool for predictability and
control. The student and the teacher muFt find themselves involved in
a systematic and continuous effort to reconstruct their beliefs in the
light of unearthed evidence.

(4) Alternative methods of teaching have not been carefully de-
scribed, analyzed, and tested. Social studies educators have been re-
ferring to the "problems method," "discussion method," "lecture method,"
etc. without ever coming to grips with a defensible concept of method,
or of problem. Furthermore, lack of a theoretical framework accounted
for many, rather loose statements of objectives, and for the inability
of social studies investigators to link objectives of instruction to
classroom procedures, teaching strategies, measuring instruments, and
learning outcomes.9

(5) Attempts at evaluation have used, for the most part, standard-
ized tests which were administered at the beginning and at the end of
the experimental period, usually over a period of a few weeks or a se-
mester. Often, the test did not fit the framework and the teaching
method under study; hence, most of the controlled "single variable"
studies reported in the literature found no significant differences
in educational outcomes between the experimental and control groups.
Most of the tests used in experimental studies were basically tests of
factual recall. It would seem rather paradoxical that many investi-
gators who have operated under a "critical inquiry" orientation have
accepted, in the last analysis, achievement of tests measuring recall
of arbitrary associations as the determinant of success or failure of

8The President's Commission on National Goals, Goals for Americans,
The American Assembly, Columbia University, Prentice-Hall, 1960

9Byron G. Massialas, Research Prospects in the Social Studies,
Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana University, Vol. 38, No. 1,
January, 1962, pp. 14-24.
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the instructional method under investigation." Also, latent functions
of children, transfer of learning, and related considerations have not
been generally included in the evaluation of instruction in the social
studies. When other means of evaluation were used, such as observations,
interviews, questionnaires, anecdotal records, and the like, they were
relegated only secondary place.

3. Objectives

In developing materials in the field of political science, and in
experimenting with various instructional methods the following objec-
tives will be sought:

(1) To identify broad topics and problems in political science,
and to select and present topics suitable for study in junior and senior
high school courses in civics and government, to investigate these in
depth through the use of relevant concepts and analytical tools. Topics
will be treated as case-studies with appropriate documents and secondary
sources and will be presented in pamphlet form suitable for teachers and
for students. For example, institutional transfer in a new nation and
the application of a structural-functional analysis may be studied by
using some of the ideas developed by David Apter in The Gold Coast in
Transition, (Princeton University Press, 1955); likewise, political
modernization in Asia and Africa may be studied by simplifying some
ideas advanced by well-known social scientists, Clifford Geertz,
ed., Old Societies and New States, (The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963)
or Robert E. Ward and Dankwart A. Rustow, eds., Political Modernization
in Japan and Turkey, (Princeton University Press, 1964).

The task of identifying and developing important ideas in govern-
ment will be the primary responsibility of the political scientists who
are members of the team. Members of the Center's staff will assist in
translating the ideas and analytical techniques into classroom practice.

(2) To teach concepts relating to the institution of government and
to the political system in local, national, and international contexts,
and to introduce among students and high school teachers a high level of
cciceptual sophistication in dealing with such political concepts.

(3) To enhance the ability of the student to see important rela-
tionships in the operation of the political system. For example, the
relationship between political socialization and certain social agencies,
e.g., family, school might be examined in a systematic manner. To this
end, secondary material might be adjusted to the reading level of the
high school students; the Little, Brown Paperback Series in Comparative
Politics might be useful here. (See, for example, Richard Rose, Poli-
tics in England, 1964).

(4) To familiarize high school students with the process of develop-
ing and testing hypotheses pertaining to the political world. This

1°Ibid.
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process will include some of the following intellectual and procedural

tasks: theory building, definition, sampling, data collection, gener-

alization, application, inference, etc.

(5) To enable students to handle questions of public policy and

social issues in their proper philosophical context. Defensible ways

in dealing with normativec (value) issues will be introduced and care-

fully discussed.

(6) To maximize the ability of high school students to understand
the dimensions and the conditions under which political decisions are
made. In order to enhance this ability, simulated experiences and role-
playing will be introduced.

(7) To encourage university scholars in the social sciences and
in education to work with high school teachers in the development of
a social studies curriculum. Political scientists will contribute
substantive ideas and approaches to be developed. These will be
checked against ideas contributed by sociologists, goegraphers, etc.
Professional educators and high school teachers will contribute in-
sights into optimum conditions for learning.

(8) To demonstrate new programs and instructional methods, and to
disseminate the most reliable findings to teachers, administrators, and
other school personnel.

4. Rationale

A review of other projects and curriculum centers in social studies
revealed that there is currently no study concentrating on political
science at the junior and senior high school level. Furthermore, no
study or curriculum project attempts to experiment with such varioy
of novel instructional methods, e.g., simulation, discovery, etc."

In developing this proposal the following major assumptions are
made:

(1) That a defensible curriculum may be structured on the basis
of limited concepts, generalizations, and methods of inquiry which deal
with the perennial problems of mankind.12

(2) That the aforementioned concepts, principles, and techniques
can be gleaned from the literature by specialists in the given field.
In this respect, the work of Bernard Berelscn and Gary A. Steiner
(Human Behavior: An Imatory of Scientific Findings, Harcourt, Brace,
and World; 1964) provides a good beginning in the development of a tax-
°nomy of social science concepts and generalizations and of their re-
spective sources of evidence. The pioneer work of Paul Hanna and his

11Gerald R. Smith, "Project Social Studies -- A Report," School Life,
July, 1963: "Course Content Development in the Social Sciences." Science
Education News, April, 1964.

12See Articles by Shirley H. Engle and Paul R. Henna in Social
Education, April, 1953.
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associates at Stanford, and of the California State Department of Edu-
cation, in the development of social science generalizations for use in
elementary and secondary schools has already been mentioned."

(3) That when facts are put into a structured pattern, they are
retained longer and they can be better understood. Bruner presents
this point whoa he says: "Perhaps the most basic thing that can be
said about human memory, after a century of intensive research, is
that unless detail is placed into a structure pattern, it is rapidly
forgotten."14

(4) That the four instructional procedures described below, provide
fruitful means in presenting political science material, but that these
approaches need to be investigated further.

5. Procedure

The Curriculum Center in Government will operate under the following
general plan:

A Center Committee will be formed composed of members of the Depart-
ment of Government and of the School of Education who contributed sub-
stantially to the conception and preparation of this proposal. These
are: Shirley H. Engle (Education), who will be the Director of the
Project; Byrum E. Carter (Government); William J. Siffin (Government);
and Frederick Smith (Education). The Center Committee will outline
the direction that the investigation will take and its members will
serve as the primary resource persons for the investigation.

A Principal. Investigator will be employed. He will conduct the
investigation under the direction of the Center Committee.

Key persons from several departments of the University will be
selected to serve as consultants for the project. These will include
among others the following: Norman J. G. Pounds (Geography); Sheldon
Stryker (Sociology); Charles S. Hynewen, David E. Derge, and Walter
H. C. Laves (Government); Philip G. Smith and Stanley E. Ballinger
(Education); and Gerald W. Marker (School of Arts and Sciences -
Education). These persons will be consulted regularly and appropri-
ately on both matters of substance and matters of procedure.

A Research Associate, Nicholas A. Fattu (Education) will be consulted
on all evaluative procedures.

13 TheTne rollowing publications have, in part, also tried to identify
important ideas in different social science fields: New Viewpoints in

the Social Sciences, Roy A. Price, Editor, Twenty-Eighth Yearbook of
the National Council for the Social Studies, 1958; Citizenship, and a
Free Society, Franklin Patterson, Editor, Thirtieth Yearbook of the
NCSS, 1960; ugh School Social Studies Perspectives, sp.1 cit.; The
Social Studies and the Social Sciences, by Bernard Berelson and others,
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1962.

14The Process of Education, 22, cit., p. 24.
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Participating Schools and Cooperating Teachers will be selected,
regularly consulted on practical questions of substance and procedure,
and prepared in appropriate ways to participate in the investigation.

The Center will be in operation over a period of five years. The
general operations performed during this period may be divided into
two main phases as follows:

-I. The Exploratory-Developmental Phase (Three Years),

1. As a beginning, a rather extensive survey and evaluation of
existing courses in government or civics at the junior and
senior high school level will be conducted.

2. A comprehensive survey and analysis of the literature in
political science and in related fields will be conducted
to identify concepts, topics, and investigative techniques
suitable for use in high school.

3. Syllabi, case-study materials, collections of readings, ec.,
will be prepared in pamphlet form for use by teachers and
in the classroom.

4. Instructional methods under investigation will be described
and analyzed. Relevant evaluation instruments will be se-
lected, and provisions for observation schedules will be
made.

5. A team of cooperating teachers will be carefully selected
and trained in the use of materials and instructional methods.

II. The Application Phase (Two Years)

6. The application of and experimentation with the political
science concepts and instructional methods will take place
in carefully selected schools over a period of three years.
Several public schools in Indiana have expressed an interest
in participating in such a project, e.g., The Indiana Univer-
sity High School, Bloomington High School, Penn High School
(Mishawaka), and high schools in Columbus, Terre Haute, Indi-
anapolis, South Bend, Elkhart, and Evansville. It is expected
that at least six schcols representing different socio-cultural
environments will serve as experimental and demonstration
centers. An attempt will be made to match these schools
against comparable control schools. The study will involve
approximately 24 classes, or abc.lt 720 pupils per year, rep-
resenting a fairly wide range of ability and socio-economic
background.

7. Students, in both control and experimental schools will be
treated by means of pre- and post-tests. The investigators
will use a variety of tests and instruments in ascertaining
the effectiveness of differential treatments in the class-
room, including (a) standardized tests, 2420, the Cooperative
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STEP Social Studies Test (Forms 2A and 2B) of the Educational
Testing Service; (b) teacher-made instruments; (c) student
self-evaluation; (d) tapes and videotapes; (e) the testimony
of trained observers; (f) interviews with students. While
the criterion question is knowledge and understanding of con-
cepts and methods of inquiry in the field of political science,
the development ar.d fixation of attitudes and values concern-
ing the political system will also be examined. In this con-
nection the services of a social psychologist will be utilized.15

8. During the fourth year, the overall effectiveness of the ma-
terials and instructional methods will be reviewed. If war-
ranted, changes and revisions will be introduced during the
last two years of operation. The political scientists will
continue to cooperate with the Project staff in the develop-
ment and refinement of materials.

9. During the latter phase of the study, the most reliable and
applicable results of the work of the Center will be dissemi-
nated through: (a) meetings in the demonstration centers,
(b) annual conferences of professional organizations, 2211,
the meetings of the American Political Science Association,
the Indiana and the National Councils for the Social Studies,
and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop-
ment, (c) articles in professional journals and monographs
(the School of Education of Indiana University has already
published, in its Bulletin series, the results of three
social studies projects, and it has reported the findings
of Professor Ruth Strickland who has worked with the U. S.
Office of Education on Project English).

10. During the last year of Center's existence a final report
will be written which will include the following:

(a) Selected material in political science for use
with high school teachers and students;

(b) Brochures and pamphlets identifying concepts, gener-
alizations, means of investigation, and instructional
methods;

(c) The results of student evaluation. Students will
be tested by use of pre- and post-tests and "delay"
post-tests. Analysis of variance or co-variance
will be used to establish,equivalent groups. The

"t" and "f" tests will be used to determine signif-
icant differences between the groups.

15Some pioneer work on the optimum age hypothesis in political
socialization has been done by David Easton and Robert D. Hess. See

their, "The Child's Political World," in the Midwest Journal of Polit-
ical Science, VI, No. 3 (August, 1962), 229-246.
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(d) The judgments and observations of the cooperating
scholars, educators, teachers, administrators, and
students.

A major focus of the proposed Curriculum Center will be a one-year
course in government offered at the 11th or 12th grade level, a course
presently enrolling nearly a half million high school students in the
United States. The course will be organized in a two semester sequence
as follows: First Semester: The content will be focused on the de-
scription analysis of the political system of the United States, in-
cluding state and local government as well as the operations of the
national government. The course will integrate traditional material
dealing with the formal structure of American government, including
consideration of the role of law and treatment of the historical de-
velopment of the political system, with more recent behavioral studies
of political socializations, voting, attitude formation, and decision-
making processes in formal and informal organizations. Material re-
lating democratic political theory to the study of American political
system will be introduced at appropriate points in the course. Second
Semester: The focus will be on comparative government and politics
along with the consideration of relations between states. The compar-
ative government material will include an examination of other demo-
cratic states, the Communist bloc systems, and the newer states which
have arisen in the last two decades. Concepts dealing with such mat-
ters as political socialization which have been developed in the first
semester of the course will be applied on a comparative basis in the
second semester. The relationship between domestic political systems
and the international postures taken by states of different political
types will be examined with care. Comparisons will also be made as
to the kinds of methods appropriate for the study of industrialized
states, in which substantial data is available, and the newer states
in which such hard data is not presently available.

A second major focus will be on the development of coordinate
and terminal programs in political science at the junior high level
and most particularly in the 9th and 10th grade level where over a
half million students are currently enrolled in courses in civics.

Although there is some overlapping in the skills and procedures
under consideration, four experimental methods of teaching will be
emphasized. The common denominator in all methods under study is
the stress on scholarly research and inquiry on the part of the stu-
dent. The methods of teaching may be briefly stated as follows:

(1) Simulation game. Students represent real or imaginary
states, and they participate in political decision-making
in contexts replicating real or contrived world crises.
On the basis of a list of rules, students make foreign
policy decisions, declare war, establish diplomatic re-
lations, bring about economic boycotts and tariff regula-
tions, etc. The main goal is the effective allocation of
resources. The simulation has been used in the teaching
of undergraduate college courses in government. It is
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claimed that participation in simulation gives one a real-
ization of the complexities of the political world and
motivates the participant to explore alternatives based
on reliable evidence."

(2) Learning through Discovery. Given certain limited cues
in documents, films, artifacts, etc., the students begin
to speculate and to hypothesize about the structure and
functions of political institutions. The proces6 of dis-
covery moves from a stage of hunch and intuition to a
stage of in-depth analysis and, finally, to the point
where knowledge-claims are based on concrete, documen-
tary evidence. The teacher fosters discovery by assuming
a non-directive role; his main role is to instigate and
moderate discussion after he has introduced the discovery
episode or the initial encounter with ideas concerning the
political system. It is claimed that the method of dis-
covery has a highly motivating effect on the participants,
and it promotes understanding since the data under consid-
eration are related to certain main propositions or theories.17

(3) The Springboard Approach. The course is taught by the
use of springboards which are groups of descriptive, but
related facts in documents or texts which are thought pro-
voking or can be made so, and the study of which leads to
conceptualization about some problems of importance. The
conceptualizations would take the form of insights or hy-
potheses with which the students would be confronted, in
order to explore their logical implications. The hypotheses
and their implications would be subjected to further dis-
cussion and testing. Each student, working individually
or in groups, is given the opportunity to formulate ex-
planatory hypotheses concerning the political system and
to confirm or test them by employing reliable criteria.18

(4) The Jurisprudential or Case-Study Approach. Given certain
conditions and social cleavages (conditions of segregation,
cultural deprivation, over-population, nuclear armament,

16Harold Guetzkow and others, Simulation in International Relations:
Developments for Research and Teaching, Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-Hall,
1963.

17See, Jerome S. Bruner, "The Act of Discovery," Harvard Educational
Review 31:21-32, Winter 1961, and B. G. Massialas and Jack Zevin, Teach-
ing History through Discovery. Unpublished manuscript, University of
Chicago (typed, 12 pp.).

18ror a more detailed elaboration of this approach see, Hunt and
Metcalf op cit., and Byron G. Massialas, ed., The Indiana Experiments
in Inquiry: Social Studies, Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana
University, March, 1963.
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etc.) requiring normative judgments, the student is engaged
in the identification of positions on social issues and
their underlying assumptions, and in the intellectualiza-
tion of the consequences of acting upon certain policies.
Throughout the discussion, carefully prepared legal cases
and briefs are studied and analyzed. Small group work is
encouraged, and decisions are made regarding the merit of
a given policy. It is claimed that through this approach
the student becomes acquainted with current social and po-
litical issues, and he begins to exercise intelligent rea-
soning in proposing alternative solutions.I9

6. Personnel

a. Director: Shirley H. Engle, Associate Dean for Graduate Develop-
ment and Professor of Education, Indiana University, and recip-
ient in 1959 of the University's Frederic Bachman Lieber Memorial
Award for Distinguished Teaching. Professor Engle is a special-
ist in social s: :udies curriculum and instruction. Following
several years of public school experience as a social studies
teacher, he was for seven years head of the Social Studies De-
partment of the University High School, Indiana University,
where he conducted research on the use of the 'culture concept"
in world history. More recently he has taught graduate courses
in social studies education at Indiana University, and he has
directed a number of doctoral studies in the use of an "inquiry"
approach in developing concepts and generalizations from the
social sciences in teaching high school social studies. Pub-
lications include:

Co-author forthcoming book to be published by the Wadsworth
Publishing Company on "New Challenges in the Social Studies:
Implications of Research for Teaching."

Editor and Co-author of New Perspectives in World History, Year-
book of the National Council for the Social Studies, 1964.

"Objectives of the Social Studies," in Current Research in
Social Studies, Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana
University, 40:2, 1-12 (March, 1964).

"Thoughts in Regard to Revision," Social Education, 27:182-134
and 196 (April, 1963).

19Donald W. Oliver, "Educating Citizens for Responsible Individualism,
1960-1980," in Franklin Patterson, ed., Citizenship and a Free Society:
Education for the Future, Thirtieth Yearbook o.Z. the National Council for
the Social Studies, 1960.
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'Decision Making: The Heart of Social Studies Instruction."
Social Education 24:301-306, 306 (November, 1960). Re-
printed in The Education Digest 26:48-50 (February, 1961).

"Methods of Instruction in Economic Education." In Herman G.
Enterline, editor, Educating Youth for Economic Competence.
American Business Education Yearbook, published by the Eastern
Business Teachers Association and the National Business
Teachers Association. Patterson, New Jersey: State Teachers
College, 1958.

"The Potential of the Secondary School in Achieving a Desirable
Public Opinion." In The Teaching of Contemporary Affairs,
pp. 76-85. Twenty-First Yearbook of the National Council
for the Social Studies. Washington, D. C.: The Council,
1951.

"Factors in the Teaching of Our Persistent Modern Problems."
Social Education 11:167-169 (April, 1947). Reprinted in
Improving Human Relations No. 25, pp. 90-93, Bulletin of
the National Council for the Social Studies. Washington
6, D. C.: The Council, November, 1949.

"Controversial Issues in World History Clauses." In Improving
the Teaching of World History, pp. 145-152. Twentieth Year-
book of the National. Council for the Social Stud es. Wash-
ington, D. C.: The Council, 1949.

b. Principal Investigator: The person occupying this position
should have a good background in political science and in
education; he should have demonstrated competence in curriculum
research, he should have some talent for writing, and he should
have had a successful teaching experience in secondary schools.
It would be important for this person to have first-hand knowl-
edge of schools in Indiana and adjacent states. We now have in
mild six properly qualified persons in the United States, one
of whom it would be hoped con be induced to accept this
responsibility.

c. Associate Investigators: Byrum E. Carter, Jr. is Professor of
Government, Indiana University. He has served as assistant dean
and acting associate dean of faculties and as acting chairman
of the Department of Government. During World War II he served
in the Marine Corps and also as a wage rate analyst for the
Seventh Regional War Labor Board. In the summer of 1956 Carter
was awarded the Faculty Research Fellowship for his study, "The
Political Theory of John Stuart Mill." His qualities as a teacher
were recognized by the University in 1957 when he received the
Frederic Bachman Lieber Memorial Award for Distinguished Teach-
ing. In 1957 the Princeton University Press published Professor
Carter's book, "The Office of the Prime Minister," which was
described by Drew Middleton, head of the New York Times London
Bureau, as "the best book ever written by an American on the
British."
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William J. Siffin, whose fields of study span business and
public administration, political science and economics, is
Associate Professor of Government at Indiana University.
Joining the I. U. faculty in 1952, Siffin served in addi-
tional capacities as director of the Institute of Training
for Public Service, 1952-57; chief academic advisor to the
Institute of Public Administration at Thammasat University,
Thailand, 1957-59, and consultant to the Thai Institute,
1960. Current assignments at Indiana include co-director
of the Carnegie Faculty Seroner on Political and Administra-
tive Development; a fellow of the University's International
Development Research Center; and a member of the board of
directors, representing Indiana University, of the Inter -
University Program on Institution-Building Research (Indiana,
Pittsburgh, Syracuse, and Michigan State). Prior to 1952,
he held such posts as director of research for the Kentucky
Legislative Research Commission, 1950-52; Ind administrative
office analyst for the Tennessee Valley Authority, 1944-48.
His writings have included such books as The Legislative
Council in the American States; Comparative Study of Public
Administration, which was first published in 1957 and re-
issued in 1959; and Organization and Management. Soon to
Le publinhed is ':ha Thai Bureaucracy: A Case Study, in Ad-
ministrative Development.

Frederick R. Smith is Associate Professor of Education, Indiana
University. He ).as had a very successful public school expe-
rience in Michigan. Since 1960 he has been teaching at 'ndiana
University in the area of secondary school curriculum and so-
cial studies education. He has contributed articles to the
Michigan Journal of Secondary Education, Phi Delta Kappan,
and the Journal of Educational Research. At the present time,
he is co-editing a book entitled, New Challenges in the Social
SPmos: Implicucions of Research for Teaching, to be published
by Wadsworth Publishing Company.

d. Research Associate: Nicholas A. Fattu, Professor of Education
and Director of the Institute of Educational Research at Indi-
ana University. From 1939 to 1943 he was an instructor and
research statistician in the educational psychology department
at Minnesota. During the war years he worked with the mathe-
matics department at the University of Minnesota in teaching
and in constructing the National Armed Services Training Pro-
gram examinations in the engineering and mathematical sciences.
He also aided in conetructiag the U. S. Armld Forces Inatitute
examinations in statistics. In the latter war years, he was
a psychologist with the College Entrance Examination Board
at Princeton, N. J., on the National Defense Research Council
Project for the Navy. From 1945 to 1947 he was an associate
prof.ssor of psychology at Michigan State University. He is

the author of over one hundred articles in mathematics, psy-
chology and testing publications.
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e. Research Assistants: Research Assistants will be recruited
from graduate students at Indiana University. They will be
persona with backgrounds of successful experience as public
school social studies teachers.

f. Cooperating Teachers: Cooperating teachers will be recruited
from the faculty of the Indiana University High School and the
public schools cooperating with Indiana University's teacher
education programs.. The most important requirement of the
cooperating teachers will be a good background in political
science and successful teaching experience. It is expected
that many of the cooperating teachers will be invited to
participate in the Summer Workshops and Seminars conducted
by the faculty of Indiana University. In the past these
workshops concentrated on the Non-Western Areas, including
Asia, and in such diverse fields as anthropology and human
relations. A summer institute for high school students
who want to pursue careers as social scientists might also
provide the grounds for training and dissemination of relevant
information.

g. Consultants: In addition to members of the Department of
Government and the School of Education who will make up the
project staff, key persons from these and other departments
of the University and from other universities as needed will
be invited to advise with the staff during each phase of the
project. In addition the persons named below will be invited
to participate as members of the Policy Committee. Each is a
key person in terms of this particular project. With the ex-
ception of two, who are presently on leave from Indiana Uni-
versity, each is privy to this proposal and has indicated
his interest in participating in the project.

Stanley E. Ballinger is Professor of History and Philosonhv
in the School of Education at Indiana University. He has
nerved as visiting lecturer at Yale University, 1950; at
the University of Southern California, 1952; Doahisha Uni-
versity, Kyoto, Japan, in the summer of 1954; and at Tokyo
Gakugei University, Japan, 1953-54, as Fulbright lecturer.
He was elected President of the Ohio Valley Philosophy of
Education Society in 1957. Among his publications are
"The Teacher as Culture Mediator," "Cultural Determinism
and Educational Meliorism: A Study of Conflict in Ideas
in Modern American Society," "Controversial Issues in
Education: Some Unfinished Business," and "Recent Develop-
ments in History Instruction in the United States." In

1951 he was appointed for two years as Editorial Chairman
of the American Education Fellowship.

David R. Derge, Jr., associate professor of government at
Indiana University, who joined the faculty in 1956, was
awarded the Sigma Delta Chi journalism fraternity "Brown
Derby" in 1963. The award goes annually to the most popular
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professor. Derge received the A. B. degree in 1950 from
the University of Missouri and the A. M. in 1951 and Ph.D.
in 1955 from Northwestern University. Derge taught two
years at the University of Missouri before coming to Indiana
University. He is a member of the American Political Science
Association, Phi Beta Kappa, Pi Sigma Alpha, Alpha Pi Zeta
and Kappa Sigma. At Indiana University Derge is primarily
responsible for the beginning courses in government.

Professor Charles S. Hyneman joined the Indiana University
faculty in 1956 and was made distinguished service professor
in 1961. He was instructor of political science at Syracuse
University 1928-30 then returned to Illinois as assistant
professor. In 1937 he became professor of government and
chairman of the department of government at Louisiana State
University and the following year became director of the
newly established school of government and public affairs.
While at L. S. U. he organized the Louisiana MuniLipal Asso-
ciation and assisted in installing a merit system for the
state civil service. In 1947 Hyneman became professor and
chairma- of the department of political science at North-
western ,:,niversity. While at Northi.r-4-----. he held twl ap-

pointments as secretary of the Civil Service Board regulating
employment in the Chicago Sanitary District, one of the prin-
cipal local government jurisdictions ia the Chicago metro-
politan area. Hyneman has served as visiting professor at
George Washington University, University of Minnesota, Stan-
ford University and U. C. L. A. He was elected president
of the American Political Science Association in September
1960, and in 1963 was appointed to the National Research
Council as a representative of the Association. On numerous
occasions he has served as eonsultaat to depaztirsats aad
agencies of the federal government. "Bureaucracy in a
Democracy," published in 1950; "The Study of Politics,"
published in 1959; and "The Supreme Court on Trial," pub-
lished in 1963, are Professor Hyneman's best known publica-
tions. He also has had many articles published in political
science and legal journals.

Walter H. C. Laves is chairman of Indiana University's Govern-
ment Department. In February, 1964, Laves was named by the
Secretary of State to a three-year term on the U. S. National
Commission for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization. Professor Laves was chairman of the
commission in 1952-53. In January, 1964, Professor Laves was
named chulLmila of a three-man Committee on International Af-
fairs of the American Association for Higher Education. He
participated in the formation of the United Nations at San
Francisco in 1945 and in 1946 served on United States dele-
gations to the U. N. Assembly in London, and to the Interna-
tional Labor Organization. In 1956 he was elected vice
chairman of the American Council of Learned Societies, and
in 1951 became a member of the governing board of the Inter-
national Social Science Research Institute in Cologne, Germany,
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attending regularly its annual meetings. He is a member of the
American Council on Education's Commission on Education and In-
ternational Affairs. In September, 1958, Dr. Laves was elected
Vice-President of the American Political science Association,
and in April, 1959, was named Chairman of the International
Section of the American Society of Public Administration. In
August, 1960, Laves was asked by the U. S. State Department
to make a study of educational and cultural exchange programs
conducted by the United States government. He is co-author
of the book, UNESCO: Purpose, Progress and Prospects, which
won a 1958 Indiana Authors Day citition as outstanding in the
field of international affairs, and Cultural Relations and U.
S. Foreign Policy.

Gerald W. Marker, Coordinator for School Social Studies at
Indiana University, received the B.S. degree in 1959 and the
M.A. degree in 1960 from Ball State Teachers College. Before
coming to Indiana, Marker taught social studies at North Cen-
tral High School, Indianapolis, 1960-62; and at The University
of Chicago Laboratory School, 1962-64. He is a member of the
National Council for the Social Studies; Indiana Council for
the Social Studies; Phi Delta Kappa; Indiana State Teachers
Association; National Education Association; Indiana School -
men's Club; and the American Association of University Profes-
sors. Marker is editor of NEWS AND NOTES ON THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

Norman J. G. Pounds, an internationally known geographer, has
just recently completed his twentieth book. Recent publications
by Norman J. G. Pounds include The Economic Pattern of armany,
John Murray, London, 1963; Atlas of Middle Eastern Affairs,
Praeger, 1963; A Political Geography, McGraw Hill Book Co.,
1963; The Eerth and You, and Rand McNally & Co., 1962; Divided
Germany and Berlin, Van Nostrand & Co., 1962. Pounds is per-
haps best known around the world as an authority on the Ruhr,
center of conflict, industrially and politically, in West Europe
for generations. He was chairman of the Indiana University
'I'uropean Studies for several years after he joined the faculty
in 1950. He assumed the chairmanship of Indiana University's
Geography Department in 1962.

Philip G. Smith after receiving his Ph.D. at Ohio State Univer-
sity in 1962 has taught at Western Reserve University, University
of Virginia, University of Tennessee, and Wayne State University.
Presently, he is Professor of Educational Philosophy at Indiana
University. He has been a consistent contributor of articles
to professional and learned publications. He is the author of
Philosophic Mindedness .1.n Educational Administrations Ohio State
University Press, 1956; and is co-author with H. Gordon Hullfish
of Reflective Thinking: The Method of Education. His third
book, Philosophy of Education, Harpers, 1965, will be shortly
forthcoming. He is now president elect of the Philosophy of
Education Society.
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Sheldon Stryker, Associate Professor of Sociology at Indiana
University is a graduate of the University of Minnesota, re-
ceiving the B.A. degree cum laude in 1948, the M.A. degree in
1950, and the Ph.D. in 1955. During World War II he was with
the Engineer Combat Battalion of the U. S. Army. He is a member
of the American Sociological Society, the Ohio Valley Sociolog-
ical Society, and of Phi Beta Kappa. He is a regular contributor
of articles to various professional magazines and periodicals.
An extremely erudite and versatile sociologist, he is in constant
demand for consultation in programs that cut across strict disci-
plinary lines.

7. Facilities

Indiana University is especially well situated to conduct the proposed
research and to operate as a social studies curriculum center in the Mid-
dle West. Located in close proximity to and allied with the Social Science
Education Consortium at Purdue University where basic interdisciplinary
work in the social studies is under way, Indiana University enjoys in
its own light a well deserved reputation for interdepartmental cooperation
and interdisciplinary study. There are over fifteen interdicciplinary
programs currently operating at the University many in cooperation with
the School of Education. Some of these bear directly on this project.

The School of Education and the liberal arts departments enjoy a close
Working relationship involving numerous joint programs and, more impor-
tantly, the provision of an office of Co-ordinators of School and University
Programc, currently employing five co-ordinators, with joint appointments
in the School of Education and the College of Arts and Sciences. These
Co-ordinators will greatly facilitate the work of the Center in that they
maintain a moat effective and intimate working relationship with the public
schools in Indiana.

The University Laboratory School with its excellent facilities which
include large auditoriums, closed-circuit television, a very good library,
and a first-rate team of social studies teachers, will give the investi-
gators the opportunity to try out ideas and conduct pilot studies prior
to their broader testing in schools over the state. The administration
and the faculty of the University School have given their unqualified sup-
port to the creation of the proposed Center.

The statistical laboratory of Indiana Univereity which includes com-
puters and IBM machines (IBM 1620 and IBM 7090) will be at the disposal
of the investigators. A panel of advisors in statistical analysis will
greatly facilitate the work of the Center, especially these aspects deal-
ing with evaluation of instruction and comparison of experimental and
control groups.

Between 1960 and 1963 significant pioneer work in defining and testing
"inquiry" methods of teaching social studies was completed at Indiana Uni-
versity. Among other things, the work included a series of doctoral dis-
sertations directed by Mr. Shirley H. Engle. It is proposed that one of
the persons who participated in these studies should serve as the principal
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investigator of the research. The work conducted at Indiana University
has resulted, directly or indirectly, in the publication of several books,
monographs, and articles in professional journals. A list of selected
publications is given below.

1. Three issues of the Indiana Social Studies Quarterly (Autumn,
1960, Spring, 1961, and Autumn, 1961), dealing with (a) social
studies research, (b) new goals and programs in the social
studies, and (c) critical thinking in the social studies.
Contributors included Engle, Ballinger, Lunstrum, Massialas,
and others.

2. Three Bulletins (monographs) of the Indiana University School
of Education entitled: Research Prospects in the Social Studies
(January, 1962); The Indiana Experiments in Inquiry: Social
Studies (May, 1963); Current Research in Social StudicajMarch,
1964). Some of the authors were Engle, Lunstrum, F. Smith,
Cox, and Massialas.

3. Special issue of Social Education on "Revising the Social
Studies" (April, 1963). Authors included Shirley Engle and
Byron Massialas.

4. Indiana State Department of Public Instruction, Social Studies
Curriculum Revision Pro ect. Contributors included John Lunstrum
and Shirley Engle.

5. Pamphlet on Teaching about Communism (State of Indiana, 1963)
Lunstrum et al.

6. Crucial Issues in the Teaching of Social Studies. (Prentice-
Hall, 1964) B. Massialas and A. Kazamias, eds.

7. "Instructional Television and the Classroom Teacher," Audio-
Visual Communication Review (Spring, 1964), by John Fritz and
B. Massialas. The investigators reported on a study regarding
history teachers' perception of the educational potential of
the Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction (MPATI).
The project was conducted under the auspices of the National
Council for the Social Studies and its audio-visual committee
which was chaired by John Lunstrum.

8. New Challenges in the Social Studies: Implications of Research
for Teaching, Wadsworth Publishing Company; in press. Edited
by F. Smith and B. Massialaa with contributions by Engle, Lunstrum,
and others.

9. Tradition and Change in Education: A Comparative Study, by A.
Kazamias and B. Massialas. Prentice-Hall; in press.

8. Duration

The study is expected to last over a period of five years, from July
1, 1966 to June 30, 1971. As mentioned earlier, the first phase of the
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study, which will last for about three years, will involve the preparation
of political science materials. The second phase, which will last about
two years, will primarily involve the application of the prepared materials
to actual classroom practice.


